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ABSTRACT

Beginning in 1840, the Sandwich Islands Mission of the Roman

Catholic Church operated a system of schools to facilitate the

conveyance of the church's religious message. In the early

years of this endeavor, French missionaries taught Hawaiian

youths a modified form of monastic discipline that made

important concessions to the indigenous culture in order to

gain acceptance. The missionaries competed for Hawaiian

adherents with American Protestants, who taught an external

form of discipline. When the Catholic school first appeared,

Americans already exerted a powerful influence over the

politics and economy of the Islands and limited the impact of

the Catholic initiative, though the Catholics won their share

of Hawaiian converts. In little more than fifty years after

Catholic schooling began, Americans transformed the Hawaiian

ruled Kingdom of Hawai'i into an American-controlled republic

and won annexation to the United States as a territory. Ideas

of Progressive education flowed in quickly during the

territorial period, and created the modern educational system

through regulation of teachers and schools.

Priests of the Congregation of the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and

Mary, who ran the Catholic schools, benefited in the early

years from the assistance of both the French and Hawaiian

governments. They accepted direction from Rome and financial
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assistance from lay people abroad. They taught their schools

initially in the Hawaiian language but changed to English

because of the influence uf Americanization. Sisters of the

order demonstrated their adherence to the parti~ioning aspect

of church discipline by establishing private institutions for

girls.

Beginning in the late nineteenth century, a succession of

Catholic congregations in the United States responded to the

mission's requests for teachers to staff the schools. They

brought with them a modernized form of culture and discipline

that transformed aspects of Catholic education but not its

underlying message. The school uniform introduced at this

time sYmbolized the congregations' acceptance of state

regulation as well as stricter church discipline. However,

the mission status of the church and the continued influx of

immigrants into Hawai'i kept the religious message conveyed in

the schools from becoming as narrow as that in its American

counterparts.
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PREFACE

aRe who would find God must accept discipline."

Sirach 33: 14.

The history of Roman Catholic mission schools in Hawai'i from

1840 to 1941 centers around religious quarrels of a sort that

are repugnant to most Americans today and incomprehensible

even to Catholics. The actions of early Catholic missionaries

in the Sandwich Islands, who forced their way into Honolulu

with the help of French gunboats, smacked of the early modern

European religiousr~uarrels that modern notions of toleration

condemn. The Catholic schools those missionaries established

conveyed a set of values we today consider authoritarian and

backward. This dissertation examines the confrontation

between these Catholic missionaries and their Protestant

counterparts in the Sandwich Islands as it played itself out

in the schools the two groups established in the nineteenth

century and continued to operate into the twentieth century.

It seeks to understand the operative values that guided the

Catholic school project, especially as that project confronted

the growing challenge of twentieth-century liberalism.

Protestant missionaries from r-he United States arrived in the

Hawaiian Kingdom in 1820, and w i.t.h i n twenty years had acquired

considerable influence over Island affairs. They assisted the
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indigenous rulers in the creation of Western-style systems of

government and law. Their schools instructed Hawaiian

children in reading, writing, and arithmetic--and in

Protestant Christianity.

In 1840, Catholic missionaries from the Sacred Hearts

congregation, backed by French warships, secured an equal

right to proselytize in the Kingdom. Shortly thereafter, the

Hawaiian chiefs made attendance at Protestant missionary

schools mandatory. Sacred Hearts priests viewed this "law"

for what it was, the product of a plot to snatch away the

children of Catholic converts and thereby negate Catholic

proselytizing. The result of their protest was a separate

system of schools, notably augmented over the next century,

that functioned to sustain Catholicism in the Islands.

Before either group of missionaries appeared in the Islands,

the indigenous religious system had lost much of its vitality

as a result of contact with Westerners, which began ir. 1778.

Catholics, like Protestants, attempted to fill this religious

void each with their own system of meaning. Schools were one

product of the resulting competition in which each religion

attempted to capture the hearts and minds of Island children.

This dissertation rests on the ~ssumption that religions act

as ideological paradigms, or systems of knowled.ge that provide
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meaning to their adherents. As Thomas Kuhn suggested,

paradigms are "incommensurable ways of seeing the world" that

utilize schools, among other things, to transmit their

messages .1 Teachers in each system taught from an

epistemology peculiar to the paradigm of their respective

religions. The schools were looms authorities employed to

weave the threads of knowledge into a coherent whole.

The Catholic paradigm, or cloak of understanding , derived from

a medieval synthesis that stressed intuitive ways of knowing.

It used aesthetic means of understanding such as art and music

to edify the hearts of the faithful. It offered personal

discipline as a bridge between sacred and secular realms.

Catholicism thus wove a loose cloak of discipline that hung

naturally from the broad, brown shoulders of native Hawaiians.

With a weft of loving concern, it created a garment sturdy

enough to objectify suffering and give it teleological

significance.

In contrast, Protestant ministers offered a newer paradigm,

one that rejected much of Catholics'. Protestantism shifted

the boundaries of understanding, placing greater reliance on

1Thomas S. Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions
International Encyclopedia of Unified Science, Vol. 2, No.2,
2nd. ed., enl. (1962; Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1970),4-5.
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intellect than intuition. Its schools taught Hawaiians the

virtues of law and republican government.

Protestants introduced some modern, liberal ideas to Hawai'i;

annexation of the islands by the United States brought these

ideas to fruition. Liberalism derived its understanding of

the world from the scientific method, and employed knowledge

thus produced to promote social progress. Liberal schools

thus fostered ideals of individual freedom and equality, and

inducted children of immigrant laborers into the

responsibilities of democratic governance.

Discipline was the warp of the Catholic school cloak, the

distinctly Catholic method of individual reform that countless

inspectors of Hawaiian schools remarked on over the century of

mission schools. The Catholic idea of discipline evolved out

of Judeo-Christian understandings of the role of the

individual in his own spiritual destiny. Medieval in origin,

it developed in the monastery and defined religious life. Its

rules and regulations were elaborations of the Ten

Commandments encoded as Canon Law, and they manifested a power

rivaling that of the state and the Bible. Members of the

Sacred Hearts order who established the Hawai'i mission obeyed

this medieval code, and its priests, as members of the church

hierarchy, guarded the boundaries of tradition in the schools.
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Discipline included ranking, exercise, enclosure,

partitioning, and exclusion in the schools. It positioned

individuals within a web of relationships and established

corresponding hierarchies between and within sacred and

secular realms, including the merits and demerit.s of students.

It required mental, spiritual, and physical exercises.

Boarding schools and convents were the preferred milieu for

teaching discipline because enclosure excluded extraneous

values and gave full effect to rewards and punishments.

Catholic schools separated students by gender as well as by

class in m~dieval fashion.

A corollary thesis of this dissertation is that this cloak of

discipline underwent a transformation over the hundred-year

life of the mission. Although remaining faithful to the core

of values on which the cloak rested, Catholic schools took on

many aspects of the Protestant and liberal models, in Hawai'i

as well as in the United States. Originally a multi-colored

garment whose predominant hues were French and medieval, the

cloak's American threads became more and more striking as the

period progressed. American threads, while initially strongly

Protestant, increasingly included hues from the liberal model.

Catholic schools incorporated these American threads without

unraveling their own in a process marked more by acculturation

than assimilation.
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In that process, academic instruction began to compete with

the religious message of the schools. Modern professionalism

pressured the religious orders to train teachers in

pedagogical competence rather than religious dedication.

Incorporating a weft of legalism and rationality, discipline

could become an end in itself. When that occurred, its silken

threads could tighten, harden into rigid forms, and take on

unnecessary weight and nap. That in turn could transform a

loose cloak into the more defined and restrictive shape of a

holoku, a professionally tailored suit or a parochial school

uniform. These were serviceable in an industrializing nation,

but they possessed the potential to constrict the natural

tendencies of religious discipline or to suffocate it under

layers of unrelated concerns. Only the influx of new members

kept the mission's cloak lighter and more flexible in Hawai'i

than among its counterparts on the American mainland.

The impetus for change in Hawai'i's Catholic schools came from

within Catholic religious congregations themselves. Religious

orders arose out of desires for personal as well as

institutional reform, which led both the founders and their

followers to submit to the dictates of discipline. Founders'

charism crafted new versions of Catholic enterprise,

refashioning the cloak of discipline and designating new
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apostolates or works of mercy.2 Each new cloak maintained the

outer limits of the Catholic paradigm but emphasized a

slightly different strand in the texture. In the schools of

each order, the religious wove cloaks similar to their own.

A succession of religious congregations brought their updated

cloaks of discipline to the Catholic schools in the Hawai'i,

each molding its methods and curriculum as circumstances

required.

A commonly noted feature of Catholic universalism,

acculturation encouraged church leaders to adapt their

practices to novel cultural conditions. While usually

associated with the church's efforts to find acceptance in

pagan cultures, it was equally at work in the church's

adaptation to the modern world. 3 That acculturation in

Hawai'i's Catholic schools leaned in Protestant and modern

directions rather than the direction of native Hawaiians

demonstrates the inroads that those European world-views had

2Even an existing order could change its discipline or
its apostolate. The principle of "universality of works"
guided the changing commitments of the Marianists, for
example, allowing its superiors to fulfill different social
needs as they arose. Paul-Joseph Hoffer, S. M., Pedagogie
Marianiste (Paris: Centre de Documentation Scolaire, 1946),
71.

3S ome recent volumes which discuss the synthetic nature
of the church's evangelization efforts are: Adriaan V. van
Css, Catholic Colonialism: A Parish History of Guatemala,
1523-1821 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986); Hugh
Laracy, Marists and Melanesians: A History of Catholic
Missions in the Solomon Islands (Canberra: National Universi ty
Press, 1976).
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made into island culture. This process was not at all

peculiar to the islands. Historian Paula Fass has identified

the same process in American Catholic schools and termed it

"flexible traditionalism. "4

The fathers and brothers of the Sacred Hearts who established

the Catholic mission in the Sandwich Islands brought the cloak

of discipline with them. They began by imposing the cloak

gently on the shoulders of the newly baptized, careful to keep

it light lest the neophytes despair of the weight. In the

first Catholic vernacular schools, the cloak was light because

the Hawaiian teachers were hardly garbed themselves. They

were first-generation Christians still learning the meaning of

baptism. When priests began teaching in mission English

and the
Oxford

schools, they introduced a stricter, although still haphazard,

discipline.

Discipline was likewise a major concern of the Sisters of the

Sacred Hearts who came to the islands two decades after the

fathers and brothers established the first schools. They too

laid the cloak gently on the shoulders of day students, but

more firmly on the shoulders of boarders, who lived like

postulants and novices preparing for religious life within the

congregation.

"PauLa S. Fass, Outside In: Minorities
Transformation of American Education (New York:
University Press, 1989), 208.
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Discipline came in a tighter, more systematized weave with the

arrival of the first members of the Society of Mary, who came

to teach at the new St. Louis College, and with the Franciscan

sisters who staffed schools at Wailuku and Hila. A German

regard for discipline conditioned the members of both orders

and enabled them to teach large numbers of students in a

single classroom. In the aftermath, discipline sometimes

became an end in itself rather than a means of inculcating

reform.

Values of the modernist paradigm began to displace discipline

in Catholic schools as the twentieth century progressed. The

impetus came from centralizing forces that were remaking

institutions of church and state in both the United States and

Rome. The Maryknoll Sisters and Sisters of St. Joseph, who

came to the islands to staff parochial schools, had thrown off

some of the medieval discipline in their own convents. In the

schools they established, they dissolved the gender and class

separation of medieval discipline. They also adopted the

compulsory features of public education and added nationalism

to the inductive process of religious education.

The acculturation of its school system enabled the church to

sustain itself in Hawai' i and to bring in the children of

immigrants without excising the substance of its paradigm.

Throughout the century of mission activity, Catholic schools
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consistently enrolled about ten percent of the school children

of Hawai'i, although they never achieved the professed goal of

serving all Catholic children in the islands. When Rome

created the Diocese of Honolulu in 1941, ending the mission

period, the new bishop credited the schools with producing the

kinds of respectable clothing Catholics needed in the modern

world.
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CHAPTER I

LOOSE CLOAKS OF MEANING

A spirit of reform in Europe brought Western religion and

education to the Hawaiian Islands in the nineteenth century.

In the aftermath, three distinct philosophies- -liberalism,

Protestantism, and Roman Catholicism- -contested with each

other to determine which brand of reform would dominate the

islands. The contest to remake individuals, institutions,

and the society itself and to save all three from evil

played itself out in the schools as well as in the political

and economic arenas. The Roman Catholic Church was a major

player in this competition, winning its share of the

battles, even if it lost the larger war.

Individual reform was at the heart of the medieval Roman

Catholicism that was the taproot of that church. Through

monasteries, convents and schools, the church taught its

members to lead disciplined lives. The sixteenth-century

Protestant Reformation challenged this disciplinary system,

and initiated its own reform of the institutional church.

Especially in its Calvinist or "Reformed" churches,

Protestantism harmonized Christianity and the modernizing

tendencies then at work in Western Europe. These churches

fostered rationalism slong with republican economic and

political systems. Their members experienced recurrent

revivals that attempted to recreate the purity of pre-
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medieval Christianity. In the United States, the

millennialism of the Second Great Awakening brought members

of the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions

(ABCFM) to the Hawaiian Islands as part of a bid to reform

the world before the Second Coming of Jesus. 1

Following the Protestant Reformation, the Catholic Church

had set out to reform itself and enlarge its following

without giving up its medieval world view. During this

Counter-Reformation, a religious order named the Sacra

Congregatio de Propaganda Fide (Sacred Congregation for the

Propagation of the Faith--hereafter, Propaganda), under the

aegis of the Roman Curia, began to revive the church's

apostolic character by coordinating its missionary

e f f or t s ." The Propaganda undertook modest measures to

bring heathens, heretics, and schismatics back into the fold

and to recreate the universality that the medieval church

had counted as its distinctive mark.

During this period in which the modern world was being

fashioned, revolution was the tool favored by liberals in

lClifton Jackson Phillips, Protestant America and the
Pagan World: The First Half Century of the American Board of
Commissioners for Foreign Missions, 1810-1860, Harvard East
Asian Monographs 32 (Cambridge: East Asian Research Center,
Harvard University, 1969), 7-9.

2Joseph Metzler, "Foundation of the Congregation 'de
Propaganda Fide' by Gregory XV," tr. by George F. Heinzmann,
M.M., Sacrae Congregationis de Propaganda Fide Memoria
Rerum: 350 anni a servizio delle missioni 1622-1972, vol.I
(Rom:Herder, 1971), 80-81.
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advancing modernism, and liberalism posed an even greater

threat to the church than did Protestantism. Its concerns

extended beyond ecclesiastical and political structures to a

transformation of society. It therefore proposed values and

practices at odds with Catholic teaching, and threatened to

supplant church authority altogether. In the United States,

its democratic and egalitarian impulses coincided with the

expansion of capitalism and with messianic calls for white

men to bear the burden of world reform. It was liberals who

brought about the Hawaiian Revolution and the American

annexation of the islands.

In France, proponents of liberalism carried out direct

attacks on church authority during the French Revolution,

and a contest for power in political and educational arenas

continued throughout the nineteenth century. The fight

against the church created within it a II grace of

destitution" and imbued many of its members with a new sense

of mission. 3 Lay people, organizing themselves to pray and

pay for foreign missions, formed the Association (Society)

for the Propagation of the Faith in 1822 in Lyon, France.

The Society became "the financial mainstay of nearly all

Catholic missions. 11
4 Support from the Society enabled the

Propaganda to undertake a maj or expansion in newly

3Richard P. McBrien, Catholicism, Vol. 2 (Minneapolis:
Winston Press, 1980), 641.

4Laracy, 12.
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accessible areas of the world. It thereby launched "the

most dynamic missionary movement in [the history of] the

Catholic world. ,,5 The society and the Propaganda played

vital roles in creating and sustaining the Catholic mission

in Hawai'i.

Catholics founded new religious orders as Protestants

founded new churches and liberals passed new laws- -from a

desire for reform. But whereas Protestant reform called for

wide-ranging societal change, Catholics limited themselves

to individual and institutional reform. Drawn to principles

and practices ignored by existing congregations, men and

women organized alternative systems of regulation and

attracted followers who joined to save their souls. The

distinctive charism of each order differentiated it from

others and dictated its distinctive mission, or apostolate,

within the larger church. 6

One order whose spirit of reform called it to missionary

work was the Congregation of the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and

Mary and of Perpetual Adoration of the Most Blessed

SJames Patrick Tudesco, IIMissionaries and French
Imperialism: The Role of Catholic Missionaries in French
Colonial Expansion, 1880-1905 11 (Ph.D. diss., University of
Connecticut, 1980), iii.

6Charism is II the spirit or predominant tenor" of the
order, a gift which II fecunds the differentiation in common
Christian spirituality. It Camilla Kennedy, M.M., To the
Uttermost Parts of the Earth: The Spirit and Charism of Mary
Josephine Rogers (Ivlaryknoll, NY: Maryknoll Sisters, 1987),
302.
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Sacrament (hereafter referred to as Sacred Hearts. ) 7

Founded in Paris in 1800 by Father Pierre Marie Joseph

Coudrin, the Sacred Hearts dedicated itself to restoring the

church to the position of respect that it had in France

prior to the Revolution. It accordingly introduced new

disciplinary practices intended to purge religious life of

the decadence that liberals parodied, and to make its

members worthy of the respect that priests and nuns once

enjoyed. Members of the congregation took turns praying day

and night before the altar in their churches and chapels.

To symbol Lz e their commitment to making reparations for

wounds the church had suffered during the Revolution, the

Sacred Hearts fashioned an emblem depicting the entwined

hearts of Jesus and Mary pierced by a single sword. The

order grew dramatically, numbering as many as 1500 priests,

brothers, and sisters by the 1870s. B Following the General

Chapter meeting of 1824, Father Coudrin appealed to the

Propaganda for mission terri tory for his order, not long

after the first Protestant missionaries had arrived in

Hawai' i. 9

7Members of the congregation designated their
affiliation by using the initials SS.CC., derived from the
order's French title, after their names. Members of other
orders identified themselves in a similar manner.

BAse I (1872-74),
Picpucians, after rue
original motherhouse.

28. They are sometimes
de Picpus, the location of

called
their

"Cor: Rademaker, SS. CC., Called to Serve: History of
Congregation of the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary (1800
1988) (Dublin: Fathers and Brothers of the Sacred Hearts,

(continued ... )
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Liberal denunciations of class distinctions had relevance

for the church in France, where the upper class dominated

high ecclesiastical ranks. Even seminary entrance demanded

a grammar school education that was beyond the reach of most

young men. The Sacred Hearts remedied this situation by

providing places in their order for persons of all classes.

Boys who had not attended grammar school, and thus had no

command of Latin, became religious brothers through a less

rigorous course of study. These fr~res convers (choir

brothers) committed themselves to the daily singing of the

Holy Office and to service as catechists and sacristans,

aiding priests in their educational and ritual duties. In

Hawai'i, their carpentry, masonry, and printing skills were

essential to the success of the evangelization effort.

Education no less than politics was a vital concern of

Catholics, Protestants, and liberals alike. Schools

inducted the upcoming generation into the values of each

paradigm and served to legitimate its authority. Religious

orders had controlled education in France before the

Revolution, their colleges serving the rich and their

technical schools the less affluent, while the cost and

voluntary character of all education acted to keep most

9( ••• continued)
1988), 57. The General Chapter is the governing committee
of a religious order. It meets at regular intervals of five
or six years.
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Frenchmen illiterate. 1o French liberals used the

Revolution to challenge clerical control of education and

under their influence, France became the first country to

"consider education as a question of national politics. ,,11

The new focus on education induced Sacred Hearts founder

Father Coudrin to single out education as an important

concern of his order. His priests set about teaching poor

boys in seminaries and primary schools, in addition to

carrying out their clerical functions. Liberals countered

these efforts by closing the schools, confiscating their

property, and even executing members of the order. 12 In

Hawai' i, Sacred Hearts priests also met resistance, this

time from Protestants, though of a less virulent nature.

Notwithstanding the powerful opposition to the Sacred Hearts

congregation and the Propaganda alike, their evangelizing

efforts profited from French cultural imperialism. French

priests and warships collaborated to bring Catholicism to

Polynesia. In 1825, the French adventurer Jean Rives

accompanied Kamehameha II of Hawai'i to England in the role

of interpreter. Rives took the opportunity to return to his

lOCharles Stanley Philips, The Church in France, 1789
1848: A Study in Revival (New York: Russell & Russell,
1966),5.

11Frans:oise Mayeur, "Recent Views on the History of
Education ln France," European History Quarterly 14 (1984),
94.

12Details of the ransackings of houses and executions
of members of the order in the nineteenth century are found
in Rademaker, 53-55, 126-131.
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native France, where he proposed that the French government

establish a settlement in his friend's kingdom. His

proposal found a sympathetic reception in the Ministry of

the Interior, which initiated a joint commercial-religious

venture. The ministry appointed Sacred Hearts Fathers to

accompany the settlers, ostensibly to minister to their

spiritual needs, though the fathers themselves were from the

outset primarily concerned about the Hawaiian population.

The Propaganda took this occasion to designate the Pacific

Ocean an apostolic prefecture and to divide its vast

expanses into eastern and western prefectures. It then, in

1833, awarded the eastern prefecture to the Sacred Hearts

fathers, and a few years later, in 1847, made Hawai' i a

vicariate with the appointment of Father Louis Desire

Maigret, SS.CC. as Titular Bishop of Arathia. 13

Although the commercial aspect of the French settlement

collapsed immediately, the Sacred Hearts priests, several

brothers, and laymen who arrived in the islands in 1827

remained. French support for their mission continued after

1830 under the government of Louis-Philippe. Despite the

13The church designated a geographic division as a
prefecture, vicariate, or diocese depending on the authority
exercised by its leader. Prefectures and vicariates are
pre-diocesan forms whose administrative leader lacks the
autonomy of a bishop in his diocese. Until Hawai'i became a
diocese in 1941, its bishops bore titles from defunct Middle
Eastern dioceses such as Arathia or Zeugma. They were
delegates of the pope, Bishop of Rome, rather than officers
of equal stature, hence titular rather than actual bishops.

8



anti-clerical sentiment unleashed in the Revolution of 1789,

many Frenchmen in and out of the bureaucracy continued to

view the church as an important carrier of French cuLture

and civilization in the colonial territories. There thus

existed a "consensus of those involved in overseas expansion

that missionaries represented French civilization and

culture at its best while adding a humanitarian element to

the imperial adventure." 14 Any agency that helped France

keep pace with Britain "either in commerce or the

dissemination of national culture" was welcome to

Frenchmen. lS In short, the French people and their

government viewed missionary activity as an inexpensive yet

efficacious way to spread French culture and colonial

hegemony around the world. 16

For their part, French churchmen were not unwilling to enter

into a symbiotic relationship with the government in what

their detractors called "mingled priestly and political

aggrandizement. ,,17

14Tudesco, 2.

The medieval mindset of French clerics

lSGeorge Verne Blue, "The Policy of France Toward the
Hawaiian Islands from the Earliest Times to the Treaty of
1846," Hawaii: Early Relations \':ith England, Russia and
France (Honolulu: Publications of the Archives of Hawaii,
No.5, 1930), 52.

16Jean Ingram Brookes,
Pacific Islands, 1800-1875
California, 1941; repro New
112.

International Rivalry in the
(Regents of the University of

York: Russell & Russell, 1972),

17James J.
Islands 2d ed.

Jarves, History of the Hawaiian or Sandwich
(Boston: Tappan & Dennet, 1843), 377.
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in the early nineteenth century rejected church-state

separation as a flawed idea of the Revolution. The monies

from church sources for their foreign ventures rarely

sufficed to cover the heavy costs of sending priests and

missionaries from France and establishing them in the

distant Pacific. The protective umbrella provided by a

resident consul and the French Navy in a remote area like

Hawai'i offered the priests offered prospects of resisting

"whatever opposition the American Protestant missionaries

might be inclined to foment. n rs

Foreign influence in Hawai' i had been at work since the

eighteenth-century voyages of Captain Cook placed its

coordinates on European maps. King Kamehameha I had united

the islands in 1795 with the help of foreign weapons,

warships, and advisors. He created a strong, centralized

monarchy backed by traditional religious and cultural

practices. At a new heiau (temple) established to celebrate

his victories, he included the gods of his conquered foes,

thereby expanding the Hawaiian pantheon in a "conscious plan

of social and religious unification and reformation. ,,19

But Kamehameha's religious reforms lasted only a short while

after his death. Emboldened by outside influences as well

1BGeorge V. Blue, "The Project for a French Settlement
in the Hawaiian Islands, 1824-1842," Pacific Historical
Review II (1933), 89.

19John Charlot, Chanting the Universe: Hawaiian
Religious Culture (Hong Kong: Emphasis International, 1983) I

26.
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as the weakness of his successor, powerful chiefesses

challenged the ancient system of kapu (sacred law) that

excluded them from the heiau and from political power. The

old king's wife Ka' ahumanu made herself kuhina nui (co

ruler) with Kamehameha II and instituted an oligarchical

regime with herself at the head of a Council of Chiefs.

Aspects of the old religion remained as a powerful

undercurrent in Hawaiian culture, but the official

significance of the religion disappeareJ.

Into this religious void sailed a group of Congregationalist

missionaries from New England in 1820. Seeking first to

convert the ruling ali' i (chiefs), they courted Ka' ahumanu

and other powerful leaders, including high chiefess

Kapi' olani and the royal advisor KaLan.i.rnokii , both of whom

received baptism in 1825. Within seventeen years, the

missionaries had bolstered their numbers to ninety people

staffing seventeen stations around the islands. By that

time, Protestant ministers such as Hiram Bingham, rector of

Kawaiaha'o Church in Honolulu, and William Richards in

Lahaina on Maui, exercised great influence over the chiefs.

The Council of Chiefs therefore issued a series of edicts

condemning behavior that affronted its missionary-advisors,

including adultery, murder, theft, and drunkenness. They

also mandated church and school attendance and the

observance of the Sabbath as a day of worship and rest. At

Lahainaluna seminary, which they established in 1831, the

11



missionaries trained Hawaiian teachers for the islands-wide

system of schools they had been conducting since their

arrival.

The French priests based the right they claimed to

proselytize in Hawai'i on the baptism in 1819 of the high

chiefs Kalanimoku and Boki on board the ship of French

Captain M. de Freycinet and on the invitation that Jean

Rives had extended to the French government to send

missionaries to the islands. 20 The Congregationalists

acted swiftly through elite converts of their own to

minimize the influence of, it not eliminate altogether their

Catholic rivals. As kuhina nui and regent for the youthful

King Kamehameha III, Ka' ahumanu allowed the Frenchmen to

remain on Q'ahu on condition that they not evangelize among

Hawaiians. "I do not like two sorts of religion among my

people," she said. "This will make them quarrel. ,,21

High Chief Boki, on the other hand, remembered his Catholic

baptism. Governor of Q'ahu, he opposed Ka'ahumanu and her

Protestant allies on the religious issue and rallied

foreigners discontented over the growing Congregationalist

2°Reginald Yzendoorn, SS. CC. ,
Mission in the Hawaiian Islands
Bulletin, 1927), 19.

History of the Catholic
(Honolulu: Honolulu Star-

21Quoted in Ross H. Gast, Don Francisco de Paula Marin:
A Biography (Honolulu: University Press of Hawaii for the
Hawaiian Historical Society, 1973), 120.
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LnfLuence v " Boki's patronage enabled the handful of hard-

pressed Catholics to survive for the time being at least.

The leading foreigners in the islands, the British Consul

and the American commercial agent, both located in Honolulu,

regarded the Protestant-Catholic tiff as a healthy sign of

political development. But Boki disappeared on an

expedition to the South Seas in 1829, and the death of

Ka'ahumanu in 1831 led to the accession of Kina'u, the

daughter of Kamehameha I, as kuhina nui. Even more than

Ka'ahumanu, Kina'u was under the influence of the Reverend

Bingham, who "didn't stop stirring her up against the

Catholics. ,,23 With no high ranking chief to oppose her,

she expelled all the members of the Catholic mission except

several brothers.

As a result, in the 1830s, the small band of Hawaiian

Catholic converts faced prosecution as well as persecution,

imprisonment as well as suppression of their religious

practice. James Jarves, a Protestant partisan, attributed

the prosecution to the Catholics' "dogged obstinacy to the

authorities, and [to] a contumely which brought upon them

unneccesary severities. ,,24 The persecution, in contrast,

reached a culmination in 1837, when Kamehameha III

22Jarves, 282, 277.

23Alexis Bachelot, 5S. CC., APF XII (1840), 248.

24Jarves, 317. Yzendoorn devoted Chapter V to the
persecutions.
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promulgated IIAn Ordinance Rejecting t.he Catholic religion, II

which made it illegal for Catholics to practice their

religion in the islands. 25 The priests, not surprisingly,

attributed this promulgation to Bingham's nefarious

influence. Bingham drew up the ordinance for their

expulsion, they reported, and the king IIsigned it out of

fear. 1126

The French government took offense at such restrictions on

the activities of its citizens, and French gunships soon

entered Hawaiian waters for the sole purpose of testing the

resolve of Kamehameha's government to enforce the ordinance.

French interests in the islands were minimal. Not a dozen

French citizens were there in the 1830s, though its chief

export to the islands, liquor products, did face a

restricted market in the missionary-dominated kingdom.

Protestants expressed their outrage at the II determined

perseverance II of the French effort lito thrust brandy and

Romanism upon the na t i.on" of Hawai' i. 27 More than the

prospects of priests and wine, of course, was the fear,

25 [R. A. Walsh], II Suppliment [sic] to the Sandwich
Island Mirror containing an account of the Persecution of
Catholics at the Sandwich Islands. II [History of the
Catholic Religion in the Sandwich Islands: 1829 to 1840]
(Honolulu: n.p., 1840), 41.

26Patrick Short, SS.CC., APF XII (1840), 261.

27The words of Laura Fish Judd, Honolulu: Sketches of
the Life Social Political and Religious! in the Hawaiian
Islands From 1828 to 1861 with a Supplementary Sketch of
Events to the Present Time (1880) (Honolulu: Honolulu Star
Bulletin, 1880; first printed, 1860j rep. 1882), 63.
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however distant, of a French protectorate that created

Protestant apprehensions. The fears was not altogether

unwarranted, as the case of Tahiti was soon to show, but for

the moment, the French show of force was little more than a

determination to defend the interests of French citizens.

As such it was no different from incidents in which Britain

and the United States had used warships to guard what they

perceived to be their national interests in the Pacific.

In July 1839, the French Admiral C. P. T. Laplace arrived in

Honolulu harbor aboard l'Artemise and threatened to bombard

the city if the government did not grant religious freedom

to Catholics. 2B But apprehension at his approach had been

sufficient to create the desired result. However belatedly,

the king had on June 7 proclaimed a list of inalienable

rights for people in the Kingdom, which he amended on June

17 to add a guarantee of religious freedom. The French

priests then got their way in this matter, but the manner of

their victory was not without its costs to the mission. The

show of force engendered "personal resentment II in the future

King Kamehameha IV, whose father the French roughed up and

2BThese charges and count2rcharges appeared in the
"Pamphlet Warfare II carried on in the Honolulu press of the
time. The Hawaiian Soectator, especially Vol. 2, No. 3
(1839) and 4, carried Protestant versions of this affair
written by Samuel Castle and James Jarves. The Sandwich
Islands Gazette spoke for the opposition throughout the year
1839. The Sandwich Islands Mirror published a supplement in
1840, detailing the Catholic position. Joseph Tracy refuted
it in an 1841 pamphlet. A summary of actions and
accusations is also found in the appendix to the Kingdom of
Hawaii, Report of the Minister of Foreign Affairs, 1851.
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who developed "a rooted prejudice against France. ,,29

the young prince later turned away from

Congregationalists, he also rejected the church

associated with France.

When

the

he

On May 15, 1840, Bishop Stephen Rouchouze and Fathers Louis

Maigret, Ernest Heurtel, and Joseph Desvault of the Sacred

Hearts order joined Father Arsenius Walsh who had gained

entry into the islands by means of an English treaty.

Protestants saw the admission of the priests as a sufficient

concession to their enemies, but the priests viewed it as

only the first unraveling of the barriers against them. A

war of words ensued, recreating in Hawai'i the battlelines

of earlier European conflicts. The "war" demonstrated how

differently the two parties construed the world and the

religious project, each representing a world view that

answered fundamental questions about the nature of existence

in ways that legitimated entirely different social and

political orders. The war hinged on epistemology, on how

one knows the truth.

Each of the parties was the product of religious evolution.

Robert Bellah has identified several stages of religious

development--prir:litive, archaic, historic, early-modern and

modern--centering around the idea of rejecting this world

and the concomitant goal of salvation in an afterlife. He

29Blue, "Policy," 55, 93; Kamakau, Ruling Chiefs, 411.
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traced a progression from the monism of primitive religion,

in which mythological creatures mixed with humans in a

single order of existence, to the differentiation between

gods and men in archaic religion. Differentiation created

the concept of hierarchy, which historic religions

elaborated into belief in two separate orders of existence,

a material world of men and a spiritual realm inhabited by

sacred beings. The historic religions taught their

followers to disdain the material world and reach for the

prize that the spiritual realm offered. Punishment ensued

for those who ignored the teachings of proper belief and

conduct. The rationalizing tendencies of the early-modern

world magnified this dualism to such a degree that heaven

and God became unattainable. The modern world then

retreated to belief in a monistic cosmos. Catholicism,

Buddhism, Confucianism, Islam, and the Judaism of the

prophets were historic religions. Protestantism, on the

other hand, was the faith of the early-modern era, and

liberalism characterized the "faith" of the modern wor Ld c "

Bellah's scheme is useful for showing how major shifts in

world views have occurred in response to changes in the

social, political, and economic environment. The Catholic

Church presided over the breakdown of Roman civilization and

the ensuing Middle Ages by providing philosophical

3DRobert N. Bellah, "Religious Evolution," American
Sociological Review XXIX, 3 (June 1964), 358-374.
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underpinnings for a new social, political and economic

order. It dominated European society by "strain[ing] every

interest and activity into the service of a single

idea. "31 Still, it shared authority with the political

realm in a replication of the cosmic divide between sacred

and secular spheres. The medieval world of hierarchy

accepted similar partitions between genders, classes, and

races, but it minimized absolute dichotomies by positing an

imminent God manifest in the material order. An

uninterrupted chain of being extended from heaven down to

the lowest order of existence. 32 Disciplined living

enabled individuals to scale that chain and touch the sacred

by resisting the temptations of the material order. The

church's dual standard of discipline "domesticated" the

ascetic impulse in monasteries, whose members followed a

strict regime while keeping the door of grace open to

others, whose looser discipline meant a period of

purgatorial

heaven. 33

fires after death before entrance into

31H. R. Tawney, ReI igion and the Ri se of Capital ism
(1926; repro New York: Mentor Books, 1947), 25.

32This is the principle of continuity discussed in
Arthur O. Lovejoy, The Great Chain of Being: A Study of the
History of an Idea (1936; repro New York: Harper & Row,
1960), 59.

33Gerhard Lenski, The Religious Factor: A Sociological
Studv of Religion's Impact on Politics. Economics. and
Family Life rev. ed. (Garden City, NY: Doubleday & Co.,
1963), 347. Sandra Wagner-Wright, The Structure of the
Missionary Call to the Sandwich Islands r 1790-1830:
Soj ourners Among Strangers, Distinguished Dissertation

(continued ... )
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As the Middle Ages waned, Protestantism responded to the

rise of competitive markets and the decline of hierarchy.

It eliminated the political and religious hierarchies

underpinning the dual order of existence. God became

transcendent, beyond the reach of human beings and

accessible only through a high level of external social

discipline. Calvinism codified into law a single, more

rigid standard of behavior and defined virtue in republican

t erms v " Still, remnants of the old dualism remained in

the continuation, if not hardening, of gender and racial

partitioning and in the idea of the elect, individuals whom

God chose to guide the republican church-state partnership.

The Reformation was part of the European Renaissance, which

assigned to science and deductive reasoning a central role

in explaining material existence.

The evolution to modern, liberal society involved a further

shift in the rational paradigm, elevating science to a

preeminent role in the creation of knowledge. Liberalism

eliminated the conception of dual realms of existence by

rej ecting the sacred and focusing entirely on the material

world. Modernists rej ected fixed doctrinal positions in

favor of the ideal of religious tolerance. Partitions

between genders, classes and races came under assault from

33 ( ... continued)
Series, vol. 2 (San Francisco: Mellen Research University,
1990), 14.

34Bellah, 368.
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the tenets of egalitarianism. Protestant rejection of the

concept of the elect set the stage for democracy.

Bellah emphasized the ambiguous nature of the boundary

between early modern and modern religion. The raging debate

over the relative weight of the republican and liberal

paradigms in American history reveals that historians see

the political and cultural manifestations of those paradigms

as equally clouded. 35 Indeed, modernism made its way into

the Hawaiian Islands in the company of the Calvinist

missionaries, who by the nineteenth century had accepted

parts of the modern paradigm as their own. Modernism's

rej ection of institutional religion dissolved the church-

state partnership, leaving the state without an effective

competitor for authority. 36 The state made itself the

protector of the new rights of the individual, safeguarding

them through the discipline of government regulation and

inculcating them through the new creed of nationalism. 37

The American Revolution signaled the triumph of liberal

thought, which worked its way slowly into American

35For a discussion of this debate, see James T.
Kloppenberg, "The Virtues of Liberalism: Christianity,
Republicanism, and Ethics in Early American Political
Discourse," Journal of American History 74, 1 (June 1987).

36Wagner-Wright, 19; Bellah, 370-371.

37Liah Greenfeld demonstrated the connection between
democracy and nationalism in Nationalism: Five Roads to
Modernity (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1992), 10,
449.
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institutions throughout the nineteenth century and gained

the upper hand in the twentieth.

If Catholicism, Protestantism, and liberalism represented

systems of belief, so too did the "archaic" religion of

Polynesia. While this religion, as Bellah's model predicts,

retained the monistic world view of earlier religions, its

semi-divine political leaders encouraged dualism through the

creation of a two-class social system. This system led to

the objectivization of mythic beings into god-like

figures. 3B Hawaiians thus found gods everywhere, in the

beasts of the ocean and the fires of volcanoes, and their

chiefs maintained discipline through kapu, sacred law

governing social, economic and political order.

Like all theological systems, Hawaiian religion was a

cultural phenomenon, "'interwoven' into the fabric of life."

John Charlot has compared it to a "lei" whose parts "connect

with each other to form a whole." But circumstances in the

nineteenth century were creating a new cultural matrix. In

the face of necessity, islanders accepted the new religions

selectively and in their own way, just as they reacted to

other aspects of Western culture. According to Charlot, the

"relations between Hawaiian religion and Christianity

3BBellah, 364-365.
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cover [ed] the whole spectrum from mutual rejection to tragic

friction, to unconscious synthesis. ,,39

Since medieval religion stood only one step away from

archaic religion on Bellah's evolutionary stairway, one

might expect a degree of congruence between Hawaiian

religion and Catholicism. Indeed, both were intertwined

with class and gender distinctions, and Hawaiian ho'okupu

(gift-giving) found a parallel in the offertory of the Mass.

Priests in both systems performed rituals to mediate

salvation for ordinary people, accruing great respect as a

result. Hawaiian religion combined cults of personal gods

with belief in impersonal forces. The saints' statues

posted along the clerestory in the cathedral in Honolulu may

have reminded worshippers of the multitude of their earlier

gods. 40 Hawaiian religious rituals centered on community

and family celebrations that marked the stages of life, a

function mirrored in Catholic sacraments. The medieval

nuclear family stood somewhere between modern individualism

and the extended Hawaiian 'ohana. 41

39Charlot, 139, 45, 26, 147.

4°Monsignor Charles Kekuma.no, interview by author, 17
July 1992.

4lCharlot, 82. Lenski found that Protestant churches
competed with families for the affections of their members,
while Catholic churches reenforced family relationships.
Lenski, 247.
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Caricatures of Catholicism by Protestants served to justify

its initial banishment from the Hawaiian Islands. The

kuhina nui Ka' ahumanu and her successor Kina' u denounced

Catholics as idolators, and based their repressive policies

on the 1819 law overthrowing the ancient kapu system. They

claimed that Catholicism was "all about worshipping images

and dead men's bones, and tabus on meat, and was just like

the old religion of the islands." Indeed, both religions

did revere individuals who partook of the divine, whether

through inheritance or actions. 42

All world views, whether religious or not, act as

straightjackets of sorts, imposing a discipline on those who

accept them and, where widely enough accepted, on society as

a whole. Those of Catholics, Protestants, liberals, and

Hawaiians were alike in viewing themselves as engaged in a

cosmic battle with forces of disorder or evil while

attempting to create order through a disciplinary regime.

Thus, as Thomas Kuhn has argued about paradigms, each of the

world views was at "cross-purposes" with the others. In his

discussion of the scientific revolutions, Kuhn noted that

42[Joseph Tracy], "Refutation of the Charges brought by
the Roman Catholics against the American Missionaries at the
Sandwich Islands," (Boston: n.p., 1848), 10. Two stories
running concurrently in Honolulu newspapers in March 1994
demonstrated the centrality of sacred remains in both
religious systems. Hawaiians expressed concern about theft
of the bones of ali 'i nui Liloa and Lonoikamakahiki from
Bishop Museum while Catholics were preparing to return those
of Blessed Damien de Veuster to Hawai'i from Belgium.
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each new system of thought is naturally accompanied by

controversies and resistance as it struggles toward

acceptance. Proponents of each regnant paradigm school

their followers in thought patterns that enable them to

accept it "on the authority of teacher and text, not because

of evidence. ,,43 Kuhn made it clear that all paradigms

function in the same manner with respect to educating new

generations. Teachers indoctrinate students in a unitary

world view that orders values in preset ways. Modernists

and early-modernists were then fundamentally at odds with

priests schooled in medieval scholasticism; the discourses

were forever locked in irresolvable debate.

In the charged environment of the early clash between

Catholics and Protestants in Hawai' i, partisanship was a

virtue and tolerance an accomodation with evil. Even

terminology reflected the separate identities and the

efforts of each side to fix the boundaries between them.

Throughout the nineteenth century, Catholic priests spoke of

the Sandwich Islands or Oceania, pointedly eschewing the

term Hawaiian Islands, which came into use in the 1840s with

the establishment of the Protestant-dominated government.

The mission press routinely rendered one of the Hawaiian

consonants as "t" rather than "k," the Protestant usage,

43Kuhn, 112, 6-7, 80.
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while Protestants invariably used such words as propaganda,

parochial, and medieval in a pejorative way.44

Catholic reform aimed, through discipline, to change

individuals or single institutions, rather than society at

large. 45 Individuals voluntarily undertook monastic

discipline under the aegis of a medieval church which

regarded itself as "a free society united by the voluntary

consent of the members." 46 Catholic discipline was the

"art of correct training" whose aim was "the mastery of each

individual over his own body." One of the "humble

modalities," it mastered time through "rhythm and regular

activities. "47

Catholic theology taught works as well as faith as

requisites of salvation. Although human agency alone could

not lead to heaven, the individual still influenced his own

spiritual destiny.

44Yzendoorn, 193.

The God of love gave him freedom to

45Gerhard B. Ladner discussed the character of Catholic
reform in The Idea of Reform: Its Impact on Christian
Thought and Action in the Age of the Fathers, rev. ed. (New
York: Harper & Row, 1967), 1-35. He differentiated it from
the more recent and Protestant ideas of social reform,
progress, and perfectability.

46Brian Tierney, Religion, Law, and the
Constitutional Thought, 1150-1650 (Cambridge:
University Press, 1982), 107.

Growth of
Cambridge

47Michel Foucault, Discipline and Punish: The Birth of
the Prison, trans. by Alan Sheridan (1975; trans. New York:
Vintage Books, Random House, 1979), 170, 137, 150.
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choose between good and evil and promised concomitant

rewards or punishments. If original sin deprived him of

natural goodness and inclined him to listen to the devil's

message to indulge his material appetites, God's gift of

faith could lift his thoughts to the hereafter, allowing him

to overcome the temptations that accompanied freedom.

The devil was a formidable opponent, intent on wresting

souls for himself. In the face of the resulting danger to

his soul, the individual could not be quiescent. Life was a

moral struggle requiring determination and willpower. To

strengthen his resolve in this struggle, the individual

needed to submit voluntarily to spiritual, mental, and

physical exercises. 48

Spiritual exercises consisted of the recitation of rote

prayers--the rosary, litanies, the Mass. Some founders of

religious congregations, such as Ignatius of Loyola,

developed their own spiritual exercises. Discipline

extended to the mind as well, since it, too, could be

strengthened through proper exercise. Mental exercises

involved memorization and recitation, and the study of

certain branches of knowledge. The hierarchy of Catholic

48The idea of struggle resulted in the perennial battle
metaphor in the Catholic paradigm. A good example of the
metaphor in Hawaiian history is Eugene Paulin, S.M. and
Joseph Becker, S.M., New Wars: The History of the Brothers
of Mary (Marianistsl in Hawaii 1883 -1958 (Milwaukee:
Catholic Life Publications, Bruce Press, 1959).
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knowledge reflected the religious hierarchy, in which sacred

realms of theology and philosophy held precedence over

secular ones of science, law and medicine. Physical

exercises included fasting, abstaining or limiting one's

intake of certain foods on prescribed days or seasons of the

church calendar. Physical discipline extended from the sack

cloth and ashes of medieval penance to the mortification of

the flesh practiced in some convents.

General Chapters or Provincial Chapters, governing councils

of religious congregations, established the discipline or

rules for particular monasteries or convents within the

guidelines of the larger church. Men and women who entered

Catholic religious congregations typically spent one or two

years as "postulants" and "novices, " trying out its

discipline. They committed themselves for specific short

periods and then for life, under vows of poverty, chastity,

and obedience. Obedience meant accepting discipline as the

religious superior interpreted it and enforced it through

correction and punishment. 49 The disciplinary measures of

boarding schools were extensions of convent discipline,

taken on more or less willingly on the authority of a

parent.

49Charles J. Corcoran, C.S.C., "Superior-Subject
Relationship, II," in Dimensions of Authority in the
Religious Life Religious Life in the Modern World, vol. v.
(Notre Dame, IN: University of Notre Dame Press, 1966), 126.
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Discipline was "an art of rank," creating a network of

hierarchical relations but no fixed place; "a technique for

the transformation of arrangements" that classified and

distributed places within a homogeneous social body. Within

that body, discipline partitioned individuals into separate

spheres of class, gender, and race. 50 This hierarchy of

status mirrored the hierarchy of being, whose distinctions

created fullness in the Great Chain of Being extending from

God to inanimate matter. 51 Ranking within the Sacred

Hearts order meant that priests accepted the authority of

the Superior General in Paris and the Provincial Superior in

Hawai'i. Sacred Hearts sisters operated in their own

separate sphere. But hierarchy built bridges between the

spheres, which prevented their total separation, just as

God's manifestation in nature kept knowledge of him within

reach.

Partitioning was at the core of the Catholic understanding

of existence. It posited two realms, one sacred and

eternal, the other profane and material. This division was

replicated within each individual, whose constituent parts

were body and soul. Through monastic discipline, members of

religious congregations cultivated the spiritual side of

existence by setting themselves apart from the material

50Foucaul t, 146, 184, 167.

51The principle of plenitude. Lovej oy, 52.
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world. But the ordinary person had access to the same

spiritual realm through the mediation of the sacraments.

The church ranked intuition as the highest form of

understanding. It taught that passive contemplation

revealed the truest knowledge, the truth of dual existence.

While the study of philosophy might precede the acquisition

of truth, it did not in itself generate enlightenment and

was therefore of less value than pure receptivity. The

purpose of life was not work or study but the practice of

sacred activities that fostered intuitive understanding. 52

Although work and study were useful physical and mental

disciplines, by themselves they pertained to the secular

realm and were of secondary concern to religious

authority. 53

52Josef Pieper, Leisure: The Basis of Culture, trans.
by Alexander Dru (1952; repro New York: Random House, 1963),
4-6, 10, 17. John Calvin embraced this idea in his theology
of grace, teaching that spiritual effort preceding
conversion was not a cause of that gift. The Puritans who
followed him came close to making it at least a condition,
if not a cause of grace. See Norman Pettit, The Heart
Prepared: Grace and Conversion in Puritan Spiritual Life,
Yale Publications in American Studies, 11 (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1966). Calvin denied that effort caused
grace for the same reason that Aquinas denied that it caused
knowledge. It granted too much agency to the human and not
enough to the sacred, overlooking the gratuitousness of
God's gifts.

53Lenski's sociological survey of religious behavior in
Detroit concluded that "Those who had received a Catholic
education rarely held a positive attitude toward work." It
also found that Catholic mothers were much more likely than
Protestant mothers to permit self-indulgent as opposed to
productive activities. Lenski, 274, 266.
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The Sacred Hearts priests encouraged Hawaiian Catholics to

spend their time on earth partaking of the sacred through

sacraments, rituals and church celebrations. Participation

in such activities cultivated the spiritual side of man's

nature, taking a man into his own heart, where God had

written his law.

benediction services,

The priests offered the Te Deum,

and the Latin mass to IIvisibly

effectuate the transformation ll to holiness. 54 James

Jarves, a contemporaneous historian of the Protestant

mission in Hawai' i, derided these rituals for their

at tendant II splendor and gaudy paraphernalia. 11 55 Yet Father

Bachelot, one of the first priests to minister to the

Hawaiians, was gratified by the sorrowful emotions they

inspired in those who visited his chapel. "The sight of the

crucifix awakened in them sentiments of respect mingled with

fear,1I he noted.

disfigured face. 1156

IIThey pointed out the wounds and

Discipline extended from the monastery into the life of the

church through networks of rules and regulations laid down

for the faithful in Canon Law. Many of the rules were less

religious than cultural, such as head coverings for women in

54The priests regarded the demands of Catholic
discipline as sufficiently rigorous to test anyone's virtue.
In their own view, it was Protestantism that was IIS0
accomodating to the natural penchants. II Denys Maudet,
SS.CC., to Superior General, SS.CC., L, 9 June 1846, SSCCFR.

55Jarves, 332.

56Quoted in Yzendoorn, 42.
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church, and all of them were less binding than might appear

at first glance. For European Catholics, adherence to

ecclesiastical as well as secular laws was negotiable. The

laws set forth ideals, but authorities admitted exceptions

and exemptions as well as variations in application, whether

for reasons of class privilege or mere expediency. 57 The

laws themselves, however, did not change, no matter what

injustice might occur, because change vitiated the ideal.

Thomas Aquinas, the preeminent philosopher of medieval

church policy, justified this conservatism by noting that

"When a law is changed, the binding power of the law is

diminished, in so far as custom is abolished. Wherefore

human law should never be changed, unless, in some way or

other, the common weal be compensated according to the

extent of the harm done in this respect. ,,58

Catholicism was a cloak worn lightly about the shoulders,

emphasizing as it did God's mercy more than his justice. In

contrast to the depraved man posited in Puritan theology, it

conceived of man as a sinner still loved by God. Man in his

material state was deprived of supernatural life by Adam's

fall and thus had to work steadily to reconcile a body and

57Tawney, 45-46. Tawney used the laws against usury to
show the multiple standards in force in the late middle
ages.

58Aquinas, Thomas, Summa Theoloqica trans. by Fathers
of the English Dominican Province, vol. II (1948; repro
Westminister, MD: Christian Classics, 1981), Q.97, A.2, 0.2,
1023.
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soul at war with each other. 59 Catholics thus understood

conversion as a "change of direction" rather than an

event. 60

Church leaders applied man-made rules of discipline

sparingly in a new mission such as Hawai' i. A changed

cultural order, one fully reflective of the values of the

introduced religion, might take centuries to achieve, so the

new religion tolerated some of the old habits and

pr'act.Lces ;" Aquinas set the ideal here, as well. "The

purpose of human law is to lead men to virtue, not suddenly,

but gradually. Wherefore it does not lay upon the multitude

of imperfect men the burdens of those who are already

virtuous." Aquinas argued for this pragmatic position

because "otherwise these imperfect ones

out into yet greater evils. ,,62

would break

59Neil Gerard McCluskey, Catholic View on Education
(Garden City, NY: Hanover House, 1959), 94.

6°Bernard Lonergan, S.J. described it as a
hermeneutical shifting of horizons. Bernard J.F. Lonergan,
Method in Theology (New York: Herder & Herder, 1972), 52,
131. Ladner also stressed the length of the conversion
process in Reform, 32-33.

61See Jerry Bentley, Old ~.-vorld Encounters: Cros s
Cultural Contacts and Exchanges in Pre-Modern Times (New
York: Oxford University Press, 1993), 8. He estimated that
social conversion, the process of adopting or adapting
foreign cultural traditions, could take three to five
centuries.

62Aquinas, Q.96, A.2, 0.3, 1018.
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While Protestants forbade their Hawaiian followers to smoke

or drink, Catholics worked to channel the behavior of theirs

in positive ways. Wine was a regular part of the Catholic

Mass, and a priest might put tobacco to positive use.

Father Damien de Veuster, the Sacred Hearts priest who

dedicated himself to the care of Hansen's disease victims on

Moloka'i, carried a burning pipe to cover the odors of the

leprous sores on those he visited. Catholic laxity

infuriated Protestant ministers, who were loath to take back

anyone who had gone over to the Catholics. "The adults who

return from that system of lies and deception," they

complained of Catholicism, "are generally as unstable as

water, and appear to have lost all sense of sin and fear of

God. ,,63

Catholic latitudiniarianism, however, facilitated cross-

cultural movement, as missionaries suspended church

discipline in the period of evangelization. During their

first seventy-five years in Hawai'i, Catholic clerics

operated on the long-established principle that peripheral

church rules contrary to local custom should be set aside in

order to leave the people in "good faith." Ignorance of the

law acted, in effect, as an excuse for non-observance.

Because Hawaiians mixed meat and fish "ubiquitously," Bishop

Libert Boeynaems secured from Rome a local exemption from

63Lowell Smith, Kaumakapili Station Report 1845-46,
HMCSL.
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the European practice of abstaining from meat on prescribed

fast days. 64 Similarly, priests served as civil marriage

officers, even though church law forbade it, because

Hawaiians expected that of missionaries. 6S Bishop Maigret

requested permission to do this as an opportunity to advance

Christian ideas. 66

The most effective way to discipline was through enclosure.

The new discipline required a protected place "heterogeneous

to all others and closed in upon itself. ,,67 In Hawai' i,

the priests baptized the people first and catechised by

"slow and patient rote the fundamentals of Catholic dogma

and behavior." 68 Gradual conversion meant that the newly

baptized remained vulnerable to outside influences that

might pull them in a different direction. If enclosure were

impossible, isolation was the next best hope. The Sacred

Hearts priests introduced traditional remedies for keeping

the cloak of meaning as pure as possible. They forbade

their converts to enter Protestant churches, where they were

likely to hear direct challenges to Catholic ideas. For the

64Boeynaems to Father Otto, SS.CC., L, 3 March 1907,
SSCCFR.

6SRev. J. W. Smith reported that, in his absence,
members of his congregation would go before a priest to be
married. Koloa Station Report 1849, HMCSL.

66Maigret to PFR, L, 3 July 1849 i ibid., 2 February
1853, PFR.

G7Foucaul t, 141.

68Rademaker, 60.
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same reason, they resisted attempts to hold school

examinations in Protestant churches.

A regime of reward and punishment accompanied discipline and

acted as a metaphor for the spiritual destinies posited in

Catholic doctrine. Worship services harnessed the emotions

of joy and sorrow and put them to work as tools of

understanding for the promises of heaven and hell. The

purpose of discipline was corrective; it excluded the

undesirable through expulsion or excommunication. 69

same time, it included mechanisms for reinclusion.

At the

In the

sacrament of penance, the sinner confessed to a priest, who

guided him to feel sorrow for his sins and imposed a

spiritual punishment that allowed the penitent back into the

church.

The religious expressions of the Sacred Hearts have been

characterized as "devotional extravagances." Yet, theirs

was a "popular, full-blooded, even flamboyant" piety that

replaced the austere Jansenism of the eighteenth century and

returned Catholicism to medieval vigor. 70

expression of piety was the procession.

A favorite

Bishop Maigret

bemoaned the hostile environment in Hawai'i; it forced

Catholics, he said, "to concentrate our joy in the interior

69Foucaul t, 179.

70philips, 283. Rademaker says the order was "more
characterized by a cultivated but undogmatic and pietistical
piety, than by scientific ambitions." Rademaker, 156.
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of our churches." It was only after twenty-two years in the

islands that he felt secure enough to hold outdoor

processions in the larger towns, on the time-honored holyday

of Corpus Christi. 71 Corpus Christi, the body of Christ,

celebrated the sacrificial mystery at the heart of Catholic

belief.

In contrast to the bourgeois frugality of their Protestant

counterparts, the early Catholics in Hawai'a made a virtue

of the excess that characterized the use of material goods

by both lower and upper classes. Joy and reward often took

the form of community celebration of sacraments. The

sacraments were vehicles for bringing the sacred momentarily

to earth. They sanctified maj or turning points in life,

such as birth, marriage, and death, and otherwise "set a

seal" on individual lives. 72 The Hawaiians responded

enthusiastically to celebration itself and "came from far

away" to district churches for important feasts, sometimes

spending the better part of a week in preparation. They

might hold a large lu'au to gather funds for church building

proj ects. 73 Ensconced on lauhala mats on dirt floors on

7lMaigret, APF xxx (1858) I 28; Maigret to APF, Report,
29 September 1862, SSCCF'R.

72A. D. Nock, Conversion The Old and the
Religion from Alexander the Great to Augustine of

New in
Hippo

(London: Oxford University Press, 1933), 8.

73Robert Schoofs, SS.CC., Pioneers of the Faith:
History of the Catholic Mission in Hawaii (1827 -1940) rev.
by Fay Wren Midkiff, ed. Louis Boeynaems, SS.CC. (Honolulu:

(continued ... )
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such occasions, they would "install themselves for the whole

day, [be] present at all the masses, listening to every

sermon, performing all the offices and duties. ,,74

The medieval church had favored aesthetic expression as a

means of inculcating its message, because art spoke to the

heart. Non-verbal forms of communication from statuary to

stained-glass windows conveye 1 theological truths.

Repetition of the mysteries of doctrine in music and rote

prayer etched the doctrine in the minds of believers.

Church art was a melange of styles, some of it

sophisticated, some of it popular, appealing to both the

upper and lower classes that made up its membership and

bridging the social chasm. 75

The church hierarchy controlled the boundaries of belief.

Bishops, popes, and priests acted as guardians of Biblical

73 ( ... continued)
Louis Boeynaems, 1978), 46. Specific instances of this
behavior were recorded by various missionaries. See Damien
de Veuster, 23 October 1869, "Lettres Lithographiees," BML;
Clement Evrard, SS.CC. to P. Dumonteil, SS.CC., L, 22
November 1865, SSCCFR.

74M. G. Bosseront d'Anglade, A Tree in Bud: The
Hawaiian Kinqdom 1889-1893. Trans. Alfons L. Korn (Honolulu:
University of Hawaii Press, 1987), 97.

75Paul Giles, American Catholic Arts and Fictions:
Culture, Ideology, Aesthetics (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1992), 512. Some examples of this art in
Hawaiian churches are documented in Alfred Krankenstein and
Norman Carlson, Angels over the Altar: Christian Folk Art in
Hawaii and the South Seas (Honolulu: University of Hawaii
Press, 1961).
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interpretation and ministers of the sacraments. They

demanded a respect that parallelled and combined that of the

father in his family and the prince in his realm. The

acknowledgement of separate orders of spiritual and secular

existence implied that individual rulers accepted church

discipline in the same way as did every Christian. The

resulting division of authority in Catholic Europe had acted

as a constraint on the power of the state. 76

Authoritarianism in church and state alike placed dependence

on good men, in contrast to the dependence on good law in

both early-modern and modern paradigms. The excesses of the

French Revolution did nothing to endear Sacred Hearts

priests to the ideology of equality or the rule of law.

Bishop Maigret decried as pernicious the democratic

implications of the American ideology. 77 The deference of

Catholic mission members toward Hawaiian monarchs stood in

stark contrast to American presumptuousness. When the

English visitor Sophia Cracroft accompanied Queen Emma to

the convent of the Sacred Hearts sisters, she saw the sister

76Tierney, 10-11. Bellah noted that the
religions all demonstrated this characteristic
degree. Bellah, 368.

historic
to some

77Jean Charlot, ed. "Le ' ~Tournal du Picpucien Louis
Maigret, 1804-1882, Eveque d'Arathie et Vicaire Apostolique
des ~les Sandwich. Notes et analyses,' Journal de la Societe
Des Oceanistes XXV (December 1969), 325.
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superior kiss the queen's hand and show her "the respect a

Queen ought to receive from her own subj ects. ,,7B

The subordination of economic interests to religious

purposes was the characteristic of medieval religion that

Protestantism most conspicuously and deliberately

renounced. 79 Catholic insistence on voluntary services,

repaid through donations or supported by patrons, harkened

back to traditional economic associations and contrasted

with Protestant attempts to extend the competitive, cash

economy. Demonstrating the reward side of discipline, the

priests bolstered the Catholic message and encouraged

virtuous behavior by distributing small tokens, even

trousers, sent to them by the Society for the Propagation of

the Faith. For Jarves, these were no more than "bribes. "BO

Faced with the need to support their families, Protestant

ministers in Hawai'i had from the beginning placed charges

on their services. The celibate priests, in contrast, were

amateurs, people who did things for love rather than money.

Throughout the mission period, the Society for the

7BAlfons L. Korn, The Victorian Visitors: An Account of
the Hawaiian Kingdom, 1861-1866, Including the Journal
Letters of Sophia Cracroft, Extracts from the Journals of
Lady Franklin, and Diaries and Letters of Queen Emma of
Hawaii (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1958), 117.

79Tawney, 37.

BOJarves, 332.
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Propagation of the Faith provided a subsistence for them. 81

Able to live independently, albeit abstemiously, they

charged Protestant ministers with begging the Hawaiians for

fowl, kapa, fish, and money, and selling them books. The

Protestants retorted that promising the people free churches

and schools was cunning deception. 82

Years later, when asked to quantify the value of his

mission's educational services, Bishop Maigret reacted with

indignation at the suggestion that economic considerations

might have entered into the mission's calculations. He saw

in the suggestion evidence of the materialistic propensities

of a Protestantized government, and angrily replied that III

have not courage sufficient to overcome the repugnance that

I feel in giving myself the informations [sic] that the

Board of Education desires. [W]e do not, in the least,

regret what we have done for the education of the Hawaiian

youth. 11
83

81In 1927, Yzendoorn said that, "The Hawaiian Mission
during the century of its existence has received over one
million do.I La r s " from that Society and the Holy Childhood
Society. It was tending toward self-sufficiency by the
1920s and contributing back to both these organizations.
Yzendoorn, 238.

82John Emerson accused the priests of making these
charges. Waialua Station Report 1841, HMCSL i Titus Coan
made the same observations in Life in Hawaii: An
Autobiographic Sketch of Mission Life and Labors (1835-1881)
(New York: Anson D.F. Randolph and Co., 1882), 96.

83 13 May and 18 May, 1864, PILBi Maigret to BOE, L, 28
May 1864, PICR. In contrast, it was common for late
twentieth-century congregations to calculate the monetary

(continued ... )
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Protestantism disposed of the medieval idea of discipline by

challenging the doctrine of works. "Faith alone" could

save, declared Martin Luther. Calvinists agreed, viewing

good works as a result rather than a cause of salvation,

evidence that one had been saved. B4 But discipline did not

disappear. Under John Calvin, it merely acquired a new

disciplinarian, the "elect" predestined by God for

salvation. Drawn largely from the rising commercial middle-

class, members of the elect suffered "status anxiety" under

the stifling control of medieval political and

ecclesiastical authorities over commercial activities. Bs

They liberated themselves from both authorities by founding

their own republican governments and exercising religious

discipline through civil codes. Their historic challenge to

authority unraveled not only the fabric of Catholic belief

but the rule of European and Hawaiian kings as well.

Without priests or tradition, Protestant followers of Calvin

came together in egalitarian congregations with ministers

serving as facilitators rather than channels of God's grace.

Virtuous behavior in the Calvinist formulation demonstrated

itself through active civic participation. The biblical

metaphor of the covenant between God and man translated into

B3 ( ... continued)
value of their contributed services
purposes.

B4Wagner-Wright, 11, 24 -25.

for fund-raising

BSGreenfeld used this phrase, 15-16. Tawney, 41.
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human covenants encasing the Mosaic Code in community-

enforced standards. 86 Hawaiian civil and criminal law-

making began with the arrival of Protestant missionaries.

The Protestant approach to law was diametrically opposite to

that of Catholics. For Calvinists, law was a means of

reforming society, of creating the millenium on earth. No

longer mediated by priests or sacraments or bottled up in

monasteries, grace was available to everyone. And since it

was present in "the immediate, this-worldly present," no one

had the right to refuse it. 87 The church and state,

working together in a Christian commonwealth, became a means

of grace f or the individual. 88 A coercive rule of law

replaced the voluntary realm of discipline.

As Tocqueville noted on his visit to Jacksonian America,

Americans assigned to the law a power unheard of in

Europe. 89 They were strict constructionists who insisted

that law and custom coincide and that laws be applied

consistently. When custom refused to cooperate with ideals,

rather than suspend the law as Catholics did, they changed

86Adam Seligman, The Idea of Civil Society (New York:
The Free Press of Macmillan, Inc., 1992), 72-73.

87Seligman, 70.

88Wagner- Wright, 14 -15.

89Alexis de Tocqueville, Democracy in America trans. by
George Lawrence, ed. by J. P. Mayer (Garden City, NY: Anchor
Books, Doubleday & Co., 1969), 240-241.
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it. This was particularly true with religious law. One

such accomodation had been the half-way covenant

enfranchising the unregenerate children and grandchildren of

the elect in Massachusetts. Another was the Hawaiian Great

Awakening that began in 1837, when Reverends Titus Coan and

Lorenzo Lyons suddenly found Hawaiians worthy of baptism at

twenty times the previous rate. 90

Protestants in Hawai'i thought that the Sacred Hearts

priests showed contempt for civil law when they

misrepresented themselves and their intentions in order to

enter and remain in the islands despite governmental

disapproval. Jarves described the return of Fathers Alexis

Bachelot and Patrick Short in 1837 as a "bar'eraced

conspiracy to deceive government, in the very teeth of a

treaty. 1191 While Father Bachelot denied any subterfuge,

Father Colomban Murphy, an Irishman whose ordination was

unknown to the island government, and Father Arsenius Walsh

took advantage of a recently-concluded treaty allowing

Englishmen to enter the islands. 92 Commissioned by their

superiors to minister in Hawai'i, these priests considered

themselves subj ect to a law higher than that made by the

90Kuykendall, 114 -115.

91Jarves, 307.

/ / ~ /
92Frezal Tardieu, SS. CC. Notice annotee et completee

par Ie R.P. Ildefonse Alazard, SS.CC. Missions Catholiques
des lIes Sandwich ou Hawaii (Paris: Bureaux des Annales des
Sacres Coeurs, 1924), 33-35.
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Protestant-dominated government of the islands. In any

case, Catholics soon mourned Father Bachelot, who died

shortly before the kingdom officially opened its doors to

Catholics, as a martyr to Protestant intolerance. 93

The Protestant goal was to reform the whole of Hawaiian

society.

synonymous,

Regarding Christianity and civilization as

missionaries expected their converts among

indigenous populations everywhere to adopt Western habits of

thought and behavior, as well as Western institutions and

forms of governance, and to refrain from what their church

defined as vice. They inculcated these expectations through

long sermons, mandatory prayer meetings, monthly concerts,

and Sabbath schools. Protestant women fashioned a local

version of their New England dress, the fitted holoku with

yoke and train, to cover the ample bodies of Hawaiian women

and they imposed shirts and ties on Hawaiian men. 94

Adherence to such outward forms of conformity was the

measure of missionary success among converts.

93Bachelot, APF XII (1840), 256; Louis Maigret, ibid.,
264.

94Linda Menton discussed the role of schooling in this
process in "A Christ.ian and 'Civilized' Education: The
Hawaiian Chiefs' Children's School, 1839-50" History of
Education Quarterly 32, 2 (Summer 1992), 215-216. The
annual Station Reports of Protestant ministers usually
followed a standard form, keeping track of developments in
"Popery" and "Civilization," along with statistics on church
membership, district population and excommunications from
their congregations. HMCSL.
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Emotional restraint was another characteristic feature of

Protestant expectations. The Plain Style of church

decoration downplayed artistic expressions of piety. The

body of Christ carne off the crucifix, leaving a simple cross

in its place; iconic statuary disappeared altogether. In

Protestant worship the Eucharist was a commemoration rather

than a reenactment of sacrifice. Protestants similarly shed

the feast days Catholics counted as holy days, and restored

the Sabbath to pristine religious use. Waialua Catholics

thus offended the Protestant sensibilities when they made

the Sabbath a day of feasting and celebrating. 95

To Catholics, Calvinist Christianity was worse than

paganism. The religion of the "Methodists," as they called

the Congregationalists, was "dry and in little harmony with

the human heart," and they accused "Methodists" of "ignoring

the customs of the islanders" and teaching islanders "the

most extreme form of Puritanism." Protestant evangelizing

thus served to "plunge the people into a state of apathy and

of despondency, worse even than idolatry." It "banished

hospitality, one of the most beautiful qualities of these

men of nature. ,,96 To Catholics, the Hawaiians were "a good

95Emerson, Waialua Station Report 1842, 1853, HMCSL.

96APF II (1827), 154. Even the Protestant Madame de
Varigny commented on this "cult of the Sabbath." Charles de
Varigny, Fourteen Years in the Sandwich Islands 1855-1868,
trans. by Alfons L. Korn (Honolulu : University Press of
Hawaii and Hawaiian Historical Society, 1981), 276; Tardieu,
14, 16 quoting a German traveler in the islands.
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people whom happy nature had not yet been able to entirely

corrupt," and whose sense of reality could only be IIstruck

by an exterior and tangible cuL t . 1197 But feastings,

processions, and mysteries were antitheses of frugality and

industry, the Protestant values that pushed Hawaiians toward

modern civilization.

As Calvinists downplayed emotion, so they upgraded reason.

In their theology, the Holy Spirit bypassed church authority

and touched directly and infallibly the intellect of each

individual questing for spiritual understanding. The Bible,

the Word of God, was the sum of religious authority.

Literacy--the ability to read God's word--was a prerequisite

to virtue, an empowerment of the individual in his quest.

Virtue, then, was active rather than passive, and took the

form of disciplined inquiry. 98 Reliance on the written

Word dictated a preoccupation with education, and produced a

proliferation of schools in Protestant communities.

Protestant education aimed to create a responsible citizen

who submitted to law and honored the virtues of

republicanism as well as reformed Christianity.99

97APF IV (1830), 272, 270.

98W.B. Carnochan discussed the differences between John
Henry Newman's and Matthew Arnold's views on education to
illustrate this distinction in Battleground of the
Curriculum (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1993) I 39
43.

99Carl F. Kaestle, Pillars of the Republic: Common
Schools and American Society, 1780-1860, American Century
Series (New York: Hill and Wang, 1983), 80-81.
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Protestants magnified dualistic conceptions of existence and

placed even greater stress than medieval Catholics had on

the differences between sacred and secular realms. The

chasm between God and man, good and evil, "revealed truth

and worldly logic" was to Protestants absolute, with nothing

to bridge the abyss. The sacred realm was so distant, in

fact, that God was ultimately unknowable. 100 But

disciplined inquiry yielded knowledge of the material realm

and fostered the growth of science as an alternative to

mystery in the explanation of the cosmos.

Unresolvable disparities defined and ordered the Calvinist

universe. The God of Justice set so high a standard for

church membership and heavenly prospects, that the

opposition between visible saints and sinful reprobates

became at least theoretically absolute. In Michel

Foucault's terminology, the Calvinist conception of law

rested on binary opposites of permitted and forbidden acts

and on grounds for accepting and condemning those who

engaged in those acts. 101

In Hawai'i, Protestants were quick to identify the condemned

as Catholics. In the early years, Protestant converts,

ali'i and otherwise, were from the "better" class of

100Giles, 38-39.

101Foucaul t, 183.
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Hawaiians, and demonstrated their worthiness through

lIupright ll living and other signs of progress toward

civilization. Protestant ministers noted triumphantly that

Catholic converts were "aLmoat; invariably from the most

ignorant part of the people,lI and by implication unworthy of

Protestant attention. 102 Rev. John Emerson rationalized

this state of affairs by insisting that it lIopens a sluice-

way to let off impurities from our [Protestant] churches--it

will tend to unmask hypocrites, and draw the line between

the friends and the enemies of God. 11103

Although Christian grace was an internal quality, it called

for external manifestation. Calvinists engaged in good

works to demonstrate rather than effectuate salvation.

Their volunteer efforts pervaded republican societies,

transforming them into communities ostensibly in keeping

with a state of grace. The philanthropic efforts of

Protestanto in Hawai'i thus continued long after the demise

of those who set them in motion. 104

102Benj amin Parker, Kaneohe Station Report 1843, HMCSL.

l03Rev. J. S. Emerson quoted in Patrick
Marshall Sahlins, Anahulu: The Anthropology
the Kingdom of Hawaii, Vol. 1, Historical
Marshall Sahlins (Chicago: University of
1992), 161.

V. Kirch and
of History in

Ethnography by
Chicago Press,

the efforts of one missionary
A Century of Philanthropy:

104For
L. Castle,
Samuel N.
Historical

and Mary Castle Foundation
Society, 1992).
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In Protestant hands, the definition of "calling" lost its

medieval meaning of dedication to monastic life and focused

instead on worldly talents. All vocations, not just the

clerical, were sacred. Through this transformation of

values, capitalism harnessed the work ethic to its

imperatives: industry, frugality, and a host of related

qualities became at once social, religious and ethical

virtues. Protestants tried to exclude Catholics from

Hawai'i because they regarded the Catholic values and

practices as obstacles to the kind of efficient use of time

and weal th they hoped to impose on the islands. 105

Catholic values and practices, in other words, threatened to

hold Hawaiians in traditional patterns of life.

Many maka' ainana (commoners) recognized the advantages of

social status and economic opportunity that Protestant

values and education offered Hawaiians. One who did so was

Samuel Kamakau, who recalled of the 1820s and 1830s, that

"educated people were like chiefs in those days because the

chiefs treated them as chiefs. ,,106 Lahainaluna Seminary,

the Protestants' normal school, encouraged such beliefs.

Among the graduates of the seminary were David Malo, John

10SMax Weber, The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of
Capitalism tr. by Talcott Parsons (New York: Charles
Scribner's Sons, 1958). Jonathan Sperber details the
struggles in one country to eliminate these practices in
Popular Catholicism in Nineteenth-Century Germany
(Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1984).

106Samuel M. Kamakau, Ruling Chiefs of Hawaii (Honolulu:
Kamehameha Schools Press, 1961), 304.
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'I'i, and Timothy Ha'alilio, all of whom became members of

the government of Hawai' i and part of the nucleus of an

emergent Westernized Hawaiian middle class. The average

teacher's pay in 1858 was $6.78 a month, an amount which

Richard Armstrong, Minister of Public Instruction, argued

made teachers "better off than any other class of the common

people. ,,107

Baptismal practices symbolized the difference between

Catholic and Protestant ritual and substance. Protestant

conversion was an event, a "tangible transition" evidencing

that the individual had passed from "an unregenerate state

of nature" to "a spiritual state of grace. "lOB Candidates

for baptism thus had to demonstrate a radical change in

behavior and understanding before provisional acceptance

into the community of the faithful. Because of this

standard, Protestant missionaries in the early days of the

mission baptized fewer than a thousand people per year. 109

Early Catholic missionaries such as Fathers Patrick Short

and Alexis Bachelot, in contrast, reproached the Protestants

for their reluctance to baptize the imperfectly converted.

The priests believed that the insistence on absolute proof

107Limaikaika, AMs, 30 April
called Armstrong "Limaikaika," the
his name in their language.

10BWagner-Wright, 13.

109Kuykendall, 115.
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of total conversion made baptism "a title of vand t.y " more

desirable for the social status it conveyed than for its

religious substance. For Catholics, baptism marked the

beginning rather than the culmination of the conversion

process. Baptismal waters made the recipients IIchildren of

the church II and granted them the "zemi.s s Lon of s i.n" which

aided the neophyte along the path to salvation. 110 In

addition, baptismal counts were one of the yardsticks of

success for the mission's patrons in the Society for the

Progagation of the Faith.

Priests recognized the danger of indiscriminate conversions,

but were anxious to confer the benefit they attached to the

sacrament. For baptism and church membership, they required

a thirty-day period of instruction and examination by a

priest. 111 Within a year of their arrival in 1840, the

priests had baptized 4,000 people on O'ahu, 300 on Hawai'i,

and a few others on Maui and Moloka'i. Within three years,

their neophytes numbered 12, 000, and through much of the

mission period thereafter, the church claimed a third of the

populace as adherents. 112

110Bachelot, APFVI (1833), 105.

111Schoofs, 150.

112Denis Maudet, 19 April 1841, "Le t t r es " i Dosithee
Desvault, SS.CC, APF XVII (1845), 148. Government figures
were more conservative. For example, the Census Table of
1853 counted Catholics as one-seventh of the population,
11,000 out of 70,000 people. PIRM 8, 1854, Appendix. A
recent compilation, based on government sources, shows that
their membership constituted somewhere between ten and
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The paradigmatic differences between Protestant and Catholic

missionaries were no doubt lost on Hawaiians, who must have

failed to appreciate the nuances of Western theology.

Religion for Hawaiians was a social phenomenon, one in which

whole villages might ask for baptism in one Christian

denomination ('ao' ao) or another in the initial stages of

evangelization. Adherents changed from side to side,

thereby suggesting a disregard for the theological

differences that separated the two churches.

The spread of Catholicism created divisions within Hawaiian

'ohana. Because men and women intermarried between

villages, families came to include Catholics as well as

Protestants. Boys often followed the religion of their

fathers, girls that of their mothers. Often, cousins were

unable to celebrate baptisms and weddings together, because

the priests forbade Catholics in good standing from entering

a Protestant church. Baptismal names identified

denominational choice; those belonging to the pule Pa_Iani

(French church) chose from New Testament names, those from

the pule Mr. Bingham or Kalawina (Mr. Bingham's church,

Calvinist) favored Old Testament names. 113

thirty percent of the population throughout the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries. Robert Schmidt, "Religious
Statistics of Hawaii, 1825-1972, " Hawaiian Journal of
History 7 (1973), 44.

113Kekumano, interview.
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As an alternative to Calvinist Protestantism, Catholicism

provided Hawaiians with a tool of resistance, a way to evade

the ever-tightening grip of the culture and world view of

the Calvinist missionaries. Protestant ministers complained

that priests "perplexed and vexed the simple natives by

telling our best and most tried Christians that they were

outside the true Church and on their way to perdition."

Similarly, they noted "a spirit of defiance, and in some

instances of enmity" among Catholic converts after "only a

few weeks instruction in their schools. ,,114 The ministers

feared that the resulting resistance to recently promulgated

laws would slow the pace of reform.

Later observers deplored the fact that religious rivalry had

a "damaging effect . upon the developing civilization

and the spiritual progress of the natives." From Waialua

Station on O'ahu's North Shore, Reverend Emerson viewed the

rivaly from a modern perspective. He urged his fellow

Protestants to see the benefits of the Catholic presence.

It separated church and state, he pointed out, forcing each

denomination to "stand on its own merits." In addition, he

said, "It will humble us in view of our own impotency and

show us where our dependence is."l1s

114Coan, 96; J. Emerson, Waialua Station Report 1841,
HMCSL.

l1SBrookes, 78 i Emerson quoted in Kirch and Sahl ins,
161.
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CHAPTER II

COMMON SCHOOL THREADS

In evangelizing in the Hawaiian Islands, Protestant

missionaries undertook an ambitious educational endeavor they

made a government initiative in 1840. The Sacred Hearts

priests of course saw the prospect of government-backed

Protestant schools as a threat to religious liberty, an

attempt to impose on Catholic Hawaiians the early-modern and

modern world views. Thanks to the presence of the French navy

and the advocacy of French consuls, the priests succeeded for

a time in securing separate schools for Catholic children. In

the 1840s, they established more than a hundred vernacular

schools in which Hawaiian teachers under their guidance wove

the distinctive cloak of Catholic school discipline.

Catholics came into the Kingdom of Hawai'i under the

Declaration of Rights and Laws, which King Kauikeaouli and the

kuhina nui signed on June 7, 1839. This "Hawaiian Magna

Carta," as one scholar has termed it, freed the maka'ainana

(commoners) from oppression by the chiefs, and pointed them on

the road to a modern, republican future. Written with the

assistance of William Richards, a former missionary hired to

teach political economy to the king and chiefs, the

Declaration outlined a uniform system of taxation, along with

rights of property and judicial procedure. It embodied the
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conception of rights which Protestants historically

championed--freedom from the unjust exactions of monarchical

and aristocratic privilege that might hinder commerce and

industry. Typically, it did not include rights of conscience.

Only the presence of French warships on the horizon compelled

that freedom to be hastily added ten days later. 1 The

constitution of 1840 followed the Declaration by creating a

constitutional monarchy. One of the first acts by the two-

house legislature formed under the new constitution was

passage of a school law, on October 15, 1840. The law

mandated attendance of children at government-supervised

schools.

The law solved a financial problem that had bedeviled the

Protestant missions. Suffering from the effects of an

economic depression that commenced in the United States in

1837, the ABCFM, the mission's parent organization,

discontinued its subsidies to the large island mission. As a

resul t, many schools closed their doors because they were

unable to pay their teachers. Conscious of the significance

of schools for the future of the islands, the m.is s i.on ' s

leaders made passage of a school law one of their first

p.r i.or i.t.i.e s ."

lKuykendall, 159-165.

2Yzendoorn, 155; Benjamin o. Wist, A Century of Public
Education in Hawaii (Honolulu: Hawaii Educational Review,
1940), 32.
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The model for the Hawai' i school law was a Massachusetts

ordinance from the seventeenth century. The law provided that

all children aged four to fourteen must attend school, and

that schools were to be formed wherever fifteen or more

children could be easily brought together. Village fathers

were to elect three of their members to a school committee,

whose duty was to appoint a teacher with the assistance of the

local Protestant missionary. 3 As a result, the earliest

school districts coincided with the boundaries of Protestant

mission stations.

Because money was scarce in the Hawaiian kingdom, the law

provided that teachers receive their wages in the same manner

the king received tribute and landlords received rent, that

is, in service. Each school committee appropriated land for

the teacher's support and commanded the labor of members of

the community to cultivate it. The committee could

simultaneously appropriate labor to build a schoolhouse.

Parents who refused to send their children to the schools, or

children over the age of eight who refused to attend, paid for

their obstinance with additional days of labor on behalf of

the teacher. The law authorized Lahai.naLuna Seminary or

3Wist, 50; Kuykendall, 347. The complete text is printed
in Yzendoorn, 156-157. The labor requirement for the schools
was nine days annually, three from the existing requirement
for the king and three from the requirement for the landlord
(pa' ahao) .
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government-appointed school agents or inspectors (kahu kula)

on each island to certify teachers for the schools.

The school law was an important component of the Protestant

modernizing effort in the Hawaiian Islands, a logical

concomitant of the constitutional monarchy they were creating.

The new law "brought coercion and conscience together." The

schools it created were to inculcate the Protestant world view

and to foster values necessary to the functioning of the

Calvinist Christian commonwealth. 4 Education in America, as

Alexis de Toqueville pointed out in the 1830s, served as

preparation for "poLi t LcaL life," and the "common school"

label attached to its most characteristic institution

signified attendance "in common by all children" and

inculcation of "a common political and social ideology."s

The school law placed responsibility for the education of

children directly in the hands of their fathers. In doing so,

it created a new set of officials called school agents or

inspectors to supervise the system, thereby bypassing the

Hawaiian chiefs, who had traditionally controlled the lives of

the maka'ainana. It also reduced the material benefits the

4Wagner-Wright, 15.

sJoel Spring, The American School 1642-1990: Varieties of
Historical Interpretation of the Foundations and Development
of American Education (New York: Longman, 1990), 74. The term
"public school" superceded it at the turn of the century, when
a secular ideology replaced the Protestant one.
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chiefs received as village landlords by shifting three labor

days per year from them to the teacher.

The Sacred Hearts fathers objected strenuously to the school

law. It effectively established Protestantism as the state

religion, by making the schools vehicles of religious teaching

and requiring everyone, even those who were not Protestants,

to support them. Benjamin Wist, an early historian of public

schools in Hawai'i, described the government-supported common

schools as "Protestant, sectarian" institutions. 6 To the

priests, the law was another instance of persecution, a new

effort of the Protestants to reclaim the children of

Catholics. Father Maigret, who was soon to head the Catholic

mission as its bishop, assessed the Protestant effort this

way: "The sectarians thought that the Catholic priests, new

arrivals in the islands, hardly yet familiar with the language

and having no other elementary text than the catechism of

Father Bachelot, would not be able to give lessons to the

indigenous people, and that therefore all of our neophytes

would be taken away. ,,7

Priests urged their followers not to send their children to

the government schools, but non-compliance was not always

politic in a society still dominated by powerful chiefs. The

6Wist, 66.

7Maigret, APF XIV (1842), 380.
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first Superintendent of Schools, David Malo, a Protestant,

boasted of his strict enforcement of the provision that

children "attend school on our side."e "I have punished the

parents who refused to let their children attend the

government school," he reported, citing examples of such

punishment at Lahaina, Wailuku, Kula, and Makawao. 9 In other

localities, parents were fined for refusing to send their

children to the Protestant-oriented schools. Across the

islands, many parents acquiesced in the wishes of the chiefs

in order to avoid incurring their wrath. 1o

Since defiance proved to be ineffective, the priests

endeavored to create a parallel school system of their own.

In November 1840, Father Maigret and other priests began

instruction in a program of study conforming to that in the

government schools. In addition, they began to train Hawaiian

teachers and certify them as qualified teachers. "I, who

think I have as much right to teach and to keep a high school

as the Protestants," Maigret boasted, "called together our

e"Luaehu Report," TD, 1 April 1841, PIAR. Malo
subsequently became one of the first Hawaiians licensed to
preach in the Congregational Church. Kuykendall, 339.

9"Report to the Legislative Council of the Chiefs held at
Kaluaokiha, April 1841," TD, PIAR.

lOMaudet, 19 April 1841 "Lettres."
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young Catholics and made them teachers for the different parts

of the Ls l and ."!"

The task of the priests was handicapped at the outset by their

limited knowledge of the language of instruction. Some of

them had acquired a rudimentary understanding of Hawaiian on

their voyage to the islands, using Father Bachelot's early

translations of the catechism and his Notes grammaticales sur

la langue eendwi cboi eeP Others learned through immersion

upon arrival, although one priest testified that this method

proved to be "an agony. ,,13 Later priests had the luxury of

spending several months at the mission's high school, learning

the language before embarking on their individual assignments.

Father Maigret's own school at Notre Dame Cathedral in

Honolulu was the first of the Catholic schools. Father

Barnabe Castan, who arrived on 0' ahu in April 1841, set

immediately to work "making a school for about sixty

children." "Some are still learning the alphabet," he said of

his first students, "others are beginning to read, lastly some

UReginald Yzendoorn, ASC (1913), 160, 203; APF XIV,
(1842), 380.

12"Grammatical notes on the Sandwich Isles language," a
seventy-seven page grammar and vocabulary list, was printed in
1834. He wrote two catechisms- - a ke Ao ana rristiano
(Christian Doctrine) and He ninau ma ke Ao Kristiano
(Catechism of Christian Doctrine) .

13Modest Favens, 1846, quoted in Schoofs, 266.
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are studying French grammar, geography, arithmetic, etc." At

a public examination of the priests' students in September

1841, the children displayed map skills, sang songs in

Hawaiian and Latin, and a few demonstrated their familiarity

with the French language. The priests were proud of their

students. "The only one who wasn't satisfied by the exam,"

they reported, "was the Inspector General of Studies. He is

a man entirely devoted to the Methodists. ,,14

The Catholic insistence on partitioning created six student

groups, classified by both ability and gender. Although most

common school teachers were men, the ideal of gender

separation encouraged the priests to appoint Hawaiian women to

teach girls. Initially, Hawaiians referred to the schools by

the name of their pastor, Kula Abb~ Louis for example. The

formal titles of Roma Wahine (Rome School for Girls) and Roma

Kane (Rome School for Boys) came later. These two schools

enrolled three hundred students in 1844 I and though their

enrollments subsequently fell off, the two schools were among

the longest-lived of Catholic common schools in Hawai'i. The

14Barnabe Castan, 11 September 1841, "Lettres." The
School Inspector of a'anu at this time was John 'I'i.
Kuykendall, 348. 'I' i was later a justice of the Supreme
Court of the Hawaiian Kingdom, the only Hawaiian to sit in the
nineteenth-century high court.
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girls' school was still operating fifty years later, and the

boys' school had closed only a little earlier. 1s

A new school law, promulgated on May 21, 1841, answered some

of the Catholic obj ections to the law of 1840 and to the

policy that law had dictated. The new law removed the

appointment of teachers from the province of missionaries and

placed it in the hands of government agents alone. In place

of certificate by Lahainaluna, it specified skill levels

teachers must meet, the minimum being "a man [who] can read,

write and understands geography and arithmetic." Still,

inequities continued. Teachers being trained at Lahainaluna

were exempt from forced labor, while Catholic higher school

students were not. Parents who failed to send their children

to government schools suffered additional penalties, this time

the loss of life-sustaining gathering rights in the mountains

and the oceans. The penalty for some defiant Catholic parents

on Maui was a forced march from Wailuku to Lahaina. 16

The new rules for teacher certification effectively nullified

Maigret's diplomas, and forced Catholic teachers to submit to

the official examination. The result of the first examination

was disappointing. Only seven of thirty prospective Catholic

lSThe Friend, 1 August 1844, 72; Schoofs, 58; PIRM 1894,
126.

16Yzendoorn, 164, 179.
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teachers received certification, though the priests pronounced

the entire group "really as capable as those of our

adversaries. ,,17 The priests were undeterred by the results,

and continued to prepare their own teachers. To do this, they

created five disticts on 0' ahu, each with "a [high] school

kept by a missionary who lives there in a fixed place as a

pastor and instructor." Maigret himself conducted classes for

a handful of "hi.qh school II students at the cathedral in

Honolulu. No stranger to the classroom--he had taught

philosophy before going on mission--he also tutored adults

interested in learning French. 1B

The vast difference between the educational impulses of the

priests and the Protestants surfaced in the proposal Maigret

now made for the Catholic community in the islands.

Consistent with a medieval world view, Maigret proposed to

gather Catholics in enclosures not only to protect them from

the labor requirement of the school law, but to help each

Catholic community secure a teacher of its own. On his voyage

to Hawai' i, Maigret had seen Sacred Hearts priests in the

Gambier Islands directing self - supporting villages of the type

he was proposing along the lines of the Jesuits reducciones in

17Castan, 15 November 1844, IILettres ll
• Of the seven, two

were at Wai'anae, one each at Wailuku, La'ie, Kualoa,
Kane'ohe, and WaiklkI. Maigret to Superior General, SS.CC.,
L, 24 July 1841, PFR.

1BMartial Jan, 1 September 1841, "Le t t r es II; Richard
Armstrong, Kawaiaha'o Station Report 1846, HMCSL; Schoofs, 23.
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Paraguay. Maigret' s plans called for separate boarding houses

for boys and girls, and separate work regimes for the two

genders. Anticipating the obj ections of his superior, he

wrote, "Eating is not a problem. Between classes, the girls

can make mats, the boys can make poi. "19

Father Martial Jan experimented with this arrangement for

entire families at He'eia, O'ahu, where Catholics had sought

refuge from early government persecution. There, a third of

the villagers were Catholics by 1841, and on land received

from the local chief, Father Martial built "a rather large

school. " "When I can gather most of the young islanders of my

department," he reported in 1841, "I count almost 150." He

intended his school "to teach essential mechanical

arts. " For the men, he organized a shop, while encouraging

the women to form a cooperative to make mats, bags and baskets

for sale. Because the land was suitable for agriculture,

Martial planned "to have the poor children cultivate it and

get their nourishment therefrom. I have already given each

19Maigret to Superior General, SS.CC., L, 24 July 1841,
PFR. The reducciones were "villages gathered together around
a nucleus of priests who followed a religious rule." John
Garrett, To Live Among the Stars: Christian Origins in Oceania
(Geneva: World Council of Churches in association with the
Institute of Pacific Studies, University of the South Pacific,
1983), 88, 92.
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his portion." His students planted potatoes, sugar cane and

t aro v "

When such experiments as this one failed, the Sacred Hearts

priests, still numbering no more than half a dozen, resorted

to more fatiguing and less effective methods of weaving the

cloak of discipline. From permanent stations on the major

islands of the Hawaiian chain, they undertook peripatetic

lifestyles, on continuous visitations to widely-scattered

communities. Where possible, they proceeded on horseback, but

poor roads on Hawai'i forced them to walk, and the deep valley

of Waipi'o was accessible only by boat. On their visits,

priests administered the sacraments, examined candidates for

baptism, and inspected the schools conducted by teachers they

had themselves appointed. The first chapels, in which the

early schools usually met, were insubstantial, thatched

structures topped by wooden crosses and with small

presbyteries for the visiting priests. 21

Protestant ministers observed the efforts of the priests first

with interest and then with alarm. In 1841, Rev. Titus Coan

reported from the island of Hawai' i that " a native teacher and

several Romish disciples from Oahu have been at Hilo through

2°Benjamin Parker, Kane'ohe Station Report 1841, HMCSLj
Jan, September 1841, "Lettres"j Schoofs, 102-103.

21Joachim Marechal, 16 August 1844, "Lettres."
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the year." The efforts of Catholics, Coan ontinued, produced

"no regularly organized Catholic school in Hilo and Puna up to

the close of 1846." A year later, however, Coan conceded,

"They have now some six or seven schools with perhaps 200

pupils. ,,22

On the smaller islands, despite their persistence, the priests

produced little in the way of permanent results. Father

Arsenius Walsh established two short-lived schools on Ni' ihau,

and Moloka'i briefly boasted six Catholic schools. Although

government reports in the 1840s and 50s listed no Catholic

schools on Lana'i, Rev. Dwight Baldwin verified that one with

fifteen children opened in the 1840s. Lacking a schoolhouse,

it soon ceased functioning, but ten years later, he again

reported a small "papist" school on the island. 23

The priests, assisted by native catechists, experienced

considerable success in some places. The villages of Hilea on

Hawai'i and Waialua on O'ahu, and the district of Hana on Maui

each included concentrations of Catholics. Altogether, the

1847 government count of common schools in the islands

identified more than a hundred Catholic schools with over

22Coon, Hilo Station Report 1841, HMCSLj FARM 1847, 28.
Appendix C traces individual schools over the period 1847 to
1865.

23Schoofs, 247 -251 ; Baldwin, Lahairia Station Report 1848,
1854, HMCSL.
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three thousand students. 24 Together, they constituted about

twenty percent of the vernacular schools and eleven percent of

the students.

Some of the early Catholic common schools survived for

generations. Father Walsh founded a school at Po r i.pii on

Kaua'i's southern shore in December, 1841. It was a "large

one-room school, open on the sunny side and closed on the

windy and rainy sides." A successful early examination earned

the school "an extra teacher as we l L as three trustees."

Walsh relocated the school and church it served to nearby

Koloa in 1844, when Kamehameha III gave the mission a piece of

land near the new sugar plantation of Ladd & Co. There, it

survived for thirty years as a government common school called

Koloa Hikina. Transformed in the 1870s into St. Raphael's

Catholic Mission School, it served families in the community

until 1918. 25

The priests had largely ceased teaching by 1843, when the

government began certifiying most of their teachers. Although

their attention thereafter focused largely on ecclesiastical

obligations, they continued to report what they termed

tracasseries (harassment) by the Protestant-backed government.

24Compiled in Kuykendall, 357. See Appendix A.

25Schoofs, 218-223, 232 i Yzendoorn, 177 i Reports 1865,
1870, 1871, PIAR.
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They considered any obstacle to their educational efforts a

violation of the 1839 LaPlace treaty guaranteeing religious

freedom. Captain S. Mallet of the French warship Embuscade

arrived in Hawaiian waters in August 1842 with instructions to

see that the government guaranteed the freedom of Catholics to

exercise their faith, including the right of the priests to

proselytize in their own way. Following his instructions, he

demanded a land-grant for a Catholic high school, Catholic

inspectors for Catholic schools, the right of priests to

appoint temporary teachers, and exemption of Catholics from

the labor requirement for non-Catholic schools. 26

Kamehameha III rej ected Mallet's demands. "It is impossible,"

he complained to the captain, "to put a stop to disputes and

contentions between rival religions, and the evils and

complaints which arise from them. ,,27 Yet, Maigret thought

the visit of the Embuscade was "efficacious," and indeed it

was. He reported afterwards that "the government is going to

give us land for a high school. Moreover, after the departure

of the French corvette, we presented a dozen of our students

for the teachers' exams and they were all accepted. Finally,

I received just now a letter from Kauai. . that announced

that everything had changed completely. ,,2B

26Yzendoorn, 166; Kuykendall, 349-350.

27Quoted in Yzendoorn, 167.

2BMaigret, 22 September 1842, "Lettres."
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While Captain Mallet was in port, he and his staff officers

attended an examination of Father Maigret' s pupils. According

to the priest, the pupils "sang a few special verses. Then

they did arithmetic, indeed even Geometry, then geography,

then history." He expressed his pleasure that they also "sang

together several pieces of the history of Our Lord, that we

put in verse, or some chapters of Christian doctrine that they

knew imperturbably. "29

The euphoria of the priests was short-lived, however, as the

old problems resurfaced. Maigret wrote in December, "Our

Christians, on Hawaii, on Maui, and on Molokai, are more

persecuted than ever." The government again began denying

Catholic teachers certification, put Father Maigret' s students

in chains for protesting the labor tax, continued to force

Catholic children into Protestant schools, and required

Catholic parents to help build those schools. 30 In the few

places where authorities exempted Catholic parents from the

tax, Protestant ministers objected that lazy people were

escaping necessary work. 31

29Ibid.

30Maigret, 5 December 1842, "Let.t.res v , Dosith~e Desvault,
APF XVII (1845), 148.

3lIn Hilo and Honolulu, for example. Lowell Smith,
Kaumakapili Station Report 1844, HMCSL. Abner Wilcox said
that "The law requiring parents to send their children to
school has not been enforced in the case of Catholics.
Consequently they have escaped with impunity and the kahu and

(continued ... )
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Still, there was progress. By the end of 1844, the mission

counted more than thirty government-paid teachers in its 0' ahu

schools alone, and a majority of the Kaua'i teachers passed

inspection that same year. But the priests credited these

successes to the efforts of French Consul Jules Dudoit and the

presence of French warships. Maigret declared in 1845, "We

enjoy at this moment perfect tranquility. All our old

subj ects of complaint have entirely disappeared." For this he

credited "the conduct, prudent and full of sagacity, of our

estimable Consul. ,,32 When the French frigate Virginie

anchored in Honolulu's harbor the next year, Father Martial

Jan repeated the same sentiment. He jubilantly observed that

"The presence of that ship seems to us a guarantee of the good

relations of the governments of France and the Sandwich

Islands, with regard to our mission. ,,33

Protestant bearers of the early-modern world view had little

tolerance for the view their ancestors had rej ected. Not

surprisingly, the priests identified the spirit of American

Puritanism as the source of most of their problems. They saw

that spirit everywhere in the "ill-willed people who surround"

31 ( ... continued)
the luna kulas have done little or nothing towards enforcing
it in the case of others." Hilo Station Report 1843, HMCSL.

32Maigret, 7 August 1844, "Lettres"; Maigret, 7 August
1845, in FARM 1851, 100.

33Jan, 26 March 1846, "Let tres . "
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the king and chiefs, though the appointment of Robert c.

Wyllie as Minister of Foreign Affairs assuaged their fears

somewhat. 34 Wyllie, a Scotsman previously employed as

English proconsul in Hawai'i, seemed sympathetic to the

mission and contributed significantly to the peaceful

interlude between the mission and the government in the mid

1840s. Maigret placed great hope in Wyllie, whom he deemed "a

friend of justice, and an enemy of intolerance and

persecution. ,,35

The king's Protestant advisors, who later coalesced with

others of a similar mind into what some called the "rni.s s i.onary

party," were busy perfecting the governmental forms outlined

in the Constitution of 1840. Wyllie's appointment came as a

result of the Organic Acts the legislature passed in 1845-46

to give form and substance to the constitutional monarchy.

The acts created a quasi-parliamentary government headed by a

Privy Council consisting of island governors and a five-member

cabinet. The cabinet formalized the foreign influence in the

government--three of its members were Americans while only one

was Hawaiian--and increased its sway by assuming the role of

advisor to the king that the Council of Chiefs had formerly

played. Two of the cabinet's original members had been

Congregationalist missionaries, Dr. Gerrit Judd, the Minister

34Maigret, APF XXVII (1855), 373.

35Kuykendall, 249; Maigret, 12 May 1845, "Lettres."
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of Finance,

Instruction.

and William Richards, Minister of Public

In giving education cabinet status, the Organic Acts testified

to the power of missionary party and to the importance that

party attached to schooling. The acts centralized school

matters in a Department of Public Instruction, established

formal districts with appointed kahu kula (district

inspectors) and appointed luna kula (trustees) to replace

individual school committees. The new education minister,

William Richards, promptly announced that the consolidation

was for everyone's benefit, and he instructed the inspectors

t::> "show the determination of the Hawaiian government to give

a square deal" to Catholic sub'j ec t s v " The ministry also

requested local officials to consult Catholic parents and

missionaries to prevent problems, and secured the agreement of

Father Maigret to refer future problems directly to the

Minister of Public Instruction. 37

Richards may have been sincere in his stated intentions, but

the priests remained skeptical. The new Ministry of Public

Instruction created a bureaucracy to oversee local schools,

thus threatening the autonomy of villages and violating

enclosure through oversight. The arrival in early 1848 of

36Quoted in Yzendoorn, 171.

37Kuykendall, 354; Robert Wyllie, FARM 1850, 32.
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Guillaume Dillon, a new French consul, afforded priests an

opportunity to revive the policy debate. Dillon's determined

advocacy of the priests' position reversed the modus vivendi

recently worked out with the government. Dillon demanded that

Catholics receive "distinct and unfettered control" of public

funds for their schools so they could be free of "vassalage"

to Protestant school inspectors. 3B

The Privy Council, at the suggestion of a new Minister of

Public Instruction, Richard Armstrong, initially agreed to

Dillon's demands and authorized the appointment of school

boards solely for Catholic schools. But Armstrong changed his

mind after Wyllie informed him of a letter he received from

Dillon which challenged the objectivity of the new minister.

Dillon's letter criticized Armstrong for his anti-French

writings and his "political ostracism" of Catholic teachers

and students on a recent tour of inspection of island schools.

Charging Dillon with "making the religion and education of the

King's native subjects, a matter of Diplomatic interference,"

Armstrong answered Dillon's challenge with a refusal to act on

the new concessions. 39

He began instead to monitor the school situation, listing

separately in his annual report Na Kula Ho'ole Pope or Ku'e

3BQuoted in Kuykendall, 356.

39FARM 1851, Appendix, 104-105.
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Pope (Schools without a Pope or Against the Pope) and Na Kula

Katolika (Catholic Schools). 40 Robert Wyllie credited

Armstrong with a greater "liberality" toward the priests than

that of his predecessor, Richards. But Maigret still regarded

the new education minister, who had succeeded Rev. Hiram

Bingham at Kawaiaha'o Church in Honolulu and who published the

anti-Catholic newspaper Ka Nonanona (The Ant), as the priests'

"greatest enemy. ,,41

Wyllie deplored what he regarded as the pernicious effect that

Consul Dillon had on Bishop Maigret who, prior to Dillon's

arrival, had been on friendly terms with the ~inistry. He

noted, "At Mr. Dillon's first audience of the king, after his

arrival, His Lordship [Maigret] was understood to express

himself quite satisfied with the treatment given to the

Catholics." Since that time, Wyllie continued, "The Bishop

himself has omitted to return two calls of respect that I made

him, and he never did anything of the kind, during the time of

[French Consul] Dudoit." Dillon had "sought to imbue the

French mission . . with a spirit of distrust and antagonism

to you," the Foreign Minister wrote to Armstrong. 42 Wyllie

4°He Papa Ho'ike, quarterly reports, PIAR, served as the
basis for the annual reports summarized in Appendices A and B.
Appendix C is a profile of individual districts based on the
quarterly reports.

41Wyllie to Armstrong, L, 5 March 1849, PICRi Maigret to
Prefect, L, 20 October 1851, Oceania Book 4, 940, PFR.

42Ibid.
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was sure that Maigret allowed Dillon to use the mission press

and his own translating services for various ultimatums to the

Hawaiian king made on broadsides posted around the town of

Honolulu . 43

Emboldened by Dillon, whose reasons for fomenting trouble may

have been more personal than philosophical, the priests began

complaining of what they regarded as injustices caused by the

new government centralization. 44 The luna kula and kahu kula

now made decisions once made by village trustees, causing

delays in hiring teachers or constructing schools. The

priests interpreted the delays as a deliberate policy of

sabotage. From a different perspective, Wyllie traced

Maigret's change in attitude to the obstacles that Paku, an

O'ahu school inspector, placed in the priests' path. Paku

dismissed the Catholic teacher at Wailele without appointing

a new one, which left the children there without a school.

When the Sacred Hearts vice-provincial, Dosithee Desvault,

complained, Paku replied that appointment of a new teacher had

to await construction of a new school house, which itself had

to wait upon the government's forced labor teams doing

43Jean Charlot, "The Diaries of Desire Louis Maigret,"
typescript, 18, HL; Jean Charlot, ed., "Le 'Journal du
Picpucien Louis Maigret, 1804-1882, Eveque d'Arathie et
Vicaire Apostolique des 1les Sandwich. Notes et analyses,'"
Journal de la Societe des Oceanistes xxv (December 1969), 327.

44Kuykendall says that he was seeking to unseat any
government minister whose position he might subsequently fill.
Kuykendall, 390 footnote.
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"Tuesday's work." Unsatisfied with this response, Desvault

followed up with a letter to the Minister of Public

Instruction outlining the shortage of 0' ahu school houses,

particularly at Maunalua, wailupe, and Honolulu, where

teachers were using residential houses or the outdoors as

c Las s r oorns i "

The priests identified and reported specific instances of

discrimination that belied the professed policy of evenhanded

implementation of the school law. Maigret wrote to Armstrong

of several Maui villages in need of teachers. He expressed

his unhappiness with inspectors who delayed teacher

appointments unduly by claiming unjustly that candidates for

certification were too young or deficient in training. At

times, he wrote, the inspectors dismissed the youngest

students from a school and then declared that the reduced

enrollment made the school ineligible to hire a teacher. 46

The legal requirement that a school must have at least fifteen

students between the ages of four and fourteen for the

government to pay a teacher was a recipe manipulated by

Protestants and Catholics alike. Just as it was in the

45Desvault to Dillon, L 10 February 1848 i Paku to
Desvault, L, 8 February 1848, both reprinted in FARM 1850, 31,
36. Desvault to Minister of Education, L trans., 28 March
1848, PICR.

46rv'Jaigret to Armstrong, L, 26 July 1849, PICR.
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interests of the Ministry of Public Instruction to prevent

small schools from proliferating, so it was in the interest of

each denomination to round up enough children to constitute a

school. According to Rev. Eliphalet Whittlesey on Maui, the

large number of Catholic schools there resulted from the fact

that the priests would "divide a school which one teacher

might manage, move a part to some place agreeable to native

indolence so as to shorten the distance, and commence

operations even if only eight or ten children are present.

The distance being no obj ection, other children are soon found

to complete the requisite [number of students necessary to

qualify for a government-paid teacher] " In a similar vein,

Rev. John Emerson maintained that the children in the Catholic

school in Waialua were "aLl, small and a large number of [them]

. . really too young to be in school. "47

When a certified teacher was unavailable, priests sometimes

bent the law to their own purposes in ways that Protestants

readily criticized. On the island of Hawai'i, to illustrate,

Father Gregory Archambaux compensated for the lack of teachers

at three Catholic schools in Kohala by himself teaching in

successive weeks at each of the schools--one week at Halawa,

the next week at Kamano, and the following week at Kukuipahu.

Archambaux' fellow priests regarded his remedy as heroic, but

47Whittlesey, Hana Station Report 1851; Emerson, Waialua
Station Report 1848, HMCSL.
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Paku, the school inspector, rej ected the solution. During the

weeks of no school in each area, Paku found, the children "run

here and there in mischief, and this disturbs the schools."

His solution, the very one Archambaux had hoped to circumvent,

was that the children be required to attend the nearest

Protestant s chooLv"

Using the occasion of the arrival in August 1849 of the French

warship La Poursuivante, Consul Dillon exceeded his orders and

created a diplomatic crisis that involved education as well as

other matters. The areas of dispute ranged from tariffs to

diplomatic language to the destruction of property owned by

priests in Kailua. Dillon made these as well as school policy

litmus tests of Hawaiian compliance with its treaty

commitments. In matters concerning the priests, Dillon

demanded removal of an offending official and creation of a

separate Catholic school system administered by the resident

bishop without Protestant involvement. 49 When the government

rejected these demands, the Poursuivante's captain, Legoarant

de Tromelin, led his sailors in an attack on the fort and

other government buildings in Honolulu. His angry display

created no discernible change in school policy.

48Kalolo Pouzot, SS.CC. to Armstrong, L, 2 October 1849;
Paku, Kohala School Inspector, Report, 24 March 1849, PIeR.

49FARM 1851, 37; Kuykendall, 391; Kamakau, 411.
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A new French consul, Louis Perrin, arrived in Honolulu in

December 1850, with similar but more "reasonable" demands, at

least with respect to school policy. 50 Perrin dropped the

demand that the bishop administer a Catholic school system,

but continued to demand a separate system and a proportional

division of school funds between Catholic and Protestant

schools according to enrollment. Wyllie responded with

statistics showing that under the current system Catholics

were actually receiving a larger per capita share of the

monies than their enrollments justified. He pointed out that

because Catholic schools had fewer students per teacher than

their counterparts, the cost expended per student in Catholic

schools was $.94 while that in Protestant schools was only

$.91. 51

A French warship remained menacingly in port for several

months while Wyllie and Perrin discussed these and other

differences. The Hawaiian governmelrt appealed to the United

States for protection against the French, and the arrival of

an American warship led to French conciliation. The

government agreed to refer the school question to the

50The opinion of Kuykendall, 358.

51RMFA 1851, 103.
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legislature, and the French conceded the waters around the

islands to the American sphere of influence. 52

with this the effectiveness of French intervention played

itself out, and the priests turned to Catholics who had

secured positions of power or influence in the islands. They

had a friend in the lower house of the legislature in Godfrey

Rhodes, a convert from the Hanalei district of Kaua' i. Rhodes

was not alone for, by this time, Catholics could claim to be

"well represented in the Legislature. ,,53 In 1851, Rhodes

brought to the attention of the Committee on Education several

letters detailing constituent complaints, which the Committee

merely turned over to Armstrong. But the legislature did

respond to the complaints indirectly. It provided again for

elective trustees of individual schools, and returned some

power to local communities by allowing the trustees to choose

teachers. 54

Rhodes was not satisfied that these concessions secured

Catholic control of Catho2.ic schools. He presented more

complaints the next year. "Catholic schoolmasters." he

52Robert Aldrich, The French Presence
Pacific, 1842-1940 (Honolulu: University of
1990), 93.

53Wyllie memo, FARM 1851, 108.

in the
Hawaii

South
Press,

54Polynesian, 10 May, 14 June, 21 June 1851i William Lee
to Armstrong, L, 20 June 1851, PIeRi Kuykendall, 401-402.
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argued, "had to apply for their pay, and for funds for the

repair of their school houses" to officials who were

invariably Protestants, indeed often ministers themselves.

Since the latter were invariably indifferent or hostile to

Catholic interests, inequities were bound to occur. 55

Examples of inequities were not wanting. The law of 1840

specified that teachers receive their pay in the form of

required labor, but taxes and fixed wages soon supplemented,

then supplanted labor. The government began paying teachers

in goods, which created problems of valuation. A letter to

the ministry from Kamauu and Evaliko, two Ka' u teachers,

illustrated this problem. The letter, countersigned by Father

Charles Pouzot, said that "what is paid to the teachers is

largely made in cloth and very little in money. The cloth is

injured [sic] and only three yards for one dollar, whereas, at

the store four yards for one dollar was purchased." 56

Disbursing officials calculated teacher salaries on the basis

of the number of students they taught and on the kahu kula's

determination of their "efficiency." Thus, Catholic teachers

often received smaller salaries than their Protestant

counterparts, because they frequently taught fewer students

55Weekly Argus, 14 February 1852.

56Kamauu and Evaliko to Limaikaika, L trans., July 1851,
PICR.
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but also because of low efficiency ratings. For example,

Catholic school teachers in Wailua in 1846 earned 6.25 cents

per day while Protestants earned on the average double that

amount. 57 Such differences documented the charges Rhodes

brought forward.

The legislature received other complaints from Catholics. One

teacher obj ected to scheduling a school examination on a

Catholic feast day. He compared it to holding an examination

of Protestant children on the Sabbath. The Committee on

Education dismissed these complaints as " frivolous," and

placed the blame for them squarely on the shoulders of French

Consul Perrin. 58

Father Maigret undertook to publicize the grievances the

legislature ignored. In 1852, the Catholic press published

his pamphlet He Mau Hana i Hanaia ma Molotai (Doings of some

government officials in regard to schools and churches) to

advertise the injustices local Protestant school officials

committed. In the pamphlet, Maigret related the story of

Peter Kamaka, an East Maui teacher whom he characterized as

"famous" for the way he conducted his school. The school

inspector invited Kamaka to move to Moloka'i in 1851,

57Abner Wilcox, Waialua Station Report 1846, HMCSL.

58pouzot to Armstrong, L, 8 June 1851, PICRi Polynesian,
5 June 1852.
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promising him a wage, quoted in parts of a Spanish dollar, of

three-eighths (36 cents) per day. Upon his arrival, Kamaka

found that his wage was only one-fourth (25 cents). The kahu

kula Hooilo told Kamaka that to receive the higher salary he

would have to teach for the Protestant side. 59

In general, the government considered Catholics

obstructionists whose encouragement of students to defect from

government schools threatened the whole purpose of the

government-sponsored school system. As late as 1899, the

Minister of Public Instruction reported that the "dual system

of [Protestant and Catholic] schools brought endless

bickerings, jealousies, complaints and quarrels, which

embittered and hindered the educational work through all this

period. [T]he bitterness of feeling caused by all this

contention has barely now passed away. ,,60

While he was Minister of Public Instruction, Richard Armstrong

had scant use for the Catholic priests, teachers or schools.

He found the Catholic world view an obstacle to his

modernizing project. Father Maigret, responding to a question

put to him by Foreign Minister Robert Wyllie about how to make

Hawaiians industrious, moral, and happy by characterizing

59Maigret, He Mau Hana i Hanaia ma Molotai (Honolulu: Pai
palapala Katolika, 1852), 1, HMCSL. Puhi Adams assisted in
this translation.

6°Yzendoorn, 163; PIR~IJ 1899, 48.
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priests as "persons who, virtuous and disinterested, aspire

only to labor, humbly and without ambition, in rendering

[Hawaiians] better by teaching them the precepts of the

Gospel, and so fill their hearts with joy and hope by showing

them the way to heaven. ,,61 These were precisely the

sentiments that Armstrong detested. Education to him and

other like him was about improving the human condition through

reason. He therefore derided priests as people who "only

value the schools as means of imparting a knowledge of their

own doctrine, and not as a means of increasing general

intelligence among the people. ,,62

Armstrong had little faith in teachers the priests selected,

though securing good teachers was not a problem limited to

Catholic schools. Common school teachers, generally, were

"poorly prepared, [and] practically untrained." As late as

1865, the Inspector General criticized school teachers

generally for keeping schools "according to their own judgment

or caprice," sending substitutes "as it suited them," keeping

"no regular hours," and enforcing "no regular discipline. ,,63

Still, Armstrong singled out teachers in Catholic schools as

61Maigret, FARM 1847, 53, 57.

62"Limaikaika," AMs, 30 April 1851, PCR.

63George Allen Odgers, "Educational Legislation in Hawaii,
1845 -1892," (M.A thesis, Universi ty of Hawaii, 1932), 56 i

Inspector General's Report, Kaua'i 1865, AMs, PIAR.
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ones "whose qualifications meet the demands of the law,

lowered down to the lowest point. ,,64

In the same vein, Armstrong reported that "the children, even

the older of them, in the Catholic schools, do not read well;

nor are their schools as prosperous as those embracing

Protestant children." The inferiority of the schools he

blamed on priests who "provided for them no books beyond a few

doctrinal primers." Armstrong contended that some Catholic

teachers were using the Protestant Bible "as freely as they do

any other book," a practice the Catholic school project was

instituted to prevent. A lack of school books in Waialua

Catholic schools had reportedly caused defections to

Protestant schools. 65

While Catholics were obviously vulnerable on the question of

availability of books, most school evaluations reflected the

values of the evaluator. Armstrong's comments were consistent

with those Protestant ministers regularly leveled against

Catholic schools. Thus, Rev. John Emerson reported from

Ko' olauloa, 0' ahu in 1847 that "the teachers [were] quite

64Limaikaika, AMs, 30 April 1851, peR.

65Ibid.; Emerson, vvaialua Station Report 1847, HMCSL. It
is not clear when the Catholic mission printed its own
translations of the Old and New Testaments. Reginald
Yzendoorn did not list them in his "Bibliography of the Roman
Catholic Mission in the Hawaiian Islands," TM, 1912, DR. The
Friend, 1 August 1844, reported that the Catholic mission's
translations of the four Gospels were nearly completed.
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inefficient. . The progress of the scholars in knowledge

is slow; little or no time is devoted to study out of school. II

Similarly, Rev. Jonathan Green said of Catholic schools at

Makawao, Maui, III have reason to believe that they do little

in the shape of 1 earning. " At Ka'u, Hawai'i, to cite a

somewhat different perspective, Rev. William Shipman was

willing to Catholic schools with a little more.

schools at Hilea and Kama'oa, he said in 1860, 1I0ne

Of the

is

of a poor order, while the other is one of the best that we

have. 1166

Theologian Paul Tillich has equated religious education with

"the induction of children into their families. II Such

education, according to Tillich, communicates lithe tradition,

symbols, and demands of the family" and functions to initiate

lithe individual into the activity of the group. 11 67 In doing

so, it provides preset answers to questions about human

existence that the individual apprehends gradually as he

matures. The central document of Catholic education in

Hawaiian mission schools was the Catechism, a manual of

doctrine in the form of questions and answers that contained

the nexus of Catholic truths and embodied its mental

66PIRM 1847, 28; Shipman, Ka'u Station Report 1860, H!'I.lCSL.

67Paul Tillich, Theology of Culture (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1959), 146. In contrast, Tillich described
industrial education as II the education for skills, special
ones like crafts and arts, and general ones like reading,
writing, and arithmetic. II Tillich, 146-149.
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discipline. Exercises of memorization wrote its questions and

answers indelibly into the minds and hearts of those who

mastered it.

Like the Catechism, Catholic educators employed analogy and

metaphor to convey theological truths. Images of shepherd and

sheep, wheat and chaff, light and darkness suffused their

Biblical stories. Their God was not so transcendent that a

believer could not access existential reality through the

material world. The parables and stories they taught

transformed difficult concepts into the language of everyman,

making of faith a mustard seed and of bread the body of

Christ. 68

The idea of world rejection, the ccntemptus mundi so central

to historic religions, used analogy to explain suffering and

to demonstrate its usefulness in the sacred realm as an

offering for sin. It required a figurative imagination to

objectivize suffering and give it transcendent value. The

paradox of individual suffering turned to transcendent good

does not admit of rational argumentation. Rationalism was

literal-minded; a surfeit of it compromised intuitive

understanding. 69

68Giles, 38, based on the analysis of David Tracy, The
Analogical Imagination: Christian Theology and the Culture of
Pluralism (New York: Crossroad, 1981)

69Bellah, 359-361; Giles, 85.
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Still, rationalism was not a Protestant or modernist monoploYi

it had entered the church via seminaries for clerics.

Thomistic teachers cultivated rationality, embracing it as a

way of knowing to such a degree that one of its adherents

claimed that "genuine love comes from knowing and is based on

reason. 1170 Sacred Hearts novices spent two years studying

philosophy and four years studying theology. They copied,

translated, and recited from Latin and Greek classics,

utilizing the language training of their grammar school

years. 71 Thus, they learned scholastic philosophy and

theology in a disciplined fashion and, over the centuries,

acquired a "fixed catalogue of answers narrowly oriented. lin

Their seminaries treated science as a branch of philosophy, so

that Father Coudrin, the founder of the Sacred Hearts,

received his "first lessons in science and virtue" in his

study of the humanities. 73 Only deductive logic could

conceive and validate the scholastics' connection between

7°Gerald L. Gutek,
Perspectives on Education
Hall, 1988), 63.

Philosophical and Ideological
(Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-

7lA recent description of the French style of seminary
training is found in Joseph M. White, The Diocesan Seminary in
the United States: A History from the 1780s to the Present
Notre Dame Studies in American Catholicism (Notre Dame:
University of Notre Dame Press, 1989).

72Harold A. Buetow, The Catholic School: Its Roots,
Identity, and Future (New York: Crossroad, 1988), 52.

73Benoit Perdereau, SS.CC, Les Martyrs de Picpus (Paris:
Adolphe Josse, 1872), 29.
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science and virtue. Science and math were "curricular step-

children" in monastic education because they did not advance

the intuitive way of knowing, leading, in fact, in an opposite

direction. Seminary directors believed too much science

"tended to dry up the fervent heart," and Catholic schools

followed their lead in slighting the new learning. 74

In Hawai'i, the Protestants' main objection to Catholic

education derived from its lack of enthusiasm for "the hill of

science . [that] teachers ought constantly to strive to

ascend. ,,75 The Protestant focus on material existence led to

a dependence on science as a way of knowing the world.

Science was not a priority in Catholic education, and

rationalism, though it entered the Catholic world view through

the synthetic impulse, remained peripheral to religious

explication as the source of knowing. Historic religions

discouraged worldly acquisitiveness, whether material or

mental. 76 The fifteenth-century Imitation of Christ, one of

few non-doctrinal works Hawai' i' s Catholic press produced,

reflected this ambivalence towards human knowledge. 77 A

74Marvin R. 0' Connell, John Ireland and the American
Catholic Church (St. Paul: Minnesota Historical Society Press,
1988), 51. O'Connell's description of the French seminary
training of Bishop Ireland confirms that of White.

75Emerson, Waialua Station Report 1851, HMCSL.

76Carnochan, 43.

77Yzendoorn, "Bibliography," 1912, 7, UH. It was published
in 1847 as 0 Ka Livere mua 0 ka Hahai ana mauli 0 Jesu Kirito.
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typical selection from the Imitation stated that "Deeply

inquisitive reasoning does not make a man holy or righteous

but a good life makes him beloved by God."

History was another essential of Catholic education. The

narrative began in the Garden of Eden and later extended in

the annals and chronicles kept in religious houses. Sacred

history wove a universal web between ancient and contemporary

times, between Hebrews, Europeans, and Hawaiians. Maigret,

the mission's most prolific writer, capitalized on the musical

gifts of his students to produce a poem entitled "Kenekuria"

(The Centuries). Its verses catalogued distant victories--

conversion of the Visigoths, battles against Moslems--as

though they were of pressing importance in the islands.

"Kumukauoha," a second Maigret poem appropriate for singing or

recitation, made heroes of significant popes. He also

translated several other pieces of church history in Moolele

Hemolele, and wrote his own account of Catholics in Hawai'i,

Haimanava no ta Oihana Katolika ma Hawaii nei (Tale of the

Catholic People in Hawaii) .78

Many Hawaiians accepted the disciplinary and analogical style

of religious education. The first Protestant missionaries had

successfully used the same techniques. Based on repetition

78Works listed in Yzendoorn's "Bibliography," 3-4. The
Kenekuria is printed in Hawaiian and English in Yzendoorn,
History, 161-163.
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rather than analysis, this style utilized the Hawaiians' love

of music and chant. Father Maigret, to illustrate, had his

students sing mathematical principles in cadence in preparing

for a math examination. He set one of the catechisms to

Gregorian chant "in order that questions and answers might be

chanted in common. ,,79

The traditional style of Polynesian education, whether in the

halau (meeting house) of the chiefs or in the transfer of

skills to the maka'ainana children, was similar in its

utilization of observation and repetition. Hawaiians learned

their culture "step by step, from the ground up." Meaning

would follow, but obedience came first. It was the

methodological equivalent of "the spiritual regimen of a

Christian monk." BO Hawaiians considered knowledge sacred, a

participation in the divine, and they passed on their

tradition in analogical forms such as oli (chants), mo'olelo

(narratives) and ker eo (stories) .B1 Father Maigret found

79Joachim Marechal, September 1841, "Lettres"; the chant
was entitled He Mele Katekimo (Catechism Melodies), printed
about 1857. Yzendoorn, "Bibliography," 14.

BORobert Borofsky, Making History: Pukapukan and
Anthropological Constructions of Knowledge (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1987), 80-85; Charlot, Chanting
37, 118.

B1George Hu'eu Sanford Kanahele, Pauahi: The Kamehameha
Legacy (Honolulu: Kamehameha Schools Press, 1961), 36; A.
Leiomalama Solomon, "Cross-Cultural Conflicts Between Public
Education and Traditional Hawaiian Values," (Ph.D.
dissertation, Oregon State University, 1981), 30.
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Hawaiians perceptive but not reflective. II Reasoning wi th them

to any great degree, was out of the question, II he observed. B2

Rationalism was as extraneous to Polynesian thought as it was

peripheral to the medieval world view. As missionaries

crossed the cultural divide, they streamlined their message by

suspending the strands of rationalism in their world view.

Most Protestant comment about the religious education

Catholics offered in their schools was dismissive, portraying

it as formulic mumbo-jumbo memorized without understanding.

Yet Rev. Sereno Bishop cautioned his fellow Protestants

concerning Catholics, IIAmong the lower mass of their people,

there appears to be a more generally diffused knowledge of

leading simple doctrine, than among the same portion of ours.

I attribute this to diligent plying with creed, catechism, and

Pictures, whence a lesson may be learned. II B3

Father Maigret outlined his initial solution to the problem of

books and instruction somewhat defensively in a long letter to

his superior. He advocated teaching Hawaiians the French

language as a means of bringing Hawaiian children into the

mainstream of European thought. His arguments were not so

much those of an assimilationist as those of one looking for

B2Maigret quoted in The Diaries of David Lawrence Gregg
1853-1858 ed. by Pauline King (Honolulu: Hawaiian Historical
Society, 1982), 71.

B3Bishop, Hana Station Report 1863, HMCSL.
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a way around the problem of translation. He asked his

superior to send him reading lists similar to those used by

the Christian Brothers, as well as maps and globes, and

"elementary books of all kinds--religion, history, arithmetic,

algebra, geometry, geography, etc." To help the mission

acquire the legitimacy it needed to stand up to its

educational adversaries, Maigret also asked for art and music

teachers, a doctor, and someone to teach weaving to girls. B4

Teaching Hawaiian children French soon went the way of

teaching them English in early Protestant schools; it was not

practical on a large scale. Maigret had to find books in the

Hawaiian language. The government specified the subjects to

cover in these ungraded schools but not particular texts. The

priests obstinately refused to use the common school texts or

anything else turned out by the Protestant press. Protestant

geography books usually depicted Catholic countries as

backwards, and the priests found fault with details as well as

the poetic rendering of the King James version of the Bible.

But providing the children with school materials in the

Hawaiian language presented obstacles that missionary zeal

alone could not surmount. The mission press produced only a

few volumes during its first decade, among them the Livere

Kamalii, a Hawaiian language alphabet, and several historical

B4Maigret, 22 September 1842, "Lettres."
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works. Fathers Maigret and Desvault collaborated on a

Hawaiian-French grammar and on a 52-page geography entitled He

Vahi Hoikehonua he mea ia e hoakaka'i i ke ano 0 ka Honua nei

(Geographic Places of the World) . BS

Armstrong eventually settled the dispute over religious

education by secularizing the schools. In 1854, the

legislature, king and privy council accepted this solution

above Catholic objections to it. Despite their complaints

about the existing system, the priests recognized that they

were losing a powerful tool of discipline in the enclosure

that separate schools enabled them to maintain. They

therefore petitioned the legislature opposing the new plan,

but "each house made a distinct, broad and unequivocal

declaration in favor of it. "B6

Not just diplomatic vexations dictated the change of policy.

A series of epidemics in the late 1840s and early 1850s

significantly reduced the school-age population. The number

of Catholic schools on Kaua'i declined precipitously in 1847-

48, one cause of which may have been the "tremendous freshet"

BSYzendoorn, 163; Yzendoorn, "Bibliography," 1- 8. Copies
of these books may be found at the various locations
identified in Bernice Judd, Janet E. Bell, and Clare G.
Murdoch, compo Hawaiian Language Imprints, 1822-1899: A
Bibliography (Honolulu: Hawaiian Mission Children's Society
and University Press of Hawaii, 1978).

B6PIRM 1858, 8; PILB, 13 April 1858.
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followed by bilious pleurisy that devastated the people

there. B7 A contempoxaneou s epidemic raged on 0' ahu, where

deaths outpaced births, and teachers suspended the schools

until the disease had run its course. The small pox epidemic

of 1853 killed as many as one-sixth of the population in some

districts of O'ahu. Before the epidemic, five schools had

been operating at Ko ' olauloa, but the inspector found no

schools there in 1855. "Lilo i. na kumu a pau loa" (The

teachers are all gone), he wrote in his report. BB

The number of government vernacular schools fell by a third

between 1847 and 1854, from 624 to 412. B9 Rather than

increase the number of schools to accomodate the demands of

newly-arrived Mormons for institutions of their own, the

government began consolidating schools. It combined those

with fewer than twenty-five or thirty students with

neighboring schools, without regard to religious affiliations.

It also eliminated religion lessons, although it allowed

school committees to continue hiring teachers who professed

the dominant religion in the community.

B7Kuykendall, 357. See Appendix A. The freshet report
appeared in J. W. Smith, Koloa Station Report 1848, HMCSL.

BBBenjamin Parker, Kaneohe Station Report 1849; Emerson,
r- t ,

Waialua Station Report 1854, HMCSL. He Papa Ho i k:e , Ko ' olauloa
1855, PIAR.

B9Kuykendall, 357. See Appendix A.
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Armstrong represented the mixed schools as the end of the

experiment in government-supported confessional schools.

There would be no more "Protestant schools" or "Catholic

schools," he said. Maigret, in contrast, considered the move

a return to the intent of the 1840 school law. Because

Catholics were a minority in most places, he anticipated that

"the state schools, in reality, will be Puritan schools where

everything will be Protestant, the teachers as well as the

books." Indeed, religion did not disappear from the

classroom. Armstrong himself acknowledged that fact. "It is

natural and proper that the teacher, if a religious man,

should wish to open or close his school with prayers and

reading a portion of the Holy Scripture," he said. 90

Catholics no less than Protestants did that. Father Nicaise

Ruault, to illustrate, continued religious instruction in the

schools he supervised in Ka'u, Hawai'i by what he termed "a

pious fraud. ,,91

Armstrong's willingness to secularize the schools, in order to

continue them, demonstrated his acceptance of at least part of

the modern world view. The liberal paradigm called for

separation of church and state, the disestablishment of

religion. In some ways, Catholics stood to benefit from the

ratcheting down of religious rivalry. Protestants would no

90Maigret, APF XXVII (1855), 377; PIRM 1858, 8.

91ASC II (1874), 211.
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longer have the power of government to foster their program,

and their churches would be the ones disestablished in

Hawai'i.

But in other ways, liberalism represented a greater threat

than Protestantism. The priests believed that religious

tolerance would loosen the hold of religion in general.

Separating religion and education would lead at best, they

feared, to indifference and at worst to outright rejection of

religion. It would mean the substitution of scientific

explanations for sacred ones and the placing of a secular

cloak of understanding over facts in need of religious

interpretation. Clothed in a false understanding of the

world, children would never know the most basic of facts, the

need of everyone for God.

In the aftermath of consolidation, Catholics complainded that

the government closed proportionately many more Catholic than

Protestant schools. Consul Perrin wrote to Wyllie concerning

eight Hawai'i schools, four at Kohala and four at Waimea, that

were victims of the 1854 consolidation. "Under pretext of

economy," he charged, "all the Catholic schools were

suppressed and all or nearly all the Protestant schools were

maintained. ,,92

92 [Perrin] to [Wyllie], L, 22 March 1858, PICR.
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A skirmish at remote wai'apuka, one of the recently-closed

Kohala schools, demonstrated vividly the amount of heat the

Protestant-Catholic clash could generate. On the north coast

of Hawai'i, Wai'apuka was sufficiently important as a Catholic

enclave to merit a church rather than a chapel. 93 When

School Inspector Paku closed the school there in the 1854

consolidations, Father Eustachius Maheu, the resident priest,

asked Paku for a teaching certificate for himself, so he could

set up his own school. Paku refused, claiming that the

certificate was really intended to enable an II ignorant

assistant ll to teach the school. Since Niuli'i school was near

the Catholic school, he continued, closing the latter created

no hardship for the students. 94

Catholics rejected the decision. They sent two petitions to

Armstrong complaining about the closing of the school and

asking for a new teacher. Father Maheu held elections for

trustees for a new school and sought government payment for

the teacher. Armstrong dismissed the complaints, both from

the parents and later from Perrin, and declared Maheu's

election irregular and invalid. When the parents remained

intransigent, however, he released them from the school tax

93St. Louis Church, blessed in 1858.
Chapels of the Vicariate Apostolic in Hawaii,
Book 8, 922, PFR.

"Chur-ches and
1867,11 Oceania

94Eukakio (Eustache) to Armstrong, L, 11 December 1856;
Paku to Armstrong, 16 February 1857, PICR. It is not known if
this is the same Paku we met on O'ahu.
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obligation, leaving them free to fund their own private

s chool c "

This did not end the controversy. Concerned about the low

enrollment of girls, which was sometimes only two-thirds that

of boys, the legislature in 1862 ordered gender separation in

government schools. Catholics favored this policy because it

achieved one of their own objectives with regard to separate

spheres. But the lack of "suitable, well-conducted female

teachers" hindered its implementation. 96 The fact that

Sacred Hearts Convent, run by Catholic sisters in Honolulu,

was one of the few sources of female teachers did not sit well

with members of the missionary party.

Meanwhile, a new Inspector General, Abraham Fornander,

returned Wai' apuka to the status of a government school,.

sending the boys there and the girls to Niuli' i. To teach the

girls, he hired a graduate of the convent school. The whole

procedure drew the wrath of the local Protestant minister,

Elias Bond, who charged that Fornander's teacher was unable

"to take children through four chapters in mental arithmetic."

He accused Fornander of working to further the papist agenda

95Petition (27 names) to Armstrong, trans., 29 February
1857; Petition (31 names) to Armstrong, tran., 20 April 1857,
PICR. PIMB, 14 March 1857, 13 April 1858, 20 July 1858.

960dgers, 71; PIRM 1866, 1. In 1866, for example, there
were 4,114 boys enrolled versus 3,253 girls.
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and "to overturn our best schools. ,,97 Controversy could keep

a school open only so long. Fornander's enemies succeeded in

removing him as Inspector General, and his successor, Harvey

Hitchcock, closed the Wai'apuka school in 1873. 98

Like the Wai' apuka parents, Perrin did not give up easily. He

was behind a petition to the Legislature in 1862 asking again

that school finances be divided between Protestants and

Catholics, that a Catholic member be appointed to the Board of

Education, and that schools be separated by gender. 99 Only

on the last item did he win, but his death shortly thereafter

ended much of the public wrangling over these issues.

But privately, Maigret continued the Catholic campaign. The

obligatory nature of the school tax troubled him, for it

allowed the modernizing state to aggrandize itself at the

expense of other institutions, notably the church, and to

direct public resources toward state-determined endeavors.

Moreover, the tax was a burden on most parents. Maigret

therefore asked the government to release Catholics from the

97E. B. , "The Inspector General of Schools Reviewed,"
Pacific Commercial Advertiser, 14 March 1868.

98Inspector General's Report, October and November 1873,
PIAR.

99According to Lowell Smith, Kaumakapili Station Report
1862, HMCSL.
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payment of the school tax, and allow them to build their own

schools and employ their own teachers. 100

The ministry accomodated Maigret, whose proposal rested on

ideas of noblesse oblige. With no sympathetic upper class to

ask for help, Catholics in Hawai'i could not afford schools as

costly as those run by the government. Father Clement Evrard,

for example, resurrected a Catholic common school at Puna,

Hawai'i, in 1865 at a former school site. Parents paid the

teacher directly and asked the government for a rebate of

taxes previously collected. 101 But the school did not exist

long enough to be counted among private schools. Several

other communities received waivers from school taxes, with the

provision that they hire a teacher for their children. 102

The problem of independent Catholic schools lay in the poverty

of Catholic Hawaiians. As the wages of government teachers

rose, Catholics could not afford to pay comparable wages. In

rural areas especially, the number of Catholic children was

too small for their parents to be able to pay a teacher a

reasonable salary. 103

100Maigret, APF XXIX (1857), 135.

101PIMB, 6 November 1866; Evrard to Inspector of Schools,
L, 5 August 1867, PICR.

I02This was done in Hana, Maui and Moanalua, 0' ahu , for
instance. PIMB, 16 October 1856, 29 August 1864.

l03Ruaul t, ASC II (1874), 211.
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Secularization of the schools took years to accomplish. A few

Catholic vernacular schools survived for twenty years or even

thirty years; but secularization clearly jeopardized the

future of Catholic education from the outset. By government

count, only fifteen Catholic schools with 225 students

remained in 1864. 104 Bishop Maigret' s annual reports to the

Society for the Propagation of the Faith claimed many more

than fifteen schools, but the bishop's total reflected the

number of mission churches and chapels. In the same year that

the government counted fifteen schools, Maigret placed the

number at fifty-six and counted their pupils in the thousands.

Still, the vast maj ority of the schools he counted were

government-supported and most of his students were Catholic

students in those schools. 105 The bishop continued to

include those schools in his yearly reports until well into

the 1870s. But enrollment at isolated rural schools dwindled

along with the population, and one by one the government

abandoned schools on church property.

104PIRM 1864, 13. Appendix C demonstrates that this
figure is not accurate.

105Maigret, Relatio Vicarii Apostolici Insularum
Sandwichianarum Ad. S. Congreg. de Propaganda Fide Honolulu:
December 1864, PFR. He counted 3 in Ka'u, 8 in Kona, 4 in
Hilo, 1 in Hamakua, and 1 in Kohala, Hawai'i; 2 on Kaua'i; 4
at Lahaina, 8 at Wailuku and Makawao, and 5 at Hana, Maui; 5
in Honolulu, 2 at Waialua, 6 at Ko'olau, 4 at 'Ewa, O'ahu; 2
on Moloka'i; 1 on Lana'i.
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Historian Ralph Kuykendall described the period after 1860 as

one in which the school system failed to advance; Catholics,

however, experienced the era as one of greater equity and

freedom. lOG King Kamehameha V appointed a Catholic, Charles

de Varigny, his Minister of Foreign Affairs, to the Board of

Education, and several priests were elected to local school

boards .107 The Board made itself a friend of the mission

through the appointment of Abraham Fornander as Inspector

General in 1865. Fornander, a Lutheran, had no love for

promoters of John Calvin's more radical Protestantism, and

sent his daughter to Sacred Hearts Convent. Fornander "took

up~' several of the privatized Catholic schools, funded them,

and allowed them to keep their Catholic teachers. lOB

As inspector, Fornander was far more generous in his

evaluations of Catholic school efforts than were Protestant

ministers. His 1865 report, written following a tour of Maui,

10GRalph S. Kuykendall, The Hawaiian Kingdom 1854 -18 74:
Twenty Critical Years (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press,
1953), 107.

107Local school boards were reinstated in 1870 and
provided for one local elected member. Odgers, 63. Clement
Evrard served in Puna, Cornelius Limburg in He'eia, Hermann
Koeckemann in Honolulu. Evrard to BOE, L, 28 January 1874,
PICR; PIMB, 23 April 1873; Limburg to Superior General,
SS.CC., L, 14 December 1875, SSCCFR.

10BWai' apuka school in Kohala, Hawai' i and the school at
Nu'u in Hana, Maui, for example. His opponents charged him
with giving the Catholics two schools in Hilo. Inspector
General's Report 1865, PIAR; Eleanor Harmon Davis, Abraham
Fornander: A Biography (Honolulu: University Press of Hawaii,
1979), 181.
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was typical. He found the physical environment poor in many

schools. The school at Hamakuapoko, for example, was held in

"a small, dingy, dark place, lacking both light and

ventilation." At Lahaina, the schools were also in deplorable

condition, the boys studying "on the verandah of the priest's

dwelling house" and the girls l in "a dark, dilapidated,

tumble-down building adj oining. ,,109

But Fornander usually found something to praise in the

instruction and behavior of the pupils. At Wailua l he found

forty "orderly and clean students I" predominantly female.

"Their proficiency in their studies was not so good as at

Naliku, but [he had] reason to believe that the training and

deportment is [sic] well attended to by the master." At

PU1uomaiai, "The children read very well and wrote the best

hand of any [Fornander had] seen so far. In arithmetic they

were prompt and correct. Good order and discipline seemed to

have been maintained in this school."llo

Inspector Fornander gave an excellent rating to the boys I

school at Pu I uiki, calling the students "certainly foremost of

all the government schools [he had] examined so far, in

reading I writing, composition, arithmetic, and geography." He

was also pleased with the discipline of the students,

109Inspector General I s Report 1865, PIAR.

1l0Ibid.
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observing that "order and obedience, diligence and decorum had

been carefully attended to and inculcated by the teacher." At

the girls' school he found the reading and writing "remarkably

good. " He had "never seen better calligraphy from

children of the same ages and from so great a number in the

same school. ,,111

Despite the new spirit, Bishop Maigret remained in a combative

mood concerning government educational policy. When the Board

in 1866 ordered that certain prayers be said at the opening

and closing of the school day, he protested. The Board, he

said, had "no authority whatever in this matter" since Jesus'

command to "Go and Teach all Nations" was given "not to

Caesar, but to his apostles." Moveover, he objected to the

Anglican version of the Our Father approved for the schools.

"Our version has been committed to memory by the 20,000

Catholics," he told the School Board. "If the version taught

to the children differs from that taught to the parents, how

can harmony prevail?" 112

The bishop's old-world values surfaced once again in the

political realm with the divisive election of 1874 to choose

a new monarch.

ll1Ibid.

In the contest between David Kalikaua and

112Maigret to BOE, L trans., 5 March 1866, PIeR. The
board replied that it had no objection to use of the Catholic
version. PIMB, 28 March 1866.
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Queen Emma, the bishop leaned to the side of the English party

and supported Emma by making the Catholic printing press

available to her. He even corrected the proofs of a

proclamation she issued. When the government of the

victorious Kalakaua subsequently brought charges against

Emma's secretary, Kepelino, for appealing to England and Italy

for warships, Maigret intervened with the king on Kepelino's

behalf. 113

By the 1870s, the modernizing forces in government began to

increase the standards for certifying common school teachers.

The Bureau of Public Instruction required new teachers to have

a diploma from Lahainaluna high school and "to learn the

recently introduced methods . . . for which science had become

necessary. ,,114 In keeping with the advancing modernist

paradigm, School Inspector Hitchcock upgraded the common

school mathematics curriculum with a text entitled Thompson's

Higher Arithmetic. 11s

113Charlot, "Journal," 333; Charlot, "Diaries," 29;
Kepelino's Traditions of Hawaii, Martha Warren Beckwith, ed.,
Bernice P. Bishop Museum, Bulletin 95 (Honolulu: Bishop Museum
Press, 1932), 3-5.

114Ruault, ASC II (1874), 211.

lIS Inspector General's Report, August 1871, PIAR; Phillip
Richard Brieske, "A Study of the Development of Public
Elementary and Secondary Education in the Territory of
Hawaii," (Ph.D diss., University of Washington, 1961), 71.
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In a letter published in the order's Annales, Father Nicaise

Ruault, who oversaw two kula katolika in Ka'u, drew a humorous

portrait of himself stuggling to master the contents of Higher

Arithmetic so he could explain it to his teachers. 116 Until

then, Catholic common schools had placed little emphasis on

mathematics. As a result, the performance of their students

on math examinations had been uneven. At Roma Kane, an

examining committee found the students "well advanced in

arithmetic," but an inspector at Koloa Hikina found arithmetic

"bad, not much attended to. ,,117 Ruault feared his teachers

would not understand the new math and would be summarily

replaced. He need not have worried--the death knell of the

common school was about to sound. 11B But inattention to

matters fundamental to the thought patterns of the early

modern world view would continue to depreciate the priests'

educational work in the minds of their competitors.

116Ruault, 1874.

117J. M. Kapena, et al., "Examination of Common Schools,"
Hawaiian Gazette 15 July 1868 i Inspector General's Report
1865, PIAR.

11BThe common school population, in proportion to the
total number of students, declined from sixty-two to sixteen
percent between 1878 and 1888. Brieske, 65-66.
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CHAPTER III

ENGLISH SPINDLES

Alongside the government vernacular schools rose a system of

English schools, which the government referred to variously

as "select" or independent schools. In contrast to the

Hawaiian-language schools, English-language schools were

often the private enterprises of foreign residents, not

infrequently Protestant missionaries or their children.

Al though the Sacred Hearts priests, and the sisters who

followed them, spoke little English themselves, an English-

language curriculum and the more secular focus which

accompanied it became the focus of their efforts after 1859.

The Sacred Hearts sisters' convent, by offering an education

consistent with nineteenth-century gender spheres, succeeded

in gathering a loyal following, while the priests' college

failed for want of discipline.

Protestant missionaries favored vernacular schools for the

mass of Hawaiians for both philosophical and practical

reasons. While they had taught English to their first

students in 1820, they recognized that receptivity to

religious ideas depended to a considerable degree upon their

expression in the vernacular language .1 The

1Brieske, 65. A similar recognition of the link
between culture and religion led German bishops in the
United States to insist on German-language schools for their
parishes.
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interdependence of religion and language, along with the

significance of the written word in Protestantism, meant

that successful evangelization hinged on wide-spread

literacy in the native language. From a practical

standpoint, the number of missionaries was too small In

relation to the population to carry out a wide-spread effort

in English. As more and more foreigners entered the

islands, more English-speaking teachers became available,

though at a higher cost than indigenous ones. One of the

first major projects of the Congregational mission had been

the creation of a Hawaiian syllabary and translation of

texts into Hawaiian for use in vernacular schools.

Prominent Hawaiians such as Mataio Kekuanao'a, President of

the Board of Education in the 1860s, concurred in the

missionaries' choice of Hawaiian as the language of

instruction. The board, during Kekuanao'a's tenure,

insisted, "If we wish to preserve the Kingdom of Hawaii for

Hawaiians, and to educate our people, we must insist that

the Hawaiian language shall be the language of all our

National Schools, and that English shall be taught whenever

practicable, but only, as an important branch of Hawaiian

education. "2

2PIRM 1864, 12.
Brieske, 60.

Kekuanao ' a spoke no English himself.
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Protestant missionaries and other foreign-born residents

outside the mission community advocated varying degrees of

English instruction in island schools. While he was

President of the Board of Education, Richard Armstrong said

of Hawaiians and English instruction, "Without it--they

will, by-and-by be nothing, and the white man everything."

The legislature, speaking for the people it represented,

underwrote private English "select" schools. At first,

parents had to pay half of the tuition costs in such

schools, but the legislature later agreed to fund the entire

tuition for both boys or girls. 3

The disproportionate expenditure of public funds on

"Hawaiian and English Schools," as the English-language

schools were called, demonstrated the legislature's

assessment of the value of English language instruction. In

1872, the legislature gave $43,000 for English schools and

only $18,000 for vernacular schools. 4 At about this time,

there were forty-six English schools in the Hawaiian Islands

with an enrollment of 2,233 pupils. Eight of these were

government schools and nineteen more were government-

suba i.d.i.z ed ."

3Quoted in Kuykendall, Foundation, 361; Odgers, 137-
138.

4Laws of His Majesty Kamehameha V passed by the
Legislative Assembly at Its Session, 1872, Honolulu:
Government Printing Office, 1872, 37-38. Total expenditures
for the Bureau amounted to $92,000 that year.

SKuykendall, Twenty, 110; PIRM 1874, 1.
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The most important Catholic English school in these years

was 'Ahuimanu. It began as a kulanui to supply teachers for

Catholic common schools, and had thus been a vernacular

"higher" school on a par with the Protestant Lahainaluna

Seminary. King Kauikeaouli donated two hundred acres in

Ko'olaupoko on O'ahu for the school, so that Catholic

students might learn, in addition to the standard branches

of knowledge, "some foreign language, calculated to improve

their minds, such as the Latin or French languages, together

with ancient and modern history. ,,6 In December 1845,

Father Dosithee Desvault went to the area to oversee

construction of the new high school. The Sacred Hearts

brothers began constructing a large, two-story classroom and

dormitory building, while Father Desvault planned the

curriculum. In doing so, he wrote to the bursar of the

congregation in Paris asking for geometry books, world maps,

and, especially, mathematics teachers. 7

The first boys arrived in 1847, but classes opened formally

in April 1848, for twenty students from nearby areas. In

neighboring He'eia, Rev. Benjamin Parker looked on anxiously

as he anticipated that some of his students would desert to

the new school. He feared the school would attract as many

as 200 students, but Father Desvault more realistically

6Quoted in Yzendoorn, History, 169.

7Desvault to Frumence Jaussen, SS.CC., L, 4 July 1847;
ibid., 17 December 1847, SSCCFR.
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expected only "forty or more [students], as our means permit

us." The government listed 'Ahuimanu and three other

schools as "endowed institutions."s This proved to be the

source of the school's weakness; from the beginning the

school depended on the ill-provided mission, the small

tuition it was able to charge students, and the too-small

subsidy it received from the government.

The reduccion or cooperative village the priests organized

at He' eia generated ideas for the operation of ' Ahuimanu.

It offered a model that combined the enclosure needed for

discipline with the self-sufficiency needed for financial

stability. To keep costs low, Desvaul t kept cows on the

premises and slaughtered one of them periodically to make

pipi kaula (beef jerky). Several Hawaiian families

exchanged work days at the college for the right to grow

taro on its low-lying fields. Teachers worked alongside

students in the taro fields, and the students made their own

po i ." These measures allowed everyone to eat twice a day,

despite the famines that not infrequently visited the

islands. The cost of the entire operation in 1852 was

$2,740.50. 10

"Par'ke r , Kaneohe Station Report 1848, HMCSLj Desvault
to Pere Bonamie, L, 25 April 1848, SSCCFR; PIRM 1847, 5.

9Lievin van Heteren to Joachim Labroue,
1864, SSCCFR; Favens to APF, Report, 14
SSCCFR.

10PIRM 1852, 44.

112

L, 6 September
January 1851,



In 1852, the school enrolled twenty-eight Hawaiian and part-

Hawaiian boys. Reverend Parker conceded that "they have in

their number two or three rather intelligent and energetic

natives." Using textbooks printed by the Catholic mission,

Father Desvault and an occasional assistant taught the boys

the three Rs as well as Latin, French, music, drawing,

geography, and religion. Despite Desvault's pleas for

strengthening the offerings in mathematics, the school was

unable to offer the algebra, geometry, and trigonometry that

Lahainaluna offered. 11 The neglect of math and science,

which this symboLd z ed , enabled Protestants to dismiss the

school as a serious competitor to Lahainaluna and to dismiss

its graduates as unqualified teachers. Despite the

insistance of mission fathers that the school "produced good

fruit in the first students," the growing demand for English

instruction compromised the school's usefulness. When the

enrollment declined to twelve students in 1858, Father

Desvault resigned to make way for this change. 12

Maigret appointed Father Arsenius Walsh as principal of the

school in 1859. An Irishman, Walsh was the best equipped

Kaneohe Station Report 1856,
L, 4 July 1847, SSCCFR;

priest in the mission to run an English-language school.

11PIRM 1852 I 44; Parker,
HMCSL; Desvault to Jaussen,
Kuykendall, Foundation, 364-365.

12PIRM 1858, 20; Favens to Superior
October 1878, SSCCFR; Schoofs, 95.
Preteseille was principal from 1857 to
he switched places with Father Arsenius
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Under Walsh's direction, the school flourished, soon

reaching its capacity of fifty students. Besides English,

Walsh added algebra, geometry, bookkeeping, and history to

the curriculum. 13

'Ahuimanu thus became the jewel among Catholic schools in

the islands, enjoying the favor of priests and kings.

Maigret regularly attended its annual examinations in the

presence of the French consul. Its students included Albert

Kumuakea, a son of King Kauikeaouli, and Kepelino

Keauokalani. Under Maigret' s guidance and encouragement,

the latter recounted the customs of ancient Hawai'i as later

published in Kepelino's Traditions .14 From the other side

of the cultural spectrum, candidates for priesthood in the

Sacred Hearts took up residence at the college for several

months before ordination to learn the Hawaiian language and

culture. As Bishop Maigret advanced in age, he retired more

and more frequently to the peaceful enclave of the college.

During his tenure as head of the college, Father Walsh

described 'Ahuimanu as an "English and classical school."

Based on the Latin course he himself taught, he promoted it

13PIRM 1862, 19.

14Milton Rubincam, "America's Only Royal Family, "
National Geographical Society Quarter~ 59 (June, 1960), 83;
Martha Warren Beckwith, ed. Kepelino's Traditions of Hawaii
Bernice P. Bishop Museum, Bulletin 95 (Honolulu: Bishop
Museum Press, 1932), 3-5.
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as the equivalent of "colleges in Europe and America. ,,15

There was some truth in the characterization. 'Ahuimanu fit

the description of a European college in that its goal was

to prepare students to study the liberal arts. But Walsh

soon discontinued the Latin course, as his predecessor

apparently had, for want of qualified students, and he could

only muster six or seven students for his course in French.

Nor did the school correspond to an American college in

which science courses were becoming de rigueur by the 1870s,

as the oldest and best colleges began the transition to

modern universities .16 Not until 1866 did Walsh's college

receive a cabinet de physique, a case filled with materials

necessary to teach an up-to-date science course, which

Maigret had asked for two decades earlier. 17

Though called a higher school by its advocates, , Ahuimanu

offered courses largely at the elementary level. Students

who transferred from vernacular schools were generally

prepared for advanced--high school--work, but not enough of

such students were enrolled to raise the levels of

instruction and learning to those of a truly higher school.

lSPIRM 1862, 19; R. Walsh, L, 18 February 1864, PICR.

16By contrast, 0' ahu College was offering astronomy,
trigonometry, surveying, Latin, and Greek as early as 1848.
It had both an English and a Classical department. Table of
Select Schools, 1848, PICR.

17Maigret, 22 September 1842, "Lettres" ; Favens to
Superior General, SS.CC., L, 5 February 1866, SSCCFR. The
cabinet was a gift of the French government.
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Pupils studied at one of four levels according to their

English-reading ability. Counting backwards as French

educators did, students still learning the English alphabet

matriculated at the fourth level, while those at the third

and second levels read English at varying speeds. Students

at the first or highest level delved into such subjects as

history, mathematics, and geography in English texts. 18

Discipline was an unspoken part of the school's curriculum,

whatever the student's level, and derived from the fathers'

own training and dedication. The priests and their boarders

lived according to the strict horarium of the order's

colleges in France. They heard Mass together at 6 A.M. and

then the boys studied until 8 A.M. Classes began at nine,

after a large breakfast, and continued until noon. While he

was principal, Father Lievin van Heteren inaugurated a music

class from 7 to 8 P.M. "to keep [the boys] from going to

sleep and to keep them together." How the afternoons were

generally spent went unrecorded, although manual labor,

preceded by a short nap, would likely have occupied them for

a few hours. The schedule was not without respite. The

boys received eight days of holiday to attend the Corpus

Christi procession in Honolulu in 1864. 19

In modeling 'Ahuimanu upon European institutions, the

18Van Heteren to Labroue, L, 6 September 1864, SSCCFR.

19Ibid.
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Sacred Hearts fathers hoped to attract as students the

children of both foreign and indigenous members of Hawai'i's

population. But in the Kingdom of Hawai'i, education

followed ideological as well as class cleavages.

Protestants rejected Catholic universitas, the idea of

religious associations based on common participation in the

sacraments. Instead, they formed societas, voluntary

communities of believers whose homogeneity of religious

commitment bound together otherwise disparate

Lnd.i.vd.duaLs i " Sociologists have repeatedly demonstrated

the greater effectiveness of communities over associations

in creating networks of identification and facilitating

indoctrination of the young in the norms of the larger

a aaoc i a t i.onv "

As this formulation predicts, Protestants formed churches

and schools to serve specific communities of ethnic or class

groups. Honolulu merchants were largely haole (white), to

illustrate. 22 Congregationalists among them worshiped at

Fort Street Church and sent their children to O'ahu College,

later known as Punahou.

2°Seligman, 68, 94.

When Anglicans arrived on 0' ahu,

21Associations arise for specific purposes, communities
out of "the natural attraction of like-minded persons .
for whom the social relationships are an end in
themselves." Lenski, 20, 326, 334.

22This
has become
Samuel H.
(Honolulu:

term originally referred to any foreigner. It
synonymous with Caucasian. Mary Kawena Fukui and

Elbert, Hawaiian Diction~, rev. and enl.
University of Hawaii Press, 1986), 58.
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they established St. Andrew's Cathedral and sent their

children to St. Albans or Royal School. Elite Hawaiians

at tended Kawaiaha' 0 Church and sent their sons to 'Iolani

and their daughters to Kawaiaha'o Seminary. The part-

Hawaiian children of lower class foreigners attended O'ahu

Charity School. 23

Catholic universalist tendencies tried to weave disparate

threads into a common cloak that fit poorly in this socio-

ethnic mosaic. Latin served as a common liturgical language

for Catholics, and a shared ritual bound members in a

spiritual union. Ethnic spheres thus played a smaller role

in the Catholic paradigm than they did in the early-modern

one. Officially, the church regarded social class as a

"purely secular and therefore arbitrary category." It

acknowledged differences in class through partitions in

seating rather than in separate congregations. At Notre

Dame Cathedral in Honolulu, for example, foreign and

Hawaiian Catholics heard Mass together, but the former took

seats in the balcony while Hawaiians sat in the nave. 24

At , Ahuimanu, the priests' attempt to ignore ethnic and

class partitioning failed. While its 1860 roster included

eight Caucasians, two part-Hawaiians and ten Hawaiians, the

23Stroupe, 34-35;
Wist, 118, 121.

Kuykendall, Foundation, 362-363;

24Giles, 41; Maudet to Superior General, SS.CC., L, 28
October 1943, SSCCFR.
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number of whites declined to zero in the succeeding

years. 25 This disappointed the priests, who hoped their

college would win the approval of the foreign minority.

White Catholics were reluctant to send their sons to

'Ahuimanu, a reluctance the order's provincial attributed to

either racial prejudice or "their tastes. ,,26

The attraction of Hawaiians to the college is easy to

explain. Eleven of the students, including several non-

Hawaiians, paid an annual tuition and boarding fee of $100

in the 1860s, but the remainder received support from the

Catholic Mission. Charity students paid $12 annually for

"washing and mending" services. 27 This indulgent policy

elicited the same response from Protestants as had the free

common schools in earlier days. Rev. Benj amin Parker in

nearby Kaneohe expressed a typical view. "The desire of

parents to have their children taught English and their

being taken free of all expenses is an inducement to some

protestants to send [their children] to the school," he

complained. 28

25PIRM 1860,21; 1862,19; 1866, 6. Reports 1860,1867,
1875, PICR; Reports 1869, 1871, 1872, 1876, 1879, PIAR. In
contrast, fifty-nine of the seventy-two students at 0' ahu
College in 1868 were haole. Norris Whitfield Potter, The
Punahou Story (Palo Alto, CA: Pacific Books, 1969), 31.

26Favens to Superior General, SS . CC., L, 14 September
1875, SSCCFR.

27PIRM 1862, 19; Reports 1866, PICR.

28parker, Kane'ohe Station Report 1862, HMCSL.
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As it became an English school catering to native boys,

'Ahuimanu became eligible for government funding, though

such funding was neither continuous nor easily won. The

legislature in 1862 gave the school an award of $800 to

expand its facilities, but a year later King Lot Kamehameha

refused to sign a subsidy bill passed with "great trouble by

the assembly." Three years later, the Bureau of Public

Instruction answered a subsidy request by approving

scholarships for selected Hawaiian boys. 29 Soon after,

however, King Lot ordered that ten of the scholarship

students be transferred to 'Iolani School over the objection

of Bishop Maigret. The government continued to maintain at

least one scholarship student at the school in the early

1870S. 30

Despite its early successes and the continuing high hopes of

the fathers, 'Ahiumanu began a slow decline when its

enrollment crested in the mid-1860s. Father Walsh was in

poor health, and the congregation had no English speaker in

the islands to replace him. Father van Heteren, a Belgian

who joined Walsh in 1864, had a "thorough knowledge of the

English language," but did not regard the school as a choice

assignment. Rather, he considered himself lIa useless being"

teaching the ABCs, and he accepted the assignment primarily

29Van Heteren to Labroue, L, 6 September 1864, SSCCFR;
PIMB, 23 February 1866.

30Yzendoorn, History, 194; Van Heteren to BOE, L, 13
September 1873, PICR. PIRM 1870, 5; 1872, 10.
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out of obedience. A scholar, he authored a textbook in

conversational English and French for Hawaiians in 1873, one

of the last vernacular texts the mission printed.

Prophetically, the Sacred Hearts vice-provincial fretted in

1866 that "our college is rather poorly kept and with the

personnel that we have it is almost impossible that it go

well. ,,31

The mission's staffing problems made it necessary for Father

Walsh and his successors to hire lay teachers and other

clerics for the ' Ahuimanu faculty. As a result, they

expected and experienced a decline in the commitment to

discipline. A Professor Grace taught in the school in the

1860s, and Daniel Hanley in the 1870s, when Father Charles

Maginnis, an itinerant priest, was also on the faculty.32

The death of Father Walsh in 1869 placed the college in a

precarious position. When Father van Heteren succeeded him,

twelve boys left immediately and several others soon

thereafter. How many of them left because of a famine that

stalked the area is unclear. But van Heteren's

administrative decisions may have created discontentment.

The college's cattle were too young to slaughter and rather

31Schoofs, 44;
Favens to Superior
SSCCFR.

Yzendoorn, "Bibliography, " No.
General, SS . CC., L, 5 February

78;
1866,

32Van Heteren to Labroue, L,
Reports 1871, 1872, PIAR.
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than purchase one or more that were ready for slaughter, Van

Heteren bought several sheep. Soon thereafter, the school's

taro fields ceased to yield a crop sufficient to feed

college residents. Faced with an impending food crisis, Van

Heteren resorted to the purchase of rice for supplementary

r at.Lons c "

Desperate for assistance for the college, van Heteren

appealed to both spiritual and secular sources. He

addressed special prayers to St. Joseph but also wrote to

the Board of Education. The Board responded with subsidies

of $400 in 1873, $500 in 1874, and $1000 in 1876, primarily

in the form of scholarships for Hawaiian boys. The

individual grants of $50 were less generous than the earlier

scholarships of $100, which had covered the entire cost of

board and tuition. 34 While Van Heteren was free to name

the scholars who received the grants, he was not happy with

the results, and much of his correspondence with the board

concerned the departure and replacement of grantees.

Neither prayers nor government aid changed the direction of

the school. Enrollment dropped to a dismal six students in

1878. When Father Van Heteren himself died shortly

thereafter, his successor closed 'Ahuimanu temporarily, and

33Van Heteren to Labroue, L, 21 August 1870, SSCCFRj
Van Heteren to BOE, L, 10 August 1874, PICR.

34Van Heteren to Labroue, L, 21 August 1870, SSCCFRj
penciled notes, Van Heteren to BOE, L, 6 August 1875, PICR.
PIRM 1874, 14j 1876, 17.
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Father Silvester Stappers closed it permanently at the end

of the 1881-1882 school year. 35

The demise of 'Ahuimanu was a bitter pill for the mission

fathers to swallow. The school had failed on several

fronts. The level of instruction was never that of a high

school, and the clientele narrowed eventually to charity

students. More importantly, its later students lacked

discipline, the hallmark of religious education. "After the

instruction began in English," the Sacred Hearts provincial

lamented, "one could not see any sentiments of faith

developing there. "36 Trying to accomodate modernizing

tendencies had obscured the primary goal of the mission.

Sentiments of faith needed to be developed in the female

sphere as well. In contras t to the fathers, the mi s s ion's

sisters were successful in developing faith along with some

extraneous tendencies. In 1843, the first contingent of

Sisters of the Sacred Hearts to leave France for the

Hawaiian Islands was lost at sea, along with the first

bishop, Stephen Rouchouze. The Superior General of the

order "hesitated for ten years" before dispatching another

contingent, although in the meantime, she sent sisters on

shorter voyages to establish several schools and houses In

35PIRM 1878, 17; 1882, 36.

36Favens to Bousquet, SS.CC., L, October 1878, SSCCFR.
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Latin Amer.ica." Bishop Maigret concurred in this delay,

feeling that "the times have been so sombre and the

difficulties so great that prudence seemed to require that

we defer and wait. ,,38

By the mid-1850's, the influence of the Protestant

missionary party in the Hawaiian government had begun to

dissipate. Before his death in 1854, Kamehameha III flirted

briefly with the idea of becoming a Catholic. 39 The

accession of Kamehameha IV (Alexander Liholiho) offered the

mission even more hope of equitable treatment. The new king

and his wife eventually brought an Anglican bishop to the

islands, attracted, no doubt, to a form of Protestantism

that recognized the King of England as head of the church.

Anglicanism was a less radical form of the early-modern

world view that rejected the ecclesiastical authority of

Roman Catholicism. The Anglicans, who retained much of the

Catholic sacramental system, referred to their church in the

islands as the Hawaiian Reformed Catholic Church.

In 1855, Maigret felt confident enough of Catholic prospects

in Hawai' i to write that "the circumstances have become a

37L.H. , "Notes sur la Fondation du couvent de 1165,
Fort St., Honolulu, II AM, 1908, 1, SSCCSHj Rademaker, 111.

38Maigret to APF, Report, 1 January 1855, SSCCFR.

39The Diaries of David Lawrence Gregg, 1853-1858 ed. by
Pauline King (Honolulu: Hawaiian Historical Society, 1982),
216.
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little more favorable [and] we have confidence that we can

succeed." With Liholiho's encouragement, Maigret petitioned

his benefactors at the Society for the Propagation of the

Faith for assistance in bringing over a contingent of Sacred

Hearts sisters. He told the Society that the king wanted

sisters "to teach the girls and to care for the sick." The

king "begged me to ask for them from France," Maigret

continued, with assurances that "he would give them the land

they would like and would protect them with all his

power. "40 In the meantime, Maigret purchased land on Fort

Street next to the cathedral with the help of the Catholic

Association. He was embarrassed when the sisters delayed

their departure for several more years while they awaited

suitable chaperones. The delay caused great anxiety when

Education Minister Richard Armstrong left for the United

States to conduct a search for Protestant sisters to come to

the islands. The priests feared that if Armstrong

succeeded, the Protestant sisters might preempt government

favor. 41

The long-awaited Sacred Hearts sisters arrived on May 4,

1859, nineteen years after the priests of their order gained

permanent residence in the Sandwich Islands. In spite of

40Gregg Diaries, 216j Maigret to APF, L, 1 January
1855, SSCCFRj Maigret to the PFR, L, 3 November 1855, PFR.

41Fouesnel to Superior General, SS.CC., L, 22 September
1857, SSCCFRj APF XXXIV (1862) , 71-72. "Rapport de
I' administration generale de tres-reverende Mere Gabrielle
Aymer," General Chapter 1864, SSCCSR.
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the strangeness of their long, white habits and carefully

crimped coifs, they received an open-arms welcome that

contrasted sharply with the inimical reception of the first

priests. King Kamehameha IV and his wife Queen Emma met

them at tIle Honolulu pier, and the government press accorded

them favorable cover aqe i " A "public subscription"

supplied furniture for their home, and the newly-formed

Catholic Association paid for their dwelling. 43

The Sacred Hearts superiors had chosen Belgian and German

sisters for the Sandwich Islands convent, hoping that the

similarity between German, Flemish and English would

facilitate their acquisition English. The sisters

established an English school and began supervising a

Hawaiian vernacular school without knowing either language.

The boarding school opened on July 9 and the day school on

August 2, 1859. As in all their establishments, the sisters

admitted girls aged four to sixteen and grouped them

according to age. 44

The sisters' English schools were the first such

establishments in the islands exclusively for girls.

Protestants had made attempts to establish girls' vernacular

42 "Notes," 12; Pacific Commercial Advertiser, 5 May
1859. The Advertiser expressed the hope that the sisters
would enter the field of hospital ministry.

43Polynesian, 18 June 1859; APF 1862, 71-72.

44"Notes," 48, SSCCSH; Rademaker, 119.
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schools, and opened several girls' schools soon after Sacred

Hearts Convent opened. In the 1850s, government officials

had turned their attention to female education because the

school attendance of girls was consistently lower than that

of boys. The officials were concerned that Hawaiian and

part-Hawaiian girls were being lured into prostitution at an

early age, or into marriage before being fully instructed in

practical and maternal arts. The legislature of 1862

advocated separate schools for girls. 45

Gender separation found ready acceptance among Hawaiians.

The ancient kapu system had mandated ritual separation, and

traditional occupations followed gender lines. One of the

early Sacred Hearts priests noted that Hawaiian women

ordinarily ate and worked separately from Hawaiian men,

which custom the Protestant missionaries were trying to

reform. 46 The Board of Education in the 1860s, with

Kekuanao'a as president, was more responsive to traditional

values than it had been under Armstrong. Inspector General

Abraham Fornander, in particular, showed great enthusiasm

for separate schooling. 47 Because the lack of a teacher

45Kuykendall, Twentv, 113-114; Wist, 63; Odgers, 71.

46Bachelot, APF IV (1830), 279.

17Jocelyn Linnekin, in Sacred Queens and Women of
Consequence: Rank, Gender, and Colonialism in the Hawaiian
Islands (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1990),
argued that separation did not imply low valuation.
Linnekin, 14. I would make the same argument for the
medieval paradigm.
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training school for girls was a major obstacle to achieving

the goal of separate education, an early proj ect of the

Sacred Hearts Sisters was instruction for Hawaiian women

preparing to become teachers. Fornander hired some of these

women for the new schools.

A newpaper advertisement for the new Sacred Hearts Convent

announced the course of study as "Reading, Writing, Grammar,

Composition, Elocution, Arithmetic, Geography, use of the

Globes, History Sacred and Profane, Chronology, Mythology,

Logic, French and German languages, Bookkeeping, Music vocal

and instrumental, Drawing, Painting, all kinds of needle

work, etc." The sisters promised to train their students in

"habits of order, neatness and industry." Room and board

were $20 per month, payable in advance. In keeping with

medieval ideas of enclosure, the school promised to

supervise the girls "at all times," and it even restricted

parents' visiting hours and permitted a single monthly

excursion with their daughters. 48

At the same time that sisters began English instruction,

they also took charge of the small vernacular school at the

cathedral known as Roma Wahine. They considered this their

free school, although technically it was a government

institution for which they provided additional teachers.

The sisters began teaching sewing and knitting chere even

48Polynesian, 18 June 1859, 3.
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before opening their own classes. The school quickly

expanded under their tutelage from 20 to 134 students. 49

The faculty consisted of three government-paid teachers

assisted by two or three sisters. One of the teachers, S.

M. Kiritina, spent more than forty years at the school,

which Hawaiians referred to as Kula Kiri tina (Christina's

school) . Government examiners soon judged the students'

needlework "very creditable" and commended the school for

imparting this skill to future mothers of the kingdom. The

school committee of 1880 praised the school for "general

proficiency and discipline. "so

In contrast to the priests' schools, which catered to

children of the lowest class, the sisters' pay schools

quickly attracted daughters from middle and upper classes

families. Theirs schools enrolled nineteen boarders and

thirty-six day students during the first year of

operation. 51 The superior inscribed the names of "MIles

Doiron, Steward, O'Neil" in her journal on the day the

convent opened. Ella Dowsett and several Thrum sisters were

early music students. Abraham Fornander's part-Hawaiian

49 [Mother Maria Josepha George, SS. CC. ], "Journal," 24
May 1859, 6 March 1862, AMs, SSCCSH; Favens, 6 February
1866, "Lettres".

50Schoofs, 58; PIRM 1888, 38; Victorin Bertrand, 29 May
1869, "Lettres"; J. M. Kapena, et al., "Examination of
Common Schools," Hawaiian Gazette, 15 July 1868; "Report of
the Committee Appointed to Examine the Common Day Schools in
the District of Honolulu," Hawaiian Gazette, 13 July 1870.

51"Journal," 6 March 1862.
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daughter was among the early boarding students. 52 There

were a few charity students in the pay schools, but a Sacred

Hearts priest noted that "they take care to hide it for fear

that it will be abused. ,,53

The girls included a liberal mixture of haole, hapa haole

and kanaka maol i . 54 Even members of Hawaiian royalty found

the school attractive. As an adolescent, Princess Miriam

Likelike, sister of the future king David Kalakaua, boarded

at the convent and took music lessons. Mother Superior

noted one day that she had permitted a "visit of the brother

of Likelike. ,,55

The sisters' school soon drew students away from 0' ahu

College, the Congregationalists' co-educational school. The

willingness of Protesta~t business and professional men to

send their daughters to the sisters' school was consistent

52"Journal," 9 and 11 July, 2 August 1859, 31 March
1861; "Names of Pupils (Music) from 1859 to 1875 inclusive,"
AM, SSCCSH; Davis, 125-126.

53Fouesnel to Superior General, SS. CC., L, 7 November
1871, /3SCCFR.

54 (White, part-Hawaiian and native Hawaiian.) Davis,
125-126. The ethnic mix in 1867 in the pay schools was 47
whites, 33 part-Hawaiian, and 7 Hawaiians. Whites were the
majority in the day school, while part-Hawaiians seemed to
prefer boarding. Reports 1867, PIAR.

55"Music"; "Journal," 26 October 1862. Likelike's name
appeared on the music register from 1863 to 1867. After
leaving Sacred Hearts Convent I she studied at the Makiki
Female Seminary of Miss Maria Ogden and at Kawaiaha'o
Seminary. Archibald Cleghorn, Memorial Volume in Honor of
H.R.H. Princess Miriam Likelike, (Honolulu: n.p., 1887), 83.
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with the continuing belief in gender spheres held by most

nineteenth-century Christians. 56 Rather than exult in this

coup, the fathers accepted it as one of life's paradoxes.

"We are condemned to see our Catholic girls go to Protestant

schools," their provincial lamented, "while the Protestants

give a preference to our sisters." 57

The sisters' world view, like that of the priests, was

rooted in the experiences of Revolutionary France. The

order's foundress, Mother Henriette Aymer de la Chevalerie,

was a noblewoman whose family had lost property and suffered

imprisonment during the Revolution. In the midst of those

trying times, she formed a religious order in Poitiers in

1800 under the direction of the founder of the Sacred Hearts

order, Father Coudrin. 5B They shared the goal of returning

Catholicism to its medieval ideals.

56Despite the mixing of genders at 0' ahu College, most
Protestant institutions in the nineteenth-century United
States educated women for a separate sphere, whether in the
home or workplace. See Barbara Miller Solomon, In the
Company of Educated Women: A History of Women and Higher
Education in America (New Haven: Yale University Press,
1985), 16, 47.

57Korn, 117 i Favens to Superior General, SS. CC., L, 4
August 1869, SSCCFR.

5BCanon Law required congregations of female religious
to operate under the direction of an ecclesiastical
superior, who imposed corrections, confirmed elections, and
could appoint or remove the sister superior. Patricia
Byrne, C. S . J., "Sisters of St. Joseph: The Americanization
of a French Tradition," U. S. Catholic Historian 5, 3 & 4,
(Summer/Fall 1986), 256.
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One reform of the Sacred Hearts' foundress was the

acceptance of young women into her congregation without

fixed dowries. 59 The older orders depended on dowries and

endowments to support cloistered sisters behind convent

walls, which had the effect of restricting the congregations

to upper class women. But in opening her convent to women

of all class, Mother Henriette also opened it to those who

were poor and had little or no educational training. Two

classes of sisters developed in the congregation, choir

sisters and lay sisters. Choir sisters chanted the Divine

Office, often in Latin, and served the order as teachers.

Lay sisters, on the other hand, generally performed the more

menial chores. They wore slightly different habits and

headdresses, which differentiated their status. The

complementarity of their roles prevented a chasm from

developing between the two classes of sisters, with choir

sisters assisting in menial tasks on weekends and summers,

and lay sisters serving as occasional substitute teachers.

Of the ten sisters of the Sacred Hearts who arrived in the

Sandwich Islands in 1859, six wer'e choir sisters and four

were lay. 60

59Hilarion Lucas, "La Bonne Mere: Vie de
Reverende M~re Henriette Aymer de la Chevalerie, "
TM, 1847, 88, SSCCSH.

."

la Tres
vol. I,

60 Francis Ferreira, SS. CC. ,
July 1992; "Religious Professions,
SSCCSH.
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Entering a religious congregation meant stripping oneself of

worldly attachments and surrendering to the order's

discipline. Yet discipline was always grounded in specific

cultural expressions. Religion was not for devoted

Catholics an ethereal abstraction; it was instead a system

of vibrant beliefs grounded in cultural forms that played a

critical role in explaining and sustaining fundamental

vaLue s i '" The Sacred Hearts sisters in Honolulu continued

to receive reenforcements from Europe well into the

twentieth century; the position of Superior General,

moreover, was filled by a succession of French women until

the 1950s. As a consequence, French customs, habits, and

manners were honored at the Fort Street convent. Novices

who entered the order in Hawai' i had to sing, pray, and

speak in French. 62

The conventual discipline of the sisters satisfied the

"thirst for mortification" associated with French

Catholicism. The foundress of the order and the first

superior in Hawai'i had endured physical discomfort

inflicted by penitential instruments such as the hooked,

61H. Richard Niebuhr explored this relationship in
Christ and Culture (New York: Harper & Row, 1951).

62Jane Francis Leandro, SS. CC., interview by author, 1
October 1992; Charla Reeves, SS.CC., interview by author, 14
July 1993; Rose Kathleen Lenchanko, SS. CC., interview by
author, 9 October 1993.
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iron necklaces introduced by Jansenists in France. 63

Sisters employed other peculiarly French pieties, such as

praying with their arms crossed and kissing the floor. But

practicality mitigated extremes. The first sisters in

Hawai'i suspended the characteristic discipline of their

order, perpetual adoration, until the arrival of more

sisters insured that the sisters were not too fatigued by

nighttime prayer to perform their other duties. 64

physical discipline had limits of propriety, too. The

French sisters sat on benches rather than native mats in the

cathedral in Honolulu. The railing separating them from lay

worshipers sYmbolized their emotional and physical

detachment from the outside world. The sisters also had

brought their own straw beds and, within the limits of their

vow of poverty, lived properly, if austerely, in the style

of a European convent. 65 They fit snugly into a cathedral

community that one observer thought "rather resembles a

small town in France with respect to the practices of a good

parish." The presence of the sisters at the 6 A.M. Mass and

of their boarders at the 7 A.M. service was, in one

63Jay P. Dolan The American Catholic Experience (Garden
City, NY: Doubleday & Co., 1985), 37; "Notes," 43. The
archives of the sisters in Honolulu hold the instruments
used by La Bonne Mere.

64Byrne, 264; "Notes," 48-49.

65"Journal," 21 December 1859; "Notes," 13-15.
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Frenchman's view, a bouquet garni that provided the

community with the right old-world flavor. 55

Discipline made itself felt in French convents in the

nineteenth century in a number of ways. Rank accorded

privilege to Mother Superior. Other sisters kissed her

hand, walked behind her, or held doors open for her as signs

of respect. Mother Maria Josepha George, the first superior

in Honolulu, had her own apartment while the other sisters

lived in a large dormitory partitioned only by curtains. 57

The discipline of silence applied to most of the sisters'

days and contributed to other forms of partitioning.

Henriette Aymer had dedicated her order to the formation of

young Christian woman. 58 She founded a boarding school for

girls with the vision of creating an environment strong

enough to protect those of "this tender age from ignorance

and from vice." Her maternal solicitude led her companions
,

to call her La Bonne Mere (The Good Mother). By the 1870s,

her Sisters of the Sacred Hearts were educating 6,500 girls

in Europe, not counting those in mission schools, many of

which were charity institutions. 59

55Favens, ASC I (1872), 239.

57Mary Ewens, The Role of the Nun in Nineteenth Century
America (New York: Arno Press, 1978), 97; Byrne, 264;
"Notes," 46.

58Lucas, 14, '77; Perdereau, 55 - 5 7 .

59ASC I (1872), 29 - 3 0 .
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The educational ideals and conventual arrangements brought

by the Sacred Hearts sisters to the Sandwich Islands

mirrored their medieval values. Egalitarian goals had not

yet breached the division between gender spheres in

education. Even liberals in nineteenth-century France

prescribed separate schools for girls and boys on the

assumption that "the nature and destiny of females [were]

different from that [sic] of males. ,,70 The views of La

Bonne M~re were consistent with those of her fellow

Frenchmen, who believed that girls displayed a "charming

ignorance of evil. "n

The sisters modeled their boarding school in Honolulu on

similar institutions they conducted in France. These were

aristocratic institutions offering instruction in music,

aesthetic appreciation, and the domestic arts--"the

accomplishments" expected of Christian gentlewomen. The

sisters attended to artistic expression because the search

for beauty separated "the choice from the vulgar and the

true from the insincere." They al s 0 cul t ivated the good

taste and polished manners appropriate to the upper classes

in Europe; good manners, they believed, reflected a loving

7°Linda Clark examined French primary school textbooks
to support a thesis of separate spheres. Linda L. Clark,
"The Primary Education of French Girls: Pedagogical
Prescriptions and Social Realities, 1880-1940," History of
Education Quarterly 21 (1981), 413-414.

nCharles de Varigny,
Foreign Affairs in the 1860s.

Kamehameha v s
Varigny, 190.

Minister of
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heart and "render red] virtue more attractive and

amiable. ,,72

Time spent developing aesthetic taste and artistic skill was

fundamental to celebration, the reward side of the Catholic

disciplinary paradigm. But the sisters were also guided by

medieval definitions of gender, which identified aesthetic

sensibilities as female and rational skills as male. They

catered too to elite values by teaching their students what

European elites considered social graces. Just as the

emphasis on philosophy, moral, natural, and otherwise, in

male colleges was a product of cultural accretion, so was

the education in good manners in women's schooling. Such an

element in education did little violence to the heart of the

medieval world view, but teachers might easily inflate its

significance relative to more fundamental values. 73

Given the intensity of the sisters' supervision over girls

in the school, the enclosure in the school provided an

exceptional opportunity to mold disciplined Christian women.

The boarders at the convent school lived in a dormitory

within the convent and spent all of their waking hours in

the care of the sisters, rising at 6 A.M. and retiring at 8

72Eileen Mary Brewer, Nuns and the Education of
American Catholic Women, 1860-1920 (Chicago: Loyola
University Press, 1987), 58-59; quoted in Brewer, 8-9; Janet
Erskine Stuart, The Education of Catholic Girls (1912; repro
Westminster, MD: Newman Press, 1964), 197.

73See Carnochan, 42-43.
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P.M. in a daily rhythm of study, prayer and silence that

resembled that of the postulancy of the order itself. They

kept strictly apart from the day students, as well as the

students in the Hawaiian vernacular school, the better to

maintain their discipline. 74

Faithful to their perception that art and manners were at

the heart of true education for girls, the sisters taught

their students what to be rather than what to know. This

emphasis was illustrated at a banquet held in 1866 at the

sisters' free school, Roma Wahine, attended by the French

consul and Bishop Maigret among others. The older Hawaiian

girls who performed at the banquet wore special dresses, and

recited a poem. At beautifully appointed tables, the

younger girls, followed by the boys of Roma Kane,

demonstrated their ability to eat poi with forks and spoons

as well as their facility in singing and praying in

undson i "

While recognising that Catholic conversion took time, the

priests and si8ters searched for tangible signs that their

74ASC I (1872), 240 i II Reglemens des Pensionnats des
Dames des Sacres-Coeurs de Jesus et de Marie et de

." ".l'AdoratJ.on perpetuelle du Tres-SaJ.nt Sacrament de l'Autel,"
[1854], TD, General Chapter 1864, No. II, 15-16, SSCCSR.

75Favens, 6 February 1866, "Lettres. " Rademaker
described similar festivities as the sisters' schools in
Latin America. "The celebrations were exact replicas of
those the sisters had known in France," he says. Rademaker,
119.
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dedication was yielding spiritual fruit among Hawaiians.

From his seat at the adjacent cathedral, the bishop came

regularly to teach catechism to the convent's boarders, and

his associate pastor taught religion in the day schools. 76

The sisters drew satisfaction from the baptisms and first

communions of the students, from conversions of the girls'

parents, and from the church weddings of their alumnae.

They took care to report everyone of these back to their

order in Europe. They must have been pleased when Princess

Likelike asked to be baptized. 77

The sisters recorded the negative news as well. A

disconcertingly large number of their students died each

year, although they noted with pride the large percentage of

them that had the consolation of the last sacraments. There

were other early disappointments. "Our sisters," the

priests' provincial noted sadly of their early efforts, "do

all that is possible to form their students in the Christian

life and nevertheless their cares are not crowned with a lot

of success. ,,78

But encouragement came when the sisters accepted their first

postulants into the Honolulu convent before the end of the

,/

76 "Journal," 5 June 1861; "Maison des Sacres Coeurs,
Honolulu, Tableau d'Administration" AM, 1894, SSCCSH.

77"Journal," 6 June 1863.

78Favens to Superior General, SS. CC., L, 5 February
1866, SSCCFR.
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century. Women who joined the Sisters of the Sacred Hearts,

many in their late teens, prepared for their apostolates

during two-year novitiates, which embued them with the

ideals of the foundress, whom they attempted to emulate.

They studied the rules and customs of the order, its

distinctive discipline, the theology of the religious

life. 7 9 It was an education in understanding and

appreciation, aimed at creating a community of pious women

with a shared purpose.

Unity of discipline characterized the sisters' endeavors.

The guild system of teacher-training fostered a common

method. Older sisters acted as master teachers to young

apprentices, initiating them into the order's method and

objectives. The apprentices learned by doing, well into the

twentieth century as they lIimbibed the spirit from the whole

environment. II The authority this process sustained rested

in part on the mutual support sisters gave each other. They

took care to speak kindly of each other in the presence of

students so as to nourish respect for the order as well as

the convent faculty. BO

79 11Hawa i i a n Postulants, II AM, SSCCSHj Lora Ann Quinonez,
C. D. P . , and Mary Daniel Turner, S . N.D. de N. , The
Transformation of American Catholic Sisters (Philadelphia:
Temple University Press, 1992), 32.

BOThevenin interview j

10, General Chapter 1869,
typical among nineteenth
Dolan, 287.

"Avi.s aux Ma1tresses, II AM, No.
SSCCSR. Jay Dolan says this was
century American orders as well.
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Their teaching style stressed discipline and compassion

rather than the transmission of reading, writing or

arithmetic skills. In mid-nineteenth century France, nuns

could teach in public primary schools without the

certificate required of teaching brothers. Because they had

only to show a letter of obedience from their religious

superior, "there was a likelihood of nuns being less

intellectually prepared to teach than their male

counterparts. ,,81 Better trained spiritually than

intellectually, novices joined the apostolic work of the

order, which assigned them to specific tasks on the basis of

their perceived gifts rather than their specialized

training.

Like their foundress, many of the sisters had studied music.

Others possessed special skills in art. In Honolulu, they

offered art and music lessons to individual students to

supplement their boarding and tuition income. Their fees

ranged from six to fifteen dollars quarterly for such

offerings as piano, melodian, and vocal lessons; drawing and

painting instruction; and the uniquely French--and in

81Clark, 412. Some of this changed with the changing
political environment in France. The repression of
religious orders and their schools after 1870 led the
sisters to be strict with regard to government enactments.
Benj amine Le Blais, Superior General of the Sacred Hearts
sisters from 1866 to 1879, "took care that Sisters in
education obtained the qualifications required by law."
Rademaker, 130. In Honolulu, French sisters possessed
better credentials than their American counterparts. See
Chapter VII.
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Hawai' i, the rather superfluous- -art of artifical flower-

making.

French. B2

Other sisters offered classes in German and

Continuity characterized the teaching staff of the sisters'

schools in the nineteenth century. The first principal of

the boarding and day schools was the sisters' provincial

superior, Mother Maria Josepha George. Belgian by birth,

Mother Maria entered the novitiate rather late in life, and

had been superior of a French house before leading the first

group of sisters who came to Hawai'i. Plagued by dropsy and

physically incapacitated for the last years of her life, she

directed the other sisters from her bed until her death in

1877. She exerted control by demanding "a blind obedience,

an absolute abnegation." Her efforts led one admirer to

remark that, despite her disabilities, she knew how to

"govern a kingdom." B3

Her assistant, Mother Judith Brassier, replaced Mother Maria

and remained the superior for thirty-five years, until

shortly before her death in 1909. A Frenchwoman whose happy

disposition exceeded the usual constraints of convent

decorum, Mother Judith allowed some relaxation of the

original French rule. In addition to Mother Judith, four of

B2Lucas, 15; Polynesian, 18 June 1859, 3.

B3 nprofessions"; "Notes," 19,
Labroue, L, 6 August 1874, SSCCFR.
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the original choir sisters were still teaching thirty years

after their arrival. At the turn of the century, the

convent housed eighteen teaching sisters and ten non-

teaching ones. 84

Directives from beyond the islands dictated the course of

study at Sacred Hearts Convent. The General Chapter, the

ruling body of the sisterhood in Paris, consisted of the

superiors of the various houses who decided matters in

concert. Mother Judith traveled to France to attend several

General Chapter meetings, and brought back the group's

deci.s i ons i " As early as 1854, the General Chapter

formulated a guide for their five-level course of study. A

year's work consisted of three three-month trimesters. Each

class had a manual work component, in particular "work with

the needle," which the sisters recommended as "useful to a

woman in any position. ,,86

Making no mention of how academic achievement might be

measured in content areas, the 1854 guidebook detailed

instead an elaborate system of emulation designed to spur

and measure certain kinds of behavior.

81"Notes, if 4; "Maison," 1899, SSCCSH.

Students received

85Mustard Seed of the Pacific: The Work of the Sisters
of the Sacred Hearts in the Hawaiian Islands (Honolulu:
Class of 1934, Sacred Hearts Academy, 1934) says she
attended the 1879 and 1899 chapters. 58-59 The sisters
archives show her signature on an 1889 chapter document.

86"Reglemens," 16-22.
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regular grades (good, average, mediocre, and bad) for

conduct, politeness, and order, which grades earned them

rewards or punishments and dictated class rank.

consisted of pictures, ribbons, books, and toys. 87

Prizes

Michel

Foucault has shown the medieval roots as well as the

function of such a method of discipline was typical of

medieval institutions. It distinguished individuals based

according to rank on a continuous chain of being, and

provided tangible, physical signs of the kinds of merit it

rewarded. Foucault also argued that such highly regulated

systems always supported hierarchy while providing fluidity

within the system as well as a niche for everyone. 88

In 1869, the General Chapter formulated an "Advice to

Teachers" as a supplement to their earlier guidebook. The

new ~uide reiterated the sisters' conviction that developing

good character consisted of raising the minds of students

above preoccupations with material things, and of guarding

the students' moral innocence. The first requirement of

such an educational regime was that teachers "gain hold of

the will of the students." Authority, the guide

stressed, II rests on respectful fear, esteem, love of the

student for the teacher." While the guide declared

emulation to be a superior form of motivation, it

acknowledged that repression might be needed from time to

-,
87 11Reglemens, II 11-14; "Journal," 28 June 1861.

88Foucaul t, 146, 183.
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time. But punishment was not the best means of motivation.

On the contrary , teachers should "aim, by all means, to

prevent punishments and to make them rare by inspiring love

of duty. II Keeping good order--a form of prior restraint, if

you will--was the best way of preventing repressive

measures. 89

Pronouncements from later General Chapters guided the

sisters I schools along paths of enduring medieval values

even as change began to penetrate the order's convent walls.

In 1889, the chapter adopted more modern and interesting

textbooks, choosing from titles produced by the Christian

Brothers and the Ursuline sisters. 90 The Commission on

Studies of the 1894 General Chapter made specific

recommendations concerning history courses. In addition to

prior offerings in sacred and ecclesiastical history, tt

prescibed the study of ancient, Roman, and Medieval History,

as well as the history of France. In Hawai'i as elsewhere,

the sisters utilized the Great Man approach to the past,

recounting narratives that stressed the significance of

human agency and individual decision-making. Their

analogical method emphasized heroic deeds and generated

models for emulation. The convent's highest history class

used Bishop Jacques Bossuet's Discourse on Universal History

as a text. This text, in the tradition of medieval

89 11Avis aux Ma1tresses. II

90Report, General Chapter 1889, SSCCSH.
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Christian universalist history, posited the centrality of

Christ's birth in the course of human history. Using this

text, Hawaiian students studied in depth the church's

version of the lay investiture controversy, the Reformation

and Inquisition, and the wars of religion. At the same

time, the Commission recommended more modern, analytical

approachs to historical study, suggesting that history

courses be taught not only chronologically but with

attention to cause and effect, and to the development and

decay of basic institution and states. At Sacred Hearts

Convent, the curriculum took a nationalist turn with the

addition of a course in American History in 1898, the year

the islands became an American territory.91

The sisters' missionary tasks in places such as the Sandwich

Islands complemented those of the priests of their order.

The two communities worked together to accomplish their

common apostolic goal. Through their schools in the islands

the sisters aimed "to fix more profoundly in the oceanic

soil the religion already planted by the Fathers." Still,

remunerative teaching was only one part of the life of the

sisters in the islands. They also collaborated with the

priests on the mundane routines of "preparing their meals,

91 "Rapport de la Commission Scolaire I" General Chapter
1894, No. 10; ibid, General Chapter 1899, SSCCSR; Report,
General Chapter 1919; "Boarders' Accounts 1896-1902," Sacred
Hearts Convent, AD, SSCCSH.
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[and] washing their clothes." 92 They supplied the priests

with clean linen and the chapels with artifical flowers. In

return, the mission provided the sisters with construction

services. The brothers of the mission built a new convent

and a new school building for the sisters, who had outgrown

their initial quarters and expanded into neighboring areas.

A similar sYmbiosis characterized the sisters' relationship

with members of the larger community, for the sisters

regularly exchanged gratuities or dispensed charity at both

ends of the social spectrum. Persons with Hansen's Disease

relegated to the island of Moloka'i received gifts of

needlework from the sisters. The sisters embroidered

clothing for the son of Kamehameha IV, Prince Albert, who

died an untimely death. Not long thereafter, they sewed the

pall for the coffin of the king himself. 93 On the occasion

of his fiftieth birthday in 1886, King Kalakaua sent the

children at the sisters' schools "two sheep, three sacks of

sweet potatoes, reams of bananas, and sugar cane. 1194

The sisters' schools were private institutions, whose

finances and operations were distinct from those of the

92ASC I (1872), 33-34; "Notes," 11.

93 "Journal ," 18 May 1859 and passim; Kamehameha V to
Sisters, L, n.d, SSCCSH.

94ASC (1899), 195.
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mission fathers. 95 Unlike most of the priests' mission

schools, the sisters' schools were self-supporting and even

accumulated surplus funds. When the mission needed money

later for a new college campus at Kamakela, the sisters lent

money to the fathers at no interest. 96

This economic independence gave the sisters freedom to

operate operate their schools apart from the government,

whose regulation of select schools had begun in 1870.

Together with the Anglican girls' school, St. Andrews

Priory, Sacred Hearts Convent was the only select school in

the nineteenth century closed to government inspectors.

Unable to penetrate the precincts of the convent, inspectors

were left to judge the school by its graduates. That led

one inspector to remark, lithe religious and domestic culture

of the girls, and music and needle work, would seem to have

a more prominent place in their course of study than

intellectual advancement in the usual branches of common

school study. 11
9 7

95 II Everything [is]
except the establishment of
Provincial. Cornelius Limburg
L, 25 February 1901, SSCCFR.

in the name of the bishop
our sisters," reported the
to Superior General, SS.CC.,

96Koeckemann to APF, Report,
Koeckemann to Superior General, SS.CC.,
SSCCFR.

970dgers, 91; PIRM 1882, 35.
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Sacred Hearts Convent thus enjoyed in its early years in

Hawai'i what Catholics counted as freedom, "the right to do

one's duty" without outside interference. 98 It received no

assistance from the Hawaiian government, al though the

legislature awarded it an unsolicited grant of $1, 000 in

1892. The award was "in recognition of the services that

the Establishment [had] given to the young people of

Hawaii."

sisters'

Mother Judith refused the grant, because the

religious rule "did not permit the official

visitation required by the Board," according to a priest who

spoke to the Board on their behalf. Moreover, "not knowing

the language well," Mother Judith feared negative appraisals

by government officials would hinder the sisters' work. 99

Amid sometimes adverse criticism, the Fort Street day and

boarding schools of the Sacred Hearts sisters enjoyed

continuing success, if enrollment is an indicator of

success. The number of boarders increased gradually,

reaching a high of 100 in 1883-84, while the number of day

98Joseph J.
Society of Mary
1965), 114.

Panzer,
(Dayton,

Educational Traditions of the
OH: University of Dayton Press,

99"Maison," 1894, SSCCSH; Odgers, 94; PIMB, 28 April
1893. The grant was part of the general general
munificence of the Legislature of 1892 discussed in Chapter
V. St. Andrews Priory received a similar grant. Roma
Wahine was awarded twenty dollars at this time. PIRM 1894,
126.
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students peaked at 112 in 1882. 100 Even larger increases

in enrollment took place in the free common school the

sisters supervised. Figures documenting this increase first

appeared in 1884 in the government's select school reports

as well as the order's General Chapter reports. The reports

suggest that the sisters converted the common school they

ran into a free English school. Roma Wahine continued to

appear in government reports after 1884 as a vernacular

school with a small enrollment, while the sisters' free

English school had more than 300 pupils in the 1890s .101

Despite these numbers, the sisters maintained strict control

over their students. A faculty of eighteen sisters taught a

total of 640 students in 1899, a student/teacher ratio of

thirty- five to one. 102 It is likely that this ratio was

lower for paying students and higher for charity students,

as figures for the twentieth century suggest. These ratios

compared favorably to those in public schools and very

lOOThese numbers are from "Maison," reported at the
General Chapter every five years. The government's tlgures
differ somewhat and do not include the free school's
enrollment. PIRM 1862-1899 passim.

10lThe sisters' records do not match the government's in
these either. In 1884, the government counted 160 students
for the sisters' "Day School." [PIRM 1884, 41] The sisters'
records counted 164 students for the free school and 75
students for the day school that same year. The records
continue to diverge through the 1890s. ["Maison, II 1889,
1899, SSCCSH] Meanwhile, Roma Wahine showed only 32
students in 1888. [PIRM 1888, 38] The discrepancies may be
the result of the fact that government inspectors were not
allowed into the day and boarding schools.

l02"Maison," 1899, SSCCSH.
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favorably to that in other Catholic schools, which were

notorious for the number of students assigned to each

teacher.

The success of the sisters in Hawai'i manifested itself in a

beautiful Fort Street school building, completed in 1901.

The generosity of the sisters' former pupils, who held fairs

and lU'au to raise funds for the building, made construction

of the $30,000 ediface possible. "It was the first time the

sisters of Fort Street asked for help," one alumna said

explaining her contribution to the building fund, "and

everyone lent a helping hand. "103

Charles Dickey, an architect who later won renown in the

islands, and his partner E.A.P. Newcomb, designed the two-

story, day-school building. It extended the full width of

the sisters' property and was connected by an arch to the

adj acent cathedral. 104 It employed a minimum of detail,

with rounded-arches, squared windows, and decorative

cornices as its chief artistic features. Its massive

facade, as well as its interior arcades, gave the building a

flavor more Romanesque than Hawaiian. But its exterior

advertised the educational program embraced in the interior,

where the Sacred Hearts' sisters remained committed to

l03Yzendoorn, History, 230; "Notes," 53.

104Robert Jay, The Architecture of Charles W. Dickey:
Hawaii and California (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press,
1992), 72-73.
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weaving a cloak of meaning from the medieval rather than the

modern world view.
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CHAPTER IV

MISSION-SCHOOL NA HOLOKU (Dresses)

The l~gislature of the Kingdom of Hawai'i favored the

proliferation of English-language schools, but found itself

unable to fund these expensive ventures. To encourage

others to undertake them, it offered subsidies for English

schools, which resulted in a profusion of such schools in

the latter half of the nineteenth century. Subsidies

motivated the Sacred Hearts priests to establish many

English schools of their own. But they won only a small

share of the funds, so priests themselves had to act as

teachers and principals, or struggle to find laymen

committed to their discipline. As the Hawaiian population

in the schools declined, the influx of Portuguese students

swelled enrollments in the English schools of the mission.

In the meantime, accomodating government standards in

exchange for subsidies tended to divert the focus of the

priests from their primary task of spiritual reform.

Indeed, Catholic schools began to adopt the more external

discipline of the early-modern paradigm, exchanging their

loose cloak for a more fitted holoku (dress).

In 1854, the legislature provided for the establishment and

support of English "select" schools to complement its common

schools. Even though the government English schools charged

tuition fees that Hawaiian parents found difficult to pay,
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the schools were unable to meet the demand in the islands

for English-language instruction. Declaring an increase in

English schools to be beneficial to the future of the

islands, the 1850 legislature had already enacted a program

that enabled select schools to receive government subsidies.

Most select schools eventually applied for this aid because,

as the President of the Board of Education acknowledged, lilt

is impossible for private or Independent Schools to compete

with the subsidized schools." l

Independent schools mushroomed in response to this proffered

assistance. Former Protestant missionaries were prominent

in establishing these schools, though Catholic missionaries

were hardly less involved. Subsidies for church-run schools

continued despite the policy of secularization adopted in

1854 and reiterated by the legislature in 1865. The

subsidies were an indication of the residual power of the

Congregationalists in the educational arena and in the

legislature, although the missionary party, as some referred

to them, had lost some of its power over the executive

branch of the constitutional monarchy.

As advisors to King Kamehameha III (1825-1854), the

missionary party had confronted antagonists committed on the

one hand to modernization and democracy and to

traditionalism and regression on the other. In the

lOdgers, 83-84; Mott-Smith, PIRM 1876, 61.
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constitution of 1840, the missionaries had barely created a

weak legislature of nobles and selected representatives to

replace the aristocratic rule of the chiefs. Shortly

thereafter, William Little Lee arrived in the islands from

the United States, became the first Justice of the Hawaiian

Supreme Court, and introduced the far more modern and

potentially destabilizing idea of universal male suffrage,

which the constitution of 1852 incorporated.

In the islands as elsewhere, political democracy found a

parallel in economic liberalism. The early Protestant

missionaries had tried to introduce benevolent economic

reform through agricultural cooperatives, hoping that

Hawaiians would thereby escape the forced labor requirements

of the chiefs and learn the benefits of work through wage

labor. When the ABCFM refused to help the missionaries in

this endeavor, regarding it as "beyond the province II of

their concern, the endeavor rather quickly devolved into a

kind of modern, capitalistic venture represented by Ladd &

Company and its sugar plantation at Koloa. 2 The Great

Mahele of 1848 divided all the land in the islands between

king, government and chiefs and gave title to the land in

fee simple. Subsequent laws allowed landholders to transfer

their titles to foreigners and Hawaiians at will. These

provisions for unrestricted land sales, which echoed the

abolition of entail and primogeniture in the Commonwealth of

2Kuykendall, Foundation, 176-182.
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Virginia at the time of the American Revolution, had the

effect of releasing large tracts of land from aristocratic

control and placing them in the hands of middle class

citizens who put it to productive use in the emerging market

economy.

Concomitantly, former missionaries such as Amos Cooke and

Samuel Castle, forced to find a living in the secular world

after 1848 when the ABCFM redefined its relationship with

the Hawaiian mission, turned to the market economy

developing in Honolulu and found a lucrative niche as

factors for sugar planters. Freshly arrived immigrants from

the United States bol stered the number of such men and

nudged them in the direction of market liberalism without

convincing them to abandon altogether the values the early

modern world view. The call of these men for union with the

United States eventually gave them the informal title of the

Annexationist party.3

Liberals thrust the kingdom into twentieth-century modernism

before it had an opportunity to experience the intermediate,

and moer palatable, lessons of republicanism. They

therefore created a predictable backlash against both

republicanism and democratic liberalism, in the same way

that Kamehameha III, forced to be good as a child, had

3Kuykendall, 417.
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determined not to be good as a man. 4 When Alexander

Liholiho and his brother Lot declared their independence in

religious matters by joining the Anglican Church in the

1850s, they signaled the independence of the Hawaiian

monarchy from republican ideology and its reversion to the

traditional world view of Hawaiians.

Happy at this reversal of fortune created by political

change, the priests viewed English schools as a new opening

for evangelizing, a means of recapturing some of the

Hawaiians who had been lost to them by the secularization of

the common schools. Although for some priests the classroom

was too confining an apostolate, many embraced the

opportunity with enthusiasm. Beginning with the bishop,

individual priests established more than a dozen English

schools throughout the islands. The first of these schools

received no subsidies and survived only briefly, but they

were significant in pointing the mission in a new

direction. 5

A layman, John Rae, is said to have started the first

Catholic English school, back in 1855. Rae was an author

4Lilikala Kame' eleihiwa, Native Land and
Desires: Ko Hawai' i ' Aina a me Na Koi Pu' umake a
Haole. (Honolulu: Bishop Museum Press, 1992), 219,
312; paraphrase of Dr. Gerrit Judd in Kuykendall,
417.

Foreign
ka Po' e

298-299,
Twenty,

SAppendix D lists the nineteenth century schools of the
Catholic mission.
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and scholar, a native of Scotland who arrived in Honolulu

after a teaching career in Canada. He married a Hawaiian

woman, allied himself with the Fornander party, and opened a

school in Hana, Maui, when he was a spritely sixty-five-

year-old. The forty students in the school paid "half-

price," complained Rev. William Baldwin, the Protestant

minister at Hana. 6 Inspector Abraham Fornander found two

common schools operating on the premises of St. Peter's

Church at Hana in 1865, so Rae's English school probably was

short-lived.

Equally short-lived was Bishop Maigret's Catholic Boys

School in Honolulu. This was an 1860s continuation of the

high school the bishop began in the 1840s, minus its French

component. The school was under the direction of one D.

Walsh, no relation of Father Walsh at 'Ahuimanu, and

enrolled twenty-odd boys a year. Certificates of attendance

indicate that most of the boys, with the exception of two

Chinese, were Hawaiians living in the neighboring areas of

Palama, King Street, Leleo, and Waiklkl.'

The bishop paid Walsh and his wife a salary. With regard to

tuition, Walsh reported that "parents or guardians are

supposed to pay 30 cents per month, but the nonpayment does

6Davis, 136 -13 7; William Baldwin, Hana Station Report
1856, HMCSL.

7Report, December 1864, PICR.
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not subj ect the child to exclusion." The course of study

was the standard one of reading, writing, arithmetic, and

geography "together with translations on various subjects."

Some of the students advanced on to 'Ahuimanu. B

In 1864, during the prolonged absence of Father Aubert

Bouillon from his church in Lahaina, Aubert's substitute

established an English day school. The twenty-five boys

paid no tuition; Aubert reported that the substitute, Father

Raymond Delalande, "taught for two years without

compensation." Aubert asked for a government subsidy for

the school, but the Board replied that it was already

supporting an English school in Lahaina. Raymond's school

disappeared, but he used this experience to create another

school at his next assignment, at waimalu in 'Ewa, O'ahu. 9

Like Delalande, some of the other priests were

indefatiguable, establishing school after school undeterred

by initial failures. The main damper on the priests'

enterprise lay in the fact that few of them spoke English.

Sometimes they hired as teachers the first English speaker

who wandered through, whatever the dubiousness of his

credentials. In this way, several itinerant priests, who

were in the islands for a variety of reasons, cooperated in

BReport, April 1864, PICR.

9S choofs, 271; Bouillon to BOE, L,
PICR; Inspector General's Report 1865,
BOE, L, 18 September 1866, PICR.
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founding English schools, their mere presence removing the

pastors' timidity.

As early as 1864, Father Charles Pouzot had eighteen

students at his English school in Hilo. The need for his

school, Pouzot felt, stemmed from the fact that a large

number of Catholic children were attending the English day

school run by Harvey Hitchcock, a Protestant missionary's

son .10 Father Pouzot's school seems to have disappeared,

but not his idea. Five years later he founded the long-

lived St. Joseph's School with the temporary assistance of

Father Patrick O'Reilly, an Irish visitor.

Father Fouesnel, the pastor of St. Anthony, Wailuku, sought

to open an English school for boys. By the 1860s,

Fouesnel's was the mission's second most important post and

boasted a new church and schoolhouse. 11

at the Wailuku church had flourished.

The common school

In 1865, Fornander

referred to it as "No. A-l of all the schools I have so far

visited for proficiency in the branches taught, for the

tidiness of the school and the scholars, and for the

correctness of deportment, whether in or out of school. "12

lOpouzot to Dominique Fournon, SS. CC., L, 13 January
1864, SSCCFR.

11Ase February 1903, 59.

12Inspector General's Report 1865, PIAR.
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Capitalizing on the services of Father Sullivan, a visiting

American priest in 1875, Fouesnel transformed his large

vernacular school into an English one. Sullivan was an

effective teacher whose students reportedly displayed "great

proficiency in English, and a special excellence in both

mental and written arithmetic." In 1880, there were

nineteen boarders and fifty-five day students in the school,

the largest in Wailuku at the time. 13

The itinerant priests were called "seculars." Subject to

their own bishops, they adhered to the rule of no particular

religious order, as did "regulars." A bishop might accept

the application of such priests to perform the sacraments in

his diocese if their credentials were proper, but their very

availability made them suspect. Investigation usually

uncovered some irregularity at a previous assignment, or

observation revealed their failings. 14 The Sacred Hearts

provincial discouraged his priests from using these men to

solve the problem of English-speaking teachers. "One cannot

count too much on these free priests for a work that is so

demanding and so thankless," the provincial remarked .15

13Fouesnel to BOE, L, 1 May 1875, PICR. Schoofs, 299.
PIRM 1878, 20; 1880, 25; Ave Maria Journal [Notre Dame, IN],
26 August 1882, SSCCFR.

14Yzendoorn explained that the priest associated with
the founding of St. Louis had been arrested and suspended in
former dioceses. Yzendoorn, History, 195-196.

lSModeste Favens to Superior General, SS . CC. ,
September 1875, SSCCFR; Fouesnel to Superior General,
L, 20 January 1883, Agmar 158.5.2.
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Still, the visiting priests demonstrated the paradox at the

heart of the medieval paradigm--that men of dubious virtue

could be instruments of the church, and of God.

The Board of Education began funding English boarding

schools in 1865. Protestants of all denominations retained

enough of the concept of medieval discipline to regard

boarding schools as the best environments for teaching the

new language as well as instilling industrious habits. The

priests responded to the government incentive by attempting

to build boarding schools of their own. When the newly-

ordained priest, Matthias Corneille Limburg, replaced Father

Martial at He' eia in 1871, he promptly opened a boarding

school. His effort was not successful. Neither was that at

Lahaina of Father Aubert, who was able to induce only one

student to pay the $50 boarding fee he set for his

s chool c "

But the perseverance of some priests paid off. Father

Pouzot, for example, kept a boarding unit for many years for

the boys at Maria Keola school in Hilo. He started with ten

boarders, but he wrote in January 1870, "I have only three

now, for want of means to keep more." But he persisted and

had twenty-two boarders in 1880 when a government report

noted appreciatively the "much improved accomodations and

16Patrick Boland, Saint Ann's Church and School r 150
Years: 1841-1991 (Honolulu: Presentation Plus, 1991), 20-21;
Report 1871, PIAR,
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new school rooms and dormitories. ,,17 As was the common

practice at the time, Pouzot engaged the boys in manual

labor. As part of their training, the boarders cultivated

taro patches for the support of the school. 18

Gender separation was the ideal of the medieval paradigm,

and Catholic schools honored the ideal wherever numbers were

sufficient to provide two teachers. At Hilo, separate

buildings housed the two English schools in the church yard

at St. Joseph's. The boys' school was named Maria Keola to

differentiate it from the girls', which took the church's

name of St. Joseph. The schools moved to separate campuses

in 1875, the boys' school on Waianuenue Street and the

girls' on Kapi' olani Street. 19

Gender separation ceased to be a priority of the Board of

Education after Fornander's departure, and Catholic schools

soon bowed to modernizing trends by placing boys and girls

on the same campuses, if not always in the same classroom.

With eyes on their constituency as well as on the

preferences of the Board, Fathers Clement Evrard and Nicaise

Ruault opened Sacred Heart School in Waiohinu on October 2,

1876, taking in male and female boarders and offering

17Reports 1869, PIARi PIRM 1880, 26.

18pouzot to BOE, L, 28 December 1875, PICRi Paulin and
Becker, 23.

19Report, 13 January 1870, PIARi Pouzot to BOE, L, 29
December 1875, PICRi Schoofs, 198.
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classes in manual labor for boys and needlework for

girls. 20

Although only a few of them received the government aid they

sought, the priests were persistent in seeking such aid.

When Father Aubert opened an English school at Lahaina in

1870, he also accepted girls as well as boys. 21 His

enterprise seemed to generate confidence on the part of the

school board, which denied his first requests, but gave him

$150 in 1874. The assistance continued at least through the

1880s, when enrollment at the school fluctuated between

sixty and eighty students. 22 The community identified the

priest so closely with his establishment that they referred

to it as Father Aubert's school. Only later was it known as

Lahaina Catholic Mission School or Sacred Hearts School. In

the late nineteenth century, this and another small school

at Honokohau were the only independent schools in the

district. 23

St. Joseph's School in Hila also received a subsidy of $150,

disbursed by the Hila district school fund, soon after being

established. The assistance enabled Pouzot to keep the cost

2°ASC 1878, 51.

21Report 1871, PIAR.

22PIRM 1874, 15.
was in PIRM 1882, 9.

23PIRM 1892, 61.

The last mention of government aid
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of tuition at a nominal $8 per year. Later, Pouzot asked

parents to pay from $5 to $30 depending on their income,

counting on the government to make up the difference. The

district increased the subsidy to $200 in 1871 to enable

Pouzot to hire a permanent teacher. The subsidy rose to

$300 in 1876 and continued into the 1880s. 24

Pouzot's willingness to accomodate government standards

explains these generous subsidies St. Joseph's School

received. The curriculum at St. Joseph's was identical to

that in select schools, with the exceptions of the religious

component. Students studied spelling, reading, writing,

mental and written arithmetic, and geography from standard

texts brought in from the United States. Pouzot collected

the students' book payments for remittance to the Bureau of

Public Instruction. At the age of eighteen, students became

eligible for a "certificate of capacity" upon passing

government examinations. 25

Father Clement Evrard's long and frequent letters

articulated the thinking of the mission priests as they

undertook the English school enterprise. The let ters show

clearly that Catholics' fierce resistance to schools as

agents of civilization rather than religion, so pointedly

24Reports 1870-1876, PIAR; Pouzot to BOE,
December 1875, PICR. PIRM 1880, 12; 1882, 9.

L, 28

25Report, January 1879, PICRi Pouzot to BOE, L, 31
March 1875, PICR.
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displayed by the early missionaries, had dissipated. The

priests had begun to see in schools some of the same merits

Protestants had always seen in them. Clement saw English

schools as fundamental to the Christianization effort. "To

have only a church," he wrote, "is to have only one leg and

. to walk well, we need both the church and the school."

Disturbed by the toll that disease was taking on Hawaiians,

he regarded education as the "single method of regenerating

the peopl e . II He advocated "schools animated by the true

Christian spirit, because it is only Christianity that can

put a stop to the passions and turn them to good. ,,26

Father Clement also recognized schools as instruments for

securing greater religious compliance from the children of

the newly baptized. The schools disciplined children in

religion, habituated them to receiving the sacraments, and

otherwise made them practicing rather than nominal

Catholics. The students at Clement's school attended Mass

daily, made frequent confessions, and prepared for First

Communion. A kernel of Catholic doubt surfaced, however,

when Clement admitted that schooling was not a panacea. The

practices students learned in school would insure only that

"if they are not perfect men, at least [they are] less bad

than many others. ,,27

26Clement Evrard to Superior General, SS. CC., L, 7
August 1873, SSCCFR.

27Evrard to Superior General, L, 23 October 1878,
SSCCFR.
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The letters of Father Matthias Limburg at He' eia echoed

these sentiments. "It is absolutely necessary that we

occupy ourselves with the young people and that we need

schools unless we want to see our churches and chapels empty

in a few years when the old people are dead," Matthias wrote

his superior. "On Sundays," he said, "I have about fifty

children at Mass.

five or six."

Without the school, I would only have

Matthias' experiences before and after

opening a school confirmed his undertaking of these things.

"I hear the confessions of the children often," he reported.

"I only heard those of three or four at a time before the

school." He was also then preparing ten boys for First

Communion, whereas before he had only one, "and he was

white. ,,28

Father Clement's school addressed the persistent Protestant

charge that Catholic schools were academically deficient.

Battling what he described as "a certain repugnance for

teaching young people," he intended, he said, "to place my

school at the level of the high schools of the government."

Catholic schools must combine spiritual and academic

objectives, in Father Clement's view. He wrote the Sacred

Hearts Superior General, "It was not a school for dummies

that was needed to obtain fruit, because our Hawaiians are

28Cornelius Limburg, SS. CC. ,
SS.CC., L, 1 April 1878, SSCCFR.
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more advanced than one thinks with respect to education.

And there are some among them who could make a collegian

blush. " His school, he said, would give students "all the

science possible," including astronomy, algebra, and

geometry, none of which, he assured his superior, would

detract from real "education," the inculcation of spiritual

vaLues c "

In developing his educational program, Clement advanced more

than new academic ideals. Like the Gothic-style churches

that gradually replaced early thatch chapels in Hawaiian

villages, Western cultural values inevitably resurfaced in

the Catholicism the priests taught. The elementary course

he designed included "singing, religious instruction and

good manners." Manners were external manifestations of

self-discipline that were culturally specific and that

required coercion to produce the desired habits and

behavior.

Hawaiian students proved obstinate in the face of French

notions of refined manners. When Clement tried out his

program, he found himself obliged to mete out frequent

punishments to his students in order to secure their

compliance. He would later reproach himself for punishing

them, aware that penalties for failing to sit up straight or

29Evrard to Superior General, SS. CC., L, 22 November
1872, SSCCFR.
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to hold one's hands properly might appear to the children as

a contradiction of his lesson about a loving God. But it

was easier to punish than to explain such subtleties to

young minds, and his students were good-natured about the

apparent paradox. He wrote to a friend, "I have told them

that if I punish them a lot, it is because I love them a

lot, which makes them laugh. "30

Recognizing the link between language and religion, however,

the priests did not completely embrace the English standard.

At his school in Ka' U, Clement demonstrated this in his

handling of religious education. He taught science and

other academic subj ects in English, but the language of

instruction for catechism and music was Hawaiian. 31

The attitude of the early priests toward the hula is

unclear. The native dance was suppressed by the Protestant-

dominated government for what it considered its suggestive

content and its connection to Hawaiian religious ritual.

The traditional Catholic posture with respect to such a

cultural ritual mandated as little disturbance as possible.

According to that posture, missionaries were to overturn

idols but they were also to put existing cultural idioms

into the service of the new religion. Like Hawaiian kapa,

30Reports, P1AR 1871; Evrard to Superior General, L, 22
November 1872, SSCCFR.

31Evrard to Superior General, L,
SSCCFR.
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the loose cloak of Catholicism could cover a variety of

cultural shapes and sizes. Its synthetic impulses should

have left some of old practices intact. Lowell Smith,

Protestant the minister at Kaumakapili Church in Honolulu,

suggested as much when he reported in 1853 that "thirty

children at Moanalua have left school and gone to Catholic

School. The fact that their parents have all gone to the

Hula, may be the reason why the children have gone after the

Beast and false prophet. ,,32

Nonetheless, later priests took an active stance against the

hula, as they moved to incorporate early-modern values into

their English schools. Father Limburg made dancing a

justification for expulsion from his He'eia English school.

Students, he said, "cannot go to the dances and other bad

meetings, without being punished," and one of the

punishments was "threatening to kick them out of school. ,,33

While willing to adopt the new curriculum of the English

schools, the priests remained fixed in adhering to other

aspects of the medieval educational paradigm. They

continued to regard schooling as a force for evangelization

rather than economic development, and tried to provide it at

32Jean-Marie Sedes, Histoire des Missions Francaises
(Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 1950), 117-119 i

Lowell Smith, Kaumakapili Station Report 1853, HMCSL.

33Limburg to Superior General, SS . CC., L, 20 November
1876, SSCCFR.
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little or no cost, hoping that annual allotments from the

Propaganda and a little government aid would keep the

schools solvent. Some of them, like Father Clement, charged

fees only to "Calvinist" children. Others had sliding

scales based on parents' ability to pay. Agricultural and

other kinds of labor by students helped sustain a few of the

schools. The pastor of St. Anthony Church in Wailuku sold

milk from his cows to help support his school, and the

pastor at Ka'u received income from sugar fields owned by

the church. 34 At some boarding schools, taro cultivation

helped reduce the purchase of food.

The unwillingness of the priests to charge the tuition

necessary to keep their schools solvent left them little

leeway in financial matters. They were never able to pay

their teachers competitive salaries. In 1880, when male

select school teachers were earning up to $1,000 a year and

common school teachers perhaps $170 per year, one Catholic

pastor bought provisions, and paid two teachers and a

Chinese cook from a fund that totaled $850. To reduce

costs, church pastors served as principals, whether

nominally or actually, while government schools paid

principals from the United States $1,500 a year. 35 But the

pastors' control insured the schools' orthodoxy, and cost

34Reports 1871, PIAR; Fouesnel
Chapter: Report, 30 July 1888, SSCCFR.

to SS.CC. General

35Brieske, 72-73; Fouesnel to Superior General, SS.CC.,
L, 10 October 1886, SSCCFR.
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nothing. When the pastor taught as well, the school's

financial position was even less precarious.

Despite his limited knowledge of English, Father Pouzot

taught at and superintended the school at Hilo for twenty

years. "Kalolo," as he named himself in Hawaiian, was no

stranger to the educational system. At Hilo since the

1840s, Pouzot had written to the school board over the

years, complaining about the treatment given to Catholic

common schools and teachers. No longer a young man in the

1870s, he found teaching "a bit trying" and "contact with

children a bit difficult." What sustained him, he said, was

"the thought that one of the goals of our religious order is

to honor the holy childhood. ,,36 His correspondence with

the Board of Education and Inspector Hitchcock, his one-time

Protestant counterpart in Hilo, was marked by a cordiality

that belied their early animosities.

If Pouzot was a professional administrator, Clement Evrard

was a professional teacher. This was consistent with the

secular background that Clement brought to the ministry.

Unlike most other priests in Hawai'i, he had acquired the

French degree of bachelier de lettres before entering the

novd t.Lat.e i " Perhaps for this reason, Clement was one of

the most persistent proponents of English schools in the

36Annales des Sacres-Coeurs I, 1872-1873, 381.

37pouzot to BOE, L, 28 December 1875, PIeR.
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Catholic mission. With Father Sylvester Stappers, another

professional educator who tried briefly to revive 'Ahuimanu

School, he was later involved in establishing St. Louis

College in Honolulu.

Clement traded districts with Father Damien de Veuster

shortly after his assignment to the island of Hawai' i in

1864. In doing so, he gave up the difficult mountainous

district of Kohala at the north of the island for the

flatter; more inviting terrain of Puna in the southeast.

There, he tried unsuccessfully to revive two common schools

to keep the Catholic children out of the government schools.

Undeterred by his failure, he established a new English-

Hawaiian school. The school at Kapa'ahu in Puna opened in

January 1871 with four boys and five girls. 3B At first,

Clement taught the students in his own house, but he soon

put up a school building with the help of parishioners. The

enrollment reached twenty students in 1874, not high enough

to sustain the effort, and he closed the school in 1875. 3 9

He then taught for a year at Hilo in Pouzot's school, before

joining Father Nicaise Ruault in opening an English school

at Waiohinu in neighboring Ka'u.

3BSchoofs, 174-175; Evrard to Inspector General, L, 5
August 1867, PICR.

39Reports 1871, PIAR; PIRM 1874, Appendix; Evard to
BOE, L, 10 January 1876, PICR.
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Mission school administrators looked for teachers like those

they had encountered growing up in France. There, in

village primary schools, teachers were not merely

instructors of reading and writing, they were instead

"apostles," aides to priests in preparing children for the

aacr-aments i " Priests in Hawai' i, in other words, looked

for teachers whose religious sentiments led them to regard

teaching not as a job but as a vocation in itself. Wherever

they found such a person, they tapped him for their schools.

Since Catholicism was a loose cloak, learned gradually over

the years, it could not depend solely on schools to produce

teachers to sustain it from generation to generation.

Rather, it required families to instill and nurture a

religious disposition in their children from the earliest

age. Church discipline required reenforcement in the home

with what one priest characterized as "great heaps of things

relative to religion that we learned, we others, between the

arms of our mothers. ,,41 But precisely because the cloak of

Catholic discipline lay lightly on the bronzed shoulders of

Hawaiian, converts accepted the new schools selectively, as

they had earlier responded to the varieties of Christianity

offered to them, causing the priests to feel varying degrees

40peter V.
Nineteenth-Century
Through Conflict,"
22.

Meyers, "Primary School teachers in
France: A Study of Professionalization

History of Education Quarterly 25 (1985),

41Favens, 24 August 1846, "Lettres."
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of failure, frustration, and disappointment in their

efforts.

Still, some, even many, Hawaiians heard the message and

responded as the priests hoped they would. Several

extraordinary families, local and foreign, emerged as major

contibutors to the Catholic endeavor in the English schools.

Three women in the Keohokalole family taught at Lahaina's

mission school, for example, as did two Dougherty sisters,

Mary and Margaret. Sets of fathers and daughters taught at

St. Joseph's, Hilo: G. N. and Helen Kenway, George and

Carrie Dunn. Elsewhere, husbands and wives, among them

Joseph and Christina Andrews at Sacred Hearts in Ka'u taught

in the schools. 42

More extraordinary still is the length of time one

particular family might conduct a school as an apostolate.

As pastors came and went, the teachers at Koloa Hikina were

for generations members of the Mika family. Mary Rose Mika,

who had attended Sacred Hearts Convent, and her brother

Henry succeeded an older brother as teacher at the

school. 43 Then, a niece of Mary Rose Mika, Rebecca

Schimmelfennig, was teacher and principal at the school

until it closed in 1918. 44 The part-Hawaiian McCabe family

42Schoofs, 275; PIRM 1888, 34; Report 1907, PIAR.

43Schoofs, 231-232.

44Report, December 1909, PIAR; Schoofs, 232.
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demonstrated similar commitment to a school at He'eia. John

Louis McCabe replaced Father Limburg in the classroom there

in the late 1870s, and his daughter Mary succeeded him in

1908, after serving as his assistant.

school for another twenty years. 45

She taught in the

Not surprisingly, these families produced some of the first

religious vocations among the Hawaiians. Among Bishop

Maigret's goals in nurturing Catholic schools had been the

formation of an indigenous clergy. Without such a clergy,

he said, "the good that is done can't be perpetuated nor

endure for a long time." Part of the problem in achieving

this goal was the long years of study in philosophy and

theology that the Catholic priesthood entailed. Two young

Hawaiian men had gone to Paris in 1841 to begin those years

of study, but they were never heard from again. 46

On this score, Protestants clearly had the advantage from

the outset. By 1853, two Protestant ministers of Hawaiian

ancestry were already evangelizing elsewhere in the Pacific

and dozens more were serving in Hawai' i .47 In contrast,

the Catholic schools produced no priest in Hawai'i until the

end of the century, and the first one was a Portuguese,

45Boland, 24-25.

46Maigret, 22 September 1842, "Lettres" i Schoofs I 17.

47Colin Newbury, Tahiti Nui: Change and Survival in
French Polynesia, 1767-1945 (Honolulu: University Press of
Hawaii, 1980), 145; Kuykendall, Twenty, 101.
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Stephen Alencastre. The Catholic schools did, however,

begin to produce teachers to replace the priests in the

schools. A. K. Mika was an 'Ahuimanu graduate who began his

teaching career at Koloa Hikina and continued to conduct

classes at St. Raphael's after it became an English school.

The teacher at the Kailua-Kona mission school, Thomas Aiu,

had attended several Catholic select schools. While he was

a student at St. Anthony-Wailuku, Aiu was judged "a very

intelligent scholar," and he had attended classes later at

St. Louis College in Honolulu. William Hoaikeanu, another

Hawaiian teacher, stayed on at Hilo' s Maria Keola after

receiving his certificate. 4B

Catholic discipline in its gradualist way thus began

exercising its influence over Hawaiian families. The same

families that produced the first teachers for mission

schools also produced candidates for the religious orders.

A Keohokalole family member was among the first women to

join the Sacred Hearts sisters in Honolulu, and another

member joined the Marianists.

McCabe entered the same order. 49

Similarly, a son of Louis

4BSchoofs,
Eichhorn, S.M.,
Agmar 158.5.8.

141; PIRM 1878, 18-19;
to John Reinbolt, S.M.,

1892, 47. Thomas
L, 27 March 1884,

49 11Hawaiian Postulants, II SSCCSH; Paulin and Becker,
101.
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Lay teachers in the early schools often lacked the loyalty

of religious conviction the priest sought. In the absence

of high pay, they therefore often proved unreliable.

Sometimes they quit in the middle of the school year,

leaving the pastor to tend the school himself. Father

Leonor Fouesnel, to illustrate, found much to complain of in

the behavior of teachers in his school at Wailuku. One of

them, he reported, "demolished my boys' school in my absence

[just] as the girls' school teacher [had] wrecked [that

school] while I was in France." 50

Fouesnel had anticipated such problems with lay teachers.

Prior to opening a girls' school at St. Anthony, he had

asked the Sacred Hearts sisters to open such a school. As

he told the story, the sisters' superior, Mother Maria

Josepha, was "ardently" in favor of doing so, but could do

nothing to help him. 51 Perhaps she was unable to spare a

sister; a few years earlier, four Sacred Hearts sisters in

the small Honolulu community had died within the space of

eight months. 52

50Fouesnel to Superior General, SS. CC., L, 11 October
1883, SSCCFR.

51Fouesnel to Superior General, SS . CC ., L, 5 December
1874, SSCCFR.

52 "The typhoid fever took several of our sisters," the
Honolulu sister superior reported to the General Chapter of
1879. "Rapport de I' administration de TRM Benj amine Le
Blois," 6-7; Schoofs, appendix.
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Without the help of the sisters, Father Fouesnel reluctantly

proceded with his plans for a girls' school, hiring a lay

woman as teacher. This was the woman whom he subsequently

charge with "wrecking" his school during his absence.

Finding reliable teachers was a major hindrance to Catholic

school development before the 1880s, when a corps of

American-trained Marianist brothers a.nd Franciscan sisters

arrived. Even they, however, staffed only a few urban

schools.

Many lay teachers came from the local community. Although

it is impossible to reconstruct the ethnicity of these

teachers, their names suggest that most were Hawaiians or

part-Hawaiians, and thus probably graduates of the schools

they were hired to teach in. An early female teacher at the

mission school in Lahaina had the name Nakapalau in the time

before the government required Hawaiians to add family

(Christian) names to their first (given) names. Later

teachers of apparent Hawaiian ancestry sported various

titles and surnames, suggesting their uncertain identities

in the era of cultural transition. Among these were Miss

Kapuahi at Hilo, Eusebio Kekehena at Honok~hau, and Helen

Moses--a Hawaiian woman who became principal of Sacred

Hearts school in Lahaina in 1909. 53

53PIRM 1899, 134; 1900, 122. Reports 1902, 1907, 1909,
PIAR.
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At the turn of the century, a few Chinese names, such as

Mary Lum Sun and Fanny Asam at Lahaina Catholic Mission

School, began to appear in government reports of Catholic

schools. This was not surprising since Chinese immigrants

had been coming into the islands in large numbers, many of

them marrying Hawaiian women, for more than half a century.

Occasionally, malihini (newcomer) teachers also began to

appear. Father Gulstan Ropert hired Miss M. Fennell at his

Honoka 1 a School in 1880, for example, describing her as

"lately arrived from San Francisco, where she taught with

success in the public schools." Similarly, Father Oliver

Bogaert, a Belgian who was principal of St. Anne's school at

Kohala, hired two fellow Belgians, Emile de Harne and

Francesca de Harne, to teach at the school. 54

After the turn of the century, the teachers at Lahaina

Mission School were exclusively female. Thi s means that

pastors unable to secure male teachers for the boys ignored

the traditional gender divide and entrusted the boys to

women. Probably, the pastors preferred female teachers

because their pay was lower than that of men. Medieval

economics had operated on the just wage theory, according to

which just payment coincided with the wage-earner's economic

obligations rather than the work actually performed.

54Reports 1920, PIARi Ropert to BOE, L, 9 January 1880,
PICRi PIRM 1888, 34.
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In any case, women may have been more effective teachers

than men at the elementary level. Government inspectors

regularly gave good grades to schools run by lay women. In

the early twentieth century, when all teachers at Lahaina

Mission School were women, and the teacher at the lowest

grade had as many as sixty-nine students, a school inspector

praised the institution as "an excellent school," and

described the school work there as "methodical, accurate and

neat." The English usage of students in "the advanced room"

was also "very good," and the inspector was pleased too

because the school "sends its influence into the homes of

the pupils and keeps the moral and intellectual tone of the

family on the upward pitch. "55

Government inspectors also appraised the girls' school

higher than the boys' school at Hila. "The girls'

department seems to show a rather higher degree of

proficiency than the boys' department," they reported of St.

Joseph school in 1878. Meanwhile, at Ka'u, where a male

teacher from the United States was in charge, they observed

that the "standard of teaching is inferior. "56

Men with wives and children commanded higher salaries than

single women, who had only themselves to support. Still,

gender separation demanded male teachers for the boys,

55Reports, 1902, 1907, 1909, 1910, PIAR.

56PIRM 1878, 18-19; Report 1902, PIAR.
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especially above the primary grades. That may explain the

staying force of male teachers who circulated from one

school to another. James Donnelly transferred from Hilo to

the new St. Louis School in Honolulu, to illustrate this

pattern, and Victor Kapule taught at both ' Ahuimanu and

'Ewa. Similary, Father Charles Maginnis taught at 'Ahuimanu

and Hilo, and R.C. Steward, who lost his job at St. Louis

College when the Marianists brothers arrived, was

subsequently teacher and principal at St. Michael's in

waialua. 57

It seems safe to assume that mission-school teachers in the

islands used methodologies common to those of nineteenth-

century classrooms. American teachers "talked a great

deal," required recitation from pupils, and expected

uniformity in behavior and classwork. In the United States,

teachers remedied their inadequacies through the liberal use

of textbooks. 5B In Catholic schools in Hawai'i, whose

administrators found textbooks expensive or inappropriate,

dictation of factual and interpretive information would have

filled the gap.

57Delalande to BOE, L, 25 March 1878, PICRj Reports
1876, PIAR. PIRM 1876, 11j 1878, 21j 1884, 46j 1886, 33.

saThe findings of Barbara Finkelstein are discussed in
Larry Cuban, How Teachers Taught: Constancy and Change in
American Classrooms. 1890-1980 (New York: Longman,1984), 19,
24.
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Because the priests' apostolate was the Hawaiian people,

they concentrated their efforts in Hawaiian communities with

sufficient numbers of children to support schools. "Pure"

Hawaiians formed the majority at Aubert's school in Lahaina,

at Pouzot's in Hilo, and at St. Raphael's in Koloa. They

were also certainly the majority at the Catholic Mission

School that Father Gulstan Ropert, who was later bishop of

the mission, founded in 1880. There had been a Catholic

common school at Waipi'o until the school consolidation in

1854, and the enclosure of that deep valley had acted to

protect not only the community itself but its religious

commitment as well. It therefore contained the "largest

concentrated Catholic community in the entire district" of

Hamakua, according to one source, and Ropert lived there for

several years, teaching about thirty students each year. 59

The number of part-Hawaiian children in mission schools

increased as the century progressed, even as the population

of Hawaiians declined absolutely and as a percentage of the

total population under the onslaught of Westernization. The

non-Hawaiian ancestry of children in the mission schools was

either Caucasian or Chinese. After 1884, when plantation

owners began bringing families of laborers from Madeira,

59Schoofs, 210. George Bowser, The Hawaiian Kingdom
Statistical and Commercial Directory and Tourists' Guide
(Honolulu: George Bowser & Co., 1880), 262. PIRM 1880, 29;
1882, 39.
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sizeable numbers of Portuguese children began filling

Catholic school classrooms.

Government officials were soon castigating Portuguese

parents for failing to observe school laws, especially with

respect to educating their daughters. Catholic missionaries

saw in the Portuguese a different problem. Nominally

Catholic, immigrant Portuguese were undisciplined in

religion as well as in schooling. They were therefore easy

prey for Protestant evangelists on the plantations where all

of them worked. GO However, the mission schools soon became

vital instruments for inculcating Catholic discipline

especially in younger Portuguese. The early efforts of the

schools were well spent; as adults, the first generation of

Portuguese children in the islands became mainstays of the

Catholic church as the Hawaiian population continued to

decline.

The arrival of Portuguese children resulted in the creation

of several mission schools and in the rebirth of several

others. Father Ropert established St. Anne's [St. Anna's]

at North Kohala in 1882, when the influx of Portuguese

immigrants there made the area's the site of the largest

concentration of Catholics on the Big Island. For some time

thereafter, North Kohala along with Hilo and Wailuku, had

GOYzendoorn, History, 223-225.
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one of the largest concentations of Catholics outside

O'ahu. 61 An English school which operated at St. Michael's

Church, Waialua, in the 1880s might have been a revival of

an earlier common school, but its resurrection coincided

with an influx of Portuguese plantation workers into the

northern 0' ahu community. 62

The enrollment at St. Raphael's school in Koloa was small--

twenty or thirty students--and largely native Hawaiian until

the Portuguese arrived and bolstered its numbers.

Enrollment shot up to seventy-four in 1908, when Portuguese

students had become a plurality of the pupils, although they

were never a majority. The influx of Portuguese into Hilo

in the 1880s caused the enrollment at Maria Keola to double

almost overnight. Similarly, Portuguese made up half the

student body at Lahaina in 1909. 63

Catholic mission schools enrolled between thirty and a

hundred students each. The optimum at this time seems to

have been about sixty pupils. That number was large enough

to divide boys and girls into separate classes in what were

usually two-room frame structures.

61ASC 1905, 177; Schoofs, 180.

62Sahlins, 160; Schoofs, 95.

Smaller schools could

63Report 1909, PIAR. Maria Keola's enrollment
increased from eighty-five students in 1882 to 151 in 1884.
PIRM 1882, 39; 1884, 46.
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afford to pay only one teacher, which prevented the desired

separation by gender.

In larger schools, teachers had as many as eighty students

in a single class. This was especially true in classes of

younger children, whose enrollment tended to be much larger

than their attendance. Pastors often admitted a hundred

students in the lowest class, known at that time as

"Receiving," expecting that a much smaller number would

actually attend on any given day.

The school day in Catholic schools typically began at 9 A.M.

and ended at 1:30 or 2:30, and summer vacations of six weeks

were normal. Early on under territorial administration,

government reports began indicating the grade distribution

of students. These show that classes at that time often

combined them in configurations such as 1 and 2, 3 and 4, or

even 2, 3, and 4, suggesting a lack of clear differentiation

between levels or grades in the one- and two-room schools.

Mission school development occurred against a backdrop of

political competition between practitioners of competing

world views. In 1864, King Lot (Kamehameha V) restored

power to the monarchy by abrogating the constitutional

provision of universal male suffrage and turning for counsel

to European rather than American advisors. This accelerated

the kingdom's reversal into Hawaiian traditionalism,
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threatened the carefully-laid groundwork of early Protestant

missionaries, and diluted the influence of the sons of

missionaries.

Annexationists looked on with concern as Lot's successor,

King Lunalilo, during his short reign reinstated universal

male suffrage, thus allowing men of all views and degrees of

political and economic principles to make their way into the

legislature and other government positions. Annexationists

succeeded in coaxing Lunalilo's successor, King David

Kalakaua, to sign a reciprocity treaty with the United

States, allowing sugar produced in Hawai' i access to the

American market on favorable terms. But the same watched

unhappily as Kalakaua violated their ideals of republican

government by using the resulting tax revenues to enhance

his own stature at their expense. The corrupt influences

that penetrated the king's inner circle caused them

additional concern about the economic future of the

kingdom. 64

As these things occurred, Catholics remained wedded to the

economic parameters of the medieval world view. Their idea

of economic development was the reduccion undertaken at

He'eia, a pre-capitalist cooperative, and they were dismayed

The Sugar King in
1966) , described

the legislatures of

64J a c ob Adl e r , i n -",C=l=a=u=.:s",---=S"-,p~r:,-,:,e-",c,,-,k::.::l=e,,-,s,,,-,:_----'=-=::=:.----"<-==='--~O':'=":;1---==
Hawaii (Honolulu: Mutual Publishing,
Spreckles' manipulation of Kalakaua and
the 1880s.
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when their Hawaiian parishioners responded to the allure of

monetary rewards on the burgeoning sugar plantations.

Father Clement thought sugar cane "more evil than leprosy"

for Hawaiians, because it distracted them from the religious

duties he thought proper for them and led them into the arms

of "men who lead them poorly. ,,65

While free labor did indeed have a "liberalizing" tendency,

the early-modern pattern of semi-free labor better

characterizes the contract labor system that plantation

owners used to bring workers from Japan, China, Portugal,

and elsewhere to replace the declining Hawaiian population.

The conditions of servitude under this system lay entirely

within the hands of employers, especially during the initial

contract period, for the laborers were at least

theoretically free at the end of that period to participate

in the free labor market in the islands.

Although they did not enjoy the direct political influence

the missionary party had exercised over Kauikeaouli,

annexationists served in a variety of government offices in

the kingdom, controlled the House of Representatives until

the 1880s, and retained their influence in education, the

area most critical for economic and social modernization.

Despite temporary setbacks in their hold on the Board of

Education in the 1860s, liberal forces reasserted themselves

65Evrard to Superior General, L, 21 April 1879, SSCCFR.
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in the following decade. They ousted Abraham Fornander and

appointed men such as Harvey Hitchcock and Dwight Baldwin as

Inspectors General of the schools. Under Charles Bishop's

direction, the Board allowed the vernacular school system to

gradually disappear. As a result, the percentage of all

island students in those schools fell from sixty-two percent

of the total in 1878 to sixteen percent in 1888. 66

Several of the abandoned schools were Catholic common

schools for which the Board declined to continue support.

Parishioners at the affiliated churches made valiant efforts

to maintain their schools by paying for the teachers

themselves. The schools showed up among the independent

schools in government reports under a law regulating the

hitherto unregulated select schools. 67 Mission schools at

Kailua and Honaunau, on Hawai'i, for example, first appeared

on the rolls in the 1870s and early 80s. Honaunau, a mere

"village of fifteen native houses and a Roman Catholic

church," boasted a private mission school at St. Benedict's

Church. 68 Father Andrew Burgerman's English school at

Honokohau merited mention briefly before 1896, as did St.

Peter's School in Pu'uiki in the 1880s.

66Brieske, 65-66.

67Brieske, 70-71.

68Bowsers' Directory 1880 - 81, 553.
1884, 46; 1886, 34.
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The board was able to reassert its control over a few of the

newly-independent schools. At Kailua-Kona, for example, a

former common school at St. Michael's Church appeared in

government reports for the first time, in 1878, as a

Catholic mission school. Within ten years, the enrollment

at the school had more than doubled, and the government

inspector found that, as a result of the increased

enrollment, "The teachers have been at great disadvantage,

school being held in two small rooms which were

overcrowded. ,,69 The Board of Education funded a new

schoolhouse to mitigate these circumstances and used the

expenditure as justification to take control of the school.

As liberals worked to counter what they saw as the forces of

regression, they began to accept the modern view that public

subsidies of religious schools were themselves regressive.

In the mid-1870s, the Board thus adopted a policy of

establishing its own English schools in order to eliminate

aid to independent schools. It also began closer scrutiny

of requests for aid and to deny requests on the basis of

newly-articulated policies of secularization.

In 1874, Father Clement asked the Board of Education for a

subsidy for his English school in Puna. He told the Board

that he devoted time twice a week to preparing his students

according to the common school manual, so they could become

69PIRM 1878, 21 i 1888, 32.
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teachers. The board rewarded him with a small subsidy to

hire an assistant. 70 Three years later, in April 1877,

when he requested a subsidy for Sacred Hearts in Ka IU, he

received a different response. The Board this time deferred

his request pending receipt of a report on the school. On

receipt of the report, the board, declined to profer

assistance. "The pupils appear to have a good beginning in

learning English," Inspector Hitchcock reported, "yet the

text books are entirely sectarian, being a series of readers

entitled The Young Catholic's Primer, The Young Catholic's

First Reader etc." Hitchcock construed the teaching of such

texts as proselytizing, and thus a violation of the

principle recently articulated by the Board, "the people's

money for the people's schools.,,71

A similar request at about the same time came from Moloa'a

in Hanalei on Kaua' i . In 1877, parents of students at

Enelani School petitioned the Board of Education for support

for their English school. The teacher there, Father

Silverio [Sylvester Stappers], they said, was teaching

without pay. The Board denied the request, but the school

continued for a year with thirty-seven students. 72

7°Evrard to
Superior General,

BOE, L, 6
SS. CC., L,

August 1874, PICR;
[1874], SSCCFR.

Evrard to

71Reports 1877, PIARj PIMB, 19 April and 23 June 1877.

72Petition, 7 August 1877, PICRj PIMB 21 August 1877;
PIRM 1878, 21.
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The same story occurred on Hawai'i. Father Fabian Schausten

opened an English school at Halawa in 1873, and invited the

local school superintendent to examine his forty-odd

students, from whom he received a favorable report.

However, the aid he requested from the Board of Education

was not forthcoming, and nothing further is known of the

school. 73

In 1877, after St. Ann's School in He'eia had been in

operation for a year, parents petitioned the Board of

Education for a subsidy for the "Independent British School

of Heeia. 1I The Board denied the request on grounds that it

planned to open its own English school in He'eia despite the

fact that Father Limburg's school received high marks in the

1878 government report for its IIgeneral proficiency and

excellent discipline. 11
74 Unlike the denials for Moloa I a

and Halawa, this denial was not fatal and St. Ann's operated

on its own into the twentieth century.

After turning down the petition from He' eia parents, the

Board of Education invited Limburg to head its own proposed

English school there. Perhaps the Board hoped to co-opt the

school by pirating its teacher. Limburg was interested

73Report 1876, PIARi School Superintendent to
Schausten, L., January 22, 1877, PICRi Schausten to BOE, L,
January 27, 1877, PICRi PIMB, June 23, 1877.

74Limburg to BOE, L, 23 September 1877, PIeRi PIMB 13
October 1877.
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enough in education to give the matter serious

consideration, but declined the board's offer after

consulting Bishop Maigret. The bishop refused to allow him

to accept the offer, Limburg said, because lithe government

doesn't

hours. 11
75

permit religious instructions during school

Officials were not happy that Catholic English schools

sometimes impinged on the operations of their own English

schools. The Catholic common school in He'eia survived the

secularization movement in the 1860s because of the large

number of Catholics in the district as well as the decision

of the kahu kula to maintain two schools. Mr. Pii, the

school inspector at Ko'olaupoko, approved two schools there,

one for Catholics and one for Protestants, to please both

groups. Limburg's second English school, opened in 1876,

was immediately successful and led to the dissolution of the

competing government school. Pii said that he tried to

prevent Limburg from opening the school, but his actions

were to no avail, and at the time he reported, lIonly five or

six [students] remained II in the public school.

soon closed. 76

The school

75PIMB 22 November 1877; Limburg to Superior General,
L, 1 April 1878, SSCCFR.

76Ibid; PIMB 25 October 1876.
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The school board developed a strategy to discourage such

defections. It required teachers from an existing school to

"release" their students before another school could enroll

them. To illustrate the effect of this strategy, Father

Ropert opened a school at Honoka' a in January 1880, in

response to what he said was the "request of many families,

both foreigners and natives." Like Limburg's school,

Ropert's drew students from a nearby existing school.

Ropert complained to the Board of Education that the teacher

at that school refused to give his students permission to

transfer. Ropert denied that his school was engaged in

piracy, noting that twelve of his eighteen pupils had

attended no school prior to the opening of his school. 77

School authorities became increasingly critical of small,

rural schools. In the 1890s, government inspectors found

St. Anne's in Halawa "not on a level with the Hilo, Wailuku,

and St. Louis Roman Catholic schools, where the Brothers of

Mary are in charge." Similarly, an inspector found that

Sacred Hearts school at Ka' 11 had a "standard of teaching

[that was] inferior. ,,78 Such schools, staffed by lay

people, went the way of the common schools. In 1925, only

two of them, Sacred Heart at Lahaina and St. Anne's at

He'eia, remained open.

77Ropert to BOE, L, 9 January 1880, PIeR.

78PIRM 1894, 46; 1896, 53.
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Some Sacred Hearts priests concurred with the inspectors'

evaluations. Provincial Superior Modeste Favens, an early

member of the mission, clung to the vision of the founders.

He remained unconvinced that the mission's English school

project should be pursued so vigorously. He cautioned

patience and realism, telling fellow priests not to expect

miracles from the mission's limited resources and personnel.

In 1872, the mission had twenty three priests who spread

their labor thinly over sixty-four churches and chapels in

the islands. "We have to be content with the means we

have," Favens said. "God doesn't ask any more from us. ,,79

Favens had reservations about the effectiveness of pursuing

discipline through secular subject matter, because it drew

priests away from their primary task without guaranteeing

equivalent benefits. "Education has become more than ever a

subj ect of grave preoccupation for our missionaries, II he

noted in the order's Annales of 1872; it represented among

other things an unwelcome "source of new expense." "On the

religious side, II he emphasized, II the result does not

correspond to either the desires or the efforts of our

fathers. II He cited as evidence of this disappointment a

group of Catholic students who refused to attend Mass, even

on Sunday. 80

79ASC I, 1872-1873, 389; Favens to Superior General, 1
March 1872, SSCCFR.

8°Favens to Superior General, SS. CC., L, 1 March 1872;
ibid., L, 8 October 1873, SSCCFR; ASC I (1872-73), 379.
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Favens' concerns expressed his own assessment of the quality

of the mission schools. He looked for excellence and found

little. French priests teaching English struck him as

incongruous when he observed Fathers Aubert and Gregory

Archambaux in their classrooms in Lahaina. It was "sad," he

remarked, to hear their English pronounciation. "How can

you give what you don't have?" he wondered. Similiarly, the

behavior of Father Delalande at Waimalu, O'ahu dismayed the

provincial, teaching as he did "outside, under the trees

next to his small chapel. "B1 The mission's next bishop,

Hermann Koeckemann, agreed that academically, the mission's

English schools "were decidedly much inferior to those of

our adversaries--the government and the Puritan and Anglican

heretics. "B2

One part of the problem was that the mission's proj ect of

English-language schools depended too largely on men who

knew English but lacked Catholic discipline, virtue, or

dedication. The only near-saint the mission produced,

Father Damien de Veuster, played no role in the English

school initiative, whereas one of the chief proponents of

the initiative, Leonor Fouesnel who soon became vice-

provincial, was reputed to be among the least holy of the

B1Favens to Superior General, SS.CC., L, 8 October
1873; ibid, 10 May 1875, SSCCFR.

B2Koeckemann to Reinbolt, S.M., L, 3 April 1883, Agmar
132.1.3.
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mission's principals. 83 If the mission were successfully

to embrace the educational paradigm of its opponents, it

needed teachers of religious vocation as well as pedagogical

skill. Otherwise, Catholic English-language schools would

serve the needs not of Catholics but of their modernizing

opponents.

Favens occupied a receding turf. The Superior General in

France acknowledged as much when he asked the provincial

council of the order in Hawai'i to make education its

principal concern. 84 In the 1880s, soon after this request

was made, nine hundred children attended rural Catholic

schools in Hawai'i, and another seven hundred attended

Catholic schools in Honolulu. 8S This limited success

enouraged the Sacred Hearts priests to try and want to

continue weaving cloaks of Catholic discipline through

education, even as they made accomodations to the Protestant

tiol.okii .

83Gaven Daws, Holy Man: Father Damien of Molokai
(Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1973), 173.

84Koeckemann to Superior General, SS. CC ., L, 5 ,January
1878, SSCCFR.

8SThe mission counted 876 boys and 732 girls in its
schools in 1887, for example. Report to APF, 1887, SSCCFR.
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CHAPTER V

GERMAN-AMERICAN STARCH

To raise the best mission schools to the academic levels of

the best Protestant and government schools in the 1880s

required first of all the replacement of Bishop Maigret, who

had grown old and feeble-minded. 1 The appointment of

Father Hermann Koeckemann as coadjutor of the mission in

1881 not only put him in line to succeed Maigret as Vicar

Apostolic, but ushered in a new era of good will between the

mission and the government. Koeckemann's decision to seek

assistance from American religious congregations resulted in

the educational excellence the fathers desired, and

coincided with a burst of legislative enthusiasm for aid to

religious schools. The era of good-will was short-lived,

however, as liberals saw in these and other political

developments a threat to their modernizing task.

Itinerant Irish priests had helped inaugurate several of the

islands' Catholic schools. When Father W. J. Larkin offered

his services in 1880, the bishop accepted the offer as a

gift to the mission. The recent closure of the school at

'Ahuimanu made the establishment of a new boys' school a top

priority, and the new school had to be located in Honolulu,

now the unchallenged center of the kingdom. Larkin proposed

to found such a school.

lYzendoorn, History, 196.
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The new English school, which becme the College of St.

Louis, the patron saint of Bishop Louis Maigret, was the

Hawaiian Commercial and Business Academy. It offered

classical, scientific, and commercial studies, including

courses in six languages as well as boarding arrangements

evening classes, and manual training at a cost to boarders

of only two hundred dollars a year. When the school opened,

on January 29, 1881, it boasted a faculty of three men and

an enrollment of twenty-eight boys and young men. 2

Ironically, the grounds of Richard Armstrong's "Stonehouse"

were the site of the first St. Louis campus. This must have

been where the rector of Kawaiaha'o church wrote many of his

anti-Catholic tracts. The site was centrally located on

Richards and Beretania Streets, and the grounds had

sufficient space for the large but poorly constructed hall

and classroom building Larkin added. The new hall

collapsed, killing a young boy in May of the schools first

academic year. Larkin escaped the charges of manslaughter

brought against him, and left the islands rather than face a

second trial. 3 The episode ruined what little remained of

the reputation of Irish priests in the islands. When Father

Leonor Fouesnel, the pastor at Wailuku, later went looking

for a religious order to teach in his school, he stipulated,

2Paulin and Becker, 11. Paulin and Becker recount the
story at length, as does Yzendoorn.

3Paulin and Becker, 11-12; Yzendoorn, History, 196.
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"Do not send me Irishmen. I have suffered too much

from the character of that nationality. ,,4

Miraculously, St. Louis College outlasted this unpromising

beginning, and its success proved Maigret correct in his

assessment of the demand for education in the Hawaiian

capital. Veteran teacher Father Clement Evrard, who was

already in Honolulu, took charge of the college and scaled

back its ambitious curriculum. To assist him in the 1881-

1882 school year, he hired James Donnelly, recently of St.

Joseph School in Hilo, to assist him. Together, they were

instructing close to sixty boys by year's end. In the

following school year, Clement doubled his faculty and the

number of students, and made Father Sylvester, who had

taught at Moloa'a and , Ahuimanu,
/

econome [bursar], prefect

of boarders, and catechism teacher. Richard Steward taught

reading, grammar, and arithmetic while Clement himself

taught history and geography.s

The success of the school posed a new problem for Hermann

Koeckemann, who became bishop upon the death of Maigret in

1883. Students there were aplenty, but where could he find

teachers whose regard for Catholic discipline equaled that

4Fouesnel to Superior General, S.M., L, 20 January
1883, Agmar 158.5.2.

sEvrard to Philibert Tauvel, SS.CC., L, 28 March 1882;
Evrard to Bousquet, SS.CC. L, 8 April 1882; Evrard to
Tauvel, L, 27 August 1882; ibid., 20 October 1882, SSCCFR.
PIRM 1882, 39.
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of the priests? He equated lay teachers with mercenaries

"who think more about money than about the prosperity of the

school." Even those who II succeed [ed] in making themselves

useful," he complained, "put their work at a price too far

above our means. ,,6 To him, the only source of reliable and

affordable teachers was a religious congregation devoted to

a teaching apostolate. While acting bishop, he sent Vice-

Provincial Leonor Fouesnel to Europe, Canada, and the United

States to find an order to staff St. Louis College. At the

same time, he acquired a four-acre plot at Kamakela, across

Nu'uanu stream from Beretania Street, and moved the college

there. His initial hope of securing the services of

Christian Brothers or Brothers of the Sacred Heart came to

naught, but Fouesnel soon wrote from America of his "immense

joy" that the Provincial Superior of the Society of Mary had

promised to send the desired number of brothers in 1883. 7

Koeckemann had not endeared himself to Frenchmen in his

order when, following the Franco-Prussian War, he officiated

at thanksgiving ceremonies with fellow Germans in a Honolulu

Protestant church. B Yet his eventual appointment as bishop

6Koeckemann
Koeckemann to J.
132.1.1.

to Tauvel, L,
Reinbolt, S.M.,

7 September 1882, SSCCFR;
L, 8 February 1883, Agmar

"Pouesrie L to Superior General, SS. CC. L, 24 September
1881; Koeckemann to Superior General, L, 14 December 1881;
Fouesnel to Superior General, L, August 31 and 1 September
1882, SSCCFR.

BVan Heteren to Labroue, L, 6 August 1874, SSCCFR.
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was prophetic for the mission because, after the literal

collapse of Larkin's school, he recruited teachers from

America. These teachers were instrumental not only in

restoring faith in the mission's education enterprise but

also in establishing a new standard for all its schools. It

seems no coincidence that the order he contacted was the

French-founded but German-staffed Society of Mary, then

teaching in German-language schools in the Ohio Valley, nor

that the sisters he brought the next year were German

speakers from the New York area. The Brothers of Mary whom

he hired to run St. Louis college brought a new and more

modern zeal to the Catholic task of weaving a cloak of

discipline in the islands. The brothers' methods were

suited to accomodating large numbers of boys in the

classroom and preparing them for the economic opportunities

opening up in the wake of Hawai' i' s sugar boom. Their

financial discipline also brought stability to school

operations. Franciscan sisters who arrived at the same time

produced similar if more limited results. The entry of new

orders into the Catholic mission in Hawaii marked a further

step toward acceptance of the modern paradigm.

The founder of the Society of Mary (Marianists), Father

William Joseph Chaminade, had been a delegate of the clergy

to the meeting of the French Estates General in 1789.

Rubbing shoulders with other delegates, he came to know the

depths of the anti-clericalism of revolutionary leaders.
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Like the founder of the Sacred Hearts fathers, he had had to

seek refuge for a while in Spain. He used the time there to

ruminate on how best to address the charges of the liberals

and preserve the church. Rather than focusing on the

outrages committed by the revolutionaries, he accepted the

liberal critique of French Catholicism and looked for ways

to reform it. Like the revolutionaries, he too resisted

"the tyranny of ancient ideas."9

Chaminade took a practical step toward reform by eliminating

the inequalities between clergy and laity in his

congregation and emphasizing the egalitarianism of the early

church. He formed organizations called sodalities to

perform good works. The sodalities were innovative in

mixing priests, masters and servants, literates and

illiterates. Chaminade formalized the sodalities in 1817

into a new religious order called the Society of Mary, and

opened his first school in Bordeaux. 10 The bearers of the

new order's standard were teachers, non-clerical brothers,

who played roles equal to those of priests in the order.

Chaminade's followers called themselves Brothers of Mary to

stress the equality that derived from a common status as

sons of Mary. In its peculiarly Catholic way, Mary as the

9Katherine Burton, Chaminade, Apostle of Mary: Founder
of the Society of Mary (Milwaukee: Bruce Publishing, 1949),
18, 176, passim.

l°Burton, 78, 86-88, 95, 141-143.
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symbol of soft, maternal love was to Marianists anything but

frail; rather, the Virgin Mother was to them the woman whose

heel had crushed the serpent's head. 11 She spurred her

followers like knights of old, urging them to fight as

Christian crusaders against the evils of the modern world.

Father Chaminade pledged himself to banish the medieval

conceit that ignorance secured the faith. Basic to his

project was a belief that the faith could not be perpetuated

unless the effort to do so rested on a firm intellectual

base. 12 The new age of enlightenment required intellectual

Catholics, prepared by education as well as faith, to debate

their challengers. Apologetics and dogma had to replace

pious devotions learned by rote, and find their confirmation

in science and practical education as well as religion. 13

The Brothers of Mary who came to Hawai'i thus came equipped

to weave a Catholic cloak of greater strength as well as

complexity. Their tapestry would include secular subj ect

matter, the absence of which had deterred Sacred Hearts

fathers from wholeheartedly embracing the mission school

idea.

ll"Constitution of the Society of Mary," approved 1891,
I, PMA; Paulin and Becker, x.

12Burton, 136, 138.

13Burton, 173-177.
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Composed originally of Frenchmen, the Marianist order spread

among German-speakers in Switzerland and Alsace-Lorraine.

The German speakers accentuated the new intellectual

dimensions Chaminade was stressed in Catholic thinking. As

a minority in their own country, German Catholics early on

incorporated much of the early-modern world view into their

thinking. Feeling the effects of the industrial revolution

that reached Germany in the early nineteenth century, they

moved rapidly "toward adaptation to an industrial-captialist

economy." Their sober lifestyle stressed the thriftiness,

denial of pleasure, and delayed marriage of northern

European Catholicism, which was more "puritannical" and

intellectual than its Mediterranean counterpart and less

anchored in popular traditions. 14

Germans were at the forefront of pedagogical reform in the

nineteenth century. Their normal schools pioneered the

professionalization and standardization of teacher-

t.rai.ni.nq i !" Marianists in France experienced parallel

developments. There, members of the order taught in several

normal schools. Brothers in the order published six

l-ISperber, 7-8, 282, 294.

15David B. Tyack, ed. Turning Points in American
Educational History (Waltham, MA: Blasidell Publishing, Ginn
& Co., 1967), 416 i lVlarjorie Lamberti, State [ Societv, and
the Elementary School in Imperial Germany (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1989), 16.
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pedagogical manuals in the nineteenth century alone. 16 A

favorite method of the brothers was the monitor system,

which they brought to America just as other groups were

repudiating it. Adapted to teaching masses of students in a

somewhat regimented manner, the system used advanced

students as monitors to supervise the recitation of slower

students .17 The Marianists in Hawai'i probably used

variants of this method for the large classes they regularly

taught in the early years at St. Louis, especially in the

lower grades. The ability of small numbers of their

teachers to handle large numbers of students made their

schools cost effective in much the same way mass production

made industry efficient.

The respect Marianists demonstrated for the field of

pedagogy made them leaders in Catholic education in the

United States in the nineteenth century.

participated in the Chicago World's Fair,

Marianists

where they

exhibited work from their Honolulu school, and were among

the founders of the National Catholic Education Association

in 1904. A historian of the order has called creation of

the post of provincial inspector the order's IImost original

16Burton, 163; Hoffer 79 - 83. The last manual of the
nineteenth century was the Manual of Christian Pedagogy for
the Use of the Brothers of Mary (Dayton, Ohio: St. Mary's
Convent Press, 1899).

17Gerald L. Gutek, Education in the U!1ited States: An
Historical Perspective (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall,
1986), 63-64; Garvin, 138, 221.
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contribution" to Catholic education, and he is probably

correct. 18 Provincial inspectors visited the most remote

communities to monitor the educational progress in schools

run by the brothers and to evaluate the faithfulness of the

communities themselves to the order's religious discipline.

The Provincial Inspector from Dayton, Ohio and even the

Inspector General of the order in Europe made regular visits

to the order's schools in Hawai' i. 19

For all their bows toward modern education, the Brothers of

Mary remained loyal to Catholic ideals regarding character

formation. The educators' task, they insisted, was not to

instill knowledge but to make good men. Superiors in the

order thought of themselves as models of virtue for their

subordinates in the same way that teachers were models for

their students. Chaminade wanted strong character models in

his congregation even more than he wanted men certificated

to teach history or English. He advocated sensible

discipline, not exaggerated exhibitions of conventual piety

18Peter A. Resch, A Hundred Years of Educational
Foundations by the Brothers of Mary in America, 1849-1949
([St. Louis: Brothers of Mary], 1948), 10, 15, 18.

19Community directors were concurrently President or
Principal of their schools. Brother Michael Schleich, S.M.,
served as Inspector General from his post at Nivelles,
Belgium, for most of the period discussed here, and
consequently a large number of the letters at the Marianist
Archives were addressed to him.
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that would dissipate the strength the brothers needed for

their active apostolate. 20

Like Sacred Hearts sisters, Marianist brothers stressed

classroom discipline as a means of building moral character

in students. While teachers could and did impose punishment

in the schools of both, internalized self-discipline was the

common educational obj ect i.ve c " Chaminade advised kindness

and patience in discipling students, and cautioned against

over-reliance on physical punishment. Marianist methods of

discipline included insisting on politeness, inculcating

family spirit, and using emulation to inspire achievement.

Brothers tried to soften the harsher aspects of

individualistic rivalry by rewarding good conduct and hard

work as well as individual academic achievement. The

resulting system of discipline "impose [d] its will

unobtrusively, silently, with remarkable effectiveness," one

St. Louis alumnus recalled, and induced the student to do

his best. A visitor to the campus in 1925 agreed.

"Education is a serious if happy affair at St. Louis," the

visitor observed. "No boy there is absorbing learning under

protest and yet no boy is wasting any time. ,,22

2°Burton, 164, 175, 136.

21panzer, 114.

22Paulin and Becker, 67 quoting David Heenan, Honolulu
Star Bulletin, 1925 article; Burton, 175-176; Hoffer, 67-70;
Schleich to Wickener, S.M., L, 10 January 1908, Agmar
132.2.15.
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Marianists came indirectly from Germany and France to

Hawai'i. In the mid-nineteenth century, an Ohio pastor,

wanting German-speaking teachers for his parish school,

invited members of the order to come to Cincinnati, a center

of the "German belt" extending from New York and Maryland

along the Ohio River to the prairie states. Religion

underwrote the social values of the Germans there, including

cleanliness and neatness, punctuality and order, diligence

and affectionate respect for parents. German parents and

teachers alike expected "perfect discipline and letter-

perfect lessons. ,,23 The first Marianist brothers opened

schools in Cincinnati and nearby Dayton. St. Mary's

Institute, the college in Dayton, included a novitiate and

normal school as well. There, all pupils studied the German

language for five years, while Latin and French were

opt LonaLc " Excepting only some of the earliest brothers,

the Marianists who came out to Hawai'i typically had

certificates of training from the Normal School of St.

Mary's Institute. 25

When convent-inspired discipline dovetailed with cultural

values, as it did in the first director of St. Louis

23Harold Buetow, Of Singular Benefit: The Story of
Catholic Education in the United States (London: Macmillan
Co., 1970) 113, 431; Dolan, 278; Paulin and Becker, 62.

24Burton, 235; Paulin and Becker, 134; Resch, 10;
Catalogues of St. Mary's Institute, 1886-1900, Agmar. St.
Mary's Institute became the University of Dayton in 1920.

25Reports 1909, St. Louis College, PIAR.
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College, it was a powerful force indeed. Brother Bertram

Bellinghausen, the director in question, had dedicated

himself to "perfect discipline and strict observance of the

rules. ,,26 His ideal, as one observer reported, was that

"at the first sound of a bell [the boys] stop their games

and form their lines in silence." This routine continued

after Brother Bertram's departure in 1905, eventually

becoming "a bit military" in the eyes of a Marianist

.i.nspec t o r i "

The first arrivals of Sisters of the Third Order of St.

Francis Minor Conventual--Franciscan sisters--followed close

upon the heels of the Marianists in 1883. In another

striking reversal of the early Catholic experience, rather

than forcing their way into the islands as the Sacred Hearts

fathers had had to do, the sisters came at the express

entreaty of the Hawaiian Board of Health and the king, to

care for the growing numbers of Hansen's Disease sufferers.

After writing more than fifty religious houses and visiting

fourteen of them, Father Leonor Fouesnel finally found a

26Paulin and Becker, 41. Their methods derived from
those used by the Congregation of the Oratory, a sixteenth
century order of secular priests.

27George Meyers, S . M. to
December 1902, Agmar 132.2.1;
January 1908, Agmar 132.2.15.
been following the Christian
Foucault describes the "little
latter used for signaling their
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Brothers in this instance.
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students. Foucault, 166.



congregation willing to undertake this difficult

as s i.qnment v " Accordingly, seven Franciscan sisters

arrived in Hawai' i three months after the first Marianist

brothers.

Both the nursing and teaching services of the Franciscan

sisters were in great demand. Almost immediately, the

sisters took charge of the government's Branch Hospital at

Kaka'ako in Honolulu, and the next year they opened

Kapiolani Horne in Honolulu for healthy daughters of leper

patients. During the first quarter of the twentieth

century, three sisters taught there, caring for as many as

fifty girls and women of all ages. 29 Mother Marianne Kopp,

the superior of the Franciscan sisters in Hawai' i, took

several of the sisters to Moloka'i to staff Bishop Horne, a

new government-owned residence for girls and women with

Hansen's Disease. At the Home, the sisters held classes for

the young girls, whom they strictly supervised. 30 In 1884,

one of the sisters assigned to Honolulu began teaching at

St. Anthony's School in Wailuku at Father Fouesnel's

request, and in 1900, other sisters took over the girls'

classes at St. Joseph's School in Hilo.

28Fouesnel to Bund, SS.CC., L, 4 June 1883, SSCCFR.
Hanley and Bushnell, 42, 46.

29Yzendoorn, History, 246j L. V. Jacks, Mother Marianne
of Molokai (New York: Macmillan Company, 1935), 158.

30Jacks, 75-76, 151.
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The Franciscan sisters were also a German-American

congregation. Founded in Syracuse, New York, in 1860, their

order served German and Irish immigrants who settled along

the Erie Canal, staffing numerous elementary schools and

many hospitals. The first three superiors general were

German-born, and the first sisters were typically first- or

second-generation Germans or Irish. 31 At their schools,

the sisters used German as the language of instruction and

reserved English for the higher grades. 32

The Franciscans' pedagogy incorporated the essentials of

medieval church discipline. One of their Teacher's Manuals

of a later date stressed that "Children are best governed

not by harshness and severity, but by kindness and

consideration." The most effective form of discipline was a

consistent standard administered through an "open, hearty

and pleasant disposition." Punishment need not be heavy-

handed; "a mere look" from a respected teacher secured a

31Rej oice and Renew, 1860 -1985 (Syracuse, NY: Sisters
of the Third Franciscan Order, [1985]), 13; M. Carmela
Prandoni, O.S.F, Greater Love: A Century of Dedicated
Service (Syracuse, NY: Third Franciscan Order, 1960), 29-31.

32Mary Ancilla Leary, C.S.J., The History of Catholic
Education in the Diocese of Albany (Washington, DC: Catholic
University Press, 1957), 39. The Bishop of Albany mandated
English for the early grades in 1916, after students were
found to be failing the English portion of the New York
Regents' Exam. Leary, 340-341. World War I put an end to
German language instruction in many schools.
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student's compliance. Fear of punishment had little

corrective value, the manual pointed out. 33

The order began an accomodation with the American

environment almost Lrnmedi.ateLy , by teaching young boys as

well as girls. However, their schools were not truly

coeducational, since the boys and girls did not mingle in

classes or on campus. 34 In contrast to the white, fussy

habits and coifs of the Sacred Hearts sisters, the

Franciscans wore practical, dark habits. They showed little

dirt and their straight, starched headresses reflected their

direct, no-nonsense manner. Still, they upheld the separate

spheres of sacred and profane. The just-quoted Teacher's

Manual advised that a sister should "exercise a certain

reserve, so as not to compromise her dignity as a

reI igious . ,,35

In the mid-nineteenth century, the Franciscans accepted into

the order girls as young as fifteen, most of whom had

completed the standard eight years of schooling. The order

thrust them into their apostolate after a three-month

postulancy and one-year novitiate. The order's training was

general rather than professional. It hoped to engender a

33Sisters of St. Francis, "Manual for
Teacher," (Syracuse, NY: St. Anthony
Motherhouse, [1950]), 14-15.

34Leary, 54.

35"Manual," 24.
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"spirit of self-sacrifice" that would enable sisters to

"influence the hearts of others. II Religious congregations

characteristically rotated sisters from job to job according

to the order's needs, not the sisters' predilections or

training. Franciscan tea.ching sisters in Syracuse spent

their after-school hours ministering to the sick in

hospitals their fellow sisters staffed. 3 6 A similar

mingling of apostolates occurred at Wailuku, the sisters'

first mission school post in Hawai'i, where the teaching and

nursing sisters shared a residence. The order's first

superior in Hawai' i, Mother Marianne, declined a request

from the teachers for a separation. 37

However, as professionalization spread among American school

teachers, the New York Franciscans began refining the

supervision of their teachers. As early as 1864, the

sisters' clerical advisor appointed an II examiner of the

school sisters." Later, a Directress of Studies outlined a

course of professional development for each sister to

follow. Sisters took a competency examination each year for

the first ten years after their profession in the religious

life. The sisters who carne to Hawai' i in the 1880s had

3GMary Laurence Hanley, o. S . F. and o. A. Bushnell, 8
Song of Pilgrimage and Exile: The Life and Spirit of Mother
Marianne of Molokai (Chicago: Franciscan Herald Press,
1980), 6-25; Prandoni, 33, 88.

37Meyers, Bertrande, D. C., The Education of Sisters: A
Plan for Integrating the Religious! Social! Cultural and
Professional Training of the Sisters (New York: Sheed and
Ward, 1941), 6-7; Hanley and Bushnell, 376.
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certificates

York. 38

from St. Anthony Convent, Syracuse, New

The impetus for higher standards of teacher preparation came

from the hierarchy of the American Catholic Church. Teacher

training was a topic at the Third Plenary Council of Bishops

at Baltimore in 1884. Responding to the higher standards

being established in the public schools, the bishops

required Catholic school teachers to secure diplomas and

each diocese to establish a school committee. By the end of

the century, American religious orders began to formalize

their teacher training through lecture series and summer

insti tutes .39

Beginning in the 1880s, again following the guidelines of

the Council, prospective Franciscan sisters began spending

an entire year, instead of several months, as postulants.

The order established a Community School Board in 1901 to

assure "a uniform system" of teaching in its schools, and

superiors began making routine classroom visits. The order

also appointed a Community School Supervisor to ensure that

students in Franciscan schools received "nothing short of

the very best education possible. ,,~O

38Reports 1909, Kapiolani Home, PIAR.

39Buetow, School, 153, 190.

By 1909, sisters

4°Based on the profile of Mother Mary Margaret Hasken,
who entered the convent in 1882. Prandoni, 41, 107.
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assigned to Hawai'i had either Normal or primary

certificates issued by the New York State Regents. 41

The new pedagogical requirements posed a dilemma for the

sisters not unlike that faced by the church as a whole as it

confronted modernizing tendencies. Teacher-training called

for a return to the world and to ideas that challenged the

convent spirit directly or indirectly. Maintaining the

distinctive charism of an order was not simple. The

insularity of the convent helped to preserve and pass on the

ideas of the founder to each new sister who entered the

order. Even the spirit of other religious orders threatened

this process. Thus, despite common goal s and problems,

religious orders kept their disciplines distinct by

remaining "aloof from other teaching orders. 1142 In

Hawai'i, where four separate communities of religious

operated in a small sphere, there was little collaboration

and few joint activities in the first decades of the

twentieth century. Each order's schools operated

independently and each order's training imposed its own

discipline.

41Reports 1909, St. Joseph's Hilo and St. Anthony
Wailuku, 1909, PIAR.

42Brewer, 41; Dolan, 287. The fears were not
unjustified. The Christian Brothers found that brothers
sent to train in a Jesuit college "either entered the
Jesuits or gave up their vocations entirely." Ronald Eugene
Isetti, F.S.C., "The Latin Question: A Conflict in Catholic
Higher Education between Jesuits and Christian Brothers in
Late Nineteenth-Century America," Catholic Historical Review
LXXVI, 3 (July 1990), 527.
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Eight Brothers of Mary arrived in Honolulu on September 3,

1883, and began teaching seven days later. Five of the

brothers went ro St. Louis, where three served as teachers,

one as Director, and one in a supporting role. Three others

went to St. Anthony Boys' School in wailuku. The Director

of the brothers at St. Louis was a veteran teacher and

administrator. Brother Bertram had studied for a year at

College Stanislas, the Marianist higher scholasticate at the

University of Paris, where he observed the Marianist method

of education at close range. Before coming to Hawai'i, he

had spent almost thirty years in the order, most recently as

Vice-President of St. Mary's Institute. 43

The Catholic Mission "hired" the brothers for one-year

terms, paying a stipend of seventy-five dollars. The term

stipend derived from medieval practice and stressed the

gratuitous nature of the transaction. The mission retained

administrative control over St. Louis through Father

Sylvester, agent for the bishop, who served as principal,

chaplain, treasurer and steward from 1883 to 1892. 44 The

direction of the college followed the mission agenda during

this decade, accomodating its medieval values with regard to

curriculum and class differentiation.

43Paulin and Becker, 38.

44Paulin and Becker, 18, 64 i [Frances Berbach, S. M.] ,
"St. Louis College, Honolulu, T.H., School History," TD,
vol. I, 5, 23, SLC. The pay scale for lay teachers the
previous year had been $75 per month. Koeckemann to
Superior General, SS.CC., 17 June 1882, SSCCFR.
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Seventy students were on hand when the Marianists began

teaching at St. Louis on September la, 1883. By year's end,

enrollment had jumped to 249. Students met in three classes

initially, with a fourth added in December when another

teaching brother arrived. Following the French system used

earlier at 'Ahuimanu, the college termed its lowest grade

IIFourth CLas s " and its highest grade "P'i.re t; Class. II Day

students paid between fifty cents and a dollar per month,

depending on their class. 4S

Language was an immediate problem in the classroom. The

brothers had great difficulty with their polyglot charges.

IIThey do not understand me nor I them, II reported Brother

Frank Herold. Another concern of the brothers was the lack

of teaching supplies. Fortunately for them, Brother Bertram

had brought with him chalk, maps, inkwells and globes. 46

The day-student population of the school expanded rapidly,

reaching 604 in 1895-96, an enrollment surpassing that of

the Sacred Hearts sisters' schools and making St. Louis the

largest school, Catholic or otherwise, in the islands. 47

This phenomenal growth allowed the brothers, whose numbers

4S"College,1I vol. I, 5-6; Bertram to J.N. Reinbolt,
S.M, L, 8 October 1883, Agmar 132.1.7.

46Herold to Reinbolt, S.M., L, 12 October 1883,
132.1.9; Bertram to Reinbolt, L, 8 October 1883,
132.1.7; ibid, L, 19 March 1884, Agmar 132.1.19.

Agmar
Agmar

47 11College,II vol. I, 8, 29; Bertram to Joseph Simler,
S.M., L, 12 February 1885, Agmar 132.1.27.
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and facilities rose in commensurate fashion, to refine their

grading system and differentiate their curriculum. By 1893,

they had articulated nine lower grades, topped off by a High

Class. Class size became progressively smaller as students

advanced through the grades. Perhaps a hundred students

crowded into the Ninth Class while only twenty were in the

High Class. The lowest class was divided into A and B

sections, with 55 and 92 students respectively, suggesting a

kind of tracking system, perhaps based on command of English

or the alphabet. 4B The government inspector found that the

brothers were "doing good work under difficulties," the

primary difficulty being excessive class size in the lower

grades. 49

The brothers organized the High Class in 1885 in response to

Honolulu's competitive educational environment. Its

curriculum introduced students to algebra, French, German,

Latin, chemistry, natural philosophy, and phonography

(shorthand) .50 Bishop Koeckemann told Brother Bertram that

it was "absolutely necessary for the success of the mission

that a man be sent to teach Classics and French." The

Director attributed this to the bishop's perception that

"every school in town teaches classics."

4B"College," vol. 1, 8-29 passim.

49PIRM 1892, 93.

He echoed the

SOIn 1888, there were two students for Latin, thirteen
for French, and ten for German. Bertram to C. Demangeon,
S.M., report, 5 May 1888, Agmar 132.1.29.
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bishop's fear that, "If we do not follow, the reputation of

the school will suffer" and agreed to pursue the classical

curriculum even "if for nothing but show. 11
51

The subterfuge fooled no one. The French consul in the

1890s, summing up the community's evaluation of its schools,

described 0' ahu College (Punahou) as offering a literary

education, Kamehameha a vocational one, and St. Louis a

commercial one. Still, accolades pronounced it "the finest

educational institution in the kingdom." They seem to have

represented the island community's assessment of St. Louis

College before the turn of the century. 52

By accomodating the bishop, the Marianists had abandoned

their own values and accepted the medieval ones their

founder had eschewed. Bertram knew French from his sojourn

in Paris, but he was ill prepared to teach the classics.

St. Mary's Institute where he had studied and taught did not

add a Classics Department until the 1890s. That was

consistent with the educational model of the Marianists, who

patterned themselves after the Christian Brothers who taught

elementary, commercial and technical skills to the lower

classes. In Europe, this distinguished both of these

congregations from the Society of Jesus (Jesuits) who

51Bertram to Simler, L, 13 June 1884, Agmar 132.1.25;
ibid, 22 June 1884, Agmar 132.1.22.

52D'Anglade, 114, 59-60.
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offered a liberal arts curriculum for the upper class in

their numerous colleges. A maj or distinction between the

two traditions was the use of Latin in the schools. The

Jesuits mandated it for the grammar schools while the

brothers considered it useless. 53

Considerations of social status guided the Marianists in

their educational policies. The France of Chaminade's time

evinced clear and fixed class divisions. While the rich few

enjoyed the opportunities of an advanced education, the

Brothers of Mary were committed to providing elementary

instruction to 11the mass of the army. 11 Marianist leaders

remained faithful to the charism of the order during the

nineteenth century although they were well aware that higher

levels of teaching offered IIless fatiguing work and

more enduring establishments. 11 They renounced any desires

they might have had for the development of college-level

institutions, cognizant that colleges would IIdraw away and

absorb the best talent and ak i.LL" of the order. Convinced

that children in the lower grades deserved good teachers as

much as those of the upper classes, the Brothers of Mary

made their apostolate the education of lithe youngest and the

poorest, the most neglected children. ,,54 This was what had

attracted them to Hawai'i.

53St. Mary's Institute Catalogue, Agmarj Isetti, 527-
528.

54Burton, 235j Paulin and Becker, 134j Resch, 10.
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The brothers continued the boarding school at St. Louis upon

the request of the Sacred Hearts fathers. Students in the

boarding division lived the closely regulated life of the

brothers themselves: rising early, praying, taking their

meals, studying, relaxing and retiring together. During the

school's first years, boarders "each had a plot of land to

till" for various vegetables. This policy recalled the taro

growing at 'Ahuimanu and Hilo, useful both for manual

training and defraying expenses. 55

The boarding school division consisted of two departments

One department provided Western style sleeping arrangements

and food at a fee of $150 a year. A second department

provided Hawaiian-style accomodations for students who

preferred to sleep on the floor on mats. They paid half as

much. All boarders lived on the upper floor of the

classroom building at St. Louis, the two departments being

separated by wardrobes and toilets. 56 Such arrangements

were evidence of the residual class divisions inherent in

the medieval concept of separate spheres.

On the one hand, the division represented a concession to

the social distinctions that prevailed in Honolulu at the

turn of the century and that the fathers hoped to bridge

through their dual system of accomodations. On the other

55Paulin and Becker, 17, 27.

56" ColIege," vol. 1, 6.
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hand, it retained the fathers' commitment to the loose cloak

of Catholicism, allowing students to retain a modicum of

Hawaiian culture. Father Clement recommended it while he

was still principal of St. Louis because, as he explained,

t1We have to handle the races and the colors gingerly. ,,57

The fathers regretted the fact that so few white students

had come to 'Ahuimanu after its changeover to an English

curriculum and hoped to attract them to their new school. A

large number of whites would give the school the upper class

cachet it needed to compete effectively against the other

private schools in Honolulu. The policy of dual departments

was mildly successful in attracting the desired clientele.

Of the fifty-two boarders in the 1885-1886 school year,

about two-thirds were Hawaiians and one-third were

whites. 58

Brother Bertram's service as the first Prefect of Boarders

led him to conclude that the dormitory was "a place of

torture. " Filled with the American egalitarian spirit of

the brothers, he had little patience with boys whose parents

had sent them there "because they [could not] handle them at

home." Some of the boys did not take well to the

disciplinary regime. They were known to sneak out at night

to enj oy the nearby Chinese theaters or to pick fruit to

57Evrard to M. Bousquet, S.M., L, 8 April 1882, SSCCFR.

s8"College," vol. 1, 9-11.
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supplement their boarding school rations. 59 The brothers

eliminated the dual system of boarding after they had

complete charge of the school.

The Marianists also accomodated the wishes of Bishop Hermann

Koeckemann by developing a strong music program at the

college. The order had initially assigned its musically

talented brother, Francis Marx, to teach at St. Anthony's on

Maui. The assignment was a hardship for Brother Francis

because the island lacked even a single piano. Marx came to

St. Louis as the fUll-time music teacher in 1887 and

continued in that position until 1928, his popular brass

band performing in annual concerts and special events. He

and Brother John Holtmann, who taught choir and orchestra

after hours, offered individual classes in piano, violin,

clarinet or flute for four or five dollars per month in the

1890s .60

The music program endeared the school to David Kalakaua,

Hawa i ' i' s reigning monarch in the 1880s, and created the

bond between themselves and the government that the Sacred

Hearts fathers had long sought yet found difficult to

March
L, 5 May
October

59Bertram to
132.1.19 j Bertram
132.2.29j Bertram
132.1.6.

Reinbolt, L, 19
to C. Demangeon,

to Reinbolt, 1

1884,
1888,

1883,

Agmar
Agmar
Agmar

6°Marx to Provincial Superior, S . M. , L, 7 September
1883, Agmar 158.5.4j Bob Krauss, McInerny (Honolulu:
McInerny Foundation, 1981), 47. Paulin and Becker, 86.
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attain. The Merry Monarch, who composed Hawaiian music I

made Brother Francis his "prime favorite." He and other

members of the royal family--Queen Kapi'olani, Likelike and

Archibald Cleghorn, Lili'uokalani and John Dominis--were

frequent visitors at St. Louis. They attended the annual

examinations which featured band performances along with

student declamations, dramas, and military maneuvers. The

band reciprocated the royal favor by helping the queen to

raise money for impoverished Hawaiians. 61

Brother Francis was not the king's only favorite among the

Catholic religious. King Kalakaua and Brother Bertram were

"almost cronies" and the king bestowed the title of Grand-

Officer of the Order of Kalakaua on Bishop Koeckemann. 62

The cozy relationship between the monarch and the mission

was unprecedented and would be unsurpassed in later years.

The acceptance of their efforts at the highest levels

vindicated the priests who for so many years had suffered

under governments allied with the missionary party. The era

was as glorious for them as it was short-lived. The St.

Louis College band played in the monarch's funeral march in

1891 and in subsequent marches for Princess Likelike and her

61Paulin and Becker, 28, 87; ASC 1899, 188; Shan
Correa, "A Century of Music for the Saint Louis Band,"
[1984], SLC.

62Yzendoorn, History, 227.
Father Damien DeVeuster were
Tardieu, 62.
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daughter, Ka' iulani. 63 The Hawaiian Revolution dashed the

hopes of the fathers permanently.

Government aid to independent schools escalated during the

reign of King Kalakaua in a general expansion of the budget.

One need only compare the grant of $800 to 'Ahuimanu

Seminary in 1860 with that of $10,000 to its successor St.

Louis College in 1884 to appreciate the increases in

spending that characterized this era. Godfrey Rhodes, a

veteran defender of Catholic schools, was President of the

Legislative Assembly. Another admirer was Prime Minister

Walter Murray Gibson, who also served as President of the

Board of Education. Ironically, Gibson had come to the

islands twenty years earlier as a Mormon leader, but his

loyalties at the moment lay with Hawaiians who favored

private-school subsidies. His 1884 report praised St. Louis

College for "the arrangement, convenience, and neatness of

the building apartments, as well as [for] the facilities."

It found the school rooms "equal, if not superior to those

of any boys' boarding school in the Kingdom" and the

brothers "especially devoted to the cause of education. ,,64

St. Louis received a $10,000 government subsidy in 1884 and

fifteen $50 student scholarships annually. At the same

time, private schools owned by other denominations received

63Paulin and Becker, 42, 29-32.

64PIRM 1884, 43.
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equally generous support. The legislature endowed two

separate chairs at O'ahu College and granted assistance to

, Iolani School, among others. 65 There was little public

discussion or criticism of this aid until the Committee on

Education of the 1886 legislature pronounced on the

"doubtful expediency" of scholarships to private schools.

Legislators ignored the committee and awarded St. Louis

$1,500 in 1886 and $2,000 at its next session. 66

Fiscal extravagance offended the sensibilites of

annexationists, who considered fiscal austerity a civic

virtue. The first stages of the revolution occurred in July

1887 with a mass rally and march on ' Iolani Palace, a

prominent example of the king's lavish tastes. Kalakaua

capitulated to their demands for a new constitution, and the

government of Gibson fell. The Board of Education enjoyed

an equally "revolutionary movement." Modernism regained the

educational initiative simultaneously under the presidency

of Charles Bishop. 67

The demise of Gibson created apprehension at the Catholic

mission. The priests feared not only that their schools

would lose financial support but also, that they might face

650dgers, 94, 148-152.

66PIRM 1886,37; 1888,73.

67Brieske, 64.
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c Loaur e c " The bishop reported, "Po.l i t Lcs are not in our

favor. II Unable to distinguish between the varying shades in

the modernizing cloak, Bishop Koeckemann had identified the

revolutionaries as lithe party of Puritan missionaries,

fundamentally opposed to the Catholic religion. 1I When his

worst fears were not realized, he felt somewhat reassured.

It was his view that IIThey have reasons for treating us with

moderation. They leave us free, but they keep all the

favors for themselves. 11
69

One such favor was the ability of their foes to attract poor

Catholics by using public and private purses to offer

services that the mission could not afford to replicate.

The fathers believed that the compulsory attendance statute

of 1888, providing for obligatory, secular and free

education for all children in select, English schools was

aimed at them in the same way that the school law of 1840

had been . ?" Proponents of the modern paradigm would weave

their cloak of meaning, establish their creed, and compel

Catholic taxpayers to fund the enterprise, just as the

Protestants had done earlier.

6BFouesnei to Superior General, SS .CC., L, 21 October
1887, SSCCFR.

69Koeckemann to APF, Report, 1889, SSCCFR.

7°Odgers, 42.
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Compulsory attendance was not new, but Hawaiian children,

who hitherto attended vernacular schools at no charge, could

now do the same in government select schools. The law

satisfied the demands of Portuguese immigrants, most of whom

entered the islands in family units, that their children's

schooling be conducted in English, not Hawaiian. But the

measure also put pressure on the mission to open its English

schools to children at no charge just at the time the

government had suspended its assistance. Bishop Koeckemann,

in justifying his continued requests for support from the

mission's benefactors, explained that, "In order not to let

our poor children go to the free government schools, we are

obliged to admit a large number free into our Catholic

schools." Similarly, the bishop considered the free

schooling offered to poor, Hawaiian children at the well-

endowed new Kamehameha Schools as an enticement to attract

Catholic children away from them and to the Protestant side.

Free tuition in mission schools represented, he said, "in

many cases the only way to save our children from the free

schools of the Government or from the boarding school of the

Protestants which only costs forty dollars."n

The economic growth that Hawai'i was experiencing as a

result of the sugar boom bypassed most Catholics. In fact,

it greatly increased church membership in the lowest bracket

7lKoeckemann to APF, Report, 1888, SSCCFR; Koeckemann
to Simler, L, 12 January 1892, Agmar 132.1.46.
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of the islands' economic hierarchy by stimulating the

immigration of Portuguese workers as plantation labor. Most

of these new immigrants were Catholic I and many of their

children attended Catholic school. The schools became "a

great strain on the mission," the bishop said,

characterizing them as its "heaviest charge. II The future

offered no hope of respite. "The 1700 children that we teach

are generally too poor for us to dare to make them pay for

the instruction we offer. ,,72

However, many more Portuguese Catholic children filled seats

in public schools. Bishop Koeckemann approached the Board

of Education, requesting permission to use government

classrooms for religious instruction after school hours, a

privilege that had been discontinued. The board granted his

request in 1889. Indeed, the provision allowed any

religious denomination to give classes after hours in the

public schools, although only Catholics made use of it.

With the exception of some complaints that it received from

Maui, the policy caused little stir. 73 Bishop Koeckemann

issued a pamphlet entitled "The School Question" that

applauded the Board's action but also reiterated the demand

of Bishop Maigret that independent schools receive an equal

share of funds from the public coffers. 74

72Koeckemann to APF, Report, 1890, SSCCFR.

73pIMB, 19 February and 20 March 1889.

74Yzendoorn, History, 227.
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Bishop Koeckemann's campaign created temporary gains, it was

a Pyrrhic victory which eventually cost Catholic schools the

gains of the 1880s. Although the constitution of 1887

imposed a monetary qualification on legislative candidates

and voters, which its authors hoped would limit membership

to the better class, Catholics still managed to place many

sympathizers in the legislature. They belonged

overwhelmingly to the National Reform Party which opposed

annexation to the United States.

When, in 1889, the Board of Education announced a new

liberal policy "against subsidizing private day schools of

any description," the 1890 legislature ignored it and

granted the Marianist schools $20,000. 75 While that was an

amount larger than any other school received, computed on a

per capita basis it was less than the aid given to other

religious schools. A special committee of the same

legislature, conflating the number of students in all

Catholic mission schools with the number in Marianist

schools I actually recommended $83,000 as the amount to be

awarded to the brothers' schools. 76 The legislature

75"College," vol. I, 22; Koeckemann to APF, Report, 21
October 1891, SSCCFR; PIMB, 17 December 1889.

76"Report of the Special Committee on Educational
Appropriations to the Legislature of 1890," 25 August 1890,
UH. Members on the committee who signed the majority report
included Auguste Marques, Valdemar Knudson, John Bush, Paul
Kanoa, William Cornwell, J. H. Waipuilani, O. K. Apiki, and
A.P. Paehaole, men who opposed the annexationist agenda of
the Reform Party. They claimed that the schools had 1,638

(continued ... )
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settled for the smaller amount, which St. Louis still had

difficulty collecting from the Board. Along with many other

schools, St. Louis received assistance and scholarships from

the legislature again in 1892 and in 1894. 77

Adherents of the modern paradigm displayed a greater faith

in progress and commitment to change than had those of the

early-modern version. Their refusal to compromise their

convictions heightened partisanship, resulting in the

creation of Hawai'i's first authentic political parties in

the 1880s. 78 When reforms lagged or failed to support

republicanism, they felt justified in usurping the powers of

offending institutions. Thus, the Committee of Thirteen

completed the Hawaiian Revolution in 1893 by toppling

Kalakaua's successor, Queen Lili'uokalani. It created the

Republic of Hawaii and proclaimed a new constitution on July

4, 1894.

The Republic denounced the 1892 legislature as "replete with

corruption" and rationalized its overthrow of both queen and

76 ( ... continued)
students, yielding $9 per capita versus $61 for ' Iolani
school. Report, 9.

77PIMB, 2 April and 5 June 1891.
134. Odgers, 152-153.

PIRM 1892, 134; 1894,

78The Liberal, Reform and National Reform Parties.
Similar developments in the United States are the topic of
Ralph Ketcham, Presidents Above Party: The First American
Presidency, 1789-1829 (Chapel Hill: University of North
Carolina Press, 1984). See also, Appleby, 22, 32.
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assembly on the grounds that "independent, constitutional,

representative and responsible government [must be] able to

protect itself from revolutionary uprisings and royal

aggression. ,,79 "Revolutionary uprisings," ironically,

referred not to proponents of the Hawaiian Revolution but,

rather, to the forces of disorder among National Reform and

Liberal Party supporters of the monarchy. The constitution

of the Republic neutralized these tendencies by strictly

limiting the franchise and holding of government offices to

responsible citizens.

Participants in the revolution called themselves

Republicans, and many were children of the early Protestant

missionaries. The parents of Lorrin Thurston, Sanford Dole,

and William R. Castle had brought the early-modern,

republican world view to the islands, and the sons reflected

this influence in their appeals for civic virtue and

responsible government. Yet their call for the protection

of individual property rights shows that they were

proponents of modern liberalism as well. Bo Republicans

owned much of the property in the islands and their

businesses paid most of the taxes. Their concern was the

79" Proclamation of the Committee of 13,11 in Allen, 193-
194.

BOJames W. Ely, Jr. reminds us that property rights
were foremost among the liberal principles that guided the
American Revolutionaries. James W. Ely, Jr. "Property
Rights and Liberty: Allies or Enemies?" Presidential Studies
Quarterly XXII, 4 (Fall 1992), 703.
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government's credit abroad and its impending "financial

ruin. " They sought and gained annexation to the United

States in order to secure the economic gains of "peace and

prosperity in the Islands. ,,81

The liberalism of Republicans was equally apparent in their

religious beliefs. For example, Sanford Dole, the president

of the Republic, joined the liberal Unitarian Church while

he was in college, abandoning the religious convictions of

his parents. He refused to join a church in Hawai'i until

late in his life. Dole, Castle and Thurston advanced the

alternative cause of science through the Social Science

Association of Hawaii founded in the 1880s. 82 These sons

of missionaries embraced separation of church and state and

introduced religious tolerance without compunction.

Popular sovereignty accompanied all liberal revolutions,

although its manifestations emerged slowly and in piecemeal

f aahi.on .'? With annexation and the territorial status

which followed, the Hawaiian majority disenfranchised in the

Republic gained again its right to vote.

81!1proclamation," in Allen, 194, 198.

The Republican

82Helena G. Allen, Sanford Ballard Dole: Hawaii's Only
President, 1844-1926 (Glendale, CA: Arthur H. Clark Co.,
1988), 53, 253; Social Science Association of Hawaii I Fl
Centenary Celebration. 1882-1892 (Honolulu: University Press
of Hawaii for the Social Science Association, 1982), 235
238.

83Kloppenberg, 22-24.
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Party manoeuvered to retain its dominance throughout most of

the territorial period, but fell eventually before the

populist implications of its revolution.

For the time being, however, Republican hegemony met little

resistance. As Minister of Public Instruction in the

Republic, William Castle indicted the assemblies of the

1880s for their generous allotments to private schools and

implied that these excesses justified the Revolution. He

offered government subsidies as examples of the "incapacity

of those bodies to legislate correctly. "B4 The Republic

withdrew financial support for Hawai'i's independent

schools, Catholic as well as Protestant, and ended after-

school religious instruction. This "advanced ground," as

one observer called it, put the Republic in the favorable

light it needed to succeed in its quest for annexation to

the United States, where liberals likewise were at work

untangling the ancient ties between church and state. BS

The defeat of its political backers in the Hawaiian

government returned the Catholic mission to the insecurity

of complete financial dependence on the Society for the

B1PIRM 1894, 4-5; Wist, 128.

BSC.T. Rodgers, Education in the Hawaiian Islands
(Hawaii, Department of Public Instruction, 1898), 10; Daniel
Joseph Dever, in "The Legal Status of Catholic Schools Under
the Constitutional and Statutory Laws of Hawaii," M.A.
thesis [draft], Catholic University of America, 1952, n. p.,
referred to it as "expediency."
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Propagation of the Faith. Meanwhile, the three schools

staffed by the Marianists had grown substantially, and now

employed two dozen brothers. B6 The question of how to pay

their stipends led to a new arrangement at its most

important school, St. Louis College, between the Sacred

Hearts fathers who ran it and the Brothers of Mary who

taught there. The arrangement was a victory for the modern,

capitalistic paradigm over the gift-giving medieval one.

From the beginning, finances had been a source of friction

between the St. Louis administration and the faculty. The

brothers had not received the equipment and supplies they

requested, and the buildings had not been maintained to

their specifications. Brother Bertram pointed to the large

number of charity students as the underlying problem.

Almost upon arrival, he had written to his provincial

superior that "there are always heavy outlays and almost no

income. "B7 The fathers regarded free tuition as a

temporary measure. The bishop said that his strategy was to

"be more strict in demanding our pay" at a later date "when

the reputation of the school is established." Meanwhile,

the mission used its new political leverage to fund its

philanthropic cause. Brother Bertram was not happy with an

B6Ropert to APF, Report, 1893, SSCCFR.

B7James Ritter, S.M. to Simler, L, 11 February 1889,
Agmar 132.1.35; Bertram et al to Simler, L, 11 February
1889, Agmar 132.1.36; Bertram to Reinbolt, L, 1 October
1883, Agmar 132.1.6.
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arrangement that made the brothers appear to be "a parcel of

beggars who have to depend on pub.l i,c generosity. "88

The Marianists considered financial solvency a prerequisite

to good standing in the community. Without the endo~~ents

that European orders enjoyed, they had come to depend on

tuitions and fees in their schools for their livelihood.

Moreover, higher standards of teacher-training meant that

the order incurred substantial costs in the preparation of

its novices. The brothers had to earn not only their own

keep but these expenses as well. The Sacred Hearts fathers

marveled to see the brothers in operation, noting how

"unrelenting" they were in collecting fees, even for evening

entertainments. In later years, the brothers ordered all

the boys with tuition outstanding to go home and "not to

return until all arrears were paid."89 In contrast to many

of the priests' English schools, which had foundered for

want of adequate financial backing, the brothers' schools

thrived under financial discipline.

For all the differences between priests and brothers on the

question of finances, the school partnership faltered on the

issue of religious discipline. The conflict revealed the

88Koeckemann to Superior General,
December 1883, SSCCFFRj Bertram et al.
February 1889, Agrnar 132.1.36.

SS .CC., L,
to Simler, L,

31
11

89"College, "
exceptions.

vol. 1, 127.
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significance of charism in defining the ways in which

different religious congregations carry out their

obligations. It also afforded a view of the process of

change in the Catholic paradigm as people with distinct

visions worked towards the common goal of weaving a cloak of

meaning.

Trouble between the mission fathers and the Brothers of Mary

surfaced in 1889 when the brothers singly and collectively

wrote to their Superior General to complain that they were

being treated as "spiritual step-children of the

mission. ,,90 Their complaints centered around the fact that

their resident Sacred Hearts chaplain, Father Sylvester

Stappers, had charge of several mission stations outside of

the college and consequently was unable to say mass and hear

confessions with the regularity prescribed by their order.

The fathers thought that the problem had an easy solution,

at least as far as Sundays were concerned. As they pointed

out, the brothers only had to take a short walk to the

cathedral to fulfill their obligation on that day. But the

brothers countered that the college's downtown neighborhood

was less than edifying. They insisted on hearing mass at

the college itself rather than being forced to walk past

90John Holtmann, S.M. to Simler, L, 11 February 1889,
Agmar 132.1.32; Bertram et al. to Simler, L, 11 February
1889, Agmar 132.1.36.
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houses of prostitution on their way to a house of prayer. 91

Spiritual concerns opened the way to a broader discussion of

whose discipline should prevail and at what cost. The

Marianists asked the fathers for financial control of St.

Louis as well as higher stipends for themselves. Their

provincial superior in Dayton expressed the opinion that

"the mission can make a greater sacrifice" than their

stipends of seventy-five dollars a year. 92 Al though the

brothers took a vow of personal poverty, they did not

subscribe to total self-abnegation. They needed an adequate

standard of living and suitable rewards to sustain them as

teachers.

But from the standpoint of the fathers, paying higher

compensation was impossible. They argued that if they

granted the brothers their eventual request of two hundred

dollars annually, expenses for St. Louis College alone would

absorb more than half the amount available to the mission as

a whole. 93 For the Sacred Hearts priests, St. Louis

College sYmbolized the totality of their efforts in Hawai'i

over the course of half a century. They had sacrificed

91George Ebert, S.M. to Simler, L, 29 January
Agmar 132.1.30; Marx to Simler, L, 7 February 1889,
132.1.33.

1889,
Agmar

92Landelin Beck, S.M. to Simler, L, 6 August 1891,
Agmar 132.1.43.

93Koeckemann to Simler, L, 12 January 1892, Agmar
132.1.46.
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everything for the good of the school, but they looked to

the brothers in vain for a similar sense of missionary

spirit. One of them was heard to remark that "the brothers

eat the meat" while "the fathers have to gnaw the bones. ,,94

They recognized that the brothers had added immensely to the

prestige of the mission; still, the fathers hoped to keep

them there on their own terms.

Predictably, Bishop Koeckemann resisted change initially.

Negotiations between the mission and the Marianist

provincial dragged on for several years. When the bishop

finally accepted a draft contract in 1892 conceding many of

the brothers' requests, he died before he could finalize the

new arrangement. 95 The next bishop, Gulstan Ropert, moved

quickly to accomodate the brothers. He awarded them

individual stipends of $125 a year, financial oversight of

St. Louis College, as well as control of admissions and

expulsions, and the right to have one of their own priests

as the school's resident chaplain. 9 6

94Quoted by Bertram et al to Simler, S.M., L, 11
February 1889, Agmar 132.1.36.

95Koeckemann to Simler, L, 12 January 1892 I Agmar
132.1.46; Hiss, assistant to Superior General, S.M. to
Gulstan Ropert, L, 8 December 1892, Agmar 132.1.52.

96Beck to Simler, L, 23 November 1892, Agmar 132.1.50.
Their stipends were raised again in 1919 to $175 per annum.
L. H. Ernst, S.M. to Hiss, L, 21 February 1919, Agmar
132.2.19.
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The brothers immediately eliminated the nine largely

undifferentiated classes at St. Louis and renamed them to

conform to the order's grammar-school model. Students began

in Second and First Primary grades, moved up to Second and

First Intermediate grades, and finished at Second and First

Grammar. To conform to the governmental requirement of

eight elementary grades, they stretched these six grades

into eight by outlining two-year sequences for Second and

First Intermediate students. The brothers allowed bright

students to complete each of those grades in a single

year. 9 7

In 1905, upon assuming the presidency, Brother Henry Ernst

wrote out a curriculum to guide the brothers' educational

enterprise. Students in the Primary grades studied

arithmetic and correct usage in oral and written English.

Instructions regarding recitation and dictation admonished

teachers to "Lead them to talk freely in complete

sentences." Drawing, geography, and nature study were

Intermediate grade additions, and mid-level students

practiced penmanship daily. Commercial training began in

Second Grammar, where students studied bookkeeping, business

letters, bills and receipts in addition to their academic

work. The First Grammar curriculum included algebra,

phonography, United States History, and advanced

97William Holzmer, S.M. to George Sauer, S.M., L, 20
January 1912.
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bookkeeping. Singing, elocution, and manners and morals

were the subject matter of all grades. 9B

Students who had completed this Grammar School course could

procede to an additional year in the High Class, choosing

either the scientific or commercial track. Thus, in six to

nine years,

businesses.

students were ready to work in downtown

Ability rather than age was the criterion for

class assignment. Most boys left school at age fifteen, but

as late as 1920, nineteen-year-olds were still attending

elementary school at St. Louis, and twenty-five-year-olds

were attending its high school. 99

Religious instruction was a fundamental part of the

curriculum from the beginning. As a Sacred Hearts

commentator announced with admiration, St. Louis was a

school "in which science and piety will be equally

honored. ,,100 The Sacred Hearts fathers who controlled

admissions at St. Louis during its first ten years gave

preference to Catholic boys, waving tuition for those who

could not pay, and turned down many of the pagan Chinese who

9Blbid.

99S au e r, "St. Louis College," TD, 12 April 1920, Agmar
132.2.23.

100ASC 1899, 145.
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applied for entrance. In 1888, only two boys, out of a

total of 404 students, were Chinese. 101

Government support exacted its concessions. Three days per

week, non-Catholic boys reported to study hall while

Catholics attended religious classes. When asked by his

superior what the former were receiving in the way of

religious instruction, Bertram responded, "We give [them]

good example. If we taught the Catholic religion to them,

the Calvinists who are numerous here would make an

uproar. ,,102

however.

Some of the textbooks may have been Catholic,

Brother Bertram had brought along the Young

Catholic Series of Readers and Spellers. The brothers at

Wailuku employed a text widely used in nineteenth-century

Catholic schools in the United States, A Compendium of

Ancient and Modern History by Martin J. Kearney. 103

To satisfy the desire of the Sacred Hearts priests to

continue providing free education for poor boys after they

had relinquished control over St. Louis, Brother Bertram

suggested creation of a separate charity school on the

campus. St. Francis School accordingly opened in 1893,

lOlPaulin and Becker, 47; Bertram to Demangeon, Report,
5 May 1888, Agmar 132.1.29.

l02Bertram, Report, 1888.

103Bertram to
132.1.7; Herold
158.5.14.

Reinbolt, L,
to Schleich,
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recreating the separate spheres of the medieval paradigm.

The brothers taught their classes, but St. Francis boys used

a separate playground. At first, the school was free for

Catholics and attracted a largely Portuguese student body.

But when Bishop Ropert issued a decree in 1898 ordering that

all Catholic school students pay tuition unless exempted by

their pastor, the door was opened for non-Catholic students.

A large number of Chinese parents demonstrated their

willingness to pay promptly, readily gaining admission.

Soon, all but a few students were paying tuition. 104

St. Francis occupied an ambiguous position in the brothers'

educational scheme, with the result that anomalies abounded.

While ostensibly the boys in the school received the same

educational attention as those at St. Louis, they probably

received less. Class sizes were much larger, ranging as

high as a hundred students when the largest class at St.

Louis was sixty- six. The brothers' own refusal to admit

boys from St. Francis into their High Class tacitly

acknowledged a lower standard. The school became a

department of the college in 1910 and its "B section" in

1916. 105 But even "B" section boys did not receive equal

treatment. Two classes at a time squeezed into "B" section

rooms while each class in the "A" section enj oyed its own

104George Meyer, S.M., to Simler, L, 30 November 1897,
Agmar 132.1.54; ibid., 2 December 1902, Agmar 132.2.1;
Schleich to Wickener, L, 10 January 1908, Agmar 132.2.15.

los"College," vol. 1, 48, 63.
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classroom. The Marianist inspector noted "practically no

difference in the pupils or tuition" between the two

sections. It was unjust, he said "to teachers and pupils to

continue the apparent discrimination between pupils of A and

B. ,,106

Outside of O'ahu, the Society of Mary took over the staffing

at St. Anthony School in Wailuku in 1883 and at Maria Keola

School in Hilo in 1885. The financial and administrative

arrangements between the Sacred Hearts priests and the

brothers at St. Louis did not extend to the other two

schools, where the brothers remained hired help under the

direction of each pastor. Father Fouesnel had a flourishing

English school at Wailuku, and his efforts to bring the

brothers to Hawai'i had insured that St. Anthony would get

its portion of the new teachers. The three teaching

brothers at St. Anthony began the 1883 school year with

twenty-five students and ended it with 105. The pastor

called the boys together each morning for religious

instruction at 8: 30 A. M.107 School began at 9 A. M. and

ended at 2:30 P.M., with an hour for lunch and recreation.

The boarding department at St. Anthony was a source of some

friction. The pastor supervised the boys both before and

106Report of the Marianist School Inspector, April 1920,
Agmar 132.2.24.

107Eichhorn to Provincial Superior, S.M., L, 26 October
1883, Agmar 158.5.7.
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after school, directing them in manual work around the

church stables and gardens in exchange for providing them

with room and board. However, their schedule left them with

none of the study time that the brothers deemed requisite.

Moreover, it was the opinion of Brother Bertram at St. Louis

that one boarding facility was sufficient in the islands,

and the Wailuku arrangement disappeared soon after the

brothers arrived. lOB

Government inspectors in the 1880s and 1890s found much to

praise at St. Anthony, calling it "of the independent

schools [on Maui] , the most important." It was the opinion

of one inspector that "good work" resulted "where these

brothers are in charge." The school purchased new classroom

furnishings with some of the legislative appropriation given

to the brothers. 109

But the glowing reports by government inspectors in the

kingdom and republic gave way to negative observations about

both the brothers' and sisters' schools during the

territorial period. In some cases, it was not so much

conditions that had changed but expectations. The modern

paradigm demanded greater attention to individual learning

and progress. Rather than calling teachers heroic for their

lOBIbid. ; Bertram to Reinbolt, L, 19 March 1884: Agmar
132.1.19.

109PIRM 1888, 53; 1892, 69.
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efforts under adverse conditions, inspectors now leveled

criticism in order to produce change. At St. Anthony, one

inspector described its lowest class, the "primary room," as

"too crowded" with 129 students. 11o Even the Marianist

inspectors were critical. The result of these conditions,

one of the inspectors observed, was that "movements are

impossible [and] in the lower grades regular

promotions have been impossible since years [sic]." He was

concerned that "In one room, with three pupils to a bench,

no penmanship or other written exercise is possible. ,,111

Although the higher classes at St. Anthony consisted of as

few as twenty-five students, the Federal Survey found a

ratio of sixty-six students per teacher in 1920. 112

Father Leonor had arranged that one of the Franciscan

sisters teach the girls at St. Anthony School. Sister

Antonella Murphy began teaching in January 1884, but she

died of tuberculosis before the year was out. Her

replacement was a lay teacher. Another Franciscan sister

arrived to teach classes in 1886, and Franciscans ran the

l1°The primary room was the lowest grade. Reports, June
1907, December 1910, PIAR.

111 [Marianist Inspector, Report, 1920] St. Anthony's
School, Agmar 131.3.12.

112Reports, June 1907, PIAR. PIRM 1914, 87 i 1916, 94 i
1918, 89. U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of
Education, A Survey of Education in Hawaii, Bulletin 1920,
No. 16 (Washington, DC: Government Printing Office, 1920),
308.
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school for the next forty-two years. 113 As in the case of

the Marianist brothers, the sisters attracted a larger

number of students to St. Anthony than did the lay faculty.

The government inspector was similarly impressed and

credited the sisters with II some good methods for imparting

instruction. II A photo from the 1920s shows the students

dressed in simple white dresses, without much

uniformity. 114

In the 1880s, the Sacred Hearts fathers had identified a

need for five additional sisters for their Wailuku and Hilo

schools but declared themselves unable to finance the

journeys of the sisters to Hawai' i from New York. When

Franciscan reenforcements arrived in 1885, only one sister

went to the Wailuku school and none to Hilo. 115 Besides

providing a principal at St. Anthony, the order usually

assigned one other sister to the school, but the large

enrollment of gj r] s 1] S1] a ]] y re~ 1 i ,pd t he-pasto~r'-------Jtb-o~--!hJ.-;l.k·rr8§---€ai-1t;---------

least one lay woman as well. It is not clear if the dearth

of teaching sisters resulted from the Franciscan order's own

priorities and its dedication to the hospital ministry or

from the fathers' financial position. In any case, the

l13[vjary Laurence Hanley, O. S. F. to author, L, 5 January
1994.

114PIRM 1914, 87 i 1916, 94 i 1918, 89.
PIARi "St.. Anthony, Wailuku Maui," photo,
Mother Marianne.

Reports 1907,
OSFA-Cause of

115Fouesnel to Superior General, L, 28 April 1885,
SSCCFRi Prandoni, 68.
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resulting shortage of teachers acted as a restraint on

enrollment, with the result that the total number of girls

at St. Anthony never matched that of the boys. When the

boys' school was averaging 350 students before 1920, the

girls' school routinely enrolled about 250. Female

enrollment fell to 126 in 1928, only one-third of the boys'

enrollment. 116

Maria Keola in Hilo became known as St. Mary's School or

simply "The Brothers' School" with the arrival of three

Marianist brothers in 1885. 117 The Sacred Hearts fathers

had requested brothers for the school as early as 1883, but

at that time the Marianist superior in Dayton was not able

to send more than those already assigned to St. Louis and

St. Anthony. There were almost equal numbers of boys and

girls at St. Joseph's School until the brothers came, but

enrollment burgeoned under the latter's administration. In

1892, there were 128 boys and 69 girls in Hilo' s mission

schools. 118

116PIRM 1914,
1920, 308; "St.
158.5.1.

87; 1916,
Anthony

94; 1918,
School,"

89. Interior Report,
Report [1928], Agmar

1170nly two of them were teachers; one acted as cook. A
third teaching brother arrived in 1886. "Hila Annals," TD,
n.d., 1, Agmar 131.3.48.

118Fouesnel to Provincial Superior, S.M., L, 14 October
1883, Agmar 132.1.17; ibid, L, 30 June 1884, Agmar 132.1.24;
PIRM 1892, 37.
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The decision of the Republic of Hawai'i to terminate

independent school subsidies gave urgency to the mission's

search for low cost teachers. Bishop Ropert was responsible

for securing the services of the sisters who had been

contemplated for Hilo as early as 1885. St. Joseph's

welcomed the assignment of three Franciscan sisters there in

1900, under the leadership of Sister Susanna. In the same

businesslike fashion that he used with the Marianist

brothers, the bishop signed a contract with Mother Superior

Delphine in Syracuse on June 6, 1900, agreeing to pay $375

per year for three sisters, as well as to furnish a house

for them and to defray their traveling expenses from New

York. Like their Marianist counterparts at St. Mary's, the

teachers were not all native speakers of English. Several

sisters identified themselves as German nationals in a

government report of 1909. 119

The sisters were surprised to see that there were "young

ladies" among their 172 students. Along with book learning,

the sisters offered traditional curricular activities such

as "fancy work" and after-school piano lessons, and

organized a weekly sodality. They also introduced modern

activities in the form of school excursions and Christmas

tree decorating. Some girls from outside the city boarded

119Letters from Mother Mary Josephine, 1932-1943, copy,
MMH; Report 1909, PIAR. The contract gave each Franciscan
sister $125 per annum, the same stipend the Marianist
brothers received.
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at the sister's convent, but they were not segregated from

the other students in true convent-school style .120

Bishop Ropert constructed a residence for the sisters along

with a new school for the girls. Its classrooms, "among the

most attractive in the whole archipelago," sat on

"spacious and agreeable grounds." The building, on

Kapi'olani (then called School) Street, consisted of "three

spacious rooms with a broad veranda" across t.he front and

along its sides. The folding doors of the classrooms could

be drawn back to form one large auditorium, with a stage

gracing one end of the room. 121 St. Joseph's Hila

eventually became one of the Franciscans' main houses in

Hawai'i. Whereas on Maui their limited numbers forced them

to give up St. Anthony School for the smaller Sacred Heart

school in Lahaina in 1928, five Franciscans taught at Hila

in the early 1930s and ten later in the decade, making the

order's commitment equal to that at their own Honolulu

hospital. The sisters were proud of the number of their

graduates that went on to join their order or to teach in

Hawai' i' s public schools. One 9Taduate married Benj amin

Wist, Dean of the Territorial Normal and Training

School. 122

12°PIRM 1900, 121; 1902,
D.S.F., "The Sisters at Hilo,"
Mother Marianne; Rejoice, 67.

Table 10; Albina Sluder,
[1930s] , TD, 2, OSFA-Cause of

121Yzendoorn, ASC 1913, 214; Sluder, 1.

122Sluder, 3 i Jacks, 193. Her name was Blanch Canario.
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The end of government subsidies affected parents as well as

the mission. In September 1898, Bishop Ropert issued

regulations requiring mission schools to charge monthly

tuition fees of at least twenty-five cents for lower grades

and fifty cents for higher grades. Individual pastors could

waive the fee for Catholics and the bishop admonished that,

"should they be unable to pay, they are never to be refused

admission." However, non-Catholics who wished to be exempt

were required to approach the bishop for a waiver, a more

daunting prospect. The Hilo schools had long operated like

government schools, and they lost a number of students as a

result of the new regulations. The bishop's policy

reenforced the mission's objectives, however. As one of the

brothers noted, St. Mary's was now "more openly a Catholic

school. ,,123

As they did elsewhere, the government inspectors initially

expressed appreciation for the work of the brothers at Hilo,

whom they deemed "well educated and trained for their work."

St. Mary's shared in the $20,000 grant from the 1890

legislature to the Marianist schools. A subsequent

government report registered pleasure that the school had

123"Regulations for Catholic Mission Schools by order of
Bishop Gulstan Ropert," [September, 1898], reproduced in
"Hilo Annals," 18; [Meyer] to [Simler] f L, 10 January 1908,
Agmar 131.3.5. The non-Catholics boys were about ten
percent of St. Mary's School enrollment in the 1930s,
compared to thirty- seven percent at St. Anthony, Wailuku.
"Non-Catholic and Catholic Rate According to Nationality,"
TD, [1930], Agmar 132.5.2.
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"made a great improvement" in its physical plant.

"Previously," it noted, "the pupils were unduly cramped for

room." Inspectors bestowed their highest encomiums in

noting that "the teaching in these schools [St. Joseph and

St. Mary's] approaches somewhat to that done in the

Government English schools." They calculated that "for a

small admission fee" the students obtained "a sound

education. ,,124

The desire to make Catholic education available to as many

Catholic children as possible dictated small tuitions and

ensured large classes. Initially, the classes at both St.

Mary's and St. Joseph's were smaller than those at Wailuku,

as few as forty to a classroom. This was even true in the

lowest grade, called "Receiving and 1," which usually held

the largest number of students. However, by 1908, Sister

Beata had 115 students enrolled in Grade 1 & 2, with 86

attending regularly.

Inspectors for the Territorial Department of Public

Instruction were less tolerant of large classrooms than

earlier inspectors had been. One described the Catholic

mission schools of Hila in 1906 as "much overcrowded." As

enrollments increased, the situation worsened. The Federal

Survey of Education in 1920 put the enrollment figures at

262 girls and 310 boys, with an average pupil/teacher ratio

124PIRM 1892, 40; 1894, 43 i 1896, 48.
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of 52 for the former and 62 for the latter. The boys'

grades were still separated into only six different classes,

with the Third and Fourth grades combined and Seventh and

Eighth combined. 125

The Hawaii Catholic Service Bureau, established in April

1924, took up the subject of overcrowding at the Hilo

schools. The Bureau's chairman, the principal of Papaikou

School, noted the unfavorable comparison with the public

school's average class enrollment of thirty-five students.

The bureau made the predictable suggestion that the schools

secure additional teachers for the upcoming year but took no

action that would have made this a financially viable option

for the parish. 126

The Marianists were not blind to the consequences of

crowding. Their inspector found at St. Mary's the same

condition that prevailed at St. Anthony, notably that "the

rooms for the higher grades are not large enough to allow

promotions from the lower grades." The result was that

"many pupils must each year be kept back." He found this

unfair not only to existing pupils but also to those who

were "refused for lack of space." The schools' low-budget

125Reports 1902, 1908, 1910, PIAR. PIRM 1906, 9;
Interior Department, 308-309; John Merkel, S.M. to Schleich,
L, 29 October 1923, Agmar 131.3.18.

126Merkel to Schleich, L,
131.3.18; "Hilo Annals, II 36-37.
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operation meant that old equipment stayed in place long past

its period of usefulness. The inspector found "the

furniture, especially in the three lower rooms" to be

"entirely out of date."127

Even St. Louis had a ratio of 53.1 students per teacher in

1920, while 0' ahu College had one of only 17.4. 12B But

educators were not unmindful of the trend toward smaller

classes and did indeed limit enrollment. St. Louis turned

away as many as 400 students each year before it moved to a

larger campus in 1928. In the 1930s, St. Louis President

Frank Neubeck made the modest proposal that "Our grades .

. ought to be kept below fifty. ,,129

Religious orders saved the Catholic schools just as

government support for them ceased. Their meagerly-paid but

highly-regarded services allowed the mission schools to

balance the requirements of both government inspectors and

medieval discipline. Their numbers expanded to accomodate

the flood of immigrant children who took seats next to

Hawaiian children. The mission never wavered from its focus

on the indigenous people who, in the words of Bishop

Koeckemann, "have an imprescriptible right" to the

127[Inspector's Report 1920], St. Mary's School, Agmar
131.3.12.

12BInterior Report 1920, 308.

129Neubeck to Schleich,
132.4.44.

L, March 19, 1935, Agmar
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missionaries' attention. Nevertheless, in 1890, he

described the mission as "in a state of transition": "We are

witnessing a confusion of languages and of morals following

the diversity of the races which are arriving in the

islands. The work of the missionaries has more than

doubled, the expenses the same, and the good has become more

difficult to perform because our efforts are more divided,"

he reported .130 The future of the mission lay with the

children of these new inhabitants. The schools, staffed

with religious orders, would have to expand if the cloak of

discipline was to keep the forces of modernism at bay.

13°Koeckemann to APF, Report, 1890, SSCCFR.
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CHAPTER VI

WELL-TAILORED SUITS

Annexation to the United States in 1898 made Hawai'i a

territory. Modern educational standards, stressing science

and specialization, evolved from models to be emulated into

governmental standards. Responding to direct and indirect

stimuli, Hawai' i' s Catholic missionaries transformed their

European colleges and academies into high schools based on

the U.S. model. By 1940, several Hawai'i high schools were

engaged in teaching the economic habits and skills that

would allow the children of Hawaiians and immigrant laborers

to enter the middle class. But Catholic schools never fully

embraced the progressivism of the modern paradigm, whose

liberal values had the power to turn the Catholic cloak into

a well-tailored suit.

Visiting his Hawai'i schools in 1920, Marianist Provincial

Inspector George Sauer acknowledged the changing new

environment. He concluded that, for St. Louis College, "all

school activities are and will be judged on the basis of

American ideals. Whether we desire so or not the Catholic

school system must sooner or later be organized on a plan

quite different from that which now obtains, unless the
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Church is willing to lose both the fruits of the past and

the possibilities of the future."l

The incorporation of American ideals into the Catholic

schools was inescapable but not inconsequential. The

American ideal of equality contradicted both medieval

discipline and the early-modern paradigm. The principles of

plentitude and continuity in the material world underlay

both models. Beginning with the differences in genders and

proceding to the inexhaustible abundance and variety found

in nature, these principles posited fullness and

complementarity between the orders of existence. 2 In

rejecting partitioning and sphere differentiation,

liberalism projected an ethic of equality over all aspects

of life and rej ected the protective shelters afforded the

weaker sexes or classes. The acceptance of equality as a

goal led to the addition of co-education and the elimination

of charity schools in the Catholic mission.

Liberals celebrated individualism, overcoming republican

"distrust of nature [and] self-interest" by demonstrating

that self-interest itself was the fountainhead of human

l"St. Louis College, Honolulu" 12 April 1920, TD, Agmar
132.2.20.

2Lovejoy, 315-333, showed the correspondence between
the rejection of these theorems and the collapse of dualism.
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p roqr-es s ." Individual autonomy and self-determination thus

freed the individual from the constraints of Protestant

societas or Catholic universitas. Similarly liberated from

the constraints of state authority, capital could create the

millennium on earth. Capitalism operated on an ethic of

economic freedom encouraging every individual to operate as

an entrepreneur. With enterprise elevated to a "kind of

religion," men submitted freely to the discipline of the

marketplace and its network of material rewards and

pun i shment s ." Balancing the pursuit of material happiness

with the ideal of contemptus mundi complicated the task of

the religion teacher in island schools.

The liberal paradigm called for separation of church and

state and the disestablishment of churches. Church schools

in Hawai'i, both Protestant and Catholic, no longer had the

benefit of state funding. Moreover, freedom from religious

authority paved the way for the state to usurp social

functions that churches had traditionally performed, such as

the dispensing of charity. 5 But the state's educational

vision was not voluntary. Its bureaucracy created a network

3Joyce Appleby, Liberalism and Republicanism in the
Historical Imagination (Cambridge: Harvard University Press,
1992), 21.

4Richard Hofstadter made this characterization of
Jacksonian Democracy in The American Political Tradition and
the Men Who Made It (1948; repro New York: Vintage Books of
Random House, 1974), 71.

SRobert Wuthnow, The Restructuring of American Religion
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1988), 318-319.
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of scientific rules and regulations aimed at social

improvement. Its regulation of mission schools impinged on

the conventual discipline of the sisters and brothers

teaching in them.

The American government was "the only nation founded on an

ideological creed. " The Declaration of Independence

established both democratic and nationalistic ideals. 6 The

state fostered belief in itself as the source of rectitude

and arbitor of justice, teaching through its schools the

idea that the state, better than any church, could bring

about the earthly perfection that signaled the onset of the

millennium. It functioned as a religion by inculcating

loyalty to its ideals as the highest good. 7 The state had

greater resources at its disposal than any rival church.

While its philosophy of economic development created greater

wealth among the populace, it requisitioned ever-larger

portions of it for its own projects, as Bishop Maigret had

pointed out in 1840.

Members of the government of the Republic of Hawai'i, having

used the liberal paradigm to justify the overthrow of the

monarchy, ignored most of its democratic features. The

6Patrick M. Garry, Liberalism and American Identity
(Kent, OH: Kent State University Press, 1992), 3.

7Liah Greenfeld calls the idea of a nation lithe
constitutive element of modernity," in Nationalism Five
Roads to Modernity (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press,
1992), 18, 10, 487, 484.
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Republic opened the first public high school in 1895, but

the nominal tuition fee of $10 per annum acted as a barrier

to the poorest class. It suppressed the other progressive

educational forms that intruded temporarily in the 1890s. B

Although its successor, the Territory of Hawai'i, opened

public high schools on each of the larger islands, island

republicans did not voluntarily implement the ideal of

equality for the immigrant children on their plantations.

The liberating effects of higher education might jeopardize

the future availability of plantation labor.

Still, modernism entered the territory at the highest

educational level. A German creation, the university placed

science at the center of the educational landscape. 9

Americans adopted the research focus of these institutions

in the late nineteenth century. States vied with each other

to establish the most up-to-date facilities. The founding

of the land-grant College of Hawai'i in 1907, incubator for

the later University of Hawai'i, transformed the educational

terrain. The College was the inspiration of newly-arrived

Republicans such as Wallace Farrington, editor of the

Honolulu Star-Bulletin and himself a product of a land-grant

university. Mainland Republicans brought with them the

social meliorism of the liberal tradition and considered the

BBrieske, 79; Wist, 136-139.

9Edward J. Power, A Leqacv of Learning (Albany: State
University of New York, 1991), 208.
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relatively conservative views of island Republicans "semi-

feudal. ,,10

Modern high schools offered the prerequisites for university

entrance and edged out the classical curriculum which

proponents of the early-modern paradigm taught in grammar

schools and seminaries. Modern languages and science were

the basis of the new curriculum. A 1920 report acknowledged

that the territory had been "slow in providing adequate

public high school facilities." It vowed that "the

development of the American high school shall be among the

next forward steps in Hawaii's educational history. ,,11 But

private high schools were already responsing to the demand

for modern education. In Honolulu, private institutions

served forty-one percent of Hawai'i's high school enrollment

in 1920. About thirteen percent of this enrollment was in

Catholic high schools. By contrast, only six percent of

elementary enrollment was in Catholic schools. 1 2

Along with the modern curriculum came new standards for

teachers. States and counties began to certify their

l°Thornton Sherburne
(Honolulu: Honolulu Star
Healy, "The Origins of
(M.A. thesis, University

Hardy, Wallace Rider Farrington
Bulletin, 1935), 74; Thomas Patrick
the Republican Party in Hawaii,"

of Hawaii, 1963), 8-9.

llTerri tory of Hawai' i, Report of the Governor to the
Secretary of the Interior 1919-1920, (Washington: Government
Printing Office, 1920), 61.

12Interior Report, 1920, 308-309.
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teachers and to demand normal school credentials and minimal

levels of competency.13 They expected teachers to be

professional experts in the psychology of the child and the

science of learning. At the high school level, the teacher

became a subject-matter specialist.

Progressive education aimed to fit children for the modern,

democratic world, where science and techology reigned and

where individual initiative reaped rewards. The schoolroom

underwent a radical transformation suitable for the new

paradigm. Fixed seating gave way to flexible arrangements

to accomodate individual and small-group instruction.

Recitation and teacher-directed learning from the front of

the room lost their centrality. Teachers organized clubs,

student government and social activities to foster student

participation and link the classroom to the community and

the world-at-large. Social activities solved the "problem"

of character development by acting as substitutes for the

discarded ideas of discipline. 14

The Catholic response to progressivism, indicative of its

reaction to the entire modern paradigm, was to label it a

13Tyack, 418.

14Lawrence A. Cremin, The Transformation of the School:
Progressivism in American Education 1876-1957 (New York:
Alfred A. Knopf, 1961), 75 i Cuban, 44. One government
report referred to character formation as a "problem." PIRM
1927-1928, 89.
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heresy.15 Yet just as Catholic schools in the United

States and in Hawai'i had reached an accomodation with

changes in the early-modern paradigm, they embraced some

forms of progressive education. Adoption of the high school

format, along with its curriculum and roster of social

activities, was the most obvious change in Hawai'i's mission

schools. Catholic religious superiors also prepared their

teachers according to the rising standards set by the

Department of Public Instruction.

Despite these superficial changes, financial and

philosophical considerations continued to guide the Catholic

schools along a fundamentally different track from that of

the public schools. The disciplinary commitment to gender

spheres required dual facilities for each new initiative.

Limited resources dictated development in stages, so that

the boys' facilities often preceded similar girls'

facilities. Science and specialization did not receive the

attention accorded to them in the public schools, and the

blackboard and catechism retained their places of honor. 1G

15Buetow, School, 215-217. The papal encyclical Testem
Benevolentiae condemned the heresy of modernism in 1899.

16The Franciscans' teaching manual, as late as 1950,
characterized the blackboard as a "valuable aid to effective
teaching." It focused on how to maintain order in the
classroom. Its stated educational goals, reflecting
catechism phrasing, were to make Jesus Christ "known, loved,
and served." "Manual," 21, 17, 12.
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The Marianists developed Hawai'i's first Catholic high

school program at St. Louis. 17 Although the order had

gained experience from operating similar institutions

elsewhere, the brothers in Hawai'i proceeded gradually. The

High Class or "Graduating Class" emerged as two concurrent

courses, scientific (academic) and commercial, in the 1893-

94 school year, when the Society of Mary secured full

control of the school. The Marianist Inspector General

spotted weaknesses such as the absence of a diploma at the

termination of their studies and the lack of a fixed program

of coursework. "Each brother worked a little haphazardly,"

another inspector reported. 1B

The brothers experimented in the same manner when they

lengthened the high class into a four-year course in the

1909-1910 academic year. "The programs were made ad hoc,"

said the inspector, and the motivation was transparent. A

school administrator referred to it as a high school for the

first time that year, noting "During the first few weeks of

school the High School was changed from two to four classes.

This change in classes was made to enable boys to

17Appendix E is a compilation of the twentieth-century
high schools and parochial schools begun before 1940.

lB"College," vol. 1,
January 1908, Agmar
Instruction, Inspector's
132.2.75.

28-29; Schleich to Wickener, L, 10
132.2.15; Marianist Office of

report, 1 November 1907, Agmar
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enter the University of Hawaii. ,,19 Only a Geometry course

differentiated the newly designated Freshman and Sophomore

courses. The Junior and Senior classes of each track met

jointly, in the same classroom, until 1920. 20

The college preparatory track, bearing the label "academic"

or "scientific" as fashion dictated, followed the general

outline of the government high schools. It included

chemistry and physics, algebra and geometry, and standard

history and English courses. St. Louis offered two years of

German language classes in deference to university

requirements. The commercial course consisted of

Bookkeeping, phonography, commercial law, typing, and

commercial geography. Both elementary and high school

studies were "conformable to accepted standards and

harmonizing in almost all details with what is required and

done in the public territorial schools," the Marianist

inspector reported. 21 The brothers even assigned the work

of Charles Beard, one of the leading Progressive historians,

to their American history students. Perhaps they noticed a

19Meyer to Hiss, L, 18 December 1911, Agmar 132.2.18;
"College," vol. 1, 47.

2°Holzmer to Sauer, L (copy), 20 January 1912, PMA;
Marianist Inspector, Report, April 1920, Agmar 132.2.24.

21Holzmer, 1912; Sauer, "St. Louis," 1920.
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compatibility between his denunciation of economic privilege

and the condemnation of greed in their own paradigm.22

In the early twentieth century, high school students

represented only a fraction of the St. Louis student body,

about ten percent of its six-hundred-student enrollment.

Still, when this is compared to the percentage of students

in all of Hawai' i' s high schools, the percentage is high.

Only two and a half percent of total school enrollment was

at the high school level in 1910. 23 Five students received

degrees at the first graduation exercises in June, 1909.

Enrollment in the high school eventually came near to

equalling that of the elementary school, especially after

the school moved to a larger campus in 1928.

annual number of graduates was over 150. 24

By 1940, the

Opportunities in Hawaiian commerce and manufacturing were

expanding simultaneously with these new educational

deveLopmerit s i " Catholic school administrators were no

22St. Louis College Catalogue [1933], 30-34, Agmar
132.4.1.

23Reports 1909, PIAR; PIRM 1910, 9.

2~"College," vol. 1, 45; Paulin and Becker, 119. Total
enrollment in St. Louis elementary and high school peaked in
1942 at 1610.

25Romanzo Adams and Dan Kane-zo Kai, The Education of
the Boys of Hawaii and their Economic Outlook: A Study in
the Field of Race Relationship University of Hawaii Research
Publications No. 4 (Honolulu: University of Hawaii, 1928),
13.
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less concerned than those in public schools that their

schools channel students into the growing middle class.

High school training enabled the children of immigrants to

leave behind the plantation experience of their fathers. At

St. Louis, an equal number of boys followed each of the

tracks in the early years, but commercial students

eventually outpaced the college-bound students, until by the

late 1930s there were three times as many commercial

graduates as academic ones. 26 Administrators removed the

distinction between academic and commercial diplomas, with

their connotations of social partitioning, in 1942.

Downtown businesses and other professions eagerly absorbed

the new graduates. As social commentator Sammy Amalu

irreverently put it, II If you wanted to end up a cop or get

ahead in politics, it was only St. Louis that would do it. 1I

The school served as lIa funnel into the Republican political

process ll because one of the alumni was a patronage dispenser

for the territory's dominant party prior to World War 11. 27

26Adele Lemon, C. S. J., To You From Hawaii (Albany, NY:
Fort Orange Press, 1950), 63 ; IICollege," vol. 4, 351. The
1939 commerce graduates numbered 114 versus 43 in the
academic course.

27Samuel Crowningburg-Amalu, Jack Burns: A Portrait in
Transition (Honolulu: Mamalahoa Foundation, 1974), 383;
Stuart Gerry Brown, Daniel Boylan, and Paul Hooper, John A.
Burns Oral History Project (Honolulu: n.p., 1976), tape 1,
14.
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The prospects of the academic track students were no worse

than those of commercial students. In 1920, nine of the

fifteen graduates of the academic course enrolled in

universities. Many of these and later graduates attended

the University of Hawai'i, while others traveled to mainland

institutions such as the Marianists' University of Dayton

and Creighton University. A few received awards to

Annapol is .2B University acceptance was not a foregone

conclusion, as President Adolph Eiben noted. He expressed

his concern in 1919 that "the California Universities [are]

not accepting our boys as freely as I expected. The High

School must yet gain its recognition, by having our boys

pass the ' Entrance Board Examination.' 11
29

Despite these changes in the curriculum, the institution

retained the title liSt. Louis College ll well into the

twentieth century. The vision of the Sacred Hearts fathers

for a European-style college--a Latin grammar school leading

to a classical education--had never in fact materialized,

nor would it have been appropriate. The concept was

outmoded in American society and outside the tradition of

the Marianists themselves. The decision to offer German

language instruction rather than Latin signaled a

2Bpaulin and Becker, 57; Holzmer to Schleich, L, 11
August 1927, Agmar 132.3.61; Ernst to Hiss, L, 21 February
1919, Agmar 132.2.19.

29Adolph Eiben, S. M., to Schleich, L, 25 April 1919,
Agmar 132.2.21.
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fundamental philosophical shift from the early-modern to

modern ideal. Brothers in the school used the terms college

and high school lIindiscriminatelyll and began to plan in the

1920s for the day when an American- style college on their

campus would justify the name. 3 D

High school development carne later at the brothers' outer

island schools than in Honolulu. The government inspector

reported in 1907 that, at St. Anthony-Wailuku, Grade 7 & 8

was "fitting young men for business." This was no doubt a

high class offering commercial courses on the model of St.

Louis. However, it was not until 1925 that a formal two-

year commercial high school began. The school attracted

many public school graduates. Boys traveled to Wailuku by

train or car from as far away as twenty-six miles. By 1932,

there were sixty-one students in St. Anthony High SchooL;"!

The brothers added a course in Geometry the next year in

order lito give the boys a chance for positions in the

engineer's office and shops of the plantations. 11
32

High school development on the outer islands required an

unprecedented degree of cooperation between the members of

3DEiben to Schleich, L, 5 April 1929, Agmar 132.3.64.

31Reports 1907, PIARj St. Anthony School Report [1928],
Agmar 158.5.1 j Langhirt to Schleich, L, 13 November 1932,
Agmar 158.5.20.

32Langhirt to Schleich, L, 29 December 1933, Agmar
158.5.21.
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several religious orders. An order had to balance its own

priorities with those of other congregations and to set

aside its traditional isolation for the sake of a common

enterprise. At Wailuku, the physical plant was the

responsibility of Sacred Hearts priests who served as local

pastors. The Marianist provincial in Dayton, Ohio

contemplated expansion of the Wailuku program into a four-

year high school in 1936, but plans for the high school had

to wait because, he regretfully reported, "accomodations for

classrooms and labs have not been made. ,,33

Still, construction of a large new government high school in

Wailuku put pressure on all the parties to bring their plans

to fruit.ion. Director Adolph Eiben, arriving in Maui to

oversee the Boys' School expansion there, acknowledged t.hat

"St. Anthony School must keep up with the advance made by

the Government--or drop behind." He credited "persistent

local demand" with creating the 1940 addition of an Eleventh

Grade. The expansion project almost faltered when the

science labs were not completed as scheduled the following

year. 34

33Joseph Schicker, S.M. to Francis Kieffer, S.M., L, 16
February 1936, Agmar 131.3.31.

34Joseph Schicker, S.M. to Francis Kieffer, S.M.,
February 1936, Agmar 131.3.31j Eiben to Schleich,
October 1939, Agmar 158.5.36j ibid., L, 4 August 1941,
158.5.43.
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As the brothers concentrated their efforts on higher

education, they looked to other congregations to replace

them in the lower grades. The willingness of the sisters to

teach the younger boys facilitated this development.

Maryknoll sisters arrived on Maui in 1928 and took over the

First and Second Grade boys' classes at St. Anthony, along

with eight classes of girls formerly taught by the

Franciscan sisters. The brothers undertook the four-year

high school course there when the sisters agreed to teach

the Third Grade boys. 35

The girls' school at St. Anthony grew more slowly than the

boys' school.

Grade in 1938.

It added a Ninth Grade in 1932 and a Tenth

It caught up with the boys' in 1940, when

both expanded into four-year institutions. Like the boys'

school, the girls' school offered practical business

courses. In accord with Catholic discipline, the boys' and

girls' schools remained separate or co-institutional, rather

than coeducational, facing each other across a city

street. 36 In 1942, the first high school graduation class

35Martin Langhirt,
1928, Agmar 158.5.17;
1940, Agmar 158.5.42.

S.M., to Schleich,
Eiben to Schleich,

L 23
L, 29

September
September

36A 1965 merger made them coeducational. St. Anthony
Junior-Senior High School Brochure, n.d., SAS.
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from St. Anthony consisted of ten girls and sixteen boys. 37

Hilo experienced the same limitations to growth, and

profited from a similar coordination between religious

orders. Teachers and facilities at St. Mary's and St.

Joseph's were in chronically short supply; elementary

students doubled up in crowded classrooms in the early

twentieth century. The Marianist director at Hilo believed

there could be "no thought of a high school until the grades

are attended to." The provincial inspector admitted,

however, that "both priests and alumni have been after

us. "38

Although the priests and brothers were concerned that so

many Catholic school graduates were going on to Hilo High

School rather than to a Catholic institution in Honolulu,

skeptics among them feared that the number of such students

was not large enough to support a Catholic high school.

They feared that the large number of Portuguese who

patronized the Catholic elementary schools would not or

could not pay private high school fees. Indeed, few

37St. Anthony Wailuku Convent Chronicle, TD
[photocopy], September 1938, MMNY H3.1 B13 F11; "History of
the Maryknoll Sisters at St. Anthony's Girls School,
Wailuku, Maui, T.H., September 1928 to June 1958," TD, 5,
MMNY H3.4 B16 F2; Mary Louis Higa, M.M. with Dolores Rosso,
M.M., "Finding Aid," MMH, 29.

38Merkel to
Agmar 131.3.19;
Agmar 132.2.59.

Ernest Sorret, S. M. ,
Sauer to Schleich, L,
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children of Portuguese parents did enroll in high schools at

this time. 39 But the brothers demonstrated that this

pattern was not inevitable by successfully introducing, in

1927, a two-year commercial course for boys. The first

graduates of St. Mary's High School received their diplomas

in 1929, and the school subsequently graduated about twenty

students per year. 40

Franciscan sisters facilitated development at the brothers'

high school by agreeing to teach first- and second-grade

boys.

girls.

In 1929, they started a two-year high school for

Sometimes referred to as "St. Joseph's Parish

Schools," the boys' and girls' high schools held joint

graduation ceremonies, Christmas programs and field days in

the 1930s, but remained separate institutions at the

separate locations established ill the nineteenth century. ·11

39"Hilo Annals," 30. The ethnic distribution at St.
Mary's Grade School in 1931 was 254 Portuguese, 139
Hawaiians and part-Hawaiians, 17 Chinese and part-Chinese, 9
Filipinos and several from other groups. Chart, 1931, Agmar
131.3.22. Of the various island ethnic groups, Portuguese
scored lower in high school attendance than any group except
the Filipinos. In the period 1925-1935, only 11 percent of
Portuguese students persisted through Twelfth Grade in
island schools. This rose to 18.6 percent for 1929-1939.
Persistence of Public and Private School Students in Hawaii,
Table 5, 7, Appendix D, Eileen Tamura, "The Americanization
Campaign and the Assimilation of the Nisei in Hawaii, 1920
to 1940" (Ph.D. diss, University of Hawaii, 1990), 439-442.

4°"Hilo Annals," 48-52.

41Henry Bentzinger, S.M. to Schleich, L, 9 August 1932,
Agmar 131.3.24; "Hilo Annals, II 48-52.
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The demands of medieval discipline reappeared occasionally

to hinder educational development. The pastor at St.

Joseph's Church accrued a debt that delayed the addition of

Third and Fourth Year classes at St. Mary's High School.

The Sacred Hearts' priest accepted everyone who applied, but

was lenient in collecting tuition, resulting in recurring

deficits in operating funds. The Marianist director found

it deplorable that only "a little more than one-third [of

the parents] pay. II This indulgent policy, reminscent of

earlier mission experience, had implications beyond the

immediate financial ones. It engendered "a feeling among

the people that the Mission is under obligations to them and

that they owe nothing." In the view of the school's

director, accustomed to the brothers' financial discipline,

"Many could afford to do their duty towards the school but

will not. ,,42

The brothers believed that Bishop Stephen Alencastre had

"his heart and mind with the school and if he had the money

would build [additional classrooms] immediately. ,,43 When a

new pastor arrived at St. Joseph's in 1938, he brought

fiscal discipline and provided the high school project with

energy. He was able to arouse alumni interest, although a

drop in sugar production restricted his overall ability to

42Lawrence Plantholt, S.M. to Schleich, L, 29 May 1933,
Agmar 131.3.26; ibid., 16 August 1933, Agmar 131.3.27.

43Schicker to Schleich,
131.3.35.
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raise money for new buildings. 44 Despite these setbacks, a

four-year program opened for boys at St. Mary's in 1941.

World War II interferred with any plans there might have

been to expand the girls' school. After the war, the next

bishop requested St. Mary's to join the girls' school to

form a coeducational institution. Beginning in 1949, girls

could advance to upper grades, making the St. Joseph a four-

year coeducational high school in the 1950-51 school year.

Because Marianist discipline did not allow the brothers to

teach girls, the brothers withdrew from the school when the

last class of boys graduated. 45

Catholic girls' schools began to incorporate new trends in

the pedagogy at the turn of the century. In 1894, the

Sacred Hearts sisters' Commission Scolaire undertook a

review of the order's curriculum for the Superior General.

Calling for greater differentiation between the five grades,

the commission's report classified three as elementary and

two as upper level classes. The General Chapter of 1899

noted the addition of a sixth class and a Superior Class.

44Plantholt to Schleich, L, 19 January 1939, Agmar
131.3.37; IIHilo Annals, II 78.

SJS.
45 11Hilo Annals,lI 75. "Lumen," Vol. 1 September 1993,
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These formed an incipient high school, with classes in

philosophy, algebra, and geometry.46

Churchmen in Europe and the United States rejected the

prevailing pedagogical theories of Jean-Jacques Rousseau,

Johann Pestalozzi, Johann Herbart, and Friedrich Froebel,

which they considered unsound. Nonetheless, General Chapter

commissions in 1894 and 1899 recommended some of the

innovative practices of these theorists. In contrast to

earlier advice that curiosity was an enemy of piety, the

1894 commission directed Third Class teachers to "prepare

the students for the higher class by arousing their

scientific curiosity." The science curriculum for the upper

grades blossomed into physics, chemistry, botany, zoology,

geology and mineralogy. 47

The sisters founded Sacred Hearts Academy in 1909. Their

designation of the school as an "academy" reveals the degree

to which they and many sisters in the United States

continued to look "only to the Catholic Church and their own

religious communities for guidance in educational matters."

46 "Commission Scolaire," General Chapter 1894, SSCCSR.
The sisters' Elementary school consisted of Grades 5, 4, and
3 which took five years to complete. The higher classes,
2nd and 1st, took six years to complete. "Conseils et
Directions de Commission Scholaire," General Chapter 1899,
SSCCSR.

47Buetow, Singular, 215-217; "Reglemens," 1854, 3;
"Rapport de la Commission Scholaire," No. 13, General
Chapter 1899, SSCCSR.
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They "used these institutions to set themselves apart from

Protestant America and to create an identity as American

Catholics. "48 Despite its name, the Academy offered a high

school curriculum adequate for university entrance. The

Academy was located in Kaimukl, in the sparsely-populated

outskirts of Honolulu.

Libert Boeynaems, who had a "pronounced inclination for

carpentering," purchased the property and made the project

one of his first concerns after being raised to the

bishopric in 1903. As things turned out, this was one of

his few educational enterprises. Although he built about

thirty churches and chapels for a Catholic population that

tripled during his episcopacy, he built only one school. 4 9

The sisters received the bishop's assistance in both

planning and financing the new school. Boeynaems oversaw

the details of building design and construction, gleefully

noting, in 1907, "I have right now about fifty pages of

specifications for the new buildings of the Sisters to

revise. "50 The academy was intended primarily as a

boarding school, to replace the Fort Street convent. The

.
1 8 Br ewe r , xviii, xVJ.J..

49ASC September 1920, 228.
increased from 32,000 to 95,000
Necrology, ASC October 1926.

The Catholic
between 1903

population
and 1926.

50Yzendoorn,
Alazard, SS. CC. ,
SSCCFR.

History, 234; Boeynaems
L, 3 January 1907; ibid, L,
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bishop based his justification for approving the sisters'

proj ect on the fact that "The places [the sisters] occupy

are too small, the houses are old and in great part

decrepit." But the project proceeded slowly. Boeynaems

found the price of materials "exorbitant" because of the

demand for building supplies in the aftermath of the 1906

earthquake in San Francisco. 51 When the Academy was

completed three years later, its 30,000 square feet of floor

space made it the fourth largest structure in Honolulu. 52

Sacred Hearts Academy opened in September 1909 with thirty-

three boarders and twenty day students, smaller numbers than

the sisters had hoped to attact. Enrollment in the high

school was still only ten students in 1916. The bishop

ascribed the low enrollments to the lack of sisters. 53

But the real deterrent to growth was not so much the number

of sisters as the French character of their community. The

sisters' superior acknowledged that "the boarding school

would be more flourishing if we had two or three sisters of

English origin. ,,54

51Boeynaems to APF, Report, 11 December 1907, SSCCFR.

52Boeynaems to Superior General, SS.CC., L, 21 December
1909, SSCCFR.

53Sacred Hearts Audion 1926, 45; Boeynaems to Superior
General, L, 21 March 1911, SSCCFR.

54"Proces Verbaux," No.8, 31, General Chapter 1919,
SSCCSR.
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Sacred Hearts Academy was a concrete expression of the

sisters' French heritage and artistic inclinations. An

American sister described it as "an outstandingly beautiful

institution. [wi th] an Old World atmosphere." This was

true of the chapel, in particular, which was graced with

massive doors, magnificent stained glass windows, "ornate

walls and elaborate chandeliers, [a] profusion of flowers,

and that certain opulence that breathes the spirit of old

France. ,,55 The music program of the sisters featured piano

and, later, violin instruction, and remained central to the

sisters' educational endeavor. The school's promotional

literature proclaimed, "As it is acknowledged that Music,

Art Expression, Painting and Needlework lend to domestic

life a charm and pleasure that refine the home and the

social circle, every facility for the pursuit of these arts

is given the pupils of the Academy. ,,56

Still, the Academy reponsed to new world realities, in which

science and technology reigned. The school had modern

laboratory equipment and "the latest model typewriters."

The stated aim of the school was "to combine the advantages

of progressive methods suggested by the best modern ideas,

with the old methods successfully applied in the many famous

colleges and academies conducted by the Sisters of the

55Lemon, 95.

56"Father Bachelot Memorial Review,lt 1922, 34, SSCCSH.
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Sacred Hearts in Europe, in the United States, and in South

America. ,,57

The adoption of new forms left some old ideas and

disciplines by the wayside. While the sisters continued to

give free schooling to needy children, the Academy had no

charity school which had been the hallmark of the order's

French schools and of its downtown convent school. It was

primarily "an educational establishment for the well-to-do

of Hawaii." Moreover, its students denied deference and

dignity their proper due according to traditional Catholic

discipline. A visiting European dignitary found the

students disconcertingly frank, "not at all embarrassed to

speak to him." Observing the adolescent rituals of athletic

competi tion and cheering sections at a St. Louis football

match, the visitor only commented,

different ways." 58

"Different country,

Sacred Hearts Academy remained under the supervision of

Mother Mary Lawrence at Fort Street until 1916, when it

became an independent house, headed by Mother Louise

Henriette Thoelen. A Belgian, Mother Louise had been a

counselor in Hawai'i's schools and, before that, the

57ASC 1913, 210 i "Bachelot," 34.

58Nouvelles de la Congregation des Sacres-Coeurs 38, 2,
(September-October 1952), 124, SSCCSR.
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prioress at a school in Massachusetts. 59 Under her

leadership, the combined enrollment in elementary and high

schools had grown to 350 students by 1926, and the high

school graduated fifteen girls that year. 60 Mother Louise

became a legend at the school, which has been described as

"the great work of her life" and where she served

concurrently as Principal and Superior for thirty-six years.

Her influence extended beyond the convent to the cathedral

downtown, as more than one of Hawai'i's bishops sought her

adv.i ce i "

The Franciscan Sisters also established a private, Catholic

high-school in Honolulu. 62 In 1924, they acquired a

license to operate a novitiate on Liliha Street across from

their hospital, for girls who wanted to become Franciscan

sisters. It became a two-year preparatory institution in

1932, taking the name St. Francis Convent School and moving

to a new location in Manoa Valley. The enrollment started

at ten and remained miniscule throughout the 1930s; only

thirteen girls received diplomas from the school before

1940. At that time, the sisters expanded the program into a

59"Fort Street Originals," AN, SSCCSH; Administrative
Report, No.5, General Chapter 1919, SSCCSR.

6°Yzendoorn, History, 245; Audion 1926, 8-13.

61Nouvelles 1952, 123-124; Rose Kathleen Lenchanko,
SS.CC., interview by author, 8 October 1993.

62A private school is one owned by a religious order,
in contrast to mission schools whose titles were held by the
bishop.
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four-year high school course. The Franciscans' model was

their first mainland high school,

School, opened in New York in 1914.

St. Anthony Convent

The prospectus of the

latter school set forth a curriculum based on "Ch r i s t i.an

Social Living,lI whose aim was lito develop. . the highest

type of gracious womanhood--a true understanding and

appreciation of the spiritual values of life, unselfishness,

poise and efficiency. 11
63

Hawai'i Catholic high schools employed almost no lay

teachers before World War II. Bound by vows of obedience,

sisters and brothers of religious orders submitted to

conditions in the workplace that few lay people would have

accepted. The Marianist directors of the Hilo and Wailuku

schools, unlike their St. Louis counterpart, were teachers

themselves, usually teaching the highest grade. The

director of St. Mary's School taught seven classes daily

requiring six preparations, in addition to his

administrative and supervisory duties. 64 Sisters at Sacred

Hearts Academy taught throughout the day with yard duty at

noon and no preparation period. Their teaching assignments

were often handed out only a few days before school began.

The order's Commission on Studies, making the first proposal

for lay teachers in 1924, envisioned such teachers as a way

63Prandoni, 44 -47, 73 - 82 i II Fifty Years at St. Francis
High,1I [1982] i IITroubadour, II 1946-1947, SFCS.

64Schicker to Kieffer, L, 16 February 1936, Agmar
131.3.31.
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to reduce the sisters' teaching load to only four or five

hours per day. In the 1930s, the brothers at St. Louis

rarely hired lay teachers for the classroom, although they

asked laymen to take over specialized tasks such as teaching

music and coaching f oot.bal.'l c "

Political leaders in the Territory of Hawaii, among them

Wallace Farrington and other liberal Republicans, favored

extending more and better opportunities for public education

to children on the plantations. Unlike their parents who

were excluded from the franchise by United States law,

children of Chinese and Japanese descent born in the

territory were future voters. They needed to be schooled in

the values of democracy in order to become responsible

citizens. Farrington called for a federal study to

determine whether schools in the terri~ory were carrying out

their democratic mandate. The Federal Survey of 1920

confirmed his suspicions that the public schools, under the

supervision of his fellow Republicans, were not meeting the

needs of the modern world. The Survey recommended a variety

of ways to modernize the system including establishment of

junior high schools to encourage students to continue on to

high school, construction of more high schools, and much

greater emphasis on vocational education.

6SMary Rose Gordon, SS. CC., interview by author, 22
July 1993; Thevenin interview; "Report of the Commission on
Studies," General Chapter 1924, SSCCSR; .i College," vol. 2,
2.
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In the aftermath of the 1920 report, reform came immediately

to the territorial normal school, at which Benj amin Wist

spent the 1920s training teachers in progressive methods.

Wist crafted teachers who would make public schools

lIagent[s] of change ll in the transformation of Hawai'i from a

plantation autocracy to a democracy. 66 His teachers did

not disappoint him. The children of plantation workers

demonstrated the power of progressive education to

effectuate change in the subsequent "Revo.Lu t.Lon of 1954. II

United under the aegis of the Democratic Party, they

wrenched territorial leadership from the hands of

Republicans. By bringing to fruition the liberal goal of

popular sovereignty, they completed the Hawaiian Revolution

of 1893.

The Federal Survey was critical of private as well as public

schools. "The high school curricula of all the private

schools need more or less revision along progressive lines,lI

the Survey report said. "Very few [of the private schools]

are making any attempt to use the various forms of

socialized recitation. 11
67 While the Survey included

statistics compiled from the Catholic schools, the report

itself otherwise ignored the schools. Still, its criticism

66Interior 1920; Linda Louise Logan, "Ter r i t.o r i.aL
Normal and Training School, 1895-1931: An Institutional
History of Public Teacher Education in Hawaii, II (Ed.D.
dissertation, University of Hawaii, 1989), 158.

67Interior Report, 1920, 375.
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of the private schools was pertinent for the Catholic

schools as well.

Catholic school teachers were far less likely to be

specialists than those in public schools, and Catholic

classrooms were still self-contained even at the high school

level. Each teacher taught a variety of subj ects to a

single group of students through most of the day. While

specialization would have been easy to accomplish at St.

Louis with its large enrollments, students there reported to

specialized instructors for classes in English and religion

alone.

The generalist approach to study allowed the brothers and

sisters to create firm, personal attachments to their

students. Despite the new educational imperatives,

disciplinary formation remained their priority. The

religious were amateurs trying to create bonds of loyalty

with students that mirrored the bonds of discipline between

Mother Church and her disciples. The objective was a bond

of the heart more than of the mind, and one based on the

belief that "man often resists the light of reason, but

seldom the impulse of the heart. ,,68 Teachers hoped that

such a tie would keep their students faithful to church

discipline long after they left school.

68Manual of Christian Pedagogy quoted in Panzer, 114.
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The long years most brothers and sisters served in the

islands, often in the same school, contributed to the

church's image of itself as a family. Their unified

approach towards teaching sustained it further. The Sacred

Hearts sisters' commission on studies recommended that the

Mistress of Studies arrange lectures and informal talks "to

cement the union among the sisters, in establishing a

current of ideas and pooling the experience of all. ,,69

Loyalty had practical uses beyond its religious

implications. High school development, whether in Honolulu

or the other islands, depended heavily on the support of

alumni. Brother Bertram of St. Louis had broached the idea

of an Alumni Association as early as 1884, informing the

bishop that "it was an episcopal duty to take the alumni in

hand after graduation. ,,70 The brothers considered it

important to keep in contact with former students not,

ini tially, with an eye on the financial assistance they

might render, but rather as an extension of the discipline

and sense of community fostered during the school years.

Father Chaminade, the Marianist founder, recognizing the

importance of continuing religious formation, made his first

initative in France the formation of sodalities for laymen

as a means to "sustain Christian practices and good

sentiments of the children after they have left the

69"Commission Scolaire," 1899.

70paul in and Becker, 37.
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schools." The paternal influence of the brothers would

continue the conversion process that began during the school

years and keep the young men from shedding the Catholic

c Loak i " Although "the Old Boys, " as they were

affectionately known, gathered together in several

unofficial organizations, a St. Louis Alumni Association was

not formed until 1905, after the departure of Brother

Bertram.

Chaminade did not intend that his sodalites serve merely as

means of individual sanctification. The product of a

liberal age, he saw them as vehicles for transforming

society through their militant discipleship--secular

revolutionaries demanding "liberty, equality and fraternity"

in the Christian spirit. The growing political influence of

the Old Boys was a welcome consequence of their educational

attainment. It promised to advance the cause of Catholic

Christianity in Hawai'i. One of the brothers noted proudly,

"The saying is in some quarters, that the St. Louis College

boys are going to run the Islands. ,,72 In the 1920s and

1930s, many alumni were prominent in Hawaiian political

circles. Among them were Delegate to Congress William P.

Jarrett, Honolulu Mayor Neal Blaisdell, Territorial Senator

John Lane, Honolulu City Supervisor Ben Hollinger and

71Meyer to Simler, L, 2 December 1902, Agmar 132.2.1.

72James Ritter, S.M. to Charles Klobb, S.M., L, 15
October 1906, Agmar 132.2.10.
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Hawaiian Civic Club leader Noa Aluli. The alumni were

"zealous and loyal--unusually so," and their financial

support helped the brothers to purchase property for their

own private school, a status St. Louis College attained with

its move to a new site in Kaimuki. 73

If Chaminade hoped his apostles and their students would

transform Hawaiian society, he would have been disappointed.

The loose cloak of Catholic discipline students learned at

St. Louis may have produced individual instances of reform,

but some prominent graduates of the brothers' schools seemed

to have shed the discipline altogether. Some of these

wanted to turn the Alumni Association into a non-sectarian

or'qani.z at i on v " Meanwhile, social reform in the islands

drew its inspiration from the liberal American paradigm

rather that of the Catholic Christian commonwealth. A

religious education increased the incidence of conversion,

perhaps, and produced external evidence that evangelizing in

school was efficacious, but it did not produce in all its

students a change of heart.

Doubts about the religious efficacy of their schools cropped

up from time to time in the correspondence of the brothers.

73Honolulu Advertiser, 23 October 1923, 6- -"Vote
Tabulations," City and County of Honolulu, annotated, Agmar
132.2.54; Paulin and Becker, 90; Marianist Inspector,
Report, April 1920, Agmar 132.2.24.

74Neubeck
132.5.10.

to Schleich,
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In 1908, the visiting Marianist Inspector found the religion

program at St. Louis "a bit weak and too thinly

represented. ,,75 Thirty years later, the school's president

made the same criticism, expressing the concern that

"religion was soft-pedaled at St. Louis." Construction of

the new campus in Kaimuki sYmbolized the reversal of values

in Catholic schooling in Hawai'i by constructing the science

building before building a permanent chapel. Overemphasis

on mental discipline could lead to neglect of spiritual

discipline. The accomodation to government standards

diverted attention from the real task.

Some of the ancient clerical antipathy to lay sodalities of

the type Chaminade had faced surfaced in the opposition of

the pastor at St. Anthony to an alurrmi association there.

The pastor disapproved of a proposed alurrmi association

because he thought it would give the brothers too much

influence in affairs of the school. He considered it a

matter of "order and discipline" that he, as pastor, retain

all primary authority over school activities. 76 Despite

this discouragement, an alurrmi association was organized and

soon began playing a significant supporting role at St.

Anthony's. It conducted an annual Corpus Christi fair in

75Schleich to Wickener, L, 10 January 1908, Agmar
132.2.15.

76Langhirt to Father Provincial, S . [VI., L, 15 March
1939, Agmar 158.5.38; Eiben to Schleich, L, 4 August 1941,
Agmar 158.5.43.
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the 1930s, the funds from which helped support an expansion

of the school and improvements in the brothers'

residence. 77

Like public schools, Catholic schools in Hawai'i speeded the

assimilation of children of immigrant parents into American

society and values, if not into the modern world view per

se. The schools tried from the beginning to enforce the use

of standard English and helped convert the children to

Christianity.7B Conversion to Catholicism was not given

priority during the years that St. Louis was receiving

government funding, and its principal even denied before the

1890 legislature that it was a sectarian school. 79 But a

later principal inaugurated a mandatory course in ethics for

non-Catholic boys, and soon after, Brother Louis Holzmer

established a sodality and a Holy Name society.Bo

Through these and other measures, Marianist schools provided

more than catechetical reenforcement, and in fact became

conversion machines. An average of ten boys per year

77Langhirt to Schleich,
158.5.22; Eiben to Schleich,
158.5.41.

7BTamura, 236.

L,
L,

20 August
21 March

1934,
1940,

Agmar
Agmar

79Sylvester to Committee on Education, L, 18 August
1890, "Report of Special Committee on Education," 25.

BOSchleich to
132.2.15; Meyer to
132.2.18.

Wickener,
J. Hiss,

L,
L,

10
18

January
December

1908,
1911,

Agmar
Agmar
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received baptism in the first decade of the twentieth

century, and in the decades between 1913 and 1933, the

number of boys baptized each year averaged thirty. Some

Hawaiian boys thus became Christians, but most of the

converts were Chinese. Whether Buddhists or Confucianists,

the Chinese converts had been adherents of historic

religions, as Bellah defines such religions, a fact that

facilitated their crossover to a Western religion of the

same evolutionary stage. 81

Originally miniscule, Chinese enrollment in St. Louis rose

to thirty percent of the total by the 1930s. 82 This is not

surprising. Chinese owners of myriad small businesses in

downtown Honolulu no doubt saw in the commercial program at

St. Louis a fitting education for their sons. Valuing

education more than any other immigrant group in Hawai'i and

barred by ethnic quotas from sending more than a few of

their sons to Punahou, Chinese fathers came to see St. Louis

as the ladder to middle-class success for their sons. 83

81Bellah, 367-368.

82"College," vol. 1, 40j Paulin and Becker 100;
"Baptisms at St. Louis College," [1925], Agmar 132.3.10 j

"Hawaii Marianists Since 1883," 1982, PMA. Of 390 baptisms
listed in 1925, 232 were of Chinese and 113 were of
Hawaiians.

83Reports 1902, PIARj "Hawaii Marianists Since 1883,"
1982, PMAj Lawrence H. Fuchs, Hawaii Pono: A Social History
San Diego: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1961), 102-103. Asian
enrollment at Iolani and Mid-Pacific Institute were even
higher than at St. Louis, but less than ten percent at
Punahou. Tamura, Appendix D, Table 17, 455.
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From the standpoint of the Sacred Hearts Fathers, who

realized that the future of their mission in Hawai' i lay

among the burgeoning Asian population, the conversion of

meaningful numbers of Chinese boys at St. Louis was not

inconsequential.

Baptisms at St. Anthony in Wailuku were numerous as well.

Usually, converts there were baptized and received First

Communion on successive days, the latter being often

incorporated into the graduation ceremonies. Japanese boys,

who made up a fourth of the students at St. Anthony in the

1930s, were seldom converted and baptized, no doubt because

the church required parental permission before minors could

be baptized. 84 Looking again to Bellah for an explanation

of this pattern, we might find the reason in the Bellah's

evolutionary religous scale. The dominant type of Buddhism

in Hawaii was the Zen sect, Shin-shu. According to Bellah,

this was an early-modern religion that paralleled

Protestantism in teaching an unmediated form of salvation.

Shin-shu held on to a large portion of second generation

Japanese through its Young Buddhist Associations,

organizations similar to the Protestant YMCAs that combined

religion with youth-oriented activities. It dedicated

84Langhirt to Schleich, L, 17 July 1938, Agmar
158.5.34. "Non-Catholic and Catholic Rate According to
Nationality, Wailuku" [1930], Agmar 132.5.2. In 1926, the
six hundred Japanese Catholics accounted for less than one
percent of church membership, although Japanese made up
close to half the islands' total population. Yzendoorn,
239.
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itself to Americanizing the nisei, a function that Western

religions performed among other groups. BS

How much if any compulsion entered the process of conversion

of Asian students to Christianity in Catholic schools was a

matter of conjecture. According to one Japanese girl whose

brother was at St. Louis at a later period, Catholic

teaching about the necessity of baptism for salvation worked

intractably on the immature minds of boys, and those who

converted did so out of fear of purgatory or hell rather

than out of spiritual conversion. B6 There was a practical

incentive for boys from off O'ahu to seek baptism if they

wished to complete their educations at St. Louis, because

Catholics received priority in admission there. B7

Catholics in Hawai'i in both the nineteenth and early

twentieth centuries were drawn largely from the lower

economic and social classes. At the same time, Catholic

mission schools discriminated in favor of the children of

church members, and thus tended to reflect the ethnicity of

BSBellah, 368 -3 69 i Katsumi Onishi, "The Second
Generation and the Hongwanji," Social Process in Hawaii III
(May 1937), 43. Japanese enrollment in all Catholic schools

was ten percent of the total in 1937. Tamura, Appendix D,
Table 17, 455.

B6Dorothy Yashima, "My Family," Community Forces in
Hawaii: Readings from Social Process in Hawii ed. Bernhard
L. Hormann, Sociology Club Publications, 2d ed. (Honolulu:
University of Hawaii Press, 1968), 266.

B7Tamura, 234-236.
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Catholics in the islands. Catholic private schools, on the

other hand, controlled their admissions in ways designed to

broaden the social and economic composition of their student

bodies. Thus, the Sacred Hearts sisters had attracted upper

class children to their boarding school and academy, and the

Marianists hoped to do the same. Their schools therefore

reflected the demographic patterns that were remaking island

society as the Hawaiian population declined and Asian and

Portuguese plantation labor replaced it.

Protestants in the islands responded to these demographic

changes by following their community-based patterns with

Asians that they had earlier worked out for Hawaiians. They

took existing ethnic communities as the proper bases for

establishing churches and schools. Thus, Methodists erected

churches specifically for Japanese, Koreans, and Filipinos

while the Congregationalists established Mills School for

Chinese boys and a Japanese Boarding School, while

Methodists opened a Korean Boarding School. Even private

kindergartens often served ethnically-specific

communities. BB

It is therefore not surprising that the Governor's Advisory

Committee on Education in 1931 found that private schools in

"No More a Christian Nation:
Territorial Hawai'i,lI (Ph.D.

Hawaii, 1983), 121; Wist, 122;
Castle, 32.

BBMark Edward Gallagher,
The Protestant Church in
disseration, University of
Interior Report, 1920, 307;
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the islands were "not so much open to criticism on any

ground as on the score of racial and social segregation. "B9

The progressive agenda, which had breached so many medieval

spheres before 1931, had not yet broken the sphere of ethnic

partitioning. In fact, while the Federal Survey of island

schools in 1920 brought many aspects of modernism into the

islands, it actually fostered continued ethnic segregation

by recommending separate language instruction for native

speakers of English and those non-native speakers who could

pass a test of oral and written English on the one hand, and

those who could not pass such a test on the other" The

result of this recommendation was that the Department of

Public Instruction created what came to be known as English

Standard Schools to distinguish them from schools in which

non-standard (pidgin) English was the language of the

s t.uderrt s i "

St. Louis made deliberate but unsuccessful attempts to

attract upper class and thus standard English-speaking boys

in these years. But the area around the downtown campus at

Kamakela deteriorated; nearby sections of Beretania Street

1941) ,

in the
States

(New York: Teachers' College Columbia University,
202-203.

B9QUOt ed in CharLesF" Re id , =E=d=u,-"c=a:o..:t=l=..;"o=n'-=------'==_-==
Territories and Outlying Possessions of the United

90David Tyack and Elisabeth Hansot, Learning Together:
A History of Coeducation in American Schools (New Haven, CT:
Yale University Press and the Russell Sage Foundation,
1990), 167-168; Judith Hughes, "The Demise of the English
Standard School in Hawai'i," Hawaiian Journal of History 27
(1993), 69-70.
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became so infamous that the military declared them off-

limits for off-duty servicemen. Respectable families balked

at sending their sons to a school in so undesirable a

location. To solve this problem, the brothers chose a new

location, in Kaimuki, "so situated and so equipped that it

would be good enough for children of the best families. ,,91

The college moved to the new campus in 1928.

Meanwhile, the enrollment of Caucasian students at St. Louis

averaged about ten percent of the total enrollment in the

19208 and 1930s. The Caucasians who attended the school,

moreover, did little to enhance the school's reputation

among "proper" Caucasians. John A. Burns, the future

governor of the State of Hawai'i, was a good example of the

type of Caucasian student the school attracted. After young

Burns' father abandoned his family, his mother, at great

financial sacrifice, sent him to St. Louis "to receive

proper discipline and religious training." This

"sacrifice," as Burns' daughter later noted, resulted not in

an elite education but in an education among "life's

outcasts." If this was overstatement, Burns' daughter was

surely correct when she said of Burns and his peers at St.

Louis, "They couldn't get into the best schools." At the

same time, this background enabled Burns, "long a champion

of ethnic equality," to lead the Democratic Party, which

91"Transfer of St. Louis,"
Sauer, 1920.
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uni ted people from a variety of ethnic backgrounds in a

successful challenge to Republican control of the

terri tory. 92

Burns epitomized cosmopolitanism in its Catholic sense,

which consisted of a tolerance for racial mixing, in

contrast to modern definitions of the term which stressed

tolerance of differing points of views. 93 The ethnic mix

at St. Louis caused one brother to characterize it as "a

great Christian democracy. "94 The first ethnic breakdown

of its students, in 1902, showed that Hawaiians and part-

Hawaiians made up a third of the student body and Portuguese

another third, while the final third was divided among other

ethnic groups in the islands.

Ethnic ratios at schools in Wailuku and Hilo were comparable

to those at St. Louis, though there were proportionately far

fewer whites. From St. Anthony, Wailuku, Brother Thomas

Eichhorn wrote in 1884 that there was "not one white boy" in

the more than one hundred boys enrolled. Later reports

showed only handfuls of Caucasians enrolled at the school.

92Sheenagh M. Burns, "Jack Burns: A Daughter's
Portrait," Hawaiian Journal of History 24 (1990), 165-167;
editor's note, ibid., 163.

American
2 (April

of
99,

"The Problem
Historical Review

93Alan Brinkley,
Conservat i sm" , ...,A".,m""e""r,,-,l=-·""c"",a:=,:n,---"-,-===:..=..::=.==_"""",,,-,=,-,,-=..:::=
1994), 428.

94Eiben et al. to Superior General, S .M., L, 18 March
1923, Agmar 132.2.51.
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When the Maryknoll sisters took over the girls' classes at

St. Anthony, Wailuku, they had no Caucasian students in

their classrooms until 1944, sixteen years after they

arrived. 95 Asian girls were also underrepresented in the

island schools outside O'ahui and Japanese parents much more

frequently sent their sons than their daughters to private

s chool.s i '"

Co-curricular activities at Catholic schools burgeoned as

the schools embraced modernism. A 1933 list of clubs and

student activities at St. Louis shows that the original

offerings of band and orchestra, sodality and athletics, had

expanded to include a bimonthly newspaper, a yearbook,

ethnic clubs for Hawaiians (Hui Kuhio) , Chinese (Clia) and

Japanese (Sujo) , a Commercial Club, and a Safety Squad. 97

Girls began to participate in athletic events in this

period. Sacred Hearts Academy introduced organized

intramural sports to its students in 1926, the same year

that it published its first yearbook. 98

95Reports 1902, 1909, 1910, PIARi "History
Maryknoll Sisters at St. Anthony Girls' School,
Maui, 1928-1958," 1958, 2-3, MMNY H3.4, B16, F2.
customary in Hawai r i to consider Portuguese as a
ethnic group, distinct from the haole.

96Reports 1909, PIAR. Tamura, 236-237.

of the
Wailuku
It was

separate

97St. Louis College Catalogue [1933], Agmar 132.4.1.

98Mary Rose Gordon, SS. CC., interview by author, 22
July 1993; Sacred Hearts Audion 1926, 75.
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But co-curriculars revealed mixed motives and significant

omissions. Medieval discipline had not required teachers to

share authority with students, and school administrators

organized activities as much for their income-generating

potential as for student development. St. Louis boys were

expected to sell tickets for drama and band performances as

well as Christmas cards to augment school income. Such

activities detracted from discipline by encroaching on the

time of teacher-advisors. Annuals and newspapers, strictly

supervised by a teacher-adviser, also created headaches.

St. Louis President Frank Neubeck lamented, lilt is not the

students who do the work, but the Brothers. II Parent

participation was absent, although the school hosted a few

Parents' Nights in the 1930s. 99

Five large, concrete edifices in Spanish mission style

graced the new St. Louis campus in KaimukI. The design of

the buildings was a p~ysical reminder of the continued

commitment to medieval values. Although each building

boasted a basement, the basements proved to be wasted space,

too small to serve as either the auditorium or gymnasium.

In fact, St. Louis was the only large school without an

99Neubeck to Schliech, L, 10 July 1933, Agmar 132.4.32;
IICollege,1I vol. 2, 133-134.
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auditorium, so that McKinley's auditorium was the venue for

its annual drama presentation and band concert. 100

Athletics was one of the few areas of accord between the

progressive agenda and Catholic discipline. Athletic events

served in American public schools as a way to curtail the

high drop-out rate of immigrant high school boys .101 Not

so very differently, the brothers believed that athletics

would give them, vis-a-vis their students, "another

opportunity to form their character," to add physical

discipline parallel to the mental discipline of the

classroom and the spiritual discipline of religious

exercises. Brother Martin Langhirt played an important role

in organizing the first interscholastic basketball league ln

Honolulu in 1916 and introduced football to St. Louis in

1921. 102 Medieval images persisted even here in the name

"Crusaders" for the St. Louis teams.

Liberal forms of competition created great winners and

numerous losers, much as the Protestant paradigm posited the

elect and the reprobates. Competition soon transformed the

function of athletics from physical discipline for students

100A later administrator despaired of the large
buildings with their useless basements, which could have
been put to better advantage had the builders been up to
date in their thinking. Neubeck to Kieffer, L, 14 March
1935, Agmar 132.4.42.

101Tyack and Hansot, 193.

l02Paulin and Becker, 162, 151.
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to entertainment for alumni. Modern football, unrestrained

by limitations which the medieval paradigm placed on

rivalry, soon threatened to overwhelm other forms of

discipline. At St. Louis, pep rallies preceded and victory

celebrations followed the games, both during class time.

The brothers altered the schedule, putting off benediction

services, so that boarders could attend the games .103

Negative comments about the direction in which athletics led

did nothing to stop the current. As early as 1923, visiting

Marianist Provincial Inspector George Sauer commented,

"Athletics here as elsewhere are not helping discipline and

even studies must suffer. Must we run the school in the

interest of the football team?"104 Almost twenty years

later the college president expressed similar dismay at

alumni suggestions for building an auditorium-gymnasium

complex: "It is a sad commentary on our system of education

that the athletic teams loom greater in the eyes of students

and ex-students than the curriculum. But then I suppose

indifference would be worse." Monies earned through

athletics events contributed to the school's financial well-

being and roused the school's alumni and other backers.

l03"College," vol. 2, 20-94 passim.

104Sau e r to Schleich,
132.2.59.

L,
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These were important considerations during drives to raise

funds for new facilities .105

Discipline in Christian schools had more than one meaning.

It referred first to the particular spiritual and

philosophical character of a religious order or creed.

These qualities guided the content of and approach to

teaching. Discipline also referred to fundamental branches

of learning such as philosophy, languages, or mathematics.

Such disciplines were the underpinning of liberal arts

education in both Catholic and Protestant colleges.

Traditional educators believed that the general and abstract

character of these disciplines rendered them superior to

particular and specific studies. Study of the disciplines,

they thought, cultivated powers of judgement and led to

spiritual as well as intellectual growth. 106 An educator

took his students through exercises proper to each field in

order to perfect the faculties or powers of their minds.

Deliberate instruction and careful study created habits of

mind that would transfer to the study of other fields. The

Marianists' Manual of Christian Pedagogy described education

as "the art of cultivating, developing, strengthening, and

l05Sibbing quoted in Paulin and Becker, 121; Eiben to
Schleich, L, 22 December 1926, Agmar 132.3.53.

l06William J. McGucken, The Catholic Way in Education
(Chicago: Loyola University Press, 1962), 99-100; Fritz K.
Ringer, Education and Society in Modern Europe (Bloomington:
Indiana University Press, 1979, 19.
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perfecting the physical, intellectual, and moral faculties,

which, in the child, constitute human dignity. 11107

Whether they were in academic or commercial courses, all

Catholic high school classes aimed at these objectives. In

two-year courses such as those at St. Mary's in Hilo,

commercial students took two years each of religion, English

and typewriting, and one year each of history, general

science, bookkeeping, Spanish, geometry or arithmetic, and

American constitutional history or civics. Whether in

Hawai'i or in the United States, medieval Catholic ideals

created schools focused on lIacademic training, on standards,

and on discipline. 11 108 At four-year schools such as Sacred

Hearts Academy, which offered both commercial and college

preparatory classes, instruction covered the minimum

university entrance requirements and reserved specialized

coursework for the last two years. 109

Faculty psychologists believed that the muscles of the mind

needed to be trained and challenged. Catholic school

teachers continued to demand recitation and drill work. The

competitive principle of emulation, within the school as a

whole and in individual classrooms, was used to spur

l07Manual, 1856 ed., quoted in Panzer, 106.

l08 11Hilo Annals, II 1930, Agmar 131.3.48; Fass, 197, 205,
228.

l09,Julie Louise Thevenin, 88. CC., interview by author,
27 July 1993.
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students to full use of their faculties. St. Louis English

teachers, for example, held elocution contests each

semester, and the winners competed against each other in

front of the whole school. 110

Catholic schools remained committed to teaching the prime

importance of strong, personal discipline. Whereas

Calvinism deemphasized human agency by placing stress on

God's sovereignty over man's destiny, Catholics continued to

teach children that they could control their spiritual

destinies by disciplining the will to choose and do

good. 111 The Sacred Hearts sisters' study commission

placed the will first in order of importance among the

faculties, followed by intelligence, and memory. Teachers

could develop the will through encouraging personal effort,

requiring task completion and maintaining an exact

observance of discipline. The commission acknowledged that

l1°The competitive principle remained an important
precept in the Catholic classroom. Regarding the American
parochial school she attended in the early decades of this
century, Mary McCarthy remarked that "Equality was a species
of unfairness which the good sisters of St. Joseph would not
have tolerated." Mary McCarthy, Memories of a Catholic
Girlhood (New York: Harcourt Brace Yovanovich, 1946), 18-19;
Edward Westbrock, S.M., interview by author, 6 August 1993.

111Jon Pahl says "Studying , the will' today is a bit
like studying 'the humours.' With a few notable exceptions,
the idea of a discrete human will has been relegated to the
intellectual dumpster, along with bloodletting by leeches."
Pahl, Paradox Lost: Free will and Political Liberty in
American culture, 1630-1760 (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins
University Press, 1992), 163. Pahl's book described the
debate about the nature of free will between two Protestant
groups. Free will was one of the a priori assumptions that
Catholics did not debate.
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the memory was "too often abused" but they nonetheless

recommended its continued cultivation. It cautioned only

that "the teacher should not make the student memorize

anything that she does not understand perfectly. ,,112

If the medieval paradigm placed maximum value on free will

in the quest for spiritual rewards, liberalism gave new

meaning to the concept of freedom. Liberal man posited no

spiritual destiny for himself and had no need of spiritual

or republican discipline. Neither deprived nor depraved as

Christian theology posited, he was born free to pursue

happiness in material rewards. Freedom from cruel and

inhuman punishment became part of his laws. The brothers'

system of discipline and punishment, distanced from the

philosophical justification of the religious paradigm, took

on the legalistic appearance of purely physical control.

The positive inducements to good behavior that characterized

the early schools gave way to a punitive mode that could

turn Catholic schools into reform schools. The Marianists

came to Hawai' i in the nineteenth century armed with the

ideals of St. Mary's Institute in Ohio. That school's

catalogue noted that rule enforcement would be "firm, yet

mild and paternal." This contrasts sharply with the

legalistic mentality evidenced in St. Louis' student

112"Extract of the Report of the Commission on Studies
(General Chapter 1909) Recommended by the General Chapter in
1919," TD, SSCCSH.
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catalogue for 1933, which warned, "A boy must learn

obedience to law by the actual practice of obedience.

Certain regulations, shown by experience to be salutary, are

enforced." With recalcitrant boys like the later governor

John Burns, the brothers could be "pretty rough. ,,113

Still, the overall effective of the disciplinary system made

Catholic educators proud of their schools. The brothers

obtained the right of refusal and expulsion at St. Louis in

1893, giving them an upper hand in their classrooms, and the

large number of applicants to their schools kept the

standards high. The first brothers maintained a scholastic

record that an observer called "second place to no other in

the Terri tory. ,,114 Al though their schools might not have

been up to the standards of their mainland schools because

they were so "cosmopolitan," St. Louis teachers in the 1930s

considered it "established fact" that their elementary

school was two years ah~ad of island public schools. At St.

Anthony, public elementary school graduates who wanted to

attend the brothers' high school often had to retake the

Eighth Grade in order to pass the entrance exam.

l13St. Mary's Institute Catalogue 1886 -188 7, 6, Agmar;
St. Louis College Catalogue [1933], 10, Agmar 132.4.1;
Brown, 4, 13.

114Quoting David Heenan in the Star Bulletin, 1925,
Paulin and Becker, 67.
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Conversely, Hilo High School waved the standard extrance

examination for St. Mary's Elementary School graduates. u s

Academic standards in Catholic schools began to slip after

the early years under the weight of modern egalitarian

ideals. The old system of grade assignment by ability

rather than age slowly gave way to mass promotion. School

statistics suggest that this was occurring in all Hawai' i

schools in the 1920s and 1930s. 116 "Everi from our eighth

grade there are a number who must be promoted on their age

rather than their ability, II acknowledged President Frank

Neubeck in 1936. He worried that IIToo many boys have been

going through the school with not much as an advertisement

of what we can do. II The brothers at Hilo complained that

the pastor let in boys with "no test as to the fitness for

the class specified." At Wailuku, they found that the

program of the Maryknoll Sisters, who took over their early

grades, was not entirely compatible with theirs. One

brother charged that "the Sisters had a general house

115Holzmer, 1912; Francis Flum, S.M. to Schleich, L, 7
August 1932, Agmar 132.4.27; Langhirt to Schleich, L, 24
November 1929, Agmar 158.5.18; Merkel to Schleich, L, 29
October 1923, Agmar 131.3.18.

116Tamura, Appendix D, Table 3, "Students Above the
Normal Age for their Grades," 434. The percentage of boys
in Grade 8 that were above the normal age declined from 75
percent to 27 percent between 1916 and 1936.
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cleaning and simply shoved the entire second grade over to

us, fit and not fit. ,,117

Financial as much as philosophical concerns dictated that

the Catholic school curriculum remain rooted in basic

subj ects such as English, history, and math rather than

peripheral, elective ones. Tuition charges at St. Louis in

the 1920s were modest, although a family with several

children might find them burdensome. Basic monthly fees

were two or three dollars for elementary students. The high

school charged five dollars per month in comparison to

public high schools where students paid only book rentals

and special fees until the legislature added an annual

tuition of ten dollars in the 1930s. President Adoph Eiben

rejected the suggestion of higher charges at St. Louis. "I

don't think the people can afford much more, unless we wish

to become a school for select boys, rather than a Catholic

school accessible to many, not even all at that."l1B

The brothers' financial oversight at St. Louis began in 1893

and demonstrated that low tuitions did not prevent Catholic

schools from achieving financial stability. Given sixty

117Neubeck to Schleich, L, 19 July 1936, Agmar 132.5.4;
"Hilo Annals," 59, Agmar 131.3.48; Langhirt to Schleich, L,
1 January 1939, Agmar 158.5.37.

llBEiben to Schleich,
Tuition at St. Anthony,
between $.25 and $1.00.
1920," TD, Agmar 158.5.15;

L, 22 July 1926, Agmar 132.3.40.
Wailuku, was even lower, ranging

"St. Anthony School, Wailuku,
Brieske, 249.
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boys per class and the contributed services of the brothers,

budgetary surpluses were possible. Brother Henry Ernst,

President from 1905 to 1920, erected two new buildings

without incurring any debts during his tenure .119 Then and

later, the brothers were able to send back an annual boni

(rebate) for the support of the novitiate and their

order .120 However, there were no physical education

classes at St. Louis or Sacred Hearts, and art and music

classes were private, conducted after school hours.

Science was the path to progress in the modern world. The

scientific paradigm privileged dialectical, discursive

learning. Study required more than simple diligence;

without analytical processes such as differentiation,

comparison, and examination, it had little worth. 121 Using

these parameters, scientists began an examination of Western

thought that led them to discard many of the assumptions

undergirding Western deductive logic. With no institutions

standing guard at its portals, Protestant education was

vulnerable to scientific penetration. Professional scholars

promoted science as the II knowledge of most worth ll and

challenged the centrality of the liberal arts in American

colleges. The eschatological meanings of flooding and

119Bernard O'Reilly, S.M. to Boeynaems, L, 7 March 1921,
Agmar 132.2.36.

120As much as $5,000 in 1927. Eiben to Superior
General, S.M., L, 31 March 1927, Agmar 132.3.59.

121Pieper, 10; Giles, 38.
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disease, especially their use in explaining suffering,

withered under alternative explanations of spring rain and

bacterial infections. Liberals problematized suffering,

employing disciplines such as psychology and sociology to

measure the size and extent of human problems in hopes of

eliminating

regulation. 122

suffering altogether through government

The Catholic Church revealed again its synthetic impulse in

accepting inductive science as another thread in its cloak

while retaining strands of intuitive understanding from

beyond the realm of reason. As science crept into the new

pedagogical models, religious leaders attempted to maintain

a balance between "faith seeking understanding," the

church's description of its intellectual task, and the

insistence of science on testing every assumption on which

that faith rested. Teaching materials for the Sacred Hearts

sisters encouraged them to alternate the use of inductive

and deductive methods to aid intellectual development, and

rather than abandon the old methods, to add in the new. 123

122Gerald L. Gutek, A History of the Western Educational
Experience, (Prospect Heights, IL: Waveland Press, 1972),
258-259; George M. Marsden, "The Soul of the American
University: A Historical Overview," The Secularization of
the Academy, ed. by George M. Marsden and Bradley J.
Longfield, Religion in America Series, (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1992), 14-17.

123The phrase of Ambrose, a fourth century bishop of
Milan; General Chapter 1919, Report, SSCCSH.
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Most Catholic school teachers were ignorant of modern

scientific concepts because financial constraints on

religious orders dictated that teachers get to the classroom

in the shortest time possible. They usually completed their

college degrees on Saturdays or during summers, relying on

staple courses in the liberal arts that were widely

available. The nature of scientific education itself was a

deterrent to its spread among Catholic teaching orders. It

was intricate, the ultimate in professionalism, prescribing

specific sets of procedures and methods. A broad

understanding of subject matter might suffice in most

classrooms, but not in science laboratories. The remedy for

deficiencies in the knowledge of individual teachers was

obedience: "Sister Mary Jane, you are teaching biology this

year," Mother Superior would announce to her a few days

before school began. 124

Poor teacher training in science and math was evident in

Catholic classrooms. 125 The school catalogues of St. Louis

and Sacred Hearts in the 1930s listed as many science

courses as those of other schools, but they were more than a

decade behind public school schools in offering newer

studies such as biology. 126

124Thevenin interview.

At St. Louis' new campus, the

125Buetow, 214; Edna Louise Demanche, SS. CC., interview
by author, 29 June 1993.

126PIRM 1927, 77; "History," vol. 4, 412. Biology first
appeared in the St. Louis curriculum in 1940.
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science building was a hasty afterthought. When the Sacred

Hearts sisters discussed hiring lay teachers, math and

science were the fields they most willingly abandoned. 127

Even when a competent science teacher found his way onto a

faculty roster, he was unlikely to transform his class with

innovative methods. Brother Matthias Newell, who taught at

St. Mary's School from 1896 to 1924, supplemented the

brothers' income by practicing applied science. He was the

agricultural inspector at Hilo's wharf, cared for the

Terri torial Nursery there, and monitored the seismograph

machine. But there is no indication that in his elementary

school classroom, he remained anything other than an

amateur . 12B Mental discipline allowed students to master

science in college, and a number of Catholic school alumni

in fact become prominent Honolulu doctors and

s c i.entLs t s i P" But nothing in the schools themselves

fostered a devotion to science.

While the enclosure in religious discipline had kept sisters

and brothers innocent of scientific currents considered

dangerous in the nineteenth century, new pedagogical

127Paulin and Becker, 138; Report of the Commission on
Studies, AD, General Chapter 1924, SSCCSR.

12B"Hilo Annals," 16,43-45, Agmar 131.3.48. Hilo.

129Lawrence Scrivani, S.M. argued that Catholic schools
provide an "effective ambience despite material limitations"
in "Some Trends in the Bay Area: Catholic Schools Movement
Since 1850," 1986, 11-12, PMA.
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requirements now threatened to bring the scientific paradigm

into the convent itself. Religious superiors carefully

guarded the boundaries around the convent walls. The Sacred

Hearts sisters' commission on studies enj oined the sisters

to acquaint themselves with the new pedagogy, but it

cautioned them of the dangers of a field like psychology

"into which errors slip easily." The findings of Freudian

psychology de-emphasized human agency and permitted the

individual to deny responsibility for his actions by

identifying subconscious causation. The commission set

forth philosophy texts in which this discipline could be

safely approached. 130

Similarly, a Maryknoll superior admonished her counterpart

in Honolulu to "be careful in the handling of Psychology."

She advised her to keep the sisters' educational program

away from "anything bordering on Psychology, Philosophy or

Sociology." The Territorial Normal School's Psychology and

Science outlines were suspect, and sister superior gave

assurances that a "Catholic" one was on its way. Likewise,

University of Hawaii science courses were inadvisable for

sisters since church authority did not yet accept the

evolutionary theory they incorporated. 131 When St. Louis

began to give summer courses for the sisters, psychology and

130Information for the Certificte of
Aptitude, AD, General Chapter 1904, SSCCSR.

Pedagagical

131Mary de Paul, M.M. to M. Felicita Clark, M.M., L, 29
May 1935; ibid., 27 June 1936, MMH.
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biology were prominent course offerings. Superiors wanted

to make sure that their teachers learned the new disciplines

from the standpoint of the old model. 132

Modern values invaded the educational sphere in subtle as

well as overt ways. The St. Louis schedule was originally

so flexible that as late as May, a brother could write "It

has not yet been announced when school will close this

year .. " But regularization set in, along with registration

fees, numbers and locks on doors, and finally, electric

clocks. 133 Those masters of time, medieval monks,

partitioned it to suit their discipline, but they did not

let it rule them as the new electric buzzers ruled their

successors. It was difficult to hear the whispers of old

discipline in the clanging world of modern machines.

Henry Commager wrote that the Catholic Church in the United

States was "one of the most effective of all agencies for

democracy and Americanization. ,,134 It would indeed be

ironic if this were true, since the Catholic school acted as

an enclosure, II one of the chief 'ghetto' institutions"

keeping Catholics outside the mainstream of American life.

Studies showed that the schools provided a "less fully

132"College," Vol. 4, 362, 409.

133"College," Vol. 2, 32j ibid., Vol. 4, 439, 442.

134Henry S. Commager, The American Mind: An
Interpretation of American Thought and Character Since the
1880's (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1952), 193.
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democratic education ll than their public school

counterparts. 13 5

Viewed from a different perspective, however, church schools

might be seen as a half-way houses for immigrants,

institutions that were medieval and modern at the same time

and thereby eased the newcomer's transition to life in the

new world. In Hawai'i, Catholic schools served that

function for immigrants from Portugal, China, Japan, Korea,

Puerto Rico and the Philippines. Moreover, in the twentieth

century, as the church in both the continent and the

territory responded to the government's regulatory demands,

the schools served up a curriculum of industrial skills

comparable to that of the public schools, enabling the

children of immigrants to find employment in government and

industry. As St. Louis boys graduated from knickerbockers

in the lower grades to respectable business suits in the

upper grades, they prepared sartorially for their future

occupations. 136

The tolerance preached by the liberal paradigm lessened the

antagonisms that separated Protestants and Catholics in the

nineteenth century. "The rich as a class II remained

unsympathetic, and the Hilo Chamber of Commerce refused to

allow fund raising for St. Joseph's High School at its

135Fass, 228.

136St. Louis Collegian 1925, 53; 1921, 87.
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establishments. But individuals within the business

community were generous with their civic support of Catholic

schools. The St. Louis building fund committee in the 1920s

included Lawrence Judd and Clarence Cooke, descendants of

nineteenth-century missionary families. Wailuku businessmen

with similar pedigrees, Frank and Harry Baldwin and Harold

Rice, received honorary memberships in the St. Anthony

Alumni Association because of their patronage of school

projects. 137

As governor of the territory, Wallace Farrington exhibited a

similar tolerance. At the laying of the cornerstone for the

new St. Louis College in 1927, Farrington was profuse in his

praise of the school. It had IIlong ago won and would

continue to hold and merit the good will of the community, II

he said. He noted further, liThe tenets of Christianity and

the education that is part of it

greatest bulwark of American democracy. 11
138

constitute the

The price of

such acceptance had been the compromise of Catholic

discipline.

137Building Fund Stationery used by George Denison,
Campaign Chairman, 11 May 1925, Agmar 132.3.13; Eiben to
Ernest Sorret, S.M., L, 19 June 1925, Agmar 132.3.20;
Langhirt to Schleich, L, 20 August 1934, Agmar 158.5.22.

138Quoted in Honolulu Advertiser, 12 December 1927,
Agmar 132.3.85.
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CHAPTER VII

PAROCHIAL SCHOOL UNIFORMS

Bishop Stephen Alencastre set the stage for the first

parochial schools in Hawai'i in 1927 when he requested the

Maryknoll sisters of New York to staff several mission

schools. Together with the Sisters of St. Joseph, who

arrived in 1938, they opened eleven new elementary schools

in the territory. These orders introduced an Americanized

discipline into the schools, reflective of the tendencies at

work in their own convents. Parochial schools, operated for

the bishop by parish priests, were simply mission schools

renamed, but they came encased in liberal ideas of

conformity and equality that were new to Hawai'i's mission.

Government directives led teachers to weave professionalism

into their amateur cloaks of discipline and nationalism into

the cloaks of their students. Island Catholics demonstrated

a willingness to wear uniforms fashioned from American

cloth, but they buttoned them in distinctive Hawaiian style.

Once again, a leadership change created motion within the

mission. Libert Boeynaems was a fiscal conservative whose

educational initiatives ended with the construction of

Sacred Hearts Academy and an orphanage. 1 At the time of

lYzendoorn, History, 234; Sauer to Schleich, L, 14
November 1923, Agmar 132.2.58.
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his death in 1926, the mission estimated its share of the

islands' population to be one-third of the total, i. e. ,

85, 000 out of 290, 000. Large-scale immigration from the

Philippines had tripled the number of Catholics in just

thirty years. 2 In the same period, Catholic school

enrollment doubled: four thousand children attended fourteen

schools. The slow growth in enrollment resulted in part

from the fact that few women or children accompanied the

Filipino immigrant workers. A few Filipino children did

begin to show up in schools such as Sacred Heart, Lahaina

and Sacred Heart, Ka'u, in the 1920s and may actually have

extended the lives of those schools a few years. 3 Still,

the mission was falling behind in its goal of educating all

Catholic children in its own schools.

To school administrators, the need for parochial schools

seemed self-evident. In 1920, when the Marianists made a

formal proposal to the bishop recommending the transfer of

St. Louis College from downtown Honolulu to Kaimuki, the

brothers' Provincial Superior suggested that the bishop

allow the school to drop its lower grades and replace them

with parochial schools throughout the city. Bishop

2The 106,000 Catholics counted by the mission included
48, 000 Filipinos; 27, 000 Portuguese; and 15,000 Hawaiians
and part-Hawaiians. Sidney L. Gulick, Mixing the Races in
Hawaii: A Study of the Coming Neo-Hawaiian American Race
(Honolulu: Hawaiin Board Book Rooms, 1937), 144, taken from
1926 mission report.

3Reports 1902 1907, 1909, PIAR; Prandoni, 72;
Yzendoorn, History, 246; Interior Report 1920, 308.
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Boeynaems replied that parochial schools should wait until

St. Louis completed construction at its new campus. "We

could not solicit the aid of the public for different

undertakings at one and the same time," he argued. He also

reportedly wanted to avoid "the inconvenience of 'looking

for teachers.' ,,4

Boeynaems' successor, Stephen Alencastre, coadjutor for two

years before becoming bishop, placed far greater emphasis on

educational expansion. "I recognize the value of Catholic

schools here as everywhere for the progress of Catholicism,"

he wrote. 5 The first man from Hawai' i to be ordained a

priest, and then elevated above all the Europeans in his

order, Bishop Alencastre was himself a product of the

Hawai'i Catholic schools, having attended St. Louis College

through the kindness of Bishop Gulstan Ropert. 6

But the new bishop's policies signaled a departure from the

easy cloak of nineteenth century Catholicism. He issued a

"Sauer , 1920; Boeynaems to B. O'Reilly, S.M., L, 3
March 1921, Agmar 132.2.35.; Sauer to Schleich, L, 27
November 1923, Agmar 132.2.59; Francesco Marchetti
Selvaggiani to PFR, L, 23 February 1924, Agmar 132.2.67.

SAlencastre, SS.CC., to Sorret, Superior General, S.M.,
L, 14 August 1926, Agmar 132.3.49.

6At the time, Bishop Alencastre was the only American
in his order in Hawai' i. In 1926, there were 14 Belgians,
11 Germans, 9 Dutch, and assorted other Europeans. Only two
were French. Sidney L. Gulick, Mixing the Races in Hawaii: A
Study of the Coming Neo-Hawaiian American Race (Honolulu:
Hawaiian Board Book Rooms, 1937), 144. Gulick took the
figures from the 1926 mission report.
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variety of formal directives that made the old cloak into a

more regulated and uniform coat. He required the faithful

to attend the church in their neighborhoods and reserved

baptism for parish churches only. He removed the donations

for weddings and baptism from the realm of charity and

placed them in the realm of taxation by establ.ishing uniform

"tariffs. ,,7 His pronouncements followed a series of

directives from Rome that impinged further and further on

local initiative. Contrary to church policy, the priests

apparently had served as civil marriage officers until the

turn of the century, when Bishop Gulstan Ropert outlawed the

practice, reluctantly, it was said. Bishop Ropert also

complied, against his better judgement, with Rome's

directives condemning secret societies such as the Masons

and Sons of Temperance, whose members in Hawai'i were

numerous and influential. B

As for the schools, in the first known statement of its kind

in Hawai'i, Bishop Alencastre reminded Catholic parents of

"the grave obligation" they had to see that their children

were "thoroughly instructed in Christian Doctrine, by

sending them regularly to the Catholic schools, or where

this is not feasible, to the catechism classes taught by the

7"Division of the city of Honolulu into Quasi
Parishes," TD, 27 August 1926; "Pastoral Letter: Faithful
Should Support Priests," TD, 6 February 1929; "Bishop
Establishes Tariff," TD, Epiphany 1928, SSCCFR.

BAse (February 1903), 62; Yzendoorn, History, 229.
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Pastor or his assistants."9 The bishop's policy introduced

into the Territory of Hawai'i an important pattern of church

discipline that the American hierarchy was weaving. An

educational mandate of the Baltimore Council of Bishops

required each American pastor and parish to open a school,

while it "bound" the faithful in conscience to send their

children to them. For over fifty years, American bishops

had urged this development before making it church law in

the 1884 council.

The Baltimore school law represented an opportunity to bring

the whole church within the net of monastic discipline.

While some priests had excluded parents from the sacraments

if, ignoring church discipline, they deliberately chose to

send their children elsewhere, the council specifically

repudiated the idea of individual punishment. However, an

obstinate parish might be given "spiritual punishments" for

being "contumacious" and a pastor could be removed for

neglecting his duty. 10 The law introduced a nexus of

coercion and conscience of the sort associated with the

Protestant commonwealth and fundamentally at odds with the

voluntary spirit of discipline.

9"Faithful, " SSCCFR.

lOJames A. Burns, The Growth and Development of the
Catholic School System in the United States, (1912 j repr.
New York: Arno Press and New York Times, 1969), 191-195;
Buetow, Singular, 152-153.
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The vast system of Catholic schools in the United States was

a measure of the responsiveness to law that was peculiar to

the American Catholic church. The United States was, until

1909, as much a mission of the Propaganda as were the

Hawaiian Islands. But the political and cultural

development of the United States created a distinctly

different environment from that in the Hawaiian Kingdom. No

element in that environment was as important as the American

dedication to the rule of law. Tocqueville found that this

spirit "infiltrate[d] through society right down to the

lowest ranks, till finally the whole people have contracted

some of the ways and tastes of a magistrate. ,,11

The nineteenth- and twentieth-century American church

hierachy abounded in Irish bishops who "emphasized the

letter more than the spirit of the law." In an effort to

present a united Catholic front within a hostile Protestant

nation, the bishops turned to legislation as a means "to

a.chieve complete uniformity of church life in the United

States. ,,12 Their efforts received an assist from the new

Code of Canon Law that, beginning in 1918, imposed a new

11Tocqueville, 270.

12Lawrence J. McCaffrey, "Irish Textures in American
Cathoicism," Catholic Historical Review LXXVIII, 1 (January
1992), 8; Jay P. Dolan, The Immigrant Church: New York's
Irish and German Catholics, 1815-1865 (Baltimore: Johns
Hopkins University Press, 1975), 8; Philip Gleason calls
this the "drive to unity." Philip Gleason, Keeping the
Faith: American Catholicism Past and Present (Notre Dame,
IN: University of Notre Dame Press, 1987), 30.
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network of church discipline touching "all areas of church

life. ,,13

Annexation by the United States brought the full weight of

both Roman and American legalisms into the territory. This

threatened to overpower the isolated and chaotic local

forces of the nineteenth century church that allowed

missionary priests room for resistance, negotiation, and

accomodation. Uniformity and centralization challenged the

distinct disciplines of religious congregations.

Sociologists have demonstrated how religious compliance

increased in the New World environment. American Catholics

were far more obedient than their European counterparts.

Education in Catholic schools corresponded to increased

acceptance among its graduates of both their own church's

discipline and that of the republican paradigm. 14 The

masses of Catholics displayed their compliance most

conspicuously on Sundays. An observer of American religious

behavior remarked that the "average Catholic took his

religion somewhat more seriously than the average Protestant

or Jew i if church attendance was an accurate index, the

generalization could scarcely be challenged." 15 American

Catholics captured the title of "the visible community of

13White, 265-267

HLenski. 45, 58, 180, 271-277.

15Commager, 190.
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saints" that Protestants formerly claimed for themselves.

The cloak of church discipline wove such a respectable cloth

coat that churchmen could boast, "We a-r:-e not only as good as

everyone else . i we are probably better. ,,16

The contrast between the disciplined church of the American

mainland and the relaxed church in the Territory of Hawai'i

shocked American religious, who remarked on the lack of

discipline displayed by most of the parents of their

students. They found that "hundreds and hundreds of people

here claim to be Catholic but they have no knowledge of

their faith, nor do they practice it. When the children

come to Church they come entirely on their own." The

sisters began to weave the cloak more tightly than had the

French priests in the nineteenth century, both among the

baptized and those who sought entry into the church. They

recommended for baptism only those "who know and say their

prayers regularly, have a knowledge of the religion, and

have attended Mass regularly over a long period of

time. ,,17

16James 0' Toole called this the "implicit message" of
Archbishop William O'Connell. James M. O'Toole Militant and
Triumphant: William Henry O'Connell and the Catholic Church
in Boston, 1859-1944, (Notre Dame, IN: Notre Dame University
Press, 1992), 255.

17Marie Marce McMahon, C. S. J. to Motherhouse, L copy,
26 December 1946, Hawaii Correspondence, CSJSP.
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Although compliance with the school law of 1884 was not

universal in the United States, the large number of Catholic

schools that pastors and parishes subsequently constructed

testified to the widespread acceptance of discipline among

Catholic parents. The construction of 5,000 parochial

schools in the thirty-five years after the Baltimore Council

was "the largest project undertaken by voluntary

associations in American history, with the exception of the

churches themselves." The parochial school perforce became

"the hallmark of American Catholicism. "lB Like most

American parochial schools, those in Hawai'i were

concentrated at the elementary level, although a few

extended instruction to the higher grades. 19 The pastor

usually made himself part of the school by teaching weekly

classes.

Under the impact of the liberal visions of equality,

parochial schools replaced charity schools in the

territorial mission. Charity schools such as St. Francis

School stigmatized students as members of the lower class.

Parochial schools, on the other hand, charged uniformly low

1BDolan, American, 242, 293. Joel Perlmann, Ethnic
Differences: Schooling and Social Structure among the Irish,
Italians, Jews, and Blacks in an American City, 1880-1935
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988), 64; Dolan,
Immigrant, 100.

19Besides Maryknoll High School, classes at St. Anthony
in Kalihi-kai included a tenth grade from 1936 to 1939, for
example, and a ninth grade until 1946. "Development of
Mission Work at Saint Anthony's - Honolulu, Hawaii," 1958,
MMNY H3.4, B7, Fl.
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tuitions. In the United States, the Sunday collection

performed the same redistributing function as the income

tax, taking from the rich and giving to the poor.

In Hawai'i, where Sunday collections were small, the bishop

subsididized the schools with funds from the Propagation of

the Faith. Parochial school students in Hawai'i were

generally poor and lived in neighborhoods where parents

would not have been able to afford Honolulu's private

schools. The typical monthly tuition before World War II

was fifty cents or a dollar, with a discount for families

with more than one child in the school. The admissions

policy gave first priority to the children of parishioners

and second priority to other Catholic children. 20

All parochial schools, in America and Hawai'i, took up

collections for the Holy Childhood Association, whose

obj ective was to rescue "pagan babies" in foreign lands by

supporting Catholic mission efforts among them. The mission

in Hawai'i was one recipient of these funds, which

supplemented those of the Propagation for the Faith. The

American sisters who came to the islands followed mainland

practice in asking children to donate their pennies to this

effort. Here, however, they found themselves in the

peculiar situation of turning away some of the same pagan

2°Esther Donovan,
September 1992.

M.M.,
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babies they were sent to rescue. In favoring baptized

children, pastors left the Chinese, Japanese, and Korean

children of Kalihi and Liliha out in the cold, even though

the parents of many of these children wanted to send their

children to the sisters' school. Schools accepted non-

Catholic children for seats not taken by Catholics, but they

were required to pay twice the tuition Catholics paid, on

the assumption that Catholic parents were already

subsidizing the school through Sunday collections. As many

as one-fourth or one-third of parochial school students in

the 1930s were Asian non-Catholics,

routinely turned down many others.

but the schools

There was already

tension between pastors who wanted to accept every child and

teachers who wrestled with bulging classrooms of as many as

fifty students. 21

A large part of the parochial school operation was made

possible by the unremunerated services of sisters, who

received miniscule stipends for their labors. Although his

predecessors had made contracts with the religious orders,

Bishop Alencastre rejected that modern contrivance in favor

of medieval and unwritten "gentlemen's agreements." When

the Franciscan superior agreed to staff Sacred Hearts school

in Lahaina, she asked the bishop for a contract of $400 to

21Mary Virginia Becker, C.S.J. to Mother Superior,
C.S.J., L copy, 18 September 1938; 16 October 1938, L copy,
Hawaii Correspondence, CSJSP. Lemon, 126, 272; "Maison,"
1929; Donovan interview.
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$500 annually per sister, plus $200 for church work.

Alencastre seems to have concurred in the lower stipend but

not in the additional fee. He responded that lito speak of

money for taking care of Our Lord's altar was too

mercenary. 11 22 The Franciscans did not receive a contract

until Bishop Sweeney arrived in 1941. Similarly, the

earliest contract on file in the Maryknoll sisters' archives

dates from 1937, nine years after their arrival. It

contained the standard provisions that the bishop pay for

the traveling expenses of the sisters to Hawai'i, furnish a

suitable house for them, and pay each sister a stipend of

$400 per year. 23

The monopoly enjoyed by Sacred Hearts fathers in the

Hawaiian kingdom began to weaken in the Americanizing

territory. The predominance of Europeans in the order and

the inability to send reenforcements to minister to the

burgeoning population threatened the fathers' hold on the

mission. The ordre' s members had catered to Hawaiian and

Portuguese speakers but were unable to address the thousands

of Catholic Filipino immigrants, who spoke a variety of

dialects. As the islands' ties to the United States

22Paulin and Becker, 108-110; IICollege,1I vol. 1, 132;
Mother Margaret paraphrased in Rejoice, 65.

23 11Letters from Mother Mary Josephine 1932-1943,11 MMH.
The average sister's stipend in U.S. parochial schools was
$480 per year in 1940. This paid for her food, clothing,
education, and care in sickness and retirement. IIA Trend
Study,1I OSFA.
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tightened, fellow churchmen came to regard the European

priests as "handicapped on account of their want of

knowledge of English. ,,24

Early in his episcopacy, Alencastre complained to his

Superior General, "We ought to have double the number of

[priests] " His French and Belgian predecessors who made

the same complaint had received scant comfort and little

help, but Americanization made the matter more urgent.

While Alencastre was still coadjutor, the Propaganda

proposed to alleviate the problem by sending in two American

priests to take care of "the civil officers and North

American Catholic soldiers and Chinese workers."

Alencastre told them that such an imposition would be

"absolutely superfluous" and "a cause of pain and irritation

for our missionaries. ,,25 But when pressed on the matter as

bishop, he reluctantly accepted American Maryknoll priests

into the mission.

Catholic missionary work by Americans began with Father

James A. Walsh, director of the Society for the Propagation

of the Faith in Boston and a founder of the Foreign Mission

Society of America. He and Mother Mary Josephine Rodgers

established affiliated orders of priests and sisters

24Holzmer to Schleich,
132.3.61.

L, 11 August 1927, Agmar

25Alencastre to Flavien Prat, SS.CC, L, 7 May 1926;
[Alencastre] to PFR, L, 2 October 1924, SSCCFR.
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dedicated to mission work. They designed their Maryknoll

congregations as demonstrations of the maturity of American

Cathol icism. 26 Hawai' i' s large Asian population made the

islands an attractive missionary territory for the order.

Father Walsh sent Father William Kress to Honolulu in

February 1927. As pastor of the central 0' ahu parish of

Sacred Hearts, Father Kress insisted that he could not run a

parish without a school. 27 Bishop Alencastre' s subsequent

request to the Maryknoll sisters resulted in the arrival of

ten of their sisters on September 2, 1927.

The bishop's sympathy for the Catholic schools

notwithstanding, in this matter he did not act alone. The

Propaganda urged him, among other things, to "provide your

Vicariate, at least in those places where the population

from the United States is more numerous, with convenient

schools kept by American Religious and Priests, and this

principally to prevent Catholic youths from frequenting

Protestant schools. 1128

26Kennedy, 256; James A. Walsh, "Duty of American
Catholics toward the Foreign Missions," Catholic Education
Association Bulletin XVI, 2 (November 1919), 508.

27"Talk given by Sister Dolores Rosso, M.M. to
Faculty of Maryknoll High School," 7 January 1990,
given to the author by Sister Dolores Rosso, M.M.

the
copy

28G. M. Cardinal Van Rossum to Alencastre, L, 11 June
1926, SSCCFR.
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The church hierarchy was not alone in its concern that the

mission Americanize itself. Government officials moved to

insure that the schools in their jurisdiction promoted

nationalism. Following the Federal Survey in 1920, the

report of the Department of Public Instruction touted its

new and "vigorous emphasis upon the teaching of U.S.

Government, practical civics, American history and

Americanization." Act 36 of the 1920 legislature required

all teachers, public and private, to obtain a department

certificate, demonstrating that they possessed "ideals of

democracy, knowledge of American history and institutions,

knowledge of reading, writing and speaking the English

language. ,,29 While this act took aim primarily at the

foreign language schools, the Catholic schools were a

proximate target.

Moreover, the Federal Survey took the Territorial Department

of Public Instruction to task for ineffective and

insufficient supervision of the private schools. It

considered proper supervision indispensable for the

maintenance of modern standards. The department lacked the

funding and personnel to inspect the private schools, but it

began to request information on the certification of

29PIRM 1920, 34-37, 46.
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teachers and to demand that both teachers and schools secure

licenses from the department. 30

The Sacred Hearts sisters were from an international order,

and in 1921 only five of the thirteen Convent teachers

identified themselves as American. In their ranks were

women from France, Belgium, and England along with local

Hawaiian, part-Hawaiian and Portuguese sisters. Several

years later, their ranks included sisters of German, Dutch,

Spanish, and Chinese extractions. Mother Beatrix Lalowe

herself was from France and the previous provincial

superior, Mother Mary Lawrence, was a Belgian. In response

to the request for information on their citizenship, Mother

Beatrix reassured Superintendent Vaughan McCaughey that

"nothing will be spared to render our schools worthy of the

confidence of the respectable members of the Board of

Education, and to this effect we will take advantage of the

Summer Vacation to develop in all and everyone of our

teaching staff the ideals of democracy and to perfect them

in the knowledge of American History and Institutions. ,,31

McCaughey need not have worried about the sisters'

enthusiasm for teaching American history. History lessons

30 Interior Report 1920, 375, 69; Hawai'i, Report of the
Governor of Hawaii to the Secretary of the Interior
(Washington: Government Printing Office, 1928), 83.

31"Credentials Form," Department of Public Instruction,
1921, copy; "Maison," 1929; Lalowe to McCaughey, L copy,
[April 22, 1921], SSCCSH.
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at the time were still heroic tales of virtuous characters,

replete with the type of moral lessons Catholic educators

loved. The sisters expanded the roster of courageous men

and women, among whom their own saints were interspersed. 32

As for nationalism, its employment of flags, songs, and

pledges paralleled the use of inducting symbols such as

crosses, hYmns, and rote prayers in religion. 33

But American history lessons came entwined in the wisdom of

the early-modern paradigm with its preference for frugality

and hard work. Following its discipline led inexorably into

acceptance of the modern American dream. Benjamin

Franklin's "penny saved" or "rolling stone" contradicted the

contemptus mundi of Catholic thought. Priests and nuns did

not rise early to become "heal thy, weal thy, and wise."

Poorly-compensated sisters and brothers, and parents who

scrimped just to pay the minimal school tuition, practiced a

kind of frugality that any Puritan might appreciate. But

their motive was spiritual treasure rather than monetary

rewards. Franklin's valuation of work as a virtue and

excess as a vice trumped the Catholic understanding of these

-
32Frances FitzGerald, Amer; ca Revised: History

Schoolbooks in the Twentieth Century (Boston: Little, Brown
& Company, 1979), 53. The Maryknoll sisters' Hawaiian
history text spotlighted Father Damien, the leper priest of
Molokai, but also included drawings of "kings and heroes of
Hawaii." "Maryknoll Sisters' Work in Hawaii," TD, July 1941,
MMNY, H3.4, B3, F3.

33Tillich, l48.
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concepts and encouraged students in parochial schools to

interpret middle-class prosperity as a sign of God's love.

In contrast to the Sacred Hearts sisters, the new religious

congregations that came to teach in the Catholic schools

were thoroughly American, not only in their teaching style

but in their conventual disciplines. The founder of the

Maryknoll order of sisters, Mother Mary Josephine Rogers,

was a graduate of Smith College, one of the pioneer colleges

for women in the United States. The evangelizing efforts of

Protestant women impressed her deeply and convinced her to

undertake a similar Catholic initiative. She organized her

followers into the Foreign Mission Sisters of Saint Dominic

at Ossining, New York, formally opening a novitiate in 1920.

As with the Sacred Hearts order, the sisters acted in

collaboration with Maryknoll priests and shared a common

call to mission, while keeping their financial arrangements

separate. The fathers initially envisioned the sisters as

assistants, but they soon accepted them as equal partners.

Six Maryknoll sisters went to China in 1921, only twelve

years after the United States itself ceased to be a

tru.s s i.on v "

The Maryknoll Sisters were Americanized in

Mother Mary Josephine shunned the traditional

many ways.

pieties of

34Kennedy, 299, 227, 290, 228-229; Dolan, American,
393.
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cloistered living. Her sisters broke away from the

enclosing principles of convent discipline by driving their

own cars, eating with lay people or sisters of different

orders, and. swimming in Hawai'i's warm waters for

relaxation. Hierarchy gave way to American ideas of

equality as the Maryknoll sisters adopted democratic

governance and a single standard of sisterhood, eliminating

classifications such as lay and choir sisters. Donning

simple, gray habits and bonnets and avoiding strict fasting,

they chose spiritual naturalness over extreme physical

d i s c.i.p.l i.ne i "

In 1927, the sisters took up teaching in two Hawai'i

locations, one a new school and the other an existing

mission school. They opened classes for six grades at

Sacred Hearts Church and added one grade each year until the

resulting "Maryknoll School" included kindergarten through

twelfth grade. In typical Maryknoll fashion, the sisters

lived on the stage of Bachelot Hall in semi-public quarters,

ignoring traditional proprieties until a convent was built

three years after their arrival. Four sisters crossed the

mountains to relieve Mary McCabe at St. Ann's Mission School

35Kennedy, 208-294; Donovan interview; "Talk"; Dolores
Rosso, M.M., interview by author, 8 September 1992.
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in He' eia, where she had been holding forth in a one-room

schoolhouse for the previous twenty years. 36

The Maryknoll order did not deliberately espouse nationalism

and prided itself on its responsiveness to non-Western

cultures. Mother Mary Josephine's d i ct.um was that

"Maryknoll does not go to turn Asiatics or Africans into

Americans or into Westerners. We go to make them Catholic,

and if there is any conversion as far as customs go we are

the ones who do the changing over. ,,37 The first sisters

did not study the language of their mission territory, but

lecturers visited the novitiate and filled the novices with

expectation and global vision. In Hawai'i, the sisters

cooperated with public school teachers on the development of

Hawaiian studies materials for all grades. School programs

featured the music and dance of different cultures including

Hawaiian, still shorn of the hula. 38

Yet schools staffed by Maryknoll sisters unselfconsciously

reflected the order's commitment to modern American

practices. No mark was more American than co-education,

which the Maryknoll sisters introduced to Hawai'i's Catholic

36Mary Louis Higa,
"Finding Aid. Maryknoll
Region, 1927-1989," MMH.

M.M. and Dolores Rosso, M.M.,
Sisters Archives. Central Pacific

37Quoted in Kennedy, 292.

38Donovan interview; Rosso interview; "Maryknoll Work,"
MMNY.
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schools. Economic expediency had helped to produce a co-

educational system in American common schools. American

parochial schools copied the public schools as a matter of

practicality in an age of universal and compul sory

education. Maryknoll High School sustained the co-

educational character of its elementary school feeder even

though most other Catholic educators thought gender

separation "ought to be maintained and encouraged" during

adol escence c " Co-education in parochial schools did not

entirely eliminate gender spheres. In Hawaiian schools,

boys and girls played on separate playgrounds. Because the

boys needed room for their ball games, they always had a

larger yard. 40

Maryknoll educators fostered liberal values, with a

pronounced bias for the practical. The Sisters at Wailuku

introduced homemaking classes and enrolled their girls in

the Future Eomemaker s of Hawaii, a public school

organization. Homemaking classes exemplified the

progressive impulse to teach traditional subj ects such as

English, science, and arithmetic in realistic settings. -i i

The high-school program at St. Anthony Girls' School

mandated a homemaking course for ninth graders and offered a

39Tyack and Hansot, 58; McGucken, 53.

4°Becker to Motherhouse, L copy, 9 October 1940; ibid,
17 October 1941, CSJSP.

41St. Anthony Convent, Maui, Chronicle, March 1938,
MMNY H3.1 B13, F11; Brieske, 255.
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follow-up elective in this field. The high school boasted

kitchenettes and sewing facilities which were, according to

one of the sisters, "the envy of home-making teachers in our

public schools" even years later. 42

Maryknoll sisters followed the public school pattern by

opening a junior high division, inaugurating a student

council at Maryknoll High School, and introducing

standardized testing in 1940. They organized the first

Catholic Girl Scout troop in Hawai'i, a Junior Police

Program and kindergartens. The sisters considered the

inculcation of correct Standard English speech patterns an

important part of their task and a measure of their

educational success. Although they discouraged parents from

sending their children to the school exclusively to better

their language skills, the American sisters acted as a

magnet to island parents, especially immigrants who wanted

their children to succeed in their new culture. 43

Many of their programs involved the sisters publicly in a

way unprecedented for a women's religious congregation.

Signalling a rejection of the confines of medieval

enclosure, the sisters sought collaboration with other

adults in their parishes, whether in monthly meetings of the

42"Wailuku History," MMNY.

43"Wailuku History," MMNY; Rosso interview; Donovan
interview; The Tribute 1941, 18.
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Parent-Teacher Association, the sodality, or parish census

efforts. Home visitations were an important part of their

apostolate, an attempt to learn the reality of the family

situation and to "foster growth in the parish community."

One afternoon or evening per week was dedicated to Family

Visiting, and each parent received at least one visit a year

from his child's teacher. 44

The Maryknoll sisters' methods mixed their Americanism with

Catholicism. The sisters taught large, untracked classes by

breaking them into ability groups and rotating among them.

They dedicated school hours to religious induction through

the rituals of First Friday Mass, Lenten Stations of the

Cross, seasonal rosaries, and periodic confessions. The

sisters organized clubs such as the Handmaids of the Blessed

Sacrament and Knights of the Blessed Sacrament to foster

spiritual growth in school-age children.

The number of Maryknoll sisters in Hawai'i grew more rapidly

than it had in any of the order's other apostolates. In

addition to opening new parochial schools in Honolulu, they

relieved the Franciscans who had been teaching at St.

Anthony Girls School in Wailuku. The work of Maryknoll

sisters with Japanese groups on the west coast of the United

States gave members of the order a unique preparation for

Maui's heavily Japanese population. By 1940, their "large

44Donovan interview, "Talk."
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investment in personnel" equalled eighty-five Maryknoll

sisters living in six Hawai'i houses,

atudent s i "

teaching 2,298

The urgent call of Bishop Alencastre for more classroom

teachers brought the Sisters of St. Joseph to the islands in

1938. They were the last religious congregation to the come

to the islands in the mission period. The Maryknoll sisters

recommended them because, said one of the new arrivals,

"They had received more missionary vocations [from] the

schools taught by our Sisters than any other community."

This was the second invitation to the order to come to

Hawai'i, Father Leonor having approached them in the 1880s

in his effort to recruit sisters for government

hoapd t.aLs , :"

The bishop at first asked the St. Joseph superior to send

twelve teachers. He subsequently reduced his request to

six, adding to his cabled request, "otherwise obliged to

close school." Alencastre wanted the sisters to replace the

Sacred Hearts at St. Theresa's School in Honolulu, one of

the largest schools in the vicariate. In 1937, St.

Theresa's pastor was paying seven lay teachers to assist

four sisters in teaching about 800 students.

45 "Maryknoll Work, II MMNY i "Talk. II

Nine sisters

46
11Be g i nn i ng Days in Hawaii" Tape 1, Adele Marie Lemon,

C. S. J. and Mary Anne Bahner, C. S. J., SCJSL i Fouesnel to
Reinbolt, S.M., 20 April 1883, Agmar 132.1.4.
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of St. Joseph from the St. Louis and Western provinces

arrived in Honolulu on August 24, 1938, one week before

school began. 47

The Sisters of St. Joseph belonged to an old order, founded

in France in the mid-seventeenth century. They were

especially suited to the parochial school apostolate because

their tradi tion was to live in small, uncloistered

communities, serving a variety of parish needs. Daughters

of laborers or farmers, they had "a strong identification

wi th the local Church." The order had come to Carondelet

near St. Louis, Missouri in 1836 and cut its ties with the

French motherhouse. 4B

American ambience.

The sisters adapted quickly to the

Like their Maryknoll counterparts, the Sisters of St. Joseph

prided themselves on their Americanism. One pastor praised

them by noting that "your community, more than any other

that I am familiar with, has most perfectly captured the

spirit of the American girl within the religious life." He

cited as evidence their "devotion and a relaxed happiness."

An historian of the Hawaiian mission likewise found that

these educators strove both "to instill in their pupils the

love of God and neighbor, and to teach the ideals of

47Carondelet Annual, 1938, 2; 1939-1940, 4.
1946, CSJSP.

4BByrne, 242-245, 255; Ewens, 89.
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citizenship and healthy living. ,,49 A mainland student of

the sisters characterized this Americanism less charitably.

She said that the educational mix of patriotic and religious

images led her to consider religion "a branch of civics and

conformity. ,,50

The religious life offered a means for American Catholic

women to move into the middle class. It allowed them to

pursue careers in teaching and nursing that were discouraged

for married women. Sisters were professionals, in contrast

to their working-class parents, making it "socially

acceptable" to join the convent. 51

liberation to their students.

They offered the same

The St. Joseph's order

established one of the first undergraduate liberal arts

schools for Catholic girls in the United States. Several

Franciscan sisters in Hawai'i were enrolled in

correspondence courses at Mount St. Mary's, their California

college. A degree from Mount St. Mary's required four years

of Latin, two years of a modern language, and two years of

science in the 1930s. The local Maryknoll Sister superior

found St. Mary's curriculum "very strongly classical" and

19Gordon J.
Dougherty, Helen
Claire Coyne, et
(St. Louis, MO: B.

Lester, CSSR quoted in Dolorita Marie
Angela Hurley, Emily Joseph Daly, St.
al. Sisters of St. Joseph of Carondelet
Herder Book Co., 1966), 398; Schoofs, 76.

50McCarthy, 103 -104. She attended one of their
Minneapolis parochial schools.

51McCaffrey, 12; Dolan, American, 290.
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not practical enough for her sisters. 52

residual difference between congregations,

Despite this

both orders

prepared their students for middle-class status in the

territory.

The St. Joseph's order was equally concerned with teacher-

training, but the demand for teachers put its sisters into

the eleme~tary classrooms almost as soon as they had

acquired a teaching certificate. They completed their

college degrees over the ensuing years in whatever subject

was most widely available--English or History, for example--

since they had to complete their course work on Saturdays or

during summers. 53

As early as 1883, the order standardized its educational

practices in a "School Manual for the Use of the Sisters of

St. J"oseph of Carondelet." A "Teacher's Grade Card," an

annual report on each teacher's abilities and

qualifications, supplemented the manual. However, the order

had no articulated pedagogical philosophy or prescribed

methods. It presumed that a good liberal arts background

was sufficient preparation for most teachers. Teaching for

them was a pre-Freudian "psychological problem." Since

motivation was located in the self-controlled will, not in a

52Mary Ephrem, M. M. to Mary de Paul, M. M., 3 January
1937, L copy, "Sister Mary de Paul," MMH.

53Agnes Iten, C.S.J., interview by au.thor, 15 December
1992.
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deterministic id, teaching was the art of arousing the

interest and igniting the fire of love that would make each

student an amateur. The sisters used common sense teaching

techniques such as winning over the natural leaders in their

classes and depending on the other students to follow

along. 54

At St. Theresa's school in Honolulu, these American teachers

encountered aspects of traditionalism that surprised them.

On opening day, the sisters were confronted by a

"staggering" situation. Said one astonished sister,

"Hundreds of children were bad enough to look after, but

when you consider that almost every child was accompanied by

a fond mother and father and in some cases a few other

relatives, you can imagine what a seething mass of humanity

had to be disposed of." They braved classrooms, crammed

with seventy or eighty children, "devoid even of the

simplest necessities." The children sat at benches and

tables rather than American- style desks, and the sisters'

four lay assistants had no professional training to assist

them. 55

The close inspections island parents gave to their

children's schools were revelations to mainlanders.

54Buetow, Singular, 191, 451j Iten interview.

So too

55Mary Felix, C.S.J. to Mother Angela, et al., L copy,
26 August 1938, CSJSPj Dougherty, 389.
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was the generosity of the parents from traditional cultures.

Themselves uneducated by American standards, Asian parents

taught their children great esteem for teachers. The

sisters found that, despite the poverty of these parents,

they counted "no sacrifice too great to prove their

appreciation of what the Sisters do for their children."

Most Asian students went on to language school from 2:30 to

5 : 00 P. M. for instruction in their native languages and

cul tures. 56

St. Theresa's School represented a meeting of cultures in

other ways. In special feast-day programs, the sisters

celebrated the ethnic diversity of their students by

showcasing their dancing and singing. The children in turn

made the acquaintance of such American characters as Santa

Claus and Snow White, and performed dramatizations of

"Eva.ngeline" and "Snowbound." They held a first-of-its-kind

farewell party for graduating ninth graders, replete with

"American school yells, a toast, and two or three speeches--

conventions entirely new" to their students. They capped

the festivities with the school's first graduation

ceremony. 57

56Becker to Mother Superior, L copy, 18 September 1938,
CSJSP.

57Becker to Mother Superior, L copy, 11 June 1939;
ibid, 5 February 1940, CSJSPj Lemon, 94-95, 226.
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But the Americanized sisters of St. Joseph were not

accustomed to the level of celebration or extravagance that

marked the festivities of the missions' founders. They

regarded the procession around neighboring streets carrying

the statue of St. Theresa a rather "elaborate celebration"

and disapproved of the parents' "fuss at any cost." One of

the sisters characterized the procession as an enterprise

"to be awaited with dread and endured with patience." May

Day featured what another sister termed a "monster

procession"

Kai.muk i.v "

beginning at Sacred Hearts Convent in

School uniforms for both the boys and the girls were a

visible sign of the new, more external discipline that

Americanization brought to Hawai'i schools. 59 From the

youngest age, parochial school students learned to conform

to its outlines. Girls wore proper jumpers their mothers

made from material sent from the mainland, and boys wore

long-sleeved shirts, ties and trousers. When the children

took Christian names, as the sisters suggested, their

transformation to American Catholicism was almost complete.

58Becker to Mother Superior, L copy, 9 October 1940 i

ibid, 11 June 1939, CSJSP. Lemon, 57.

59Sacred Hearts Academy, responding to the same forces,
made the school uniform compulsory in 1922, five years
before the parochial schools opened and implemented a
similar policy. Audion 1926, 30.
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Students lacked only the discipline of keeping their shoes

on in the classroom. 60

In following the letter of the Protesant prototype, the

sisters demonstrated the degree of their own enculturation

in American society. The sisters of St. Joseph employed

modern educational methods to supersede rote forms. In the

classroom, they made catechism class come alive by telling

stories as much as by memorization. The older children

subscribed to periodicals such as The Young Catholic

Messenger and The Messenger of the Sacred Heart in which

they read interesting stories about the faith written at

their comprehension Level ."! In 1939, when the sisters

opened a school at Holy Rosary Church at Pa'ia, Maui, they

acted as agents for a literate society. The sisters worried

that their pupils were not "readers" and that many had

"never read a book." They concentrated their efforts on the

school library and the Pro Parvulis Book Club to promote

reading. 62

But, as always with the Catholic cloak, some strands of

medieval discipline remained. Parochial school punishments

6°McMahon to Motherhouse, L copy, 26 December 1946,
CSJSP.

61Becker to Mother Superior, L copy, 18 September 1938,
CSJSP.

62Becker to Mother Superior, L copy, 9 October 1940, 17
October 1941, CSJSP.
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typically involved efforts to bring miscreants up to norm.

As Foucault pointed out, liTo punish was to exercise."

Naughty children felt the weight of mental exercises such as

writing the numbers from 1 to 100 neatly during the lunch

hour or staying after school to repeat lessons not learned

during the time a I Lot t.ed c'"

Parochial school teachers cooperated with the bishop in

making religious education available to all Catholic

children. Sisters conducted classes for children from

public schools during weekly release time, and did

catechetical work during the summer. As the military

presence on the islands burgeoned in the years prior to

World War II, the sisters taught at Q'ahu military bases on

Sat.ur'daye i "

Government tax regulations had an impact on schools during

the interwar years. School property was tax-free, but land

became taxable when a school ceased its operations. The

bishop's attempt to avoid paying taxes set up a kind of

musical chairs when two former schools were vacated.

Alencastre insisted on retaining a grade school for poor

boys on the Kamakela property, although that location had

become eminently unsuitable for such a purpose, both to

63Foucault, 180; Lemon, 41-42.

64Becker to Mother Superior, L copy, 2 December 1939,
HI Cor., CSJSP; Dougherty, 389.
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conform to prior mission policy as well as to retain the

tax- free status of the Kamakela campus. He obtained the

agreement of the brothers to leave behind the B section of

St. Louis, the former St. Francis Free School, when the

college moved to Kai.rnukI c " The brothers phased out one

grade each year through the mid-1930s.

Meanwhile, on the same property, the brothers opened a

parochial school on behalf of the mission. Their priorities

lay with their new private school, but they nevertheless

assigned several brothers to the new Our Lady of Peace

Cathedral School. With the help of a lay woman, the first

such arrangement in the brothers' island schools, they

eventually offered elementary classes for boys from Grades 3

through 8. Classes for boys in Grades 1 and 2 were

conducted by the Sacred Hearts sisters at a new property on

nearby Nu'uanu Avenue. After the Kamakela campus suffered

extensive damage in a 1935 flood, the brothers abandoned it

for good and transferred their classes to the Nu'uanu

school. When the sisters later vacated their former convent

for a new school building outside the downtown, the lower

grades of Cathedral School moved into the classrooms of the

former convent. This transfer allowed the old convent

premises to remain tax-free until they could be sold. 66

65Eiben to Schleich, L, 26 April 1928, Agamr 132.3.94.

66Paulin and Becker, 108-110; "College," vol. 3, 228;
Maison, 1939.
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As the Sacred Hearts priests' yielded part of their ministry

to other congregations as the twentieth century wore on, so

did their sisters in the field of education. New government

schools drew away day students, while potential boarders

from Hilo and Wailuku could now enroll in female

institutions in their own towns. The opening of parochial

schools in the 1920s contributed further to the decreased

enrollment at the sisters' schools because, the superior

admitted, "the families from the outlying districts are no

longer obliged to send their children to board." The

sisters' three schools on Fort Street lost about a hundred

students, twenty percent of their enrollment, between 1904

and 1909. 67

Boarding school enrollments suffered the greatest decline.

"It is surprising that we still have boarders," wrote the

Sacred Hearts superior in 1909. "We do all that we can to

keep them, especially when it is a question of money, so we

have several who do not pay all. ,,68 The decl ine of the

boarding population at the downtown convent continued; it

dropped from eighty in 1924 to only thirty-one in 1934. 69

67"Maison," 1939; No.8, General Chapter 1909, SSCCSR.

68No. 8, General Chapter 1909, SSCCSR.

69"Maison," 1934; "Report to the Department of Public
Instruction," [1924], copy, SSCCSH.
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More was at work in this decline than simply greater

competition for students. Convent school discipline was out

of step with the great cultural changes the Territory was

experiencing, not solely from the continued influx of Asian

immigrants but from the new political and social forces that

came in the aftermath of annexation. The Sacred Hearts

sisters pointed to Americanization to explain the decline of

the European boarding school tradition. Democratic

influences caught up youths in new activities that were

incompatible with the near-cloister of boarding school life.

The sisters bemoaned, "The love of liberty and pleasure is

so intense in this country that [the students] need

promenades, swimming, and especially movies for the young

children and the working class." They found themselves

"powerless . . to remedy this sad state. ,,70

Annexation also contributed to the commercial development of

downtown Honolulu, which placed the Fort Street schools at a

geographical disadvantage. Their location in the new

commercial district turned into a liability as business

enterprises sprang up all around them. Sisters became sick

from automobile fumes and construction dust, and as a

7°"Maison," 1934.
similar declined in the
It closed the department
year. Paulin and Becker,

St. Louis College experienced a
boarding depa.rtment in the 1930s.
at the end of the 1939-1940 school
112.
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remedy, moved the convent school into an adjacent valley in

1938. Boarding enrollment soon rebounded. 71

Sacred Hearts sisters modified their traditions to stay

relevant in the new environment. Transcending the gender

divide was one important concession. In 1909, the sisters

agreed to teach small boys at the bishop's new orphanage,

and later took young boys as boarders at the Academy.72 In

addition, they modified their boarding schools to provide

after- school care to "day boarders" who went home in the

evenings. The sisters considered the latter case a poor

alternative to boarding. "The day students," one of them

wrote, "are so exposed to dangers and exposed to temptations

that our action and influence is often extinguished in the

souls of our poor children. ,,73

By the 1930s, Americanization dictated a totally new

apostolate for teaching orders in the islands, and the

abandonment of things that were out of step with the new

climate of secular-dominated education. According to a

later superior, "It is to repair the loss that we

experienced in our boarding school that we asked Reverend

Mother for permission to staff the closest parochial

schools, which we were offered by the priests." Sacred

7l"Maison," 1939.

72Sacred Hearts Audion 1931, 60-61.

73"Maison," 1929.
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Hearts sisters opened co-educational institutions at St.

Patrick's Church, adjacent to their academy, at St.

Theresa's, and at Our Lady of Peace Cathedral. 74 As they

did so, they abandoned their charity school, and retained

the charity principle through leniency in charging

t.u i t i.on c "

The methods of Sacred Hearts sisters underwent a slow

evolution under the impact of liberal influences. Beginning

in the 1890s, the order modified its preparation of

teachers. The first mention of Normal School training

appeared at the 1894 meeting of the General Chapter, when

the chapter's Scholastic Commission suggested that the

summer vacations of teachers be used for methodology

classes. Five years later, the Commission expressed concern

that teaching sisters were "insufficiently educated." In

response, the order appointed its own educational inspectors

to visit its schools. 76 Later commissions urged sisters to

acquire the newly-required teaching credentials and in other

ways to "keep up with new methods in consistently studying

pedagogy" by studying for at least "three hours of work

74"Maison," 1934, 1939.

7SOur Lady of Peace remained on the Cathedral premises
after the sisters moved, so that the land could remain tax
free until it was sold. The sisters intended to incorporate
it later into a parochial school for Blessed Sacrament
Parish. "Maison," 1939.

76Rademaker, 174-175,
Chapter 1899, SSCCSR.

150; Report No.
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regularly, every day of vacation." To minimize the

differences between choir and lay sisters in the order,

which these new developments accentuated, the Commission

urged the sisters without degrees, who helped out as study-

hall teachers (surveillantes) , to study "for the greater

benefit of the house," lest their "intellectual inferiority"

manifest itself to the students. 77

Further modifications followed the meeting of the General

Chapter of 1909. That chapter suggested the appointment of

a supervising Study Mistress for each house with

responsibility to see that teaching sisters had sufficient

time for lesson preparation and correction of student

papers. The Study Mistress's assignment would be to help

sisters make their lessons "clear, interesting and

methodical." After the manner of educational reformer

Johann Friedrich Herbart, teachers made lesson plans for

each month, and a visiting inspector gave a professional,

albeit "discrete and charitable," critique of each sister's

teaching. The weight of the new guidelines smothered the

old master teacher-apprentice relationship.7B

Curriculum changes in the Catholic schools were a response

to government requirements as well as larger social and

77" Commission
SSCCSR.

on Studies," General Chapter 1934,

7BGeneral Chapters 1909-1948, typed copy, SSCCSH.
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intellectual trends. The sisters' General Chapter in 1919

enunciated a policy of keeping "the instruction of our

various houses at the level of official instruction. ,,79

Within two years, the course of study at the sisters'

Honolulu convent was "the same as that prescribed by the

Board of Education for the public schools," and the convent

received a Private School certificate that year. 8 0

Students in their schools used texts written for the public

schools, except in sensitive areas such as history and

literature, where they used texts written specifically for

Catholic schools. 81

Progressive educational reformers urged better preparation

for elementary school teachers. Whereas an eighth-grade

certificate had sufficed for such teachers at the turn of

the century, reformers in the 1920s raised the norm to

fourteen years, which meant two years of college. 82

Teachers in Hawai' i' s schools, Catholic and public,

79 [Report of the Commission on Studies],
Chapter 1919, SSCCSR.

General

8°Beatrix Lalowe, SS. CC. to Mr. V. McCaughey, L copy,
31 October 1921, SSCCSH, thanking him for the certificate.
St. Louis College and St. Joseph's, Hilo received
certificates in 1907. Fred Frizelle to Leo Rausch, S.M., L,
25 March 1947, SLC; Private School Certificate, SD, 17
October 17, OSFA.

81DPI form, 20 December 1921, copy, SSCCSH. The school
purchased such books as Charles H. McCarthy's History of the
United States and Mary E. Doyle's Catholic Reader from the
American Book Company in San Francisco.

82Bertrande Meyers, D. C., Sisters for the Twenty-First
Century, (New York: Sheed and Ward, 1965), 26; Brieske, 261.
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struggled to catch up. The Terri torial Normal School was

still only a high school, and it certificated teachers after

two years of study. A survey of Sacred Hearts convent

teachers in 1910 revealed that only six of the fifteen had

teaching certificates. 83 In 1921, after a review of the

sisters' educational qualifications, the Territory granted a

basic license to each of them. By that time, the average

sister had completed a year or two of high school, the

equivalent of normal school training at that time. Sisters

without a Normal School diploma cited "special preparation"

or "special training" supplied by the order itself. 84

As they upgraded their credentials, the Sacred Hearts

sisters began to encourage their own students to do likewise

after eighth grade. In 1908, for the first time, one of the

convent graduates matriculated at the Territorial Normal and

Training School. The sisters encouraged others to do so by

allowing girls from other islands to continue to board at

the convent. 85 By 1921, the eighth grade teacher was

"prepar[ing] pupils for exams at the Normal School."

83Report, Sacred Hearts-Honolulu, 1909, 1910, PIAR.
The certificating authority was not specified. Since more
French sisters, in comparison with local sisters, held
certificates, the certificates may have been earned in
France before the sisters left for the islands.

84 [DPI] , credential form copy, 18 April 1921, SSCCSH.

8S"Boarders, September 1892 -September
SSCCSHi No.8, General Chapter 1909, SSCCSR.
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Then, following the Federal Survey of 1920, the territorial

normal school program was elevated from high school to

college level. Graduates of Sacred Hearts Convent were not

eligible to matriculate until they had completed high

school. Responding to a letter from Benjamin Wist, Dean of

the Normal School, Mother Beatrix assured Wist that her

graduates were making the necessary adjustments. "Though

the girls are somewhat discouraged at having to take a high

school course," she wrote, "we do recommend them teaching as

a sure and very lucratif [sic] profession." In 1924,

twenty-four convent school students were "preparing to enter

high school." B6

Still, the Sacred Hearts congregation, in contrast to more

Americanized orders, resisted the lures of the liberal model

within their own convent walls. As late as 1924, the

congregation's Commission on Studies recommended that

sisters heed the disciplinary guidelines set forth in the

order's 1854 and 1869 manuals. The Commission characterized

the medieval instructions about rewards and punishments in

those guidelins as "valuable advice with which the teachers

can not imbue themselves enough." Sacred Hearts sisters

remained committed to the overt wielding of authority, which

was crucial to their pedagogical method. The Commission

recommended not only "a desk and a platform for the

B6Credentials form, 1921; Lalowe to Benjamin O. Wist, L
copy, 14 April 1923; Lalowe to DPI, Report copy, 15 May
[1924], SSCCSH.
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teacher"; it also insisted that "the platform should be high

enough so that the teacher dominates her small audience. ,,87

Sacred Hearts superiors remained skeptical of formal

teacher-training for the sisters. In the 1920s, the order's

Scholastic Commission recommended pedagogy courses for

novices and postulants in the congregation, which suggests

that such courses were not yet routine. Mother Beatrix told

the Department of Public Instruction that summer classes for

her elementary-school-teaching sisters were out of the

question.

Lris i.s t.ed i "

"Our teachers need a complete rest," she

Such foot dragging seemed to indicate an

enduring belief that professional training did not guarantee

the type of character that was the basic requirement for

winning the souls of school children for Christ.

Modernity placed increasing pressures on all of the teaching

orders in Hawai' i to conform to patterns that conflicted

with the medieval discipline members of the order generally

accepted. Large school enrollments created demands on the

orders from pastors and bishops requesting, indeed begging

their mainland superiors for more teaching sisters to staff

the school s . At the same time the Department of Public

87The Commission on Studies was the successor to the
Commission Scolaire. "Report of the Commission on Studies,"
General Chapter 1924, SSCCSR.

88" Program des Etudes," No. 13, General Chapter 1899;
"Commission on Studies," General Chapter 1929, SSCCSR;
Lalowe to DPI, Report copy, 15 May 1924, SSCCSH.
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Instruction was setting teacher qualifications based on what

it considered higher professional standards. The orders had

to balance the new requirements with the financial realities

created by the fact that increased education for teachers

delayed the time at which a member commenced the service

that paid the order's bills. In addition, brothers and

sisters were educated at the order's expense before the

order knew for certain that they would remain in the

religious life. B9 In the 1930s, the Marianist superior

used the investment argument to ask for higher stipends for

members of the order in Hawai' i. "We are now giving our

religious a complete college course at a considerable

expense, II the superior said in making the request. 90

The higher educational requirements made degree completion a

preoccupation for brothers and sisters in the islands. The

first Maryknoll sisters had left New York hastily and

without finalizing their degrees because liThe Bishop did not

care if they were trained teachers or not [; ] he simply

wanted to open schools. II In the 1930s, some sisters in this

order were still taking high school courses through the

Catholic University of America. 91

B9Meyers, 43.

90Meyers, Twenty-First, 43; [Walter Tredtin, S.M.] to
Adolph Eiben, L, 30 October 1939, Agmar 158.5.40.

91Kennedy, 291; "Education, Sisters 1932 -1946, II MMH.
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Modernization pulled charisms away from their original

purposes. The original Marianist prejudice against an

apostolate of higher learning, inculcated in the order's

original charism, gave way in the islands to dreams for St.

Louis College. Marianist Inspector George Sauer commented

in 1923, "Nobody can study the situation here even for a

short time, without seeing the wonderful future of a first

class Catholic college. Shall we miss our opportunity?" 92

Meeting the demands of modern education inexorably altered

age-old patterns of convent discipline. Sacred Hearts

sisters found that parochial school assignments required

them to leave the convent early in the day and return late,

so that teaching sisters missed the praying of the Divine

Office and Vespers. 93 As the sisters pushed aside the

needlecraft classes of earlier years for science and

mathematics, so they began to spend their time in community

in study and class preparation. Hired hands supplanted

Marianists in the maintenance tasks that once occupied the

brothers on Saturdays and vacation time. The charisms of

the orders, once nurtured through discipline and isolation

from other religious, became submerged in the growing

standardization of teaching orders.

92Tredtin to Eiben, L, 30 October 1939, Agrnar 158.5.40;
Garvin, 272-273; Sauer to Schleich, L, 23 October 1923,
Agrnar 132.2.55.

93 "Maison," 1934.
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Yet these orders remained faithful to the original logic of

the Catholic school project, which was to protect children

from the lure of opposing world views. The American church

needed larger looms if it were to weave cloaks strong enough

to preserve traditional discipline, especially at higher

levels of education. In 1940, St. Louis President Paul

Sibbing argued for a Catholic college in Honolulu in terms

much like those Bishop Louis Maigret used a hundred years

earlier to justify Catholic common schools. "A great many

of our graduates are forced to attend colleges and

universities that are inimical to religion in general and to

Catholicism in particular," Sibbing said. "In this way a

great deal of the good that results from our efforts is

undone, and in many ways real harm to the spiritual welfare

of our alumni ensues. ,,94

By 1940, Marianist brothers were taking steps to raise the

level of religious education for Catholics in Hawai'i. They

helped to establish the Hawaii School of Religion and the

Newman Center at the Universi ty of Hawai' i. 95 But opening

an institution of their own remained their primary goal,

although doing so raised anew the familiar obstacles

intrinsic in the system--the lack of money that caused the

crowded classrooms and inadequate staffing at existing

94Paul Sibbing, S.M., et al. to Superior General, S.M.,
L, [1940], Agmar 132.4.18.

95John Ott, S.M. to Schleich, L, 21 March 1930, Agmar
132.4.4; Paulin and Becker, 80.
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schools. Partially to circumvent these obstacles, the

Marianists' provincial school inspector drafted resident

faculty members for a Brothers' Summer School which he

opened in 1939 on the St. Louis campus and accredited

through the University of Dayton. 96

The anomaly created by gender partitioning in the modern

world showed in the summer school. The brothers' informal

rule against teaching women prevented them from inviting to

the school the sisters in Hawai' i who needed credits for

college degrees and teacher certification. Nor did the

sisters I superiors welcome the alternative, the University

of Hawai/i l because there instruction presented "a point of

view inconsistent with our religion," as one of them pointed

ouc ."? It would have been ironic to send the sisters into

this bastion of the liberal world view, but it was just as

ironic to exclude them from the Catholic University of

America, the institution intended to upgrade the educational

system they staffed. 98 In the 193 Os, the Franciscans and

the Maryknoll sisters had their own normal schools, but

those schools were of little use to older sisters who had

come to the islands with little of what was now considered

96Paulin and Becker, 107.

97Mary Ephrem to Mary de Paul, 3 January 1937, L copy,
"Sister Mary de Paul," MMH.

98The hierarchy founded Catholic University of America
in 1889. Women could not attend until a summer school for
sisters opened in 1910. Buetow, Singular, 190; Brewer, 41.
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the necessary education. To resolve this dilemma, the

brothers made an exception to their rule against teaching

women, and the sisters began to attend Saturday morning and

Tuesday evening classes offered by the brothers in the fall

of 1939. They then received invitations to attend the 1940

summer session at St. Louis. 99

The teachers' school dovetailed with the Marianists' hopes

of establishing a college in Hawai' i . No laymen attended

the early classes of their new school, but provision for

educating laymen was in the back of the minds of the

brothers. In 1940, Provincial Superior Walter Tredtin

proposed the creation of a two-year college to be called

Catholic University of Hawaii. He even considered the

possibility of making the institution co-educational in

collaboration with the Sisters of St. Joseph of Carondelet,

who at the time had two houses in the islands. 100 Samuel

King, the territorial delegate to the United States Congress

and a former St. Louis student, requested the legislature to

give St. Loui3 tifty acres of public land on the slopes of

Punchbowl on which to build the college. These ambitious

plans went unrealized, however. The Department of Public

Instruction had its own plans for the site in question, and

World War II intervened before anything more was done on the

99"College," vol. 4, 396-397, 409.

100"College," vol. 4, 372, 409; Tredtin to Rev. Mother
Rose, C.S.J., 31 October 1940, L copy, SCJSL.
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idea of a Catholic college. Catholic higher education in

Hawai'i was thus delayed until 1955 for the formation of a

two-year college and until 1957 for the opening of a four-

year institution, Chaminade College, on the grounds of St.

Louis School. 101

Isolation had been a common feeling for religious teachers

in nineteenth-century Hawai'i. Convent discipline

segregated them from Hawaiian society and from each other,

while distance separated them from their mainland

congregations. Religious stationed on Maui were especially

strong in expressing feelings of isolation, and in

educational as well as religious affairs .102 As late as

1938 when the Sisters of St. Joseph arrived, Hawai'i seemed

to the sisters especially far away from the United States.

One sister wondered if she and her compatriots would ever

return to the United States.

very remote in those days. ,,103

"Hawaii," she said, "seemed

This sense of isolation diminished as transportation

improved in the twentieth century. Two Carondelet superiors

came to Hawai'i in advance of the sisters of the order who

remained permanently in the islands. Mother Mary Josephine

10lKing attended St. Louis during the 1892-1893 school
year. Alumni "History," 44. "College," vol. 4, 442-443.

102Schleich to Wickener, S. M., L, 10 January 1908, Agmar
132.2.15 i "Wailuku History."

103Lemon and Bahner, "Tape."
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visited her Maryknoll sisters in Hawai'i a year after the

first sisters from the order arrived. In the 1930s,

Maryknoll sisters received annual visitations from the

motherhouse .104 In addition, the partitioning between

congregations in the islands dissolved as members

fraternized at common retreats and educational get-

togethers. In 1938, Mother Mary Virginia of the Saint

Joseph order reported back to the motherhouse, "All the

priests and religious on the island seem to form one large

family, and we really haven't had an opportunity to feel

ourselves exiles." 105

Closer supervision by mainland superiors meant forfeiting

the autonomy that had accompanied the earlier isolation. In

the early years, the local Marianist director had assigned

teachers to their classes at St. Louis, but after 1918 his

superiors made the assignment in Dayton. Soon, directors at

the school were administrative professionals from the

mainland, and thus strangers to the school as well as the

LsLands i "'" The end of Hawaiian isolation was signaled, at

least sYmbolically, in an order handed down to the brothers

in August 1940, that "From now on, Brothers in Hawaii and

101Carondelet Annual XIV (1938), 4; "St; . Anthony Convent
Chronicles," 1937, 1938, MMNY.

10SBecker to Motherhouse, L copy, 26 August 1938, HI
Cor., CSJSP.

106"College," vol. 1, 67; Paulin and Becker, 89,
Brother Frank Neubeck was president from 1930 to 1939.
was followed by Brother Paul Sibbing, 1939-1945.
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Puerto Rico, will be home on a visit every five years. Also

from now on, Brothers will not be asked to go to Hawaii and

Puerto Rico but will be assigned as the Brothers in the

States. ,,107

By 1941, the Catholic mission in Hawai'i boasted of twenty-

seven schools with 8,500 students. Catholic schools had

grown in tandem with population increases in the islands,

and educating about ten percent of the islands' school-age

population at that date. lOB This was not far from the

percentage they had educated in the earliest common schools.

The religious personnel of the vicariate now numbered

several hundred, most of whom were teachers. 109 Despite

occasional grumbling that some churches were "Portuguese,"

the mission had not fragmented into ethnic churches. On the

contrary, these sons and daughters of immigrants all "wanted

to be treated as Americans. "no

107Reproduced in "College," vol. 4, 434.

10BThere were 189 public schools in Hawai' i with 92 I 424
students in 1941. Brieske, 477.

109Figures for 1938 included 114 Sacred Hearts sisters,
57 Sacred Hearts priests, 7 Sacred Hearts brothers, 72
Marianist brothers, and 47 Franciscan sisters. Nouvelles
(1946). The former account overlooked 85 Maryknoll sisters,
several Maryknoll priests and a dozen Sisters of St. Joseph.
Rosso, "Talk," 2; Dougherty, 388.

110Alencastre to Excellency [Papal Legate, Washington,
D.C], L, 5 January 1940, SSCCFR.
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Over the years before 1941, the Catholic school system had

served as a pathway for a vast array of the children of

ethnic groups to enter the church without fracturing the

church, or overburdening its financial resources or limited

personnel. While clerics at the Propaganda in Rome

ruminated on the necessity of special ministers to the

various ethnic populations in the islands, the men on the

scene consistently rej ected such proposals. As early as

1891, Bishop Koeckemann termed an ethnically-based clergy

"morally impossible," even before the full spectrum of

Hawai'i's immigration pattern had emerged. 111

As a result of its heterogeneity, the church in the islands

had something to teach its teachers about how people of

diverse nationalities could "mingle with Caucasians and each

other in perfect harmony. ,,112 The "Catholicity of the

Church" in Hawai'i startled American visitors, who had grown

accustomed to the racial segregation practiced in American

cities and in many of their own congregations. They had

allowed the legal partitionings of a later world view to

override the universalist impulses of the church's own

tradi tion. 113

111Koeckemann to APF, Report, 21 October 1891, SSCCFR.

112Alencastre to Excellency, L, 5 ,January 1940, SSCCFRi
Becker to Motherhouse, L copy, 26 October 1941, CSJSP.

113Stephen Ochs documented the r ac i a l segregation in
seminaries in the southern United States. Stephen J. Ochs,
Desegregating the Altar: The Josephites and the Struggle for

(continued ... )
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Members of the church in the islands resisted total

enculturation in the American version of the modernist world

view in other ways. This independence revealed itself in

the perfunctory response of island women to one particular

act of external discipline. To preserve medieval men from

the distraction that beautiful tresses posed during rituals,

clerics had asked women to cover their heads in church, and

women had complied with starched coifs and lacy veils.

American women turned instead to fashionable hats and fancy

scarves. In Hawai'i, teaching sisters had difficulty

getting the school girls to cover their hair with anything,

and women placed handkerchiefs briefly over their heads only

at the moment of communion. 114 This was reminiscent of

earlier Hawaiians, who came shod to Mass but removed their

shoes at the door sf the church. In the f ace of such

demands for uniformity, the mission cloak sustained a

vibrant cross-section of divergent strands. The luxuriant

body of Hawaiian, Portuguese, and Philippine customs

strained

tightly.

against Americanizing cords that pulled too

On February 22, 1941, the Roman Catholic church made Hawai'i

a suffragan see of San Francisco, a diocese with its own

113 ( ••• continued)
Black Priests, 1871-1960 (Baton Rouge:
University Press, 1990), 26.

lHMcMahon, 1946.
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bishop within an American archdiocese. This action

terminated the islands' mission status, and thus their

relationships with the Congregation for the Propagation of

the Faith in Rome and the Society for the Propagation of the

Faith in France. Bishop Alencastre had not recommended the

change. On the contrary, he told the Propaganda, "The

Vicariate is prosperous as a Mission, but it would make a

poor Diocese." Only Maryknoll priests were salaried in the

mission, but under the new jurisdiction "Every priest,

secular and religious, would be entitled to a regular

salary," a circumstance the bishop considered financially

impossible. The mission had come full circle. Education

had enabled many Catholics in the islands to attain middle

class status, but, as the bishop argued, "The vast majority

of our Catholics are poor and many very poor indeed. ,,115

The termination of mission status meant a loss of control

over the church in the islands for the Sacred Hearts

priests, who had operated it successfully for a century.

"In the event of the Vicariate becoming a Diocese,"

Alencastre asked that the congregation "be permitted to

retain some parishes and given the privilege of suggesting

the particular ones of their choice. ,,116

parishes with schools.

The choices were

115Alencastre to Excellency,
20 February 1940, SSCCFR.

L , 5 January 1940 i ibid.,

116Alencastre to Excellency,
SSCCFR.
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The new diocese meant a new bishop, James J. Sweeney.

Sweeney's service as the San Francisco archdiocesan director

of the Pontifical Society for the Propagation of the Faith

made him a known quantity in Rome, where officials made the

selection. Like the recent St. Louis presidents, the bishop

had no local experience, and some "locals" were quick to

label him a "carpetbagger." 117 But with his arrival in

October 1941, anew, modern era in the church in Hawai' i

began in earnest.

The resulting Americanization was not an unalloyed blessing.

The new bishop arrived by ship, "militant and triumphant,"

proudly displaying the symbols of his authority. 118 On

board, his first-class accomodations pointedly separated him

from the Marianist brothers below on the same ship, who were

billeted in cramped quarters. As if to reinforce that

metaphor of privilege, his investiture took place in a grand

ceremony on the grounds of 'Iolani Palace, a little more

than a hundred years after the first Sacred Hearts fathers

felt the first stings of persecution in the islands. 11 9

The bishop seemed from these signals to represent a church

117Paulin and Becker, 113; Monsignor Daniel J. Dever,
interview by author, 9 July 1991.

118The title of James O'Toole's recent work
characterizing the episcopacy of William Cardinal O'Connell,
Archbishop of Boston in the early twentieth century.

119"College," vol. 5, 469.
product of a Marianist school in
San Francisco. Resch, 19
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insistent on retaining medieval hierarchy and rank while

exuding the modern confidence in perfectibility into which

it was settling.

Belief in its own continued perfection, in social norms as

well as religious life, made the church the new bishop

represented insenstive to the changes it had unknowingly

undergone, and thus even more ready to impose its "new"

discipline. 120 But in retrospect it is apparent that the

emotional appeal and flexibility of medieval discipline had

given way to rationalism and even legalism. l 21 Sweeney

reined in the Sacred Hearts priests, who had formerly

enjoyed substantial freedom to grant dispensations in such

things as marital affairs. Catholics in the pews found him

"too haole" when he asked them to sustain the church in

Hawai'i without outside assistance, and to adopt such alien

practices as refraining from eating meat on Fridays. 122

The centralization of authority Bishop Sweeney effected was

soon felt throughout the territory. Deeming the church's

school system inadequate, Sweeney set about "reforming" it.

120Ewens, 70

121Peter Viereck characterized twentieth, middle-class
American Catholicism as "puritanized, Calvinized, and
dehydrated" in Shame and Glory of the Intellectuals: Babbit
Jr. vs the Rediscovery of Values (Boston: Beacon Press,
1953), 49.

122Louis Boeynaems, SS. CC., interview by author, 2 June
1993; Kekumano interview.
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Every parish must have a school, as in the American model.

He therefore organized a Diocesan office to coordinate

educational policy and standardize the curriculum, insisted

on classes of no more than forty or forty-five students, and

began upgrading standards of teacher training. One result

was that Hawai' i experienced more "prolific building and

rebuilding of Catholic schools and educational programs than

any time in the previous hundred years. ,,123

But old patterns persisted despite a significant degree of

synthesis with modern views. Sweeney appointed a school

superintendent who spoke of education as a "privilege"

rather than as a right .124 "More and more," the bishop

admitted, "I admire the splendid work done by the Sacred

Hearts fathers in Hawaii and I am convinced that no one

could have succeeded as well as they did." 125 The loose

French cloak, woven tightly by succeeding generations of

Americans, had proved a malleable but sturdy garment, the

fate of which sYmbolizes the history of Catholic schooling--

and Catholics, too--in Hawai'i from 1840 to 1941.

123Paulin and Becker, 121; Donovan interview i Daniel J.
Dever, "Catholic Schools of Hawaii, 1840-1976," Hawaii
Catholic School Department.

121John Thompson, Robert R. Dunwell, Chester
Sheldon S. Varney, A Study of Catholic Parochial
Hawaii. (Honolulu: Diocesan Board of Education,
82; Fr. Charles Gienger, "Troubadour," vol. 1,
n.p.

R. Ingils,
Schools in
1971), 84,
1946-1947,

125Quoted in P. Simon Goovaerts, Semeurs d' Evangile:
Profils Picpuciens (Louvain: Imprimerie des Sacres-Coeurs,
1948), 67.
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APPENDIX A
GOVERNMENT COMMON SCHOOLS, 1847-18541

Protestant Catholic Total
Year Schools Pupils Schools Pupils Schools Pupils

1847 495 16,528 129 3,116 624 19,644

1848 426 16,407 101 2,631 527 19,028

1849 437 13,261 103 2,359 540 15,620

1850 441 12,949 102 2,359 543 15,308

1851 431 12,976 104 2,506 535 15,482

1852 344 11,774 92 2,174 436 13,948

1853 344 10,382 79 1,823 423 12,205

1854 412 10,241

1PIRM 1848-1855, Appendices. Common schools in Hawai'i
were tax-supported institutions organized under laws passed
in 1840 and 1841 which, until 1854, provided religious
instruction along with elementary lessons in reading and
writing. Schools were organized according to the dominant
religious affiliation of Hawaiian communities, whether
Congregationalist Protestant or Catholic.
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APPENDIX B
CATHOLIC COMMON SCHOOLS

SCHOOLS AND STUDENTS, 1847-1853
BY ISLAND2

Island

Hawai'i
1847
1848
1849
1850
1852
1853

Kaua'i
1847
1848
1849
1850
1852
1853

Lana'i

Maui
1847
1848
1849
1850
1852
1853

Moloka'i
1847
1848
1849
1850
1852
1853

Schools Students

31 914
28 787
26 732
26 651
22 606
23 577

19 383
3 64
2 49
2 38
2 23
4 48

No schools reported

33 770
31 773
33 752
40 871
32 705
22 448

6 121
2 34
3 45
2 44
3 43
1 17

2PIRM 1848-1854, Appendices. Catholic common schools
were government-supervised and -supported institutions,
organized by Catholic parents and priests, and taught by a
Catholic teacher. Some of these continued to function as
religious schools after 1854, when secularization of the
government system commenced. See Appendix C.
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CATHOLIC COMMON SCHOOLS
SCHOOLS AND STUDENTS, 1847-1853

BY ISLAND

Island Schools Students

O'ahu
1847 38 947
1848 35 936
1849 37 743
1850 30 715
1852 33 797
1853 29 733

Ni'ihau
1847 2 49
1848 2 37
1849 2 38
1850 2 40
1852 0 0
1853 0 0
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APPENDIX C
CATHOLIC COMMON SCHOOLS

DATES OF OPERATION3

'Apana 'Aina Approximate Operating Dates

(Island) (District)

Hawai'i 1 Hilo

2 Ka'u

3 So.Kona

4 No.Kona

5 Kohala

(Village)

Kalapana 1847-1848
Halepua'a 1847-1854
Keaukaha 1847-1848
Pi'ihonua 1847-1856
Kalaoa 1847-1848
Makahonuloa 1847-1848
Kahinahano 1847-1854

Kama'oa 1847-1870s
Honu'apo 1847-1856
Makaka 1847-1848
Hilea 1847-1870s
Kawela 1847-1856
Na'alehu 1847-1848
Manuka 1848-1849

Honaunau 1847-1870s
Kealia 1847-1856
Honokua 1847-1856
go'opuloa 1847-1866
Alika 1847-1848

Awalua 1847-1848
Kaloko 1847-1866
Hi'analoli 1847-1866
Holualoa 1847-1848
Pahoehoe 1847-1866
Honalo 1847-1866

Wai'apuka 1847-1854, 1868-1873
Halawa 1847-1854
Makeanehu 1847-1854
Kukuipahe'e 1846-1854

3Derived primarily from He Papa Ho'ike (Quarterly
Reports) I PIARj Reports, PICRi PIRMi Station Reports, HMCSL.
The exact beginning and ending date of each school is
difficult to determine, given the absence of regular
government reports about Catholic schools before 1847 and
after 1865.
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CATHOLIC COMMON SCHOOLS
DATES OF OPERATION

'Apana 'Aina AQproximate Operating Dates

(Island) (District)

Hawai'i 6 Waimea

Kaua'i 1 Waimea

2 Koloa

3 Hanalei

4 Ni'ihau

1 Lahaina

2 Wailuku

(Village)

Keakualele 1847-1854
PU'ukapuwaimea 1847-1854
Waipi'ouka 1847-1854
Kapulena 1847-1854

Hanapepe 1847-1848

Koloa 1847-1870s

Moloa'a 1847-1848

Pu'uwai 1847-1848
Kaununui 1847-1848

Ukumehame 1847-1854
Lahaina (2) 4 1847-1870
Honokowai 1847-1848
Honokohau 1847-1870s
Kahakuloa 1847-1866
Olowalu 1862-1863

Waikapu 1847-1848
Waihe'e 1847-1848
Wailuku 1847-1870s
Kealakapehu 1847-1848
Waiehu 1847-1848
Kanaio 1847-1848
Kaunuahane 1853-1856

4Numbers in parentheses indicate the number of schools
at this location.
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CATHOLIC COMMON SCHOOLS
DATES OF OPERATION

'Apana 'Aina Approximate Operating Dates

(Island)

Maui

(District)

3 Makawao

4 Hana

5 Moloka'i

6 Lana'i

(Village)

Halehaku
Ulumalu
Keaaula
Ho'olua
Kui'aha
Hali'imaile(2)
Waiakoa
Hamakuapoko
Kama'ole
Kula
Kailua

Paehala
Maua
Naopu'u
Ka'eho'eho
Wailamoa
Wailua (2)
Pukuiloa
Waiohonu(Puuiki)
Bamoa
Hanamaile
Kea'a
Pauwalu
Luala'ilua
Mehamenui
Nu'u
Kaumuhalua
Papiwi
MU'olea
Kawaipapa
Kapaakea
Honomanu
Kakalahale
Pu'uomaiai
Mokulau

Kamala
Kalaupapa
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1847-1848
1847-1856
1847-1856
1847-1848
1847-1866
1847-1848
1847-1848
1847-1866
1847-1848
1853-1856
1853-1866

1847-1848
1847-1856
1847-1854
1847-1848
1847-1854
1847-1866
1847-1854
1847-1870s
1847-1854
1847-1854
1847-1854
1847-1854
1850-1856
1850-1856
1850-1866
1850-1856
1850-1853
1850-1856
1850-1853
1850-1853
1850-1853
1853-1856
1853-1866
1853-1866

1847-1854
1847-1854

1847-1854



CATHOLIC COMMON SCHOOLS
DATES OF OPERATION

Moku
(Island)

Apana
(District)

Aina Approximate Operating Dates
(Village)

Q'ahu 1 Honolulu
Kawaiahab

Maunalua
Honolulu (3)
Pal010
Manoa
Waikiki
Wai'alae

1847-1848
1841-1880, -1893
1847-1854
1847-1854
1847-1854
1852-1854

2 Honolulu- Leleo(Moanalua) 1847-1860
Kaumakapili Kalihi 1847-1860

3 'Ewa and Halawa 1847-1854
Wai'anae Wai'au 1847-1848

Waiawa 1847-1854
Honouliuli 1847-1854
Papa'anae 1847-1854
Waimanalo (2) 1847-1848
Wai'anaeuka 1847-1854
Wai'anae 1847-1854
Makua 1848-1849
LIhue 1848-1849
Makaha 1852-1854
Waikele 1852-1854
Hikilolo 1852-1854

4 Waialua Mokuleia 1848-1849
Pa'ala'a 1847-1854
Kamananui(2) 1847-18608

5 Ko'olauloa Ka'a'awa 1847-1848
Papa'akoko 1847-1848
Ualaekahana 1847-1848
Lale 1847-1848
Kahuku 1847-1848

6 Ko'olaupoko Waimanalo (3) 1847-1856
Kailua (3 ) 1847-1854
Kane'ohe (2) 1847-1856
He'eia 1841-1876
Waihe'e 1847-1854
Kualoa (2 ) 1847-1854
Mokapu 1848-1854
Ka'alaea 1848-1854
Hakipu'u (2) 1847-1848
Kahalu'u 1847-1848
Waiahole 1852-1854
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APPENDIX D
NINETEENTH-CENTURY MISSION SCHOOLSs

Hawai'i

St. Joseph, Kapa'ahu

St. Joseph, Hilo
St. Mary's, Hilo

Waipi'o

Honoka'a

Kailua-Kana

Honaunau

Sacred Hearts, Ka'u

St. Anna's, Halawa

Kaua'i

St. Raphael's, Koloa

Enelani School, Moloa'a

Maui

Sacred Hearts, Lahaina

St. Peter's, Pu'uike

St. Anthony, Wailuku (B)
(G)

Honokohau

1871-1875

1869-present
1869-1951

1880-1886

1880-1892

1878-1888

1882-1886

1876-1926

1874-1877, 1882-1905

1878-1918

1877-1878

1864-1866, 1870-present

1855-?, 1882-1888

1875-present
1882-1968

1884-1896

sBased on information in Chapters III and IV. The
schools listed all belonged to the mission, except Sacred
Hearts Convent and Day Schools, which were private schools
owned by the sisters' congregation.
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NINETEENTH-CENTURY MISSION SCHOOLS

O'ahu

, Ahuimanu

Catholic Boys' School, Han.

Sacred Hearts Convent
and Day Schools

St. Louis College
St. Francis School

St. Ann's, He'eia

'Ewa Catholic, Waimalu

St. Michael's, Waialua

1859-1882

1862-1864

1859-1987

1881-present
1893-1916

1876-present

1875-1884

1884-1890
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APPENDIX E
PRIVATE AND PAROCHIAL SCHOOLS

BY RELIGIOUS CONGREGATION
1900-1940 6

Level

Brothers of Mary

Location

Our Lady of Peace Cathedral
1933-1936 Parochial
1936

St. Louis College
1909-1928
1928

St. Anthony Boys
1925-1940
1940

St. Mary'S
1927-1941
1941

Parochial
Private

Parochial
Parochial

Parochial
Parochial

4 yr high

2 yr high
4 yr high

2 yr high
4 yr high

Elem, boys

Kamakela
Kaimuk'i

Wailuku

Hilo

Kamakela
Liliha

Sisters of the Sacred Hearts

Sacred Hearts Academy
1909 Private 4 yr high KaimukI

Orphanage
1909 Elementary Kalihi

St. Patrick's School
1930 Parochial Elementary KaimukI

St. Teresa's School
1931-1938 Parochial Elementary Liliha

Our Lady of Peace Cathedral
1934 Parochial Elementary Liliha

6Based on information in Chapters VI and VIr.
Parochial schools are run by church pastors and held in the
name of the bishop ; private schools are owned by their
congregations.
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PRIVATE AND PAROCHIAL SCHOOLS
BY RELIGIOUS CONGREGATION

1900-1940

Level

Sisters of St. Francis

Location

St. Joseph
1900
1929

Sacred Heart
1928

Saint Francis
1924
1932
1940

Mission
Parochial

Parochial

Convent
Novitiate
Private
Private

Elementary
2 yr high

Elementary

2 yr high
4 yr high

Hilo

Liliha
Manoa

Maryknoll Sisters

Maryknoll Grade School
1927 Parochial
1931 Parochial

Elementary
4 yr high

Punahou

St. Ann's
1927

St. Anthony Girls
1928
1932
1938
1940

Parochial

Parochial
Parochial
Parochial
Parochial

Elementary

Elementary
Grade 9
Grade 10
4 yr high

He'eia

Wailuku

St. Anthony Boys
1928

St. Anthony
1928
1935-1939

St. Augustine
1929
1930

Parochial

Parochial
Parochial

Parochial
Parochial
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Grades 1, 2 Wailuku

Elementary Kalihi-kai
2 yr high

Kindergarten Waikiki
Elementary



PRIVATE AND PAROCHIAL SCHOOLS
BY RELIGIOUS CONGREGATION

1900-1940

Level Location

Sisters of St. Joseph 0::: Carondelet

St. Teresa
1938 Parochial Elementary Liliha

Holy Rosary
1939 Parochial Elementary Pa'ia, Maui
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Glossary of Hawaiian Terms

ali'i. Chief, chiefess.

ali'i nui. High chief.

'ao'ao. Side, religious denomination.

'awa. A narcotic drink used in Hawaiian Island ceremonies.

halau. Meeting house for instruction.

haole. White person, Caucasian.

hapa haole. A part-white, part-Hawaiian person.

holoku.
train.

A loose, seamed dress with a yoke and usually a
na holoku. Dresses.

ho'okupu. Ceremonial gift-giving.

hula. Hawaiian dance.

ka'ao. Legend, tale.

kahu kula. School inspector, general school agent for an
island or district.

kanaka maoli. Full-blooded Hawaiian person.

kane. Male.

kapa, tapa. Cloth made from the bark of Hawaiian plants;
formerly clothes of any kind.

kapu. Sacred law of the Hawaiians.

Kakolika, Katolika. Catholic.

Kalikiano, Kristiano. Christian.

kuhina nui. Powerful officer in the Hawaiian kingdom,
co-ruler.

kula. School

kula ho'ole pope, kula ku'e pope. Protestant school.

kulanui. High school, in nineteenth century usage.

kumu kula. School teacher.
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kumu kula. School teacher.

Loma, Roma. Roman, belonging to the Catholic mission

lu'au. Hawaiian feast.

luna. School Superintendent.

luna kula. School agents, trustees.

maka'ainana. Hawaiian commoner.

malihini. Newcomer, foreigner.

mo/olelo. History, story.

'ohana. Family, kin group.

ali. Chant.

pa'ahao. Forced labor.

papa ho'ike. Quarterly reports.

pipi kaula. Beef jerky.

pule Kalawina. The Calvinist Church.

pule Palani. The Frenchmen's Church.

wahine. Woman
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